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ABSTRACT 

The thesis la concerned vd th the stud1 0 t Sequence 
, , 

Dating in the MBII tombs of Palestine. particularly those 

trOtll Jericho and Tellrara (lOuth). " 

, 
In Chapter One. I have br1~fl1 dtBcussed current 

• ~" I. , " • 

views on the abs()lut9, chronology 0 f the MBII. more to assess 
, .' 

the length ot t1me the per10d covers than to proscribe its 

preCise dates. 

In Chanter Two. I have &Ought to examine the system 

o t re18t1 ve chronology 1n the MBII which Kenyon has proposed 

1'01' t.he Jer1cho tombs. The meaning of typological varlation 

is discussed; Kenyon's chronological arguments are anal1sed 

&lld the appl1cation of her technique is shown. In an attempt 

objectively to test her hypothesis, potential statistical 

methods are investigated and a selection ot su1table deposits 

ie made for experimentation. . Th ••• depOsita are then 

subjected to a multi-variant trait analysis using multi

dlruenelonnl sca11ng. The results indicate an insufficient. 

degree ot d~fference in the deposita; they appear to be 

virtuallY indist1gu1ehable from one another. 

In Cha~ter three. I have republished the MBII tombs 

from Tell Fara. part1cularly Petri.'a '500' Cemetery. in order 

to investigate the tombs ot this period in more detail. I 

have redre.vm all the aveileble objecte and attempted to 
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Abstract cont. 

clan fJr the confu.sion v/hich aurrounda each tomb. Plans, 

sections and drawings are'grouped to~b by'tomb •. 

In ,the 'final cha~tert I have c6~pared and contrasted 

Fars with Jericho. ' At fara, I certain unique features' ot 

the tombs do not ... m to f1' "84117 into t.he Jericho 

typological aystem. It 1s there fore r:roposed that 
'.- ".' ~ , , .. ~ 

typological change in th9 MBII mS7 well be a function ot 

local variation rather than of chronological difference. 
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. PREFACE 

The MBII is a comparatively short and fair17 
.. . -:. '" 

homogeneous period, within which a relative chronology has 

been inferred based upon the typology of objects. The 

inference has been made almost exclusively from tomb evidence, 

particularly tram Jericho. Variation in tombs ofaP~ one 
. '" ., 

period may be the result 'of many different influences •. At 

Jericho, Kenyoa has 1npl1eda chronological order in the MElI 

tombs. Bhe believea that the impir1e 41fterences In the 

objects are oYenhelmlng!J the rawlt ot variations in date. 

With new methods now available, I believe 1t 1s possible to 

test these conclusions objectively_ 

~he Jericho tombs have been well excavated and 

published. I am concerned that, when compared to other 

sites, this factor mat outwtalh their importance in an7 

typolog1eal otudJ'. fhe .~, cemeterr at Tell Fara (South), 

excavated b.1 Petri.'. expedition in the late 1920's, represents 

tombs of this period at HMI. Despite the speed with which 

Petrie published. the accuracy and v1sual impact of his 

writing cannot compare with a more mod.nl and fUller format. 

It is for this reason that I have oollected tho aVailable 

data to reconst.ruct this t-fBII e.etery. Since its tombs 
, 

ere eut in the HBII, unlike the reused tombs els&where, the 

cemeter,y offers a considerable amount ot discrete data. Further, 

it is unl.ikeli in the modern financial climate that MDII 

cemeteries ot this size and eharacter will ever be exeavated 



Preface cont. 

again. It 10 thcrfJf'cre itl'pcrtnnt for the study ot the 

f.1BII period that the rare. cemetery should be reappraised. 

" 

14 
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CHJP!i!i 01E' 

INTR)tuC'l'ION 1'0 mE MIDDLE BlDNU AGE IX 
• I ~ • 



The Palestinian Middle Bronze Age has been 

variously styled by different scholars. Albright, Wright 

and American scholars in general, to~ether with Israeli 

scholars, favour its total division into MBIIA, and then 

HBIlB and e, reserving the term MBI for the Intermediate 

Bronze Age.1 ,2,3,4. Kenyon et a1 use the term EBMB for --.J , • 

the Intermediate Bronze Age, MBI for MEIIA and MBII for 

'an undividedMBIIB and C. 5,6,7.- It is this latter system 

that will be used throughout, unless it is necessary to 

re fer to the work 0 f the tormer scholars. 1'he reasons for 

this choice are firstly that since the MBIl B/c division is 

based upon stratigraphic considerations at 1'811 Beit l11rsim 

and elsewhere, then such a division will not as readily 

apply to tomb chronology which 1s being considered here. 

,Secondly, most 0 t the re ferences used. here relate to' 

Kenyon's work at Jericho, where naturally the single division 

MBII is used." . 

16 



INTRODUCTION 

The search for a chronology in the Middle 

Bronze 11 period has two aspects. The first is the attempt 
" I 

to attach absolute dates to the beginning and end of the 

period, 'at the same time making an assessment of the duration 
, 

of that period. The second ls the possibility that, by 
; ~ ~, 

examining the evidence dated within the period as a whole, 
I 

one might propose a sub-division or the period based upon 

relative typological considerations. 

ABSOLUTE DATES 

Method 

Primarily, absolute dates d~ring this period are 

contrived by a comparisoDof typolol1 and atratigraphy,of 

the Palestinian s~tes with Egypt and Syria, being the nearest 

and most intluencIal lIterate areas. The Egyptian dating 

method as a rule is a reasoD:able tool, but at this partIcular 

period it includes the ill-documented and confUsed IInd 

Intermediate Period with the notoriously obscure inter-regnum. 

ri
8 . Pet e was among the first to connect the 

• I 

Egyptian records to the archaeological eVidence. In Egypt, 
; 

17 

the period is dominated hi,storieall), . firstly by the infiltration 

B~d later the takeover of the Delta are. by the 'Heg Khastu' 

• The Hyksos'. ,From the histories and canons 0 f the Hellenistic 

and Roman historians, Manetho, Easebius, Josephus and others" 

king lists can be estimated for part if not all of the dark 

age 0 f the Second Intermediate Period. Names 0 t the Hykeos kings, 



Khyan, Apophis, Shesha. l..faa-ab-ra ond many others give 

tantalising glimpses of the history 0 f the age. 9 ~hese 

king lists, together with names o~ 'Hyksos' scarabs,have 

18 

shed shafts of light into the otherwise historical darlmess 

of contemporary Palestine, so that a quasi-historical 

rramework has been built up around the archaeological evidence 

in the reflection of the events in Egypt, interpOlating as' 

it were the political and social events as the archaeological 

evidence might suggest.,. 

In Palestine. the archaeological eVidence shows 

thB.t a new era dawned at the beainning 0 f the Middle Bronze 

Age. A ne .. lease of urban development .eems to have been 

promoted with the rebuilding of 80 many of the cities which 

had decayed at the end ot the Third Millenillm~ Bew pottery 
, ' 

appeared, new not only i.;8hape but also in teennology,being 

wholly wheel made. Later in the period, .as part of the new 

urbanism, elaborate earthwork ramparts sprang up to defend 

every major city 1n the Levant, trom Iorth Syria down to 

Egypt.. )Jew burial customs .. ere to 'be· .. en, both individual 

graves and communal or multiple burials. 

These new reature. have been variously explained 

in the light or the contemporary and later external eVidence. 

Kenyon would attribute the commencement or the period to the ' 

first appearance 0 f the· popUlation known as . the' Canaani tea as 

they moved from Syria into the coastlands 0 r Phoenicia and 

Palestine possibly during the ~welfth Dynasty.lO (De Vaux 

places this event 1000 years earlier. ll) Other named groups 

are also invoked, the Hurriansl2 who moved into Syria to form 

the Mitannian kingdom, or the Hapiru, seemingly the vagabonds 
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of western Asia at that time. 13 Whatever the truth of these 

theories, from petriets time onwards few scholars would contradict 

the arguement that the changes which took place in Palestine, 

certainly in the second halt ot the Middle Bronze Age, are 

to be associated, at least in part, with the Hyksos mentioned 

in the Egyptian records. Here the comparison ends, tor the 

llyksos, known by name and deed in Egypt, are unknown elsewhere. 

The term 'Haq Khastu' itself is unenlightening. being translated 

usually as 'rulers trom foreign lands' or 'princes of the 

desert'. ~he vagueness of the title throws no real light 

upon the ethnic composition or the historical background of 

these people. The certain tacta are that such a named group 

conquered the Delta in about 1720 B.e. at a time of Egyptian 

weakness. ~he7 set up their own albeit Egyptianised 

government at anew capital ot Avaris, and there they ruled 
. 

until expelled violently in about 1567 B.e. by Amosis I and 

his successors ot the new Eighteenth Dynasty. Apart from the 

two events of their conquest and their expuision~ together with 

the Classical versions of their king lists, very little 1s known 

of these people, particular17~ Palestine. It is therefore 

impossible to establish whether the MBII period in Palestine 

is to be bracketed only within the n.1kso~ pe~iod in Egypt •. 

As will be seen, the end of the MBII may well coincide with the 

dateable expulsion of the Hykaos from Egypt, but its beginnings . . 

may well be before the Hyksos inVasion of the Delta and so 

11e outside this quasi-historical evidence. 



Results 

There are currently two distinct views on the 

absolute dating 0 f the MDII p~riod, wh1ch may be described a's 

the lower and the upper sequence. 

20 

The' lower sequence has been advocated particularly 

by Albr1ght and others.' His basic system 1s: 

MElt A about 18th Century 

MBl! B about 

MBtl C" about 
I 

17th and early 16th Centuries 

1575 - 1500 B.c.14 
, . 

The reasoning behind the end of his MBII C (MSII) is the dating 

of Amosis I not' before ca~1530 B.C., instead of as high as 

1580 or 1;70 B.C.15 'Further, h~ statess 

,"The destruction of,Palest1n1an·towus in 

the late, MBlI, before the spread of Blchrome 

Ware would have to be placed between about 

1540 8S the earliest reasonable date and about 

1520 at the latest".16 

, 

(Here, howaver,he is inclined to give the 'dates of Amoaia aa 

1557 - 1532 B.C.) At any event, it 1s this'low chronology 

for the beginning' 0 f the 18th D,..nast,.. which creates the low 

chrono10!7 of the~preeeed1ng periods. In th1s'low dating ot 

the reign of AmOm.8 "I, Albright 1sfollowed b,.. H~1Ck, 17 Nims,18 

Fbrich,19 Wright20 and others. 
, -

Once this low aecession8J. date 1s aceepted~'then 

the beginning 0 f -the '18th Dynasty, -the expUlsion 0 f th~ R1kSOs 

and the end of MBtI wh1ch all coincide are all placed here. 

For the beginning of the nBIt period. Albright would place this 



in the 18th Cant ury • !,mr I B, the earlier hal for the perio d, 

he would place as follows: 

"Jv1BIIB (Tell Bei t ltl.rsim stratum E) would then 

date from the end 0 f the 18th century to the 

early 16th century and MBIIC (Tell Beit Mirsim 
. 

stratum D) might be dated c. 1575-1500,in 

Palest1ne • .,21 

The reasoning here for the late start to MBII B comes from 

his demonstration that Royal Tomb IV at Byblos Is that of 

Prince Yantin (Ent1n), a contemporary of Zimrl Lim of Harl,22 

whose dates he gives as 1?30 - 1~9?B.C., and that the 

material from that tomb is analogous to, that 0 f the 

Palestinian MBI.23 Thus MSII (MBIIE) cannot begin until 

21 

the end of the 18th Century. ,..he internal division, MBII B and 

C has little typological significance, but it is promoted by 

A1bright to explain ~.ll Beit Mersim D which he dates 

1575 - 1500 B.C., It late phase of MBII. 

In adoptinc this late date for the commencement 

of MBII. Albright coincidentally gains the political division 

between nBI and MBII since the ca~ 1720' B.C; date that he 
, , , 

advoc'ates 1s also that ot the Hyksos invasion of Egypt, 24,2.,5, 26 

based upon the 'firm' evidence 0 f the ';oath anni versa~i 0 f this 
. . 

event 1n ca. 1320 B.e:" commemorated by Ramess'es II in the' 

13th Century.27 

t,t'he net result 0 t this chronology then is to place 

the l1BII 1n the two hundred year per1.od, late 18th Century to 

late 16th century B.C. 
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A somewhat higher chronology is perhaps the 

most accepted at the present moment being dependent particularly 

upon the accession date of Hammurabi of 1792 B.C. proposed 

by smith28 and followed bY:Bowton,29 SaggS30 ~d others.· 
. 

The accession of Amosis I in this system would be ca. 1567 B.C. 
- , . 

These dates tor the MBII period are adopted by Mazar and others, 

with the intern81 division of MBII being as follows: 

MBII B 

MEII C 

1800- 16.30 

1630 - 15.50 
13th -:18th Dy~~sty3l 

Kenyon also proposes this chronology, but without the 

internal MElt BIC diVision, making it thus a homogeneous 

period between 1800 and the early 16th CenturY' B.C·.32 'thOugh 

as Parr points out,33 Kenyon would at one time have placed 

the beginning of MBII3~ a~ early as 18;0 B.C., the date she 

took for the end 0 f MBI and, thus it would have been. a . three . 

hundred year -period instead 0 t the two hundred and. fi rty _ year 

period to which.she has latterl1 inclined. or the two hundred 

year period whieB aRe once 8U8i •• ted in an eVen earlier 

publication.35 · 
There are a number of scholars who, whilst 

accepting the basic tenets ot the higher chronology for MBII, 

vary idiosyncraticallY at certain roi~ts, both in initial and 

terminal dates and in the duration 0 f the period. Tu fnel1, 36 

on the evidence of the Jericho scar~bs would place MEI! 

(i.e. Kenyonts MBtI Jericho tombs) considerably earlier in the 

Second Millennium than others. Ber MBI! would commence in the 

reign of sesostris I (1971 -.28 B.C.), perhaps one hundred and 

fifty to two hundred years earlier than the normally accepted 

starting point. Equally the end 0 f Jericho 1-1BII she would place 
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37' 
about the reign of the Salitis/Sharek whom she would equate with 

Mayebre Sheehi, founder of the 15th Dynasty ca. 1674 B.C.38 

This would give a period of two hundred and tifty to three 

hundred years for the MBII period as with Kenyon, but the 

overlap 0 t dates 1s only about hal t that number 0 f years. 

Wr1ght39 accepts in general the lower chronology 

although his dates of "c.1750/1700" tor .the beg1nning of 

MBII (MBII B) and those of "1550/1500" for the end 0 f 

HBII (MBII C) do seem rather ambivalent. This indecision 1s 

further manifest in his dating of the Jericho tombs with an 

amended upper limit of 1775/;;0 and a lower of 1600 B.C., thus 

compressing the period into only one hundred and fifty years. 40 

Yet another personal view is expressed by Lapp.41 

In reviewing Kenyon's Jericho It he states: 

ft! tentative absolute chronology of ca. 18.50/00 -

1600/1560 1s suggested for the MB groups. That 

all these belong within the period Ca. 1750 - 1600 

is ind1cated by the Tell Beit Mirs1m parallels 

(late TBM stratum D characteristics are lacking) 

and eV1.dence 0 f the 1960 campaign at Bal at ahft • 
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THE SEQUENCE DA'l'ING' 01' DE JERICHO' !OM!S 



Introduction. 

The Jericho tombs were excavated by Kenyon from' 

1952 to 1958. They were published in the two Jericho 

volumes I and II in 1960 and 1964 respectively. 

The richness and the fine state of preservation 

of the MBII tombs from the. site prompted Kenyon to propose 

25 

a system of internal chronological division of the NBII 

p~riodt at least in relative terms, based upon the variability 

of the typology of the objects from the tombs. The division 

has gained wide acceptance and support by scholars, and 

subsequent interpretation of other sites has been attempted 

on this bases • 

. ... After general remarks on the meaning 0 f such 

typological variation, the hypothesis which Kenyan has put 

forward will be examined, criticised and objectively tested, 

both as a study oftheae MBII tomba and of the strength 

of the eVidence, but also as an exercise in the method of . 

approaching data and an attempt to understand its true 

meaning and capabilities. 
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ON THE MEANING OF TYPOLOGICAL VARIATION. 

", " It is considered to be a well established fact that 

typological variation maybe used to understand chronological 

variation. It is based upon the truth of its opposite, 

namely the 'empirically established fact that over a course 

,of time pottery types come into and go out of general use by 

a given group of people. l , That ls, that during a sufficiently 

long period. changes in the fashion of objects w1ll be 

sufficient to be visible to a modern observer. and thus that 

very change becomes an indicator of chronological progression. 

I f the fashion change s, then time must have passed. I f the ' • 

changes in fashion can be detected, then the passage 0 f time 

'in relative terms ,can be determined. " 

There can be no doubt that typological variation 

certainly ls crucial to the creation ot a time scale without 

which archaeology would have no 'skeleton to flesh out. It is 

equally manifestly true from stratigraphic excavation that 

fashion does change and hence is a reflection of a period by 

period alteration, not only in technology or use, but also 

in simple shape, design or decoration, things which are peri

pheral to utilitarian considerations and yet seem to change 

according to 'taste'. ~'h. question which arises. however, 

is how closely this change' can • be ' meaning fully 0 bseMed. ' 

The typological variations m87 only be Visible between two' 

distinct periods, after some political, ecor.;,lc, domestic or 

technological' upheaval. These major alterations one ca.'1not 

question.' With regard. however, to intervening epochs. 
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spanning as' they' 0 ften do' so~e hundreds 0 f years, '1 t is in 
, , ~ : - ,- '; - ~. ~ . . - . "' ~ -. ...- - ., 

these periods that typological study may or may not 'be a tool 

for determining similar but smaller variations in fashion 
- .', 

and hence for establishing chronological div1sions within 

There are a number ot riders to this type of 

interpretation of evidence wh1chshould be borne in'mind if 
/-.. . 

such analysis is to be accurately concluded. Firstly, more , 

frequently th~ not. 'the objects or part objectstrom 
• ..:> > l, ",", • 

excavations are objects of little sophisticat,ion or artistry, 

simple household ut~nsils, cooking pot's etc., 1n wh'icha 

changing style may not be sufficiently appreciable. Secondly. 
, 

it is assumed that 1f change in fashion 1s evident then this 

change 1s based solely upon a conc~mmitent change 1n date. 
~ ,.'" " ~ .. ~ ~ ,,, 

Ina complex urban'society in which one conceives' 'of taste 

dictating sequential 'changes i~ style,' then this factor may 
also dictate 'contemporaneous variations which, if analyzed 

1n isolation, might be mistaken for an indication of 
. , 

chronological d1 fference. , , 

Assuming that in a g1Ten period of time typological 

variation can be demo~'strated' to 'be a tacto~ of~the time 
, , 

change, one must then aSk the question whether this change ' 
" , :. !. '"" .: "2 

is a constant change,' what Kirkbride . refers to as the 

regular rhythm o't evolutio~and 'fash1on., 
., 

la 1t a gradually 
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varying change in which each moment is unique, or is" it; on the 

other hand~ El vmation that takes place in" :b~r~ts. "as' ' 

extern81 events reach, an impinging' climaX .. ~~ 'with an i~vasion. 
or internal changes alter the source 'of the goods, as, with the 

death ~f the 'pott~;,' If the latter, then there may be long 

periods of fashionable inact1v1ty. 
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I f a typology is worked out on the basis 0 t an 
~ " ,". . '" 

... . ' , 

assumed time lapse, another question to ask is whether every 
, • ,> ' , .-

~ 

object in the variable repertoire is equally indicative of . . , 

the change, o,r whether some objects mirror fashion more 
, ' 

readily than others? It is possible that, for example, styles 
.... ., 

1n artistic objects may illustrate much greater Variance than 
. _ t '. 

utilitarian obj.ects. Equally the reverse may be true, that 
•• '" • > • 

in objects of great artistry conservatism is much more . .,. 

prevalent than in the continually changing domestic scene. 

Yet another problem 1s whether or not the objects 
, ' ~ t 

analysed trul7 represent tpe balance ot available information, 
• ",." ~ , I 

, ':. 

either in style or in numerical distribution. It is possible 

that specialized groups of eVidence, among which tomb groups 
• l ~ < ... 

must be counted, may not renec~ the truepattern of the 

taste change which 1s the indicator of chronology. It may 

show singular patterns of taste in form and distribution 
. -. . . ... 

based upon class or tradition or local custom, or it may 
~ .' ,4'" \ 

> 

contain deliberately retrogressive elements not common to the 
, -

material evidence of the period as a whole and thus be 

misleading. 

Raving arrived at the need for a typology at all, 

and assuming again that the taste/ fashion/t7pology ,change is 

the indicator of a time change, 1t is necessary further to 

understand which criteria are to be used in trait analysis. 
. .' ~ , 

Within a given object, which will have a large number ot 

potential17 variable qualities such as size, weight, shape, 

decoration, technology, many of these qualities themselves 

being divisible into many others, one has to try to understand 

those changes which indicate the time change, for certain17 
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these criteria will be only one ,aspect of variability. 

Fluctuations 0 f size may not always mean the same thing, being 

a feature of chronological variance at one point,. a loc~ 

difference at another and a manufactur1~g difference at a third. 

'ben considering all these potential variables and 

. the different reasons tor, variability, then it is indeed a 

major assumption.to make that the overriding. factor of any 

discernable d1 fferenee. is III factor 0 f chronology, an 

assumption in fact that .denies.or at 1e~st r~legates. any 

. other reason for change. , Also particul.ar care should be 

exercised 1. m.at ters 0 t t change t. • fashion t . ort taste', when 

expressed by a society of the modern day. where every 

opportunity is provided to vary the somewhat jaded modern 

,taste, and .'where very .rapid ~~chnolog1cal growth has 

automatically meant ver,y rapid so~ial changes and hence rapid 

, typological variance •. !his 20th century mentality must not 

be implanted upon peoples "hose social, political, economic 

and technolojical background may not visibly change for some 

. 100-200 year. aDel whose IlOcial order might well be based upon 

rigid conseI,"vatism than upon continual change, who might. 

in.fact oppose change at any leyel rather than promoting, 

demanding or accepting it. In that circumstance it must be 

., extremely difficult to isolate the subtle unseen changes that 

must, one supposes, be taking place. having been robbed of 

the more obvious ones through social sta)111ty rather than 

. social nux. 
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....... " 

'HIE JERICHO CTIRONOLOGICAL ~YSTEM. 
. ~ ! . -

" . 
The aim of the Jericho tomb typology as visualized 

," . 
by Kenyon for the Ml(dle Bronze 11 (HBII) period is implicitly 

~ # " '" , '...... • ' 

more than a search for a sub-division ~r'a grouping,of the 51 
. " 

tombs published. The actual process of tYr~logical selection 
\~ . , ' . ~ ': 

from it~ very incept1on'drlV~s inexorably towards a 
. , 

chronologically based structure which, she believes, is the 
, 

over-riding factor be~ind suc~ typological variance ~s might 
,~ • I . - ' 

be adduced. Fro~ the beginning o~ ~he process then, this 
,., . . . . ',' . - ... .. 

search ~uild. cinto the syst~m a single-minded direction, 
f • ; 

together with its single interpretation of date. 

a) The creation of the re lati ve . system •. 

The system adopted by Kenyon in the r.Lrst instance 

would seem to be ,that ot a prel1m1lUU"1 sub-diVision 0 f the tombs, 

made on the basis 0 f one type 0 f vessel which is an apparently 
, ~ - ~ . , 

a~cepted chronological indicato~. This vessel might be ., ,'. 
, , 

described as the narrow necked juglet, found during the 
- . . 

Middle Bronze Age 1n two forms, the pirlform juglet :and the 

cylindrical juglet. ·Morphologically, the piriform juglet 

appears In the Early Bronze III period (EEIl1) and It Is 

well at tested that 1 t Is then then precursor 0 f the piri torm 

juglet which later dominated the Middle Bronze I period 

and then the Middle Bron~e 1I.3 Setting aside Its numerical 

distribution, chronologically the form 1s ~~ansmitted through 

the pre-Middle Bronze period into that 0 f the f.Uddle Bronze 

Age. (The singular omi£sion of the form in the EBMB 
. , 

". L 

repertOire and its subsequent re-emergonce in l>1BI does not 

concern us here.) 



The cylindrical juelet, which seems designed to, 
·l' - S ..." . I • '... , ',1 

, '; ,. ~ '0 .,.. • ~ " ~ • 

ner!orm the same function as the pir1!orm, frequently . ..,. '" ~,~ ~ . . 

being indistinguishable from it from the shoulder upwards. 

is known to be popular in MB!! but continues 1nto LBI when 

its vogue ends.4 What Kenyon then implies as a tundamental 

basis for her typology is that it pin form juglets are 

pre-MBlland cYlind~ical juglets are post-MBII, and s1n~e 

both occur in. the MBII proper, then since they perform, 
.. 

the same function and must therefore be to an extent 
, ' 

..... , 
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: . 
mutuallY exclusive. there must have b~en a transition from the 

one, type ~Q the, other during the MDl! period. "O,f the 
. " 

typological groups she say.t-
. ,. ," ,... ", .. 

c , 

"This'grouping emerged from the study 

of features of recognized chronological 

significance, such: ,as" the relative frequency" 

o t piri form and cylindrical juglets".5. 

One might express this concept crudely by proposing 
, - , 

three chronological periods on the presence or absence of the 
f" ~ .... • ~ 

piriform or cylindrical Juglets 8S follows:-

1) All tombs with p1r1form juglets only 

11) All tombs with pir1!orm and cylindrical 

juglets together 

= EARLY 

:: MIDDLE 

111) All tombs with cylindrical jugleta only = LATE 

When one' examines the published typology tor each group, . ~ " 

this bas~s would seem to have been adhered to. Naturally, 

0 .. the simple presence or absence has produced a three fold·" 

group1ng, then. the numerical distribut10ll cancbe used further 
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, ' .' t 

The presence or absence for 
',"" " 

to '-sudivide the created groups. 
r 

th~ juglets in th'e Jericho tombs as pha-sed is as follows:-' 
.. " . . 

- Group , ' 

,- ",' Pir1t. ; , ~ , 

,Cyl. 

..;..". , 

,I '11 

'.21 .. ' -, 128 

1 ~, .3 

, , 

': III 

'132 

29 

IV, 

.2.0 

43 

.. ~ 

V 

.2 

,47 

The apparent'disparlty of the pl~lform"juglets in 

Group I lies in the group's smallness, sothat.the ratio of 

distribution is correct eV~ll.,lt the numbers ~o:not,:quite tally. 

In those tombs which have both·varieties. the numerical 

distribution wl11 place those with, a hilh proportion ot plrlform 

juglets to cylindr1cal juglets early in the scheme, and those 

with the opposite rat10 late in the scheme. 
, ~ .' . . . 

This basic division having been made~ Kenyon:maintains 
~ . .'" ," .. , 

that the other types of pottery seemed to· confirm the dlvision:-

, . 

"There proved to be a very satisfactory 

ag'reement'in the classitication 0 f the 

di fferent vessels. tombs which w~re assigned 

to a group on the eVidence 0 i one ty'pe 0 'f 
vessel proTed to have the same features in 

respect of other, ty~.s of vessels".6 

The groups now began to support the evidence which 

the juglet d1visioB had given and 80 atregthened the case, 

for chronological subdivision. It is at this point, right 

at the root ot the typology, however, that there might well 

have been a primary short circu1t in the system which was 

overlooked. Once the jugl.t. had been accepted as the initial, 

regulator ot typology and the necessary diVisions were in 
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force, it becomes clear that the criteria which were then 

selected to assess there~ainder, and by far the bulk of the 

v~ssels. were not only arbitrarily chosen to support the 
. .. ..... , '.. , 

ready-made divisions, but were differentially chosen 
. .' ~ , 

as the juglet division suggested that differences ought to 
, 

occur. In short, the remainder of the vessels had already been 

divided before their typology was given to them. 

ftThe features governing the classification have 
" -

been selected ~~ h2c for each object with 

regard to the points which seemed most 

. ~ell' to help in a ~hr?n.ologiCal 

typology,,7 

~he possibilities for error here are legion, having 

been built unconsciously into the V8r'1 foundations of the 

system. "I t the features 0 f the typology were thus chosen 

ad hoc for each object with due regard only to the points which 

seemed most likely to help 1n a typolog1cal division already 

created~ then it would be virtually impossible for there not 

to have be .. 

"a ver,y satisfactory agreement in the classificat10n 

of the di ff~r~nt ~esse18tt8 

since the clasad. fication was based upon the very need for 

agreement • 

• evertheless,·despite this inbuilt circuit, the 

system has provided a olear range ot typology, as expected, 

which gave an" initial series of diVisions to the MB II'period. 

" t 
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At first, five divisions (I-V) were thought to be 
, ; 

adequate to express the grouping of tombs, with Group I 

b~ing the earliest, Group 11 the next and so on. 9 Later, 

with additional tombs published, the divisions could be made 
, , , 

more subtle, with Group 11 being divided into three phases; 

Early, Middle and Late; Group III was divided into two main 

phases; Early 'and Mdn. The number ot tombs 'involved in 

the process was .51, although two are not applicable, 
• / A 

CO & 1347), so that'the actual total is 49. made up as 

follo"8'-

A 1, 12, 15, 34. 38, 46, '134, 136 

B 3, 12, 3.5. 46, 48".50, .51 

D 6, 9, 13, 22 

G 1, 33, 37, 46. 73, 82 

H 6, 11, 13. 18, 22 . 

J 1, 3.7.9,.12,14,19, 20, 37, 39, 42, 45. 54 
MU 

P 1, 17. 19, 21, 23 
-, . ~ 

, , 

SOme 0 f these tomhs are further' aubdi vided 

according to early (ancestral) and late (final) burials • 
. ' 

and the whole sub-divided number were placed, in their 
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~est position one with another on the basis of typology, into 

the various groups. 
,\ .' 

With the tombs now in a rank order, or at least 

in groups which have a lat~nt rank order, it will be 
, .~ . 

obvious trom the original premise regarding the c~mparative 

earliness of the piriform juglet and'the comparative lateness 
\ ~ et .. 

ot the cylindrical juglet which group is the earliest, and 
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which the latest. The typology has thus furnished'a relative 

sequence for the majority of the Jericho"MB 11 cemetery. ' 

b) The External Application 

'. 

More recently. Kenyon and others have used this 

relative 'typology in'the interpretation of further sites 
. . 

and other groups 0 f tombs. 'A comparison has been made 
, " . 

betweentheitypologtcal groups of the Jericho pha~es and 

material from most of the 'major sites In':Palestlne in an 
\ .. ,t • .~ 

.~ . ,~ .~. ... ' 

attempt' to fix the relative chronological position of these 
':" ", . 

sites during the MS 11 period. 

, .. 

"The contents characteristic of these (five) 

phases can be used as a yardstick for 

establishing the contemporaneity ot levels 

on the site at Jericho and also tor levels on 

other s1tes".10 ~ . '", 

At Tell Duweir (Lachish) the ramparts are dated 

to ;erichoan 'phases, il ~t ~.ll ~l F~~'''ah (Jf) ~.~ tom~" 
. ~ ~ ~ 

.. .. . 
equated with Jericho phase III is used to date the town wall, 

whilst "at Shechem"a burial, construed as phase 11 helps to 
• • >",' -

date the stratigraph7 0 t th~ MS 11 temple. 12 
l . A comparison 

• ; ~r 

is made between the MB 11 tombs at Gezer and phasesII-IV 

a~ Jerichol3, Whil~t at Tell'AjjUl none of the burials are 

thought to pre-date Jericho pha~e V .14·· Similarly at 

Tell Far'ah (South) .58 of its 60 MS II tombs are equated 

with the last phase at Jericho, phase V.15 The most 

explicit use of th.phase system at Jericho for the 
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reinterpretation of a site is the complex reappraisal of 

Megiddo16 ~here strata ~ t~ XIVin~lusive ~e 'reinterpreted 
~' . . , - '. . '" .. , 

piecemeal. Here an eight phase potterY typology is 

assessed and utilized to order 51 tombs of the MB 11 period. 

The architectural problems of the site ~re then explained 

and the buildings rephased accordingly. despite frequent lack 

of the original stratigraphic correlation -0 f the tombs 

wi th these strata. ',-

Kenyon Is not alone in applying the Jericho 

t7pology in other contexts. Tuf.nell attempts to give the. 

system an absolute meaning when she suggests that a 

dateable scarab in Group V at Jericho would imply a date for 
. , 

the "end or the cemeteries" which Is eomewhat earlier than 

the conventional one, a tacit acceptance that phase' V at ~:: 

Jericho 1s correctly placed as the' final chronological group 

at Jericho. l ? ? 

More explicitly, Parr. in his discussion on the 

MB 11 defensive systems,invokes the Jericho groups to date 
.~ ..... ' 

particular $Yetems. l8 Se compares the pottery associated 
, . 

with the defenses at Megiddo, with the pottery of 

Jericho Group Ill. 

Perhaps the most extensive use 'or the Jericho 
. .. 

typology Isthe work of Pritchard at El Jib, where he has 

classified the pottery and interPreted his tombs there with 

direct reference to Miss Kenyon's groups. 

"The MB 11 age pottery (at El Jib) has been 

classified according to the scheme developed 

by K. Kenyon".19 



In ,the publication 0 r these tombs, the pottery,' 

Is compared,piece by piece with the Jericho tomb material 

and a Group interpretation" thus aduced, e.g.1 

, 
"The carinated bowl (Fig. "16.1) belongs to 

Type B.3.c which appears at Jericho onlY,in 
'" ~ . ' ; ," 

Group IV. Fig. 16.2.6 shows dipper juglets 

o r TYp~ B.l. b which appear in Groups III 

and V".20 . 

'I'his 'verbatim' use ot the Jericho Group typology at El Jib' 

occasionally produces confusions such ast-

"If the bowl shown in Fig. 17.1 had a base, it 
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" ' 

has parallels in the Jericho tombs; JI Fig.l20:14 -
. ;'" ". ~ 

GROUP 11 and Fig.140:18 - GROUP Ill). The 

pedestal Vase in Fig. 17.3 is of the C.2.a type 

which appearSinG:ROups IV-V". 21 , ' 

" 

But for an example 0 f the reduction 0 f this comparatl ve 

method to its conclusions. Pritcaardsa78 of f.13s-

, "The carinated bowl w1 th nat base shown in 
. ~ ,... 

Fig. 18.1 belongs to Type B.2.e, which appears 
" 

in GBOUPS I and III at Jericho. The storage 
. . ~ 

jars in Fig. 1812.3 belong to a well-documented 
, , 

MB 11 type, A.2.a, (GROUPS 11. ,IV-Vat Jericho)" 

, his brackets. 22 

Hot unnaturally he believes it is clear that the tomb was used 

in all three major per~ods ot the cemetery's use. 
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, " 
This re-interpretat1~n ot other sites in Palestine 

in the light·of the Jericho typology natu!ally adds 

credibility and strength to the original structure. A 

system which has such wide ranging capabilities and which seems 

to. form such a coherent,picture 1s dift1cult to refUte. Yet 

even at th1s wide level of applicat1on.th~ short circuits 

continue.. It might. be said that, the pottery of tombs placed . , ,. '. . 

in. a. rank order according to an alrea.dy estab11shed rank order 
. . -. , 

of other tombs, the order( of which is based upon a similar 

assemblage ot pottery, 1s by very nature bound to. support the 
• • _.,.i • • 

correctness ot the original order. In short, it.groups are 

assessed OD the basis 0 f .. prev10ualy ordered groups, then a 
." ~ 

similari ty· must be emi bi ted in the final appearance 0 f the 
- ~ , ...:.. " ~ . 

two sets 0 f groups_, . But. it must be made quite clear that 
~ ~ '. -

such a re-interpretation. of these sites .does not. therefore 

lend overwhelming support to the Jericho system 0 f ordering '. 
. . . 

and typology, it merely conforms to it whenever ~hat.system 

is applied. The apparent ease with which ~hese sites an~ 

tombs fit together by a ,com.parlaon ot their.:. group typology 

maY'well occlude the inherent weakness otthe system which is 

being used to. evaluate. theitm. and thus the confidence brought 
~~ . . " .' 

about by the realization .that,the system can be applied with 

success elsewhere may be the. false confidence of the man 

wi th the powder to keep. a.way tiger. where no tigers ex! st, 

yet who vigorously acclaims its etticiency. 

. ~ 



c) From Relative to Absolute Chronology. 

Finally, Kenyon repeatedly points out that the 

phases at Jericho are not absolutely dateable phases since 

the dating is only relative. 23• 24, 25. What the phases at 

Jericho do produce, according to her chronologically based 

typology, 1s a relative rank of order of tombs within the 

cemetery at Jericho, that is that Bome tombs are earlier or 

later than other tombs in the same site. I t this is so, 
, \, . , 

! 

then there, can be little question of their relative order 
~ ~ "" > o. 

" 

3 9~ 

suggesting an absolute system, i.e. how much earlier or later. 

'lhe arguments against being drawn into such an interpretation 

are self-evident, yet the temptation to Visualize the tombs, 
~ "'- .( 

or the groups at least, covering the total MB 11 is all too 

obvious in the application of the method. There are perhaps 

two aspects of the problem; one 1. the length of t1me that 

each period might last, and hence the distance in time between 

anyone group and its immediate successor or predecessor. 

The other aspect is that of the . linking ot specific groups, 

or even parts of a group, into the wider absolute chronology 

of the surrounding literate civilizations. 

The length 0 f time' each period might last 0 f course 

cannot be decided with any more certainty than pure conjecture. 

Even if such a chronological order can be assessed for the 

groups, there is no guarantee that each period is of equal , 

duration; nor yet finally that if the groups do represent a 

span of the MB 11 period, that the whole period is represented 
. - ' ... ,,-

by the tombs; or even it it is. that each stage of that period 
0' . 

ls represented bi each change in group. 



, - ~. 

Scarabs. ' 

The direct connection between the typolog~cally 

assessed relative chronology and any absolute chronology . -.' , .. . 
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has been suggested by the appearance in the tombs of a number .... . .' . 

of named scarabs which accompanied the dead. 26 There are two . ,.' .- ,. . .~ .. ., \ .. 

scarabs used initially by Kirkbride,with this absolute aim in 

mind. 

i) One was discovered in tomb B3521 and bears no royal 
. '. t ~ . 

titles,but carries the name Khahotepre. the' . 

'prenomen of Sebekhotpe V~r VI28.', It'comes from 

'a Group III tomb and if ~llowed to, it might 
• ;. " . ~ .. '. ",' ,', 1 -

, 'suggest a date for that group 0 r somewhere at 

the end of the18thCent~ry. 

11), The second sc~rab in quest10n was found ,in, 

,tomb H.13. 29 JIt 1s one ot the 'Sons of Re Sheshi' 

class, although its" spelling is variant. It was 

found in Layer 1 of H.13, a final burial ascribed 

to Group Y.,. : . , . 
, . 

The inherent" and overwhelming weakness 0 f this type . " 

ot evldence has not been overlooked by Kirkbride:-' 

~he unrella~illty of attempting to date by scarabs 

,.is eVident" • .30. , 

., ..... 
1}' 'In the case 0 f the first example, one can summarize 

the problem in four parts.' l1rstly, it ls not clear which 

particular king is intended by'the scarab; whether Seb~khotpe 

Y or VI. " secordy 'in this con fus~d hist6rical period, 'the' 



considered datine for kings varies considerably.31 , 32 

Thirdly', it seems that it is not possible to attribute the • 

scarab in question to any particular phase within B.35, 
, . ~ .. 

which is a multiple successive burial, since the object may 

h~ve slipped doWn among the bones after decay.33 The scarab 

is in fact found among the ancestral burials of B.35, but 
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one consolation is that all the burials, ancestral and final, 

from B.3.5 are said' to belong to Group 111. 34 ". . 

Fourthly, it is mere supposition on Kirkbride's part 

that,the date of interment in any way approximates the date . . 
of manufacture. It ls equally a 8up~sltion that the date of 

manufacture is close to the date of the reig~ in question. 

She believes, however, that because this particular king 

was relatively unknown'and short lived, then the chances are 
, ... . ~.... ~ 

that the sce.rab was made either during that king's reign or 

directly after 1 t •. Another view 0 r the scarabs 0 f this period, 

however, would be that they were so frequently copied for their 
~ > • • 

I 

'lucky charm'. Value that little understanding was shown for . . 
the original, which might in this case account for, "the signs 

being roUghn35 ~d hence the time lapse betwe.en the reign, the 

manufacture and the burial might well be long rather than short. 

'l'hat the date 0 r interment 0 r this Khahotepre scarab 

was probably later than the reign or the king in question is, 

or course, more likely. The rider which Kirkbride p~a~es 

upon her estimated tentative date for Khah,otepre ,of 1716, 

.that the interment was perhaps considerab~y atter this t1me,36 

rightly expresses her e~~ier doubts. One cannot. draw very 

much more tram this evidence, then, than that phase III must 

in part at least date from a post ca. 1716 period, and may 
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be the whole of phase III is to be placed later than that time, 
- '. 1 

particularly, since the, provenance 0 f the scarab. if correct, 
- ," , , ->, ~ ~ 

would make it ancestral phase Ill. If,~fur~her. ,a 

"considerable" lapse, 0 r time is allowed, th£m phase III 

could be"well in the ~?th Ce~tury or even later. 

ii) 'rh." 'Son of Re' Sheshi' class of scarab in Tomb H.l3 

is equally beset 'with 'problems. The same weaknesses are 

present in the interpretation here as with the, previous. 

example, ,namely that it is first debated which king is 
, , 

mentioned on the seal ... Ha:yes37 speaks 0 t the scarabs 0 f one 

Mayebre Sheshibeing both numerous and widely distributed, 

and would allot to him the dates otbetween 1674-1654 

approximately. Gardiriez-3~ 'thinks 0 t ~heshi a~ a rath'~r more 
" :;: 

spurIous unlisted king before the ,true 'appearance of the Hyksos. 

On the stratIgraphIc evide~cet according to Kenyon, although, 

the whole tomb is 'phase V it 1s not possible to associate 
, . 

this scarab with a true final burial. The only certainty, 
" ' 

even if the dates are correct, must be that this period cannot 

be earlier than the commencement o! the 15th Dynasty and the 
.... • '... ,f .. _. ~ " I -

aecession ot the Hyksos (1720), nor patently can it be later 

than the fall of Avaris (1567) which once more allows ample 
, , 

laditude for chronological manoeuvre. (c. 150 years). _ 
... '- ' , 

The scepticism with which Kirkbride discusses the 

capability ot the scarab evidence is now more than justified. 

Nor Is she the only researcher to be highly sceptical of the 

results. ltenyon, is partIcularly ~ef1nlte in her refusal to .. be 

persuaded into anyt~1ngother than !ermini post trom these 

scarabs. 

_. t. ' 



t'The Middle Bronze Age tombs provide no 

internal~ dating evidence 0 r absolute chronology. 
. . 

The number of inscribed Eqyptlan scarabs found 

Is very small;, even if it were., possible to date' 
• 

them on their merits w1th much precision, it '. : 

would only be possible to use them as a 

termini post ... .39, 
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HaYing voiced the difficulties of absolute dating, and 

having accepted that 1t 1s in fact.not posslbleto.ach1eve, 

Kirkbride, in her conclusion to the discussion on scarabs, 
- . .~ 

at tempts t,o conj(ecture th~ dates for the groups.40 For the 
. , 

beginning of the whole period, she invokes a saarab from 

Garstang's excavation of Tomb 30 at Jeri~ho,4l a scarab 
, " 

purporting to be 0 t the reign 0 f Hetepibre. the prenomen 0 f 

Sihornedjher,rotef the Asiatic. SOme scholars argue that this 
, . '. . ' . . .. -

king Is 12th or 13th Dynasty, that would be early in the 

MB 11MB IIA. For I the" end 0 t' the per1od~' the • So~ 0 f ' 

Re She shi , scarab is used to give a date in the 16th Century, 

whilst the beclrm1ng ot Group III ls tied to the Khahotepre 

scarab .. 

The latter two scarabs have already been discussed. 

Their Group provenance is,uncertain, their interpretation is 
. - . 

in dispute and any connection bet.eensome absolute date 

that they might suggest and the absolute date of any tomb 
,~, 

group tram Jericho has the reliance 0 t pure guesswork. As for 

the tearly' scarab trom Garstang-s excavations, (a critique 

ot which appears later) in order to deny its value it ought 

to be enough simply to quote Kenyon's own opinion 0 t this 

evidence when she states that Garstang's deductions cannot 

be relied upon. 42 However, the impossibility in using this 



scarab for'dating the early part of the Jericho grouping is 

suggested by Kirkbride herself when she has to admit:-

"It was hoped that the pottery (which accompanied 

this scarab) might, fall into one of the' first two 

~groupSt but this was not the case,' so the scarab 

must have been an heirloom. M43 

One would anticipate that such an observation would evoke 

a rather different interpretation to the one that tollows:-

0. .' 

. ,~ ~ ',' " , 
" 

"Nevertheless, the presence of this scarab,at 
• ',1 _ ' 

all does strengthen the slender eVidence that 

the time range covered by the tomb lies~w1tbin 

the 2nd Intermediate period"~ 44 • 

Raving begun upon ,this course of discussion, 

44 

Kirkbride continues by Be~ting the dates of the 2nd Intermediate 
, . 

period from 1786 to,l567. which are certainly not a matter 

tor debate here. But then, setting aside her previous 

caution, she conjectureSI-

"These two dates, 1786 and 1567 are divided by 

219 years, and ~ tall ,f1 ve groups ,0 f . tombs be 

contemporary with the 2nd Intermediate period 

then about 44 years should contain the, span 0 t 

< a single group.M45 
, 

~ '. ~, 

She admits that this cannot be 'proved. Nevertheless. she 
, l. ... 

then insistSI-



"A tentative chronology can be suggested tor 

Groups III - V based on the Khahotepre and Son 

o t Re Sheshl scar~bs. ~,46 - ' .. 

45 

Although she has8Lready strenuously researched this 

poaslb~1ity and found it to be fraught with difficulty, and 

although scepticism and uncertainty have tempered her 

discussion up to this point. her 11nal conclusion is the 

oppoai te 0 t cautiousness. 

"Taking about 1716 B.C. for the starting point _ 

for Group Ill, some 1.50 years should comprise 

the total tor the three groups; about ~ 

years tor each. Assuming 8 regular rhythm and 

time span tor each group, then 8 turther century 

should be deducted tor the first two groups, 

thus arriving at about 1816 tor the beginning 

of Group 1.,,47 

cl) Acceptance ot Absolute Chronology. .' ~.' ,~..-

There can be no doubt that these conclusions are 

spurious. Once sugge~ted. however, these now 'absolute dates' 

h~Te tended to be used by ~ar10u8 schol8rs'~s though genuine. 

Kenyon, despite an initial caution which 18 well founded, 
, " - ., ~ . '. 

accepts the dating system and applies 1t with 'the intention 

of suggesting a more defin1 te absolute date than the' 

evidence permits. 



ft ••• a date late in the nineteenth century can· 

be suggested for the beginning 0 r phase 1, 0 f 

c. 1716 BC for the beginning ot phase Ill, 

and the end of phase V cOinciding with the end 

o t the Second ,Intermediate c. 1.567 00"48 . 

Parr also, having expressed caution, states:-

46 

"Taking everything into consideration, it seems 

likely that Group III is to be. dated c.172.5-167.5,,49 

. . 
but: further. in a discussion ot Ienyonts dating for M.B.II 

"Presumably on the basis ,ot, the date ot c.1725 

established by Miss Kirkbride for the beginning 

ot the M.B.II phase III pottery ••••• "50 

Wright also accepts the originally unacceptable in his review 

. ot Jericho 11. 

. 
~ss Kiribride's suggestion regarding the spread 

ot groups III - V seems sound, hence a date of 

c. 177.5/5- - 1600 seems sufficient for all the 

groups. ".51 

The extreme scepticism ot Kirkbridets original statements 

has passed through the cautionary stage and in the search" for 

absolute dating has been (unfairly transposed trom the 

'indefinite to the definite, and in the one ease a date of 

"c. 1725" is quoted for the beginning of phase Ill. 



Once ~he errors of accepting absolute dates of 

this order have crept into the argument, and the centre of 
'.' .' 

the typologica~ly divided system has been 'dated'" then the 

following step of considering the earlier phases I and 11 

and the later phases IV and V as filling the whole of the 

MB 11 period in their 'respective position is only too easy 

47 

to make. Little regard is now paid to the original scepticism 

which would: allow "no absolute dating". or that scarabs 

were very "unretiable"as a d~ting method. 

Kenyon having clearly stated her lack of trust in 

the absolute dating capability ot the tomb material 

nevertheless implies in several 0 f her later publlcations . 
~ if _. , 

that she visualizes the ~~ups as e~tending through the whole 

range oct MB 11 as she conceives it (see above). For the 

earlier groups. she statesJ~ 
~ . 

~B 11 vessels are included in the First Semitic 
... 

Group (at "Gezer). "but mainly come' tl-om the 

Second semitic Group. A good group belonging 

" to an early sta5e 0 t MB II i. published trom 

tomb,l, which is probably oontemporary with Jericho 

phase IIft • .52 
J ' 

The early stage ot MBII equated h'ere with Jeri'cho phase 11 

must natural17 allow for an even earlier stage 0 t M.S 11 for 

phase I. 

Similarly, for the last part 0 t the MB 11 period ' 

she states,;.. 

"At the South end (at Tell Far'ah s.) there was 

a gateway whlch the pottery shows to be dated to . 

the end of MB 11 (Jericho phase V)tt.53 
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Explicitly, this view that the Jericho cemetery 
, 

covers the 'whole range 'of the"1B 11 period is confirmed in 

'Amorites and Canaanites' J ' where Kenyon states that the MB 11 

succession:-
.> 

+.' • i"· -; 

ft •••• 1s well shown at Jertclio~~ where it has b'een 

possible to establ1~h a "sequenceo~ pottery 
" 

assemblages covering a period trom c.1800 to the 
, . 

early 16th century."54 
; , 
\ . 

~ ',At this stage, the phases,become open to dating 

andinterpretatlon according. to the requirements 0 f the .. 

individual scholar. Wright, tor, example, would comp~ess 

phases I and II into "only a few decades .. 5.5, 56 to accord 

w1 th his concept o,t the lower chroaology 0 f MB 11. Having 

accepted the datiag ot phase IIIa8 the end of the 18th 

century. the, date at which he would see the,commencement of 

ME'II. he is bound then to,visualise phases I and II.as 

MB I (his MB IIA),' but compressed fnr.the,close comparison 

with MS 11 (his MS lIB). 

'. " 

"Groups I and 11 seem to me to be late MB IIA 

(Kenyon's NB I) and transitional MB IIA and lIB •••• 

hence a date c.1775/5O - 1600 for all the groups 
, 57 ..... " 

J ,_, '" 

,'",' Looking iD. more detail 'at Parr's dating of the 

Megiddo defences, he compares pottery from Jericho phase 11 

for his. argument, maintaining that pottery in T2l2538 supports 

an early date tor the glacist- \ 

if ' ..... 



. . 

., : ''The bag' shaped juglet· w1 th basket handle 

. . "~.'at Jericho occurs'only in phase 11. The 

•••• 

implication is that .. the defences had originated 

l1ell before the beginning of the 17th century.tt.59 

Despite hiseeariier"caution, here is the exact equation of 
-.., ~.. • <# 

phases'with ~teSt internal rei~tive chrOnology with 
~ ..... t ." 1. .."" ' 

~ ~ \ '" , -, " 

external absolute chronology. The transmission 0 f the error 

is completed. 
. -. ." ~ . " '~ 

(There is incidentally'a further probable 
'" ? . "* i .' "' ,.-

mal tunc tion 0 r the system in this particular, use 0 t the 
,., ~ " • ~ 't ~ 

~ < ' '~'. ~' '. -

Jericho typologr, for the writer haa accepted the parallel 
. . 

, . 
of the two pots, the examples at. Megiddo and Jericho, as 

, 
.;'" ,) 

proof ot chronological similarity. What was omitted from 

the statement, however. is that the bag shaped basket handled 
.- • • .' > .~ ., .. .., 

. , ..~ .' ~.. / ~. 

vessel ls so rare at Jericho that only one occurs, the one 

in Group 11 tomb 0 • .37. 60 On the other hand •. another ' 

similar though sl1ghtl1 carinated singleton occurs in 

tomb J.' which is ascribed to Group It6~.and further, a 

handle and rim 0 t a third unknown shaped aingleton appear 

in B.35 Group 111,62 which statisticall7 puts a.different 

complexion upon the evidence) 

.4 

e) Summarl 

'. .' ' .. T ,,' • 

In retracing the steps of the argument, it appears 

1. Typological Y~iance .1s .1nitially accepted as able to be 
- .... '" . . " :.,.~~ .. , . 

interpretsd in chronological terms. 
.". " . 

.A • 
. t 

2. Preliminary grouping of the tombs then took place on 

the basis of changes in chronologically significant 
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vessels, particularly piritorm juglets and cylindrical 
-_ ". -t":: '" 

juglets, changes; that is, 'in rel~tive distribution: 
., .. ". . 

. .. .. ~ ~" . . . .' -. 

Other objects were then typed into the original grouping 
... , ,~ ~ • ~ I . . 
with the variable criteria that would best support the 

grouping itself. 

4 •. ' This typology now having been adduced· as a relative 

chronology, other sites are fitted into the scheme" , . 

which adds confidence to the method. 

S. ifhrough El series ot weak and inconclusive arguments, 

this relative chronology is f1xed into an absolute 

dating system and its remainder distributed evenly 

through the untixed interim. 

6. other sites in Palestine, tomb and tell sites, are 

interpreted, datod and compared one with another on 

the basis o! this finally assessed time~ fixed typology. 

~he weakness of ,each stage has been stressed to 

illustrate the way in which the method implies an 

unconscious acceptance of the unacceptable - the short

circuiting of the group typology, the talse confidence of 

the external applicat1on, the acceptance of absolute 

chronology against the eVidence, and the tinal application 

ot the proven system. All these stages, hypothetical enough 

in themselves, are built upon two fundamental assumptions 

which are at the centre ot the problem. They are that 

1) it is a correct initial assumption that typological 

variance is here to be interpreted solely as a function 

of linear (continuous) chronology, and that therefore 

any assessment based upon that assumption is correct. 
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.. .. _ h ~ 

2) That the juglets, which are one of the main bases of the 

grouping, are chronologically significant in their 

relative distribution and occurrence, not only outside 

MB II but'particularly inside that period. 
. . . 

.. . 
These two assumptions will now be questIoned, not so much 

utterly to refute them,but rather to broaden the number of 

interpretive possibil1ties in each caa.~ 



THE CRITICISM 

" , .. ~ -. 
The 'Primary basis 0 f the chronological di'vision 

.~ ~'; \ ... v ~- • '. • r ~ 
,f "'~ "- _ 

of Kenyon,'s Jericho tombs, the. progenitor ~d supporter 
-'", -. . 

of the typology which describes it, is that the grouping:-
" ' - I ' , "' • " .' " 

,,~.. emerged, from the stud,. 0 t ,teatures of 

recognised chronological significance. 

such as the relati "e frequenc,. 0 t piri form and 

cylindrical'jugleta" (aee above'Ret. 5) 

In any criticism 0 t the system, it will be 

necessary to examine what is meant by the term tot recognised 

chronological signit.1cance'. that is the background which 
, .' 

enabled Kenyon to accept certaIn facts as already proven. 

a) !he background. 
I' ". , ., 

!he concept that piriform juglets tended to occur 

more frequently 1B' the 8&1"17 part 0 t HBII and that 

cylindrical juglets conversely tended to occur more 
-, 7 

frequently in the later part 0 t the MB II was first proposed 

by Garstang In his pUblication 0 t eight 0 t the MB 11 tombs' ~ ~" 

he ha~ excavated at, Jericho in the early 1930 ',s. 63' His 
,.I. , 

eight tomb., numbered, 9. 12, 22; 19. 31, 13. 4 and 5 

contain similar material to those excavated by Kenyon;': his ~ 

two most important are Tomb 9 and Tomb 5.': Six 0 f the tombs, 

which he de.scribes as .grotto' tombs, can, be recognised as 

the same type ot multiple successive shaft and chamber burials 
, ' 

." -' 

cqomon in Kenyonts publication, and to the other two, 5 and 



'. 19. he gives the d~bious,title of 'graves' • 

. ' As interpreted by Garstang, a number 0 f tombs 

contain 'layers' (9, 19. 13 and 5) allowing the 'posnibility 

of dividing the pottery found Wit~ them 1nto relat1vely 
") . 

. timed groups,that 1s some mater1al which might be construed 

as early,and some as late. Othar tombs, he felt. could 

be dated 1nto' the early or late context by means of scarabs 

(31 and 4) and thus; B compar1son 0 f the groups could· 

indlcatewh1chtypes.were ~late' and wh!ch:were 'early'. 

~he remaining two '. tombs}le diagnosed 011 the. basis 0 f the 

other six. From his distr1but1on of the objects in the two 
' .. 

groups, early and lat., and trom the tatratigraphy' which.he,"· 

has ascertained, the piriform/GYl1ndr1cal juglet distribution 

1s clearly defined. 

'0 tomb' h. ascribed seven layers, the last three, 

,g, f and • he maintained were MD 11. In his object 

: occurrence, chart 'tor these layers. 64 

g - (the lowest and hence P1r1tol"ll • 59 Cylindr1cal : 
the earliest) 

f - (the middle MS 11 P1riform s 20 Cylindrical • • . layer) . 

• - (the uppermost MB 11 P1ri torm ' 1 ' 6 Cylindrical : 
layer) . 

Similarly with 'oab 13: 
; 

. .' 

C - (the lowe.t'layer) Piriform t 8 Cylindrical • J'\ -;; • 
b- (the next lowest) Piriform.t :5 Cylindrical • • 

I~ both . cases the early layers co~ta1.n more 

pir1form "juglets than cylindrical, and the later layers are 

1 

4 

11 

2 

6 



the reVerse 0 f this. Quoting Garstang as auth9rity for this 

idea, Turnell follows with the Lachish material:-

"The charts of the tomb deposits at Jericho 

make it quite clear that on the whole 

piriform juglets have an earlier range 

than cylindrical formSe ft65 

Garstang adds to thee 'stratified' picture tombs such as 

Tomb 31, which he maintains is very late in the MB 11 period 

owine to the appearance of a scarab among the debris which he 
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possibly is able to ascribe to the last Pharaoh of the 

Seventeenth D.ynasty, Kames (lamose) and thus to the 16th Century. 

In this group there were four piriform juglets but ten 

cylindrical juglets. 
. . 

Garstang makes a number ot other observations on 

early and late pottery forms which follow on from these 

basic stratigraphic conclusions. Fbr example, several features 

concerning the bowls in the tombs seem to fit into the 

picture. In the bowl profiles, carination at the keel or ~ 

the shoulder has always been a feature 0 f the Middle Bronze 

Age. This general feature he retined to distinguish ear11 

and late groups. Angular pro files ar~ seen by Garstang 

as early, being common in MS I where they are said both by 

him, and later by Turnell, to be copies of metal prototypes 

ot the XIlth Dynastl.66, 61, 68. 

As time passes and the origins of these bowls 

recede, their angularity is said to decrease, giving way to a 

rounder profile 1n the late MS 11. This theme 1s taken up on 

several occasions by Garstang. In tomb 12 for example, 



the. pottery of which is; compared by him vd.th the upper;; 

'stratified! layer (1.e. the late layer) of tomb 9 and 

therefore by inference itself late,' he observes .:that the 

bowls "lack· the sharpness 0 f their metal pro totype a tf • 69 
Carinated forms are also absent from the dateably 'late' 

Tomb 31.' 
" 

The gradual. rounding 0 f the bowl pro file is seen 

by Kenyon also to be of chronological significance, as in 
. ; .' 

, .,.' ~ 

he:r assessment 0.1' the relative trequenci!s at different 
, 

ver~1ons of her B t7pe carinated bowls from,Jericho. 

Types Bl-5 are what she describes as "sharply angular" 

whereas B6 and 7 are "angle rounded". The rounded angle .. 
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bowls (B6-7) she points out are. "still rare" in Group III 

(B6),70 "not yet found" in Group IV (lQ) (a curious sequence 
., ~. 

of events) and finally are "present" :1in Group V, the last 
, ,!' , 

group of which also sees the angular carinated bowls, 

~1-5) *.no longer present". 

Returning to Oarstang's t7POlogy, he notes that 

bowls w1th internal ridges on the inside at the base are. 

like the rounded,prot.lle bowls, a late. f8atu~e. for example. 

those in ~omb 31. one of his tdateab17 late- tombs. Further, 

he quotes in support 0 f thi.s conclusion,. 

"Mr. Starlcey, now excavating Tell Duweir 

regards this feature (the 'internal ring) as 

t7pi~al ~f the ~nd of the Hy'ksos period,,7l 

Kenyan agaiI?- makes this same paint in, her analysis, 

using the feature as diagnostic of her later groups. Her 

bowls with recessed centres, D2c, 3c. 4&, 4b etc., are 



"not-yet 'found" in early Group 11.72 By Group 11 mid., 

these bowls. D type with recessed, centre, are "present but" 

still'rare·'. \ Group Ill, sees the D type bowls "present". 

and by Group IV they are "common".' Again. the D type bowls 

'with recess~d centre are "present" in Group V.73 , 

l'Aga1n returning to Garstang's typology. the 

pedestal Vase (Garstang's 'Goblet') occurs in both early 

and'late phases ,of Garstangts Ma'II, but ,the addition of ' 

the cordon (Garstangts 'Collar') at the'neck'and the base 

is seen as ateature of lateness, as with Tomb 12,74 or, 

with' 'late tomb. 31etc.,':~ 
" 

', ... . This point emerges very stron&lY also in Kenyon's 

search' tor chrono10gica117 diagnostic forms, in' that the 

cordoned pedestal vases are considered the 'developed' type 

of the vase. 80 strongly does Kenyon consider the validity 

of this somewhat trlfiing change that the presence or 

absence of this feature on Vases in the tombs is used ,time 

and again as the main indicator 0 f lateness or earliness 0 t 

each tomb, (e.g. G 82, P 19, P 2l etc~)75. Also,1.n her 
~ " " 

" 

tables ot diagnostic forms, the "early. non-cordoned Vases 

(Type A) are' 'fcommon"~n Group 1176 and 11177 but they 

, become "less common" in Group IV and "rare" in Group V, 

whereas the 'later' cordoned Vases are "not found" in 

Group 11 mid., they are still "rare" in late 11,78 but by , 

Group IV ~he1 are "common". 
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'1'0 B, large extent then, the conclusions which 

Garstang deduced trom his understanding ot the tstratigraphy' 

o t his tombs, particularly 9 and 5. as to which features 

were early and which were late in the typology ot the 



MB II pottery, seem largely to be supported by Kenyonts 
. "' " 

own observations on the division of her mainly unstratified 
, , 

tomb material from her Jericho tombs. The jugl~tst bowls 

and pedestal vases have been mentione~t but one mi~ht also 
.~ ,:". . '~ " '. ; t:, ' 

compare the frequencies (, f IMtpa and other objects and 
.," .~~, ...' ~ 

'find' eq~all.y comparabie Views.19 
.. . " 
. . , 

In fact, although it is not acknowledged, the 
..f. ...... , • . 

choice of the ad ho~ features w~ich Kenyon has made which 

distinguish one group 0 f pottery, from another are so close 
, . , 

to those obseryed by Garstang, to the virtual omission of . , ) 

\ """ . . 
any new features, that one is forced to speculate that 
, ~. '\--

, , 

Garstang must eonsciously or unconsciously have influenced 
" , 
'.' . -

Kenyon t s later choice 0 f her features 0 f chronological 
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significanee. those .. ~ that 1s, that pre alread7, "recognizedff • 

~he apparent coineidence ot these features in the work of 

her predecessor, and also at the. root 0 f the typological 

analysis at Lachish. must. 1t seems, be the meaning of that 
I 

phrase of Kenyon'sl- ,." •• ' ¥ 

, 
ft. ~. features 0 f RECOGNIZED chronologic al 

Sign1 ficance tt , '. 

" ' 

-'$ '" , • - : 

Such recognition most certainly 'begun with Garstang • 
. ; ,.... -.' 

was perpetuated by Tut.nell and here is accepted and enhanced 
, . 

by Kenyon. 

i' 
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b) Feliability 

I f the progression (, f the idea above is in any way 

true,'" then" one must take a closer look at the validity of 
the original ideas, based surely upon the validity ot the 

original division Of, the material which.resulted in these 

chronologi~a1 features becoming • recognized t" in the first 

place. The question to ask then 1s: how reliable is 

Garstang's_stratigraphy upon which his early and late 

divisions of ~BII. a:e based, tor,Kenyon ,herself certa1nl~", 

advises extreme caut10n on any stratigraphic evidence trom 
. " 

her own to~bs.80 Even so. ot Tomb 13 Garstang states that 

the layers contalns-

"Characteristic examples (of pots) from the 

earliest to the latest phase of MB 11 and 
~ 

, . ." '. 

though.~he speci~ens round are not numerous. 

they accord with a broad sub-division of 

that period into two phases. MB II a and 

~B-li·b".81 ' 

Nevertheless. his evidence for the span of these 

two periods, or of their relative closeness, or their exact 
, , 

position in the MB 11 18 of course only speculatory. : 

Further, the baaisot the scheme naturally depends for its 

virtue upon'internal tombstratigraphy alone, which~s 

st~atigraPh1 in a iacuum. having no connection with any other, ' 

stratigraphic or chronological system beyond the broadest 

context ot MB 11. Over and above that, however, the validity 
" 

ot these so called stratigraphic divisions is by no means 
. , 

clear as the eventual diagnosis of the pottery might lead 
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one to believe. Just' as 'with Kenyon's tombs, Garstangts 

material ls as a rule badly distur~ed. Of the five vital 

layers of '10mb 9 with its early· and late levels Garstang .' 

acknowledgest-

- .. ,-. 

In tomb .. : 

" . 
. !. 

"It was not until the' 4th 'or 5th layers 

(d and e) that the contents could be 

regarded as stratified in something 11ke,their 

Orig1nalaequence".82, 

In Tomb 12, the contents were "badly disturbedU• 83 
'" , . , , 

22, 

"The contents had been d1sturbed~ ••• the record, 

••• tells the same story of numerous desiccated 

burials which had been turned over more than 
, 

onee, so that they reveal no trace of their .. , 

original pos1tion. Bor can it be claimed that 

the find' spots 0 t the three layers indicate the 

position ot the Objects".84 

In Tomb 13. where two main layers were discovered, 

"The ••• two layers b and c were so close "together 
. , 

that they were hardly sep~ated as archaeological 

strata".85 , ' " 

Garstang himsel t is onl1 too well aware 0 f the 

ambivalent nature'ot the evidence when he qualities a diagnosis 

by saying:-

" •••• it there is any reality in the distinction 

we have drawn between the upper and the lower 
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layers of Tomb 9". ~6 
~ .., . . , . , 

In actuality, 0 r course, his'stratigraphic' 

diVisions are highly unreliable since they seem to be little 

more than sporadically assessed dead levels arbitrarily 

taken through the complex and disturbed deposits, as . 

here typically:-

"The remaining 30 ems 0 r depth were cleared 

in' two' arbitrary layers, lettered band c. t•
87 

J ~ , " 

Later, however, he'relies upon these arbitrary layers for 

his analysis' of his tearly' a,nd 'late' forms. 

The uncertainty 01' accepting Garstang's original 

conclusions has not escaped Kenyon, who states of,Garstang:-

"Kts deductions from layers by centimetres above 

floor level cannot be relied uponn. 88 

And she .continues by warning that the etratigraphy of such 
, 

tombs cannot be used in ,the formulation of relative 

chronologiesl-

"Any evidence available trom association or 
, " 

super-imposition has been ~alysed, but it is 

not to be,;relied upon for establishing relative 

chronology 0 t the objects found". 89 

Returning finally to GarstangtB Tomb 5. 
~ 

he feels that unlike the others ot his tombs, this tomb:-
'. , . 

"Contained no tewer t~an 536 objects, packed 

together 1n well-stratified layers which. 

. -



, ,together provide a very full and continuous 

series from the early HB age to well into' 

,LB 1."90 

" " 

The, strata bear'out his conclusions, which might 
, ., 
'. 

well h~:ve proved the efficacy 0 f his conclus1onslEre it not 

for the fact that, as Kenyon points out in a footnote, 
., 
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so unreliable Is Garstang t s understanding 0 f the stratigraphy 

ot hlstomb that:-

"This has led to erroneous conclusions •• to the . 

,..- -.. ""'" 
contemporaneity of MB and tB II types of, ' 

, pottery ••• 91, 92 

In proper consideration 0 t this' si tuatlon, it is ' 

clear that in the total scheme ot Kenyon's tombs at Jericho~ 

she has used "features ot recognized chronological 'significance' 

to create the ba~s 0 t her' f1 ve group d1 vision. 'I:he 
" .. - ~ . " 

recognition olsuch chronolOgical features would seem 

naturally to revert1n origin v11 workers like Tutnell 

~t ~l 'to the eYid.~ce adduced by Garst~g,'evidence of which 
, " 

,'" "., ,'" ... , 

he himselt waa unsure, upon which Kenyon is reluctant directly 

to rely and which by modern demands of stratigraphicanalysis 
, " 

cannot but be rejected as unsound. 

c) 'Valid! t1 0 t Cylindrical Juglets as a dating "crL.terlon. 
' .. 

In a ,final examination 0 t the seemingly accepted 

variant distribution 0 t the pir1form and cylindrical juglet, 

much has been made by Garstang, Tufnell and Kenyon of the 

early and late forms ot this narrow-necked juglet. In 
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fact,as has been pointed out) it is the relative ,frequency of 

this vessel that lies behind the group diVision of Kenyon's 

tombs." It is as well then to scrutinize the validity 

of the concluaions regarding this vessel,which are here so 

clearly relied upon. 

, ',' In broadest terms, the piriform juglet is seen 

to be the earlier of the two Variants a8 it first appears 

in 'EB III before the end,of the third millennium and its 

use continues into MB 11. The cylindrical juglet is 
. 

construed as the later variant of the two since being found 

1n MB 11 it also continues into the LB I period. It is 

possible to propose then that the cylindrical Juglet 

gradually ousted the popularity of theptriform Juglet during 

the. MB II period. The idea of, the increase in the popularity 

ot the cylindrical juglet being to the detriment of that 

of the piriform juglet would be suggested by the evidence 

of Garstangts tombs, remembering, however, .the difficulty 
" , 

in ~ccepting this evidence. As has been mentioned, the idea 
. . 

was taken up by Tutuell and is also supported by Kenyon' s 

reorganisati~n 0 t the MB II'1Dmbs from Meg~ddo. 93 T~e 
c:!lindr1ce~ juglets clearly occur only late in her eight 

divisions of MB 11 at this sit'e, in 'tact· not until the . 
fifth Group Ea conversely the early groups are completely 

dominated by the piritorm juglets to the exclusion' 0 t the 

other variet:!'. The late growth; 0 t the popularity 0 f the 
, . 

cylindrical juglets Ou.sts the plriform juglets totally by 

the seventh period, Group G.94 , , 

I f one 1s trying to understand the' chrono]og1cal 

progression of typology in the MB II period on the basis 



that piri!orm juelets are an early H13 11 form because they 

are a legacy 0 f the. EB III and I,m I periods, and also 

that cylindrical juglets occur late in the ME Ii period 
. . ,.'. 
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because they occur in the LE I, and being concerned with the 

overlapping 0 t these two forms in the MB 11. 1 t is 

important to realise that cylindrical juglets do not.,make 

their first appearance 1n theMB 11 period. They have 

a~ready occurred in the preceed1ng MD I period. 

, ' 

"the cylindrical juglet with its P1x1s~like: 

body is common In MBlIb (Earl1 MBII)and 

appears already in HB IIa (MB 1).tt95 

, .. Several examples o! an. ME I occu.nence are to be 

~OU~d at'Megiddo. 96, 97 Regarding the phenomenon, Kenyon 

commentst-

"Cylindrical juglets are' certainly mainly later 

thanpirItorm, and eventually supereede them 

both in these groups and at Jericho, but at 

both sites there are curious sporadic earlier 

oecurrences.,,98 

These early occurrences 1n.MB I she describes as 
..... 

"pro to-types". It, is now difficult to avoid the·. 

inconsistency ot aayingthatcyl1ndrical juglets occur 

1n MB I and at the same time saying, that" "no examples occur 

in MB 11 Groups A to D". half 0 r her eight ME II Megiddo 

groups. She remarks,upon the curiosity ot this anomally, 

but ,in the very first·instance the groups were divided by 

Kenyon not by any external criteria but "trom the evidence 

or the pottery".99 
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The ultimate weakness of the whole typological system is 

~xp~s~d 'here in these 'observations' since they bear 
-0 '" > ~ 

• c, ; 

w1t~ess to the disquieting proce~s.of an autogenic 
, , 

hy'poth~'~is transforming itself into empiric fact to prove 
" 

,,~. ~. "'. • ~ # • < 

the hypothesis upon which, as a fact, it'relies for its 

very existence. 

It ia clear tkat the cyllndrlcal.juglet has already 

made its appearance before MB 11 begins and that~ ,therefore. 

it should be accepted as a possible va~ant form from the 

bee;lnning 0 r that period; '; tm7 sorting 0 f the material must 

allow for this to happen. That no examples occur 1n 

Groups A - D at Megiddo ls used by Kenyon to prove the 
, ,,: ." ~ ~ '. -- ~,- • ,J •• 

integrity of the system, but it rather points to its 
. ~ ~ 

obvious weakness. The ultimate conclusion must be then 

that if tomb groups without cylindrical juglets are made to 
p. . .. ~ . ~ ",," , " .' ' 

be early M~ 11 groups. then by that token early HB 11 

groups will not contain cylindrical juglets. ,ftThe tombs 

'(which) tall nicely into ten phasfiu,",lOO. (two extra to 

include MS I) are bound to reflect the phases into which 

they have been placed. 

-'d) . Internal tlPo1ogz-' 

In a turther attempt to refine the occurrence of 

this type 0 f Juglet, Kenyon has studied more closely the 
'"'' • J, 

~. i • 

exact forms 0 f each 0 r these juglets which occur in the 

Jericho tombs. Garstang had already noted that he felt 
" , ' 

,that flat-bottomed cylindrical juelets were mora common 
, 

in the later part or the MB II whereas earlier ones had 



101 slightly r~~nded bottoms. Kenyo~ has, however, 

concentrated her attent1onon the bases of the plrlform 

juglets, showing that eXan1J?les with ring bases s'eern to be 

markedly earlier th~~ those ~~th button (or solid) bases:-

. 
"In phases I and 11; the predominant type (0 f' 

pir1torm juglet) has a ring base. This type" 

. 0 f juglet is not found in the later phases. It 

1s tO,be expected that this type ot juglet is 

earlier.thanthose with button or other types 

of bases. "102 

She cites the Hegiddo' tombs ot the MB I period as further, 

evidence of th1s.103 ,The button base pirif'orm juglat then 

1s seen by Kenyan as a later form among the early phases 
~ ~ " > ) 

\. c,. ) 

ot MB 11; they are for example ~extremel1 rare" in Group I 
f .. ,. , 

at Jerlcho.104 
I • 

That the ring base is seen as an early teature 
. .. 

of the plriform juglet and the solid or button base as a 
. ' 

later teat~re paradoxically does not accord with the ~rue 
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situation.' There are, of course, examples or the button 

based plriform juglets. the later ot the two forms in MB II, 

in ~he 'MB'I" period, for exa.'f1ple at AjJul.10~ Particularly 

odd'in this context' is the' tact, that it the ring base is 

early and the button base late as Ienyon has suggested, then 
. . . ~ 

the pro~ess1on is the reverse order to that 0 r her bowls 
. . 

which she says acquire ring bases instead of solid bases as 

a late feature ot the MS II period. The point 1s queried by 
~ .-, 

Tufnell:-



, ""., ,r~. ,~ . 

nIt a ring base is indeed an early detail (of 

plr~rorm jU0lets) it is ~urious to find the 

development moving in inver~e_o~der to the 
.:. . ... 

progression of a ring,base ,on the bowls which 
, 106 

became more pronounced,as time went on." 

The piritorm sequence observed at Jericho then is 
, , . . 

the reverse 0 f the expected order, that ls from ring to 

button! and not the expected button to ring. as 1s the Case 
~ ,>' ~ • 

o t the Jericho A type' bowls tor' example. ' 
. ',.... ~~ -. 

e) .' External §trat1graph::. 

It is clear that the tomb evidence alone 1s' 

frustrating where such fine d1visions of typology need 

to be assured, since all conclusions based alone upon 

that eVidence, will simply be a truism. In order in any 

way to validate.t~e theory, one, would have tO,turn to 

stratified material in a proper tell context, to act as 

an external gu1de.S1te strat1graphy within the MB 11 
. ' 

period is relatively rare; compared ,tor example to the 

number ot tells which were occupied during this time. 

but it one turns to one of the very tew tells which does 
" ' 

have an internal division, Tell Deit Mirsim, an 

examination 0 t the two" phases 0 t MB 11 here only deepens the 

uncertainty o! the sequencft 0 f juglets. In his discussion 

of that. pottery, A lbright states 0 f Stratum E, MB lIb 

(early MD 11) that the cylindrical juglet is very common and 

that 1ts flat bottom differentiates 
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ft •• ; the jugs which have it from other 

jugs'with'the same upper part, but with a 
" 
piri form lower part, provided wl th the. 

. " 

characteristic button base (sic). THERE 

SEEl-iS TO BE NOCHoouotOGIC.AL DIFFERENCE 

BETWEEN THE TWO' TYPES ~'ttl07 

.Albrightts stratum D Is the later of the two 
, 

MB II layers. He ~nds that the pottery of "E was very 

difficult to distin~ish ~m.D.I08 .Ho~ever, he does note 

that the pir1 form juglet ~ades out at the end 0 f f.m 11 

for he etates:-

"The piriform juglet was'passing out of use, 

: ',1t we may judge from ita rarity, at the end 

o t period Dft. 109 : 

It should be pointed out, however, that 'the 

end of period D* involves certalnquantitles of imported 

Cypriot ware,110 a predominently LB type. so that' 

Tell,Beit MirsIm proves only that the plrlform juglet 
" • < -, , 
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continues throughout the NB 11 period and then its occurrence 

stops. 

Naturally. the most obvious comparison to make 

between the tomb typology and tell material would be between 

the Jericho tombs and the Jericho tell stratigraphy. Indeed 

hopes ,'ere high that this correlation would take p1ace. ll1 
... • • L 

'. ";-

The tell material at the. time of writing has not been 
-, 

published trom Jericho, but a preliminary statement has been 

made upon this subject by Tufnell~-



"Dr. Kenyon tells me the pottery. from the 

relevant tell levels (at Jericho) yielded few 

diagnostic sherds. apart fro~ a range of cooking 
, ;. . 

pots which rarely appear in the Jericho tomb 

deposits, so that after all it is the tombs which . . 

provide the best material for tho chronological 

'progress10n".ll2 
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With that hope gone. and with the proven uncertainty 
.' 

of the tomb stratigraphy to renect in any way a latent 

typological/chronological progression, then lf, as Tufnell 

states, t~e pir1form an~ cylindrical juglets are often 

together and share the same details and 1 f also the 

cylindrical juglet is tound in MB It and the pir:1.form 

juglet right at the, end 0 f MD II t the foundation for 

dividing non-strat1t1ed material from tombs upon the 

idiosyncratic appearance 0 f el ther. 0 f these torms into 

early or late groups ls no longer trustworth7. l13 

In the conclusion of thls discussion, it would 

seem that the idea 0 f the earliness 0 fthe piri form juglet',' , 

in,distinction to the lateness of the cylindrical Juglet, 

together with, the, asooc1ated forms, is beset nth difficulties. 

There is the problem of the unsound,stratigraphic evidence 1n 

the tombs both ot Garstang andXenyon; there is the perpetual 

short-circui ting 0 t the acceptance 0 f diagnosis. basing a 

theor,y, upon it, and using the result to pro~e the original 

and add strength to the whole e.r~ent. Also, there is 

the problem 0 t the appearance 0 t the cylindrical jugleta and 

the 'plrlform juglets at times which contradict the results 

of the enforced diVisions, throwing doubt upon the v811d1ty 
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. . '" ~ .. 
of the opposed differential distribution 0 f the two' forms; 

, ..... . ? 

there 1s the problem ot the le.ck of any site"':stratified' " 

corr~lation ro~the 'typOlogy which has been induced in 
, . 

and finally there are the problems 0 f the the data; 
, . ".' .... ' '.' 

anomalies in the expected and observed posit~on of some of 
~ . . . ,. " 

the'details of theteatures. With these problems in mind, 

the, concept 0 f t featur~s 0 f' recognized chronological 

significance' 'which, as has been said, lies behind 'the whole 
, , 

system 0 t Kenyon' s 'subdivision 0 r the MB II period must be 
-,.., ~ '- .. , 

severely limited in its e.,plication and any resultant 
• 1. • 

conclusions themselves must be approached with the most 

extreme caution. 
. <.. • 

To the obvious question, why do the Jericho groups 
> ~ , .. 

seem so right when indeed they now look BO weak, the answer 

is that the features chosen to describe the division are 

those which re fiect the d1 visIon alree,QY made, end those 

divisions, once made, and 'once described by those features. 

are necessarily taken to ,be chronologically 'significant 

divisions. Iiother criteria were' used and other Possibilities 

allowe'd. then' o'ther gr'oups WOUld be formed, but to chose 

typological criteria because the groups are already constructed· 
I . ~.' ,.. • ,(' 

is to demand that those criteria reflect the diviaions created; 

it would ba 'M unjust world1! this were not the ease. " 

f) statistical Viab111tl 

In the overall discussion 0 t the validity 0 f . ~ 

diagnostic types ~s indicators,of each of Kenyon's Groups. 

she draws up charts of the description of vessels current 

in each of the groups, and often corr~ents upon the degree 



of' currentness'. , Much play is therefore !!lade 0 f the terms 

'rare' or 'common'.' ~he intention no doubt la to support 

the view that the distribution of these vessels ~ccurs in a 

lenticular manner.' that is, that' vessels come" into fashion, 

are fashionable and then fade from common use. 'Ihis .. type 

of distribution has already. been commented upon and ' 

referenced,l14,' 11.5 and it 1s believed to be fundamental 

to chronologically changing typology., Kenyon expresses 

this curve or popularity by the terms "not yet found", 

~'becozning commontf J ttcommon", "becoming rare". and "no, 

longer jiresent"., , ~ ... 
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In' order that these termse&n be properly understood, 

such as "rare" or "commontf • it 1s ,imperative to understand 

them in a numerical and percentile context, tO,see how 

many vessels can constitute either ,term. ,',In, the brief 

observations below, the same type catalogues that have been 

preyiously.used areaga1n the ,source of the figures. 

In considering the potential occurrence, of objects 

in the five groups under discussion. the total distribution 

of vessels (pottery only) witllln the groups 18:-

III - 604. IV - 242, v - 209 

It will be" at once clear that with only 78 vessels ~ll, told 

in Group I. the possibility of vessels occurring in this 

group, even it they are available, is considerably less than 

the possibility of their being present in Groups 11 or Ill. 

Similarly. Groups IV and V in general have a lesser chance 

of renecting the full distribution' of the period than 11 

and Ill. The average number or vessels per tomb per group 



also:would b~ar this out. using the broad tomb d1v1stons '/ 
"'"" ~,' '" , ~ " ~~ • 0 ' 

which are used in the publications. -They are:-

-. 
" - I - 19.5," ,. 11 - 42.5, v' III - 40.5, IV - 48.2,' V - 23.2 

'. , " ~ .,., 

that 1s, dividing the nucrber of pots by the number ot 

tombs of that group. If ,then the possibility of a single 

occurrence 1n.G~oup.~.1s lessened because that Group has 

only 78.. vessels, all told, that ,possibility is lessened 

even More in.that the tombs within Croup I have on an average 
• • ;r ... ~ ,. t • < ' 

less than half. the numbero! vessels per tomb of Groups 11, 
. ".... .. ' ... .. 

III an4 IV. It might have been instructive 1tthese 

averages could be tied into the average number of bodies 

per tomb per group, but the skull-counts are so unreliable 

that the e~erc1se is probably meantn81ess. One general 

comment the~ on the smallness of Group 11s thnt vessels 

Which do not appear in that 'group may be said to be .. .~ ~ ~ ., 

"not yet ~ound", but such a statement would have 11tt~e 

meaning as a factor in the distribution of the vessel. 
v • 

, In the Case of the pedestal \Tase Ala, 1ts thiatory' 

is as followss- . 

I EL'1d Early II 

. Mid. II 

Late 11 

Earl,y III 

Main III 

IV 

V 

. ' . 

Not yet found 

Present but still rare 

Common 

Conullon 

Common' 

• " $ 

Becoming less common 

Present but beCOming·rare.116 

There are 62 Jla pedestal Vases in all~ The terms 

tfbecoming less common" in Group IV and t'becoming rare t• in V 



are interesting, 'since 'there' are 5 exa~ples in both Groups, 

and as 8:l>ercentage 0 f the' total number 0 f vessels in 

those' groups the distribution actually increases' from 

2.0% to 2.4% from Group IV to V.' 
f .. 
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Another example of this kind of misrepresentation, ' 

would be the: history ot th~ pedestal'vase A4.ll? It is 
. ~ , " ~ ,-

said to be "rare" in Early 11, "common" by Mid 11' and 

"becoming less common" in Late 11. By Early III it is 
~ 

"becoming rare". Since in the whole ot the Jericho tombs 

there is only one example ot an A4 pedestal vase,' in 

Tomb B:48,' then one wonders why it hes been "included in 

the typological diagnosis. unless it Is meant to be taken 

with the form A3. but the coupling ot the two would be 

misleading. 

'Yet another example would be the pedestal vase 

Type Alc, an "early" type. lIS It is "rare" in Early 11, 

"common" in Mld 11, "becoming J..esscommon" in Late II, 

and "present but becoming rare" in Early Ill. In tact, 

numerically only two are' found: at Jer1cho~ one in B48 

and one in B50, both classed as Mid 11 tombs. Thus; 

although it is coupled with lib which has El marginally 

better performance, the use of the type here is 

misleading •. 

With regard to the distribution of piriform and 

cylindrical juglets, as has already been shown elsewhere 

the figures are indisputable. as one might expect. In 

mintltae~' however •. there are' some strange uses 0 f the figures. 

One 0 f the forms mentioned in' the first Jericho publication 
. , 
'. 
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as having a diagnostic history is the piriform jUGlet 
'" It> ~ .,,~ 

with button base. As already discussed they are said to 

be later than the ring-based types. Rence the E.type 

plrif~rm juglets, described as 'button based' are said 

to be "extremely rare" in Group'1,l19 but "ve~y common" 

in Group 11.120 By Group IV they are ."becoming rare". 

The distribution is I -?, 11 - 12, III - 10, IV - 2, 

V - O ... The figure, at 7 E ,types in Group I represents a 

distr1but1on ot 9% of alltha pottery of that Group, a 

feat' only equalled among the piri form juglets by, the 49 F 

types in Group 11., "ExtremelY,rare""would seem then to 

be reverse of the real situation. The error presumably 

has arisen because the tombs have been published in two 

volumes and that such misleading statements were not 

corrected. , . 
The really misleading use 0 r the diaenosis 0 r 

the eroupa most frequently, appears in the discussions about 

the ch~onological position of a particular tomb. In the 

discussion in support ot an early date for tomb B48, 

for example, a statement Is made to SUbstantiate the placing 

ot that tomb in either Group I or 11. 

"There are no examples (in this tomb)'of 

plriform jugletswith a pronounced button 

base~ type at which just appears in Group 11 . 

. and only becomes common in Group 111".121 

In comparing the terms ."just appears" and "only becomes 
• ,: ',,? . ~ . 

common". one should be aware that in Group 11 as a whole 

there are 16 a ,type p1rlform juglets, the same number 



exactly as there are in Group rII. ,To carry the discussion 

to its pedantic conclusion, since there are more vessels 

in total 1n Group III I far trOr:l showing an incre'ase in 

distribution, the,G type juglets actually decrease in 
> ... '., 

percentage occurrence, trom 3.2% to 2.6%. One assumes 
i' , 

,that the error once again arose upon interpreting a 
. . ' 

Volume 11 tomb on the Incomplete diagnosis of Volume I. 

Perhaps another item which is sometimes quoted as 
.. " 

,chronologicallY sle;nlf1cant Is the toggle pin. It is 

certain that with a distribution numerically of 5, 30, 
- ' 

52, 34 and 39 in the 5 groups there is a rise in the 
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occurrence rate 0 t the pins ln the 'later., groups, particularly 
., 

In. view 0 r the much smaller size 0 f the last two groups. 

Two limiting factors should be mentioned. however, 1n the 
,.' ) ~: . . . . , 

occurrences of these pins. Firstly, as Kenyon points out,122 
, 

the pins can easily-slip through the decayed skeleton, become 
,. , 

• 
l:odged in the noor debris and hence be overlooked 1,n any 

, ~ .,'~:'" , 1,: 

clearance so that they will tend to concentrate'among final 

burials. Also, ot ,cours., root falls have so fr.equently 

broken the pins that it 1s not at all clear how many there 

really are. . , . 

Secondly, any difference in distribution based 

upon the earlier appearance ot undecorated shaft pins is 
, 1 I, 

unconvineing, relying'~s it does upon only three ot tour 

additional. undecorated shaft pins in Group 11, ~hith hardly 

constitutes an tearly' trend. Decorated shaft pins already 
~. :i 

occur' in MB It 123 and th~YCert~inl.y occur throughout MB II.124 
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THE OBJECTIVE TESTING OF THE JERICHO ORDERING. 

INTRODUCTION 

, _. 

So far, having described the creation of the 

argument for the chronological division of the Jericho 

tombs and hnvlngclemonstrated some of the fundamental 

problems attached to accepting that argument, the discussion 

has centred upon a subjective, or nearly subjective, approach. 

One might say that from a conscious "common ,sense" point 

ot View, when some ot. the inconsistencies are brought out, 

then the ordering ot the tombs may ,not seem as acceptable. 

However, much ot Kenyon's manipulation of the 

information about the Jericho tombs Will have involved 

intuative and even unconscious selection ot those facts 

which later become significant. With th. introduction of 
" 

computer science to archaeology, there are now methods 

aVailable,ot conducting objective tests upon conclusions 

drawn trom such complicated and varied information. Such 

tests should never be allowed to oust the intuative processes 

which are so vital to any ordering ot information, but they 

may serve as a tool to verity or highlight some ot the 

strengths and weaknesses of these proceedures. 

This section describes the development of stati8tical 

methods designed and modified to search and to test the 

Jericho data. There are two advantages to be gained by this 

study; the one is the obvious interpretation or the results 

and a comparison with the already established system. 
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The other, less obvious. is that in the preparation of 

the Jericho data, one is constrained to consider and to 

quantifY the singular nature and the problems which are 

inherent in these tombs. ., 

.. 
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a} Introduction to Seriation. 

i) History 

As long ago as the turn 0 t the century, 

Flinders Petrie was predicting a more mathematical approach 

to the,problem ot comparing objects and groups of objects. 

"It is needful to' resort to various statistical 

modes otsorting".125 

This,approach he adopted and illustrated in his 

work on sequenca dat1ng126 which he used to great e tfec.t 
;, " 

when ordering selected sealed tombs, from Naqada. Ballas, 

Abadiyeh and Hu.127 . The realization that, 'if a series at 

groups of pottery which are not separated by any long time 

are compared together there w11l always be found some 

relationsh1p between the forms in different groups,128 led 

him to. propose that typological variation on a time basis 

could place the groups, and hence the tombs, in a relative 

order which reflected this time basis. The result ot this 

was tsequencedating',129 a series ot relatively placed 

points in time which .could be expressed by the changing 

typology otthe pottery. 
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Petrie created the sequence dates as a series of 

relatively associated blocks of time of arbitrary or WL~own 

duration. Were the tombs to be placed within these blocks of 

,time., then he felt that the blocks would retlect changes in 

pottery typology. From 4,000 possible tombs Petrie selected 

900. and within those 900 he identified 804 possible varieties 



~7 8 , . 
or:objects, constructing the typology tor those objects 

within the tombs. 'Ihe "objectsft in fact are mainly pottery. 

He then s~quenced the 900 graves into' 50 successive groups 

of 18 -graves each; the groups he hoped would reflect an 
, ' 

original chronological progression. Confusingly, yet 

characteristically, he numbered the 50 'groups successively 

from 31 - 80 SD (Sequence date) thus allowing for even 

earlier, groups to be'added to the system atter subsequent 
1 .. ' , 

research~ The group numbers became the, sequence dates, but 

aiihough they were'relative, they had the added advantage 

ot ~enecting:th~ seque~ce 'date range ot a particular' 

variety~ tram say 3; - 46 SD, thus further retiecting 

the gradual" appea.ran'ce and disappearance 0 f types as they 

come into and, go out '0 t' COlT.nIon ,use within the total 

assemblage, the two extreme SD occurences ot a particular 

vescel would be the beginning and the end of its ranee of 

use. 

The phenomenon ot typological variation upon 

which time divlsions'sre baaed has been investigated more 

closely in recent years in an attempt to understand its 
. 

-precise nature and its possible ,drawbacks, and also to 

iml'rove the 'sorting techniques which give the final order 

from the original data •. 'Rob1nsonl30 and Bralnerd13l proposed 

a . system 0 f sorting by using matrix analysis. the matrix 

being made' up 0 f "coe ft'icients of agreement" between various, 

deposits such as tombs; that 1s, that by examining the 

similarities of object occurrenee between each tomb and 

every other, a numerical index of agreement would be 
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obtained whereby tombs with a high Coiilcidence 0 r objects 

w~uldhave a h~gh index of similarity, and ,those with a low 
"., .- ":" '" " 1 

• .. >q' '~.1 .. 

coincidence ,of objects a low index of similarity. On the 
, , , 

assumption that deposits which are close together in time 
'. '. ~. ~ . 

will have a percentage distribution of types which are very 

similar whilst deposits with a considerable time span . . .. ~ . - ~ " ~ 

between them will have dissimilar percentage distribution, 

then the numerical indexes are a measure of how close together 
, ! .. 

temporally all possible'pairs of deposits are;, that a pair 
..;; ~ 

with a high index will be close together in date because 
I _ , .'~' • .' • 

of the high_ similarity in the distribution of objects, and 

that a pair with a low index,will be far apart in date 

because of the low similarity in the distribution of objects • . , 
Such indexes can be easily aChieved. 

~'he 'problem really begins in searching for a 

method which' c'an be used ~ to order the deposits according to' 

the, similarity'indexes 'Which have been produced. Robinson 

suggests that amatrix,'a chart with 'two a~eswhich'list the 

values of the similarity indexes somewhat like a comparative 

mileage chart, Can be made tor.fleet the true order in 

which the deposits ought, to be placed by mOVing and changing 

the order'until a given numerical structure is reached. This 

then he believes can contribute to the ordering process.', 'Ihe 

rationale behind this idea is that the·pattern of similarity 

indexes, it,properly ordered, must display a definite structure. 

To illustrate this, he creates "pure" data and places them 

in such a matrix (Fig.l.a) and the phenomenon ls noted that 

as any row is read from left to right the indexes Will grow 

progressively larger up to the diagonal and decrease following 

the diagonal. Similarly, reading trom top to bottom along 



any column produces the same configuration. 'lhus in a 

perfectly ordered series of deposits, a matrix would show 

high similarity values 'clustered about the diaGonal and 
i' 

Robinson goes on to sugge'st ways 0 t sorting unordered 

ma.trices to emulate this perfe'ct position and thus arrive at 

the required chronological oreer • 
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.. The *'Robinson - Brainerd" method has received 

considerable attention since its puulication, e.g. Mathewsl32 

Dempsey and BaUmhotf,133 and others. The advantage of the 

method is that it quantifies the factors governing 

compa.riso'n: :... 

"In chronologies based upon expert judgement 

it is likely that artifacts are differentially 

weighted but there ia no wevor determining what 

the ,weights are or how consistently they are used. 

; The objective method. 0 f Brainerd and H~binson 

assigns weight sc.carding to specific rule. "134 

However, .whilst this is true, the problem that is persistently 

discussed ia not the theory 0 t producing. the similarity 

indexes which are the keys to illustrating,a time-based 

similarity or dissimilarity, but rather the methods used to 
\ . 

order the deposits once the indexes have been created. More 

modern, suggestions 0 f method may be grouped under the heading' 

'Seriation'. .,' . , 
. ; 
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i1) .Definition . 

'By the term 'Seriation' '1s meant what Petrie called 

'Sequence Datine' .135' It'is sim'ply a'method 0 f ordering 

deposits'in a systematic fashion.136 - , 

Furthermore, it is one 

of the few quantitative methods of analysis used in , " 

arche.eology which can te said to have been developed 
, .'. 

by. 8.rchaeologlsts within their OVTn field tor strictly 

archaeological application, tho,ugh extant proc~dures from 

other disciplines are often invoked and modified for the 

purpose.137 

The det.1nltion ot seriation ls perhaps described 

adequately by Michels in the following stages:-

i" It a series ot components (traits/objects) -derive 

from a culture that changes throueh time, their 

relatlve placement on an axis of tlme Is a function of 

their sim1larity. 

il . Components representlng cultural phases that are 

temporally close will have relat1ve artefact type 

frequencies that are very similar. and Vice versa. 

iil If the above Is true, a seriation (ordering) of the 

components can be made in which it time were the 
. . 

causative agent (and not such factors as irregularities 

In cultural change, spatlal variation, social and 

tunctional Variation, mixture or change) the'results 

would represent the temporal plac1ng 'of the components; 



iv In general'terms the, the term seriation means'the ' 

pla':ing o:C i teras in a series so that the position o:C 
. 

each best reflects the degree of similarity between 

that item and all'other items in the 'data set.138 ·· 
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The important point to grasp here, however, is that 

seriation 1snot a chronology; . it 1s the best order produced 

given those groups and that typology and ~omparat1ve method, 
, 

whatever those factors of comparison might mean. Chronologies 

then:are inferred ,from seria.tions,139 which in itself implies 

theacceptsnce of the.two1mponderables. that chronological 

Variations exist 1n the groups, under study', and that seriation 

has truly reflected the differences which are related to the 

chronological variations thus distingYishing those Variations. 

1i1)· Development, 

,. , -
The process 0 f arr1 ving ~t' a chronological conclusion 

-
must then comprise the follOwing steps:-

1 . The construction 0 t a method 0 f describ1ng a group, 

(say a tomb) namely by typological analysis. assessing 

the we1ght that.1s:.to be given to the various factors 

that make up the diverse collections under study. 

. , 

11 The production. of some form ot notation ot comparison 
. . , 

between one group ot objects and any other, 1n type 
> > • 

and 1n number, a measure of similarity or dissimilarity. 

i11· The chasing of a system for placing the comparison 

notations 1n their correct order. of ser1at1ng them. 
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iv F1~~lly,the implying of certain chronological facts 
-, 

from the created seriation. 

, -

i Under normal circumstances, the construction of 
- _0 

-
a typology should allow as much object~vity as possible in 

., 

the analysis 0 f the di fferent traits 0 f the components. 'Ihe 
t'., ' 

, -

description of objects, for example pottery, would include 

such accounts as. ware, rim shape, profile, base type, finish; 
,-

decoration, height, width and perhaps many other criteria. . , ' 

Of these criteria; however, perhaps only a few may change on 
.. 

~" ~ .' " "" , 

a time basis, whilst others may change for many :«)ttier reasons. . . 
. ~ 

The assumption is that in general terms the Variation 

described by the adopted criter1a will express the underlying 
, 

chronological variation believed to be present. In the case 
, '-

of the Jericho tombs, this typology has already been fixed, 
.: ' . 

and the intention is to test the va11d1ty of the conclusions 
t . ~ '"' 

, 

drawn trom that fixed typology as given, to attempt to Eee . -

wh~ther the typology retlects obJect1vely the chronolocical 
. -' 

divisions which have been drawn from it. For this reason, 

the typology upon which Kenyon's fivefold division of the 

MB 11 period has been based will be submitted, with slight 
, , . 

but necessary alteration, as the apparently ideal construction 

which defines the groups. 

It should be pointed out in parentheses that the 

methods of Weighting criteria of compari6~n and of scoring 

similarity are fraught with problems. 

Firstly, type de fini.'1on should be devised in 
! 

such a way that it does not produce inbuilt correlations 
, 

- to ~ ,> 

betweensevernl classes of artefacts to the exclusion of 

. , 



other classes, as this will inevit~bly increase th~ weight 
.. ' j>.' I ' 

Of' the classes conc~rned.140AS a~ ex~mple, decoration 1~ 
a criteria which can be present and is thus a comparable 

J, 
I 

factor between decorated vessels but such a comparison is 

not applicable between decorated and undecorated vessels, nor 

do the undecorated vessels themselves have the same scoring 

potential between themselves. l41 Thus in scoring, all' 

decorated vessels will have extra scoring criteria." 

Secondly. ,certain objects may always tend to occur 
+ \ "" ~. • ... • . ':, 

in pairs or not ,at all. such as cup and saucer, co that a 

talse double similarity score will be given when in fact 
'!'..... f'· .' 'JI ." 

the Objects are to be understood as one and the s~e.142 

Certainly at Jericho there is a tendency tor dip~er juglets 
. ", " '. ' 

to occur as pert, of storage jar equipment so ,that when they, 

both occur, theoretically they might be constr~ed as one. 143 
• . I '. ... I , t 

Thlr~lY,,~omb contents may be limited to a certain 

fixed number. so that large contributions from one Variety 
." '. ., 
mey tend to be associated with a smaller'contribution from 

other,varieties •. It,,'tor:example, a certain set number of 

juglets are required to hold a,specif1c number ot commodities, 

it may be that the immediate 'availabilIty of one form is 

directly related to the paucity ot occurrence'Of another. 144 

Fourthly •. there is w1thin~ the classification of 

pottery what Kendall calls "a hierarch'ial" ch~racter",: that is 

that' ono' may construe an overali"cl~ss1ficatio~ ot' grouR 

a's ~owls.» including all bo~ls within all tombs. Within 

the group 'bowls' there w11l be difterent tlpes, tor example, 
. t _ 

'carinated bowls', as opposed to non-carinated ones. 1hen 

within that type, there will be Varieties, varieties say of 
, 

carinated bowls, for example those with ring bases, disc 
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bases or flat bases, etc. In general, the ~rouR and ~ ' .. 

comparisons which may in themselves reflect the changing 

chronological information sought, are ignored in the hope 

that:-

(, 
" ••• graves sharing many varieties must be close 

" .' 
together in order, graves sharing tew varieties 

but many types need nc)t 'be quite so' clo~e. "14.5 

,Fifthly. there is always the problem of differential 

"richness" ot deposits, at least lnrelative terms. If 

two contemporary tombs differ in the number of objects 

associated with the burials, the one having many, the other 

having fe" t . then every potentiall1 aVailable variety 0 t 

pottery·from which the tomb furniture selection is made will 

~njoy. better chances of being represented in the 'rich' 

tomb than the 'poor' .one. 

ii Having considered the typing procedure to be as 

fair as possible, or as with Jericho to take tor granted its 

fairness in" order to test its"conclusions, the ne~t" stage 
. "" 

is to produce Bome measure 0 r comparison between each tomb 

and every other by using the variety comparisons assigned. 
. .. . ~ 

'Ihe essence of the objective system of comparing 

tombs is"to produce'a numerical value of comparison, the 

SIMILARITY INDEX. (Robinaon's Agreeme~t Coetf1e1~nt).146 
The method adopted for the experiment under' discussion is 

the INCIDEN'CE MATRIX14? discussed' uong oth~rs by Kendall. 

Kendall describes'the matrix as a table of double entry in 

which each'rOw represents'a grave and'each column'a varietY' 

(ot pottery,~jewellery or whatever) and in which the 
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> 
(ij)th cell (that in which row i and column j meet) contain:-

, " 

1 ' if the jth variety is present in the ith tomb' 

0" if it is not present. 

\ 
, , . " 

1 la scored for the presence of an object in n tomb, and 

o if it is absent, hence the matrix contains a count of 

the incidence (presence or absence) of the agreed varieties 
, 

and is not concerned at this stage with'the numbers of those 
11" • ,.. 1" " 

• I " .. , 

varieties should particular ones occur more than once in a 
, " 

deposit. The table thus created will be the basis of 

comparison. 

, It may be felt to be unfair to exclude the numeriaal 
;.' , 

count of the varieties and therefore it requires discussion • 
.. "-, . - ". ,,-

.' In the original concept of changing pottery types as 

conceiv~d .~,. ~o~~ns~ni49 :h~ 'p.t'o~sed ~h'at types come into 

and, go out of fash1on1nsueh a way that they may be plotted 

by their degree at popular1ty against time,' giving a 

lenticular graph ot~ercentage occurrence. (Fig.l.b) 

~he simpl1ci ty and the valid! ty 0 f this has been 

challengedl50 but basically the implication is accepted 

that at the zenith of its popularity any pottery type will 

be expected to be present with greater frequency than at the 

nadir 0 r its beginning and ending. It may be then that 

numerical ~str1bution is significant in a time scale, . 

tor which the simple incidence matrix proposed does not account. 

On the other hand, it 1s b7 no means clear what the numerical 

coun't at type occurrence really means, whether different 

availability, deposition, preservation, numb€r of bodies, 



richness, . cultural. difference, custom contents, etc." ,or 

even .individual popularity. '. Since the signif1canceof. : 

five type X jars in one tomb as opposed to four type X in .. 

another is thus imperfectly understood, when compared to the 

rathe~ clearer understanding of ,the overall pattern of . 

artefacts appearing.at one point in time and not.at others, 

then the precise number of.veasels of a given Variety in a 
" " .. ~ .. " 

given tomb ha.s not generally been considered. The presence/ 

absence. score, though. cruder peI~haps in de :fi,ning the 

time/change scale, .should if there are enough variety 

differences.provide a roughly equivalent picture of the 
• ~ ;c 
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passage of time, but it 1s acknowledged that some potentially 

1mportant information,is being lost. (Kendall's Abundance 

l.fatrix might be tried at some future date. either, scoring 

actual numbers of occurrences of types in a deposit, or 
• '!' • " .. ~ .'., 

simply their proportion of that deposit).l51 

i1i HaVing arrived at a means ot comparison, a score which 

describes each tomb, then the next step 11111 be to compare 
, , 

each tomb w1 th every other aDd comp1le' a SIMILARI,!'! MA'!'RIX, ' 
-. 

i.e. tombs against tombs, so that the values of the indexes 

can be entered tomb 1 against tomb x (as in Fig.l.a.). 

The similarity index initially will be a count of the number 

ot coincident Varieties the two tombs enjoy. It, for 

example, one tomb would have l5~var1eties of artefact, 

and another 18 Varieties, but together they held only 6 

varieties in common, then the first count ot similarity 

will be 6 (this maybe modified later to compensate for 

imba.lanced groups).· It follows then that 1 t similaI'i ty 



between types/varieties is a fUnction of chronology, then' 

the similarity index will be high when tombs are more or 
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less contemporary and low when they are tar sep~rated in timel5? 

Since thus there is a value relating every tomb to every 

other, then there 1s the criterion necessary to order the 

tombs by their comparative similarity or dissimilarity 

and from that order infer a chronology., 

In order to express the relationship of tombs 

one to another using these ascribed similarity indexes, it 

is proposed to place the tombs in-an-equivalent topographic 
, , 

and_visual relationship to one another, the degree of 

nearness or farness being determined by the value of the 

similarity index. A pair of tombs which have a hieh 

similarity index will be placed physically close together, 

and a pair with a low similarity index will be placed 

relatively tar apart. 

Suppose that three tombs, A,-! and C are in' 

their, correct relationship to one another, a relationship 

which •. let us say, is a time-based one, then Bach a relationship 

may be expressed:-

B c 

Let B be equally far apart in distance trom A the earliest 

tomb and C the latest tomb, 80 that in an ideal world the 

ration of similarity indexes will be:-

A - B 2, A - C 1, C - B 2, C - A 1, etc. 
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the points increaBes inverselY,as the similarity indexes 

decrease and so provide the order. 'Ihe chronological 

relationship between these three tombs has thus been 

expressed through the similarity indexes in a one-dimentional 

straight line topography, as points placed along an axis 

which might be said to be the time axis. (That time is the 

only axis is only implied at this stage). 

Naturally, an equally suitable expression of the 

distances inversely obtained by the similarity indexes 

would have been:-

c B A 

which mirrOr image'indicates that the system Is only a 

relative one; it is to be hoped that if a' group of tombs 

be arrayed 1n a' topographic' sense as points along" El straight 

line', then by examination otthe gross differences of 

ei ther end 0 f that s'traight line it should b~ poss1 hIe to 
,. " ""\ ~I ~ .~ 

see which way round chronologically the order 1s to be read. 

1'he perfect expression 0 r data in a one-dimentional 

array assumes that the data are perfectly structured'in thut 

one dimension and that there" are no other considerations 

governing the distances between comparable tombs, that the 

similarity indexes express'a relative distance based upon 

only the one factor of, say, time. Within the same exa~ple 

of the three tombs A; B and C equally spaced in time, one 

can imagine a fourth tomb D which is contemporary with B and 
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thus' chronologically equally f,ar from A and C as is B. 

But D'ls not identical to'B through cultural, custo~ or 
"110- • 

class differences, and therefore it must be plac~d equally 
.. 

far from A and from C but also a certaindlstance from 

B thus:-
'.: " ..... : , -' 

.,." . 
B 

A----------------------------'C 
. . 

'. ' .. 

. D 

The horizontal line will still represent the one-dimensional 

axis of time, but a second dimension must be added to cope 

with the two-dimensional structure'ot the comparative 

similar1ty 1ndexes 0 t the, tour t.ombs. ~, 

It w1l1 take little.tO,imagine the presence,of 

a t.Lfth and further tomb E, once again contemporary with 

both D and B and thus equidlstanttroDlA'and et but with 

another facet of difference, from D:and B based upon. perhaps 

locality or availability or tomb material. Its presence '. '. 

will' necessitate a third dimension a positlon in 
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suspenslon above the prevlous.t'flo'contemporaries., 'lhe kinds 

otdifferencestas they increase, continue into the realms ot 

the purely mathematical multi-dimensional expressions. 

:. It will follow troo .the above that if the. 

difference between tombs, that Is the number or variant kinds; 

of difference, are many, then one will require many dimensions 

to express any relationship between these tombs with any 
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degree of accuracy, for ,even if the one dimension of 
. , -1 . ~ 

time is the most important, .other dimensions will be 

needed to cope wi~h the other poscible differences which are 

not time based. The problem 1s,. however, that if a large 

number of dimensions are required to express the relationship 

between the tomb~. th~n the array will be unreadable, 

particularly since, the human mind cannot conceive of multi-
. { .. 

dimensional space beyond three dimensions, More important 

than that, such a nec'essi ty 0 f many dimen.sions will imply 

that there is no overriding order or structure behind the 

tombs which the comparative study is supposed to have 

~sceri~lne'dt' . but· rather a mss's '0 f equally important variables. 

~he implication in any study of:the type considered 

here'i~' that there is, behind the imperfections and the 

vari~t1es of the data, an over-riding structure (let us 
"" . 

say chronologicaf variability) and'that his' 'structure can 

be diagnosed in the changing Varieties of objects which 
J , 

have been previously examined. Such a structure must-be 
t •• ,. 

, 1 I 

capable of expression in one dimension, in a straight line, 
!" .... ~ • 

and other reasons for difference either should not be noticed 

or they ought to be so slight as to be almost non-effective 

. It is to' this' possi bili ty 0 f approximating the 

correct array by forcing a one-dimensional structure upon 

the data that statistlciens and archaeologists have addressed 
" . 

themselves in the production ot the Sheperd/Kruskal1 computer 

procealre'known as r1ULTI DIMENSIONAL SCALING (MDSCAL)~1;3, 1.54 
. .. " . .;. ~ 

This method has now been re fined and reused by a number 0 f \ .... 
l~5 l~6 " workers. /, ~ Kruffitall describes MDSCAL as mean1ng:-
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". •• the .. reconstructing 0 f a con figure tion 0 f 

pOints from information about the distances 

'between them".15? 

. ' r 
He illustrates its use with a time diagram and a n~ber. 

< , • . ,." 

of comparative time 'distances·, 
" ;-,. 

Celts plunder Rome 

Hengist & Horsa in Britain 

William conquers England 

. Columbus discovers New World 

. . . 

390 BC 

450 AD 

.1066 AD 

1492 AD 

The time distances between each of these events and every 

other Can be described in a table or matrix ot the number 

ot years between each event and every other event:-
.-

Columbus H & H W,C,E. Celts 

eolumbus 0 1042 426 1832 .. 
II & H 1042 0 616 840 

w.e.E. 426 616 0 14.56 

Celts 1882 840 1456 0 

. 
T~s matrix ot values ot c.omparison will surely lead to a 

¥ 

one-dimensional design as tollows;-

Celts 

390·BC 

HLH 

450 .AD 

W.C.E. 

1066 AD 

. Columbus 

1492 AD 

J • .. . It Is this structure which MDBCAL attempts to provida 

92 

in. data whose.believed structure is a similar one-dimensional 

structure, not forgetting, ot course, that time may not be 

'" . t . 
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the only reason for such a straie;ht line "ladder". . 

1. ' 't, ;5he general procedure be~ind MDSCAL ls that 

fa dlgital:computer is programmed to generate a,random 

configuration ot points in Cl prescribed number ot dimensions 

and then iteratively to rearrange ~he points until a 
. 1~8 

contiguratlon,whlchbest suits'the data is obtained'. ;; 

Since the material being dealt:with is imperfect and variable 

criteria, di rferentiate one t;ornb from.another" then unless 

the concluding number .ot dimensions ls ,lar~e. it will be 

impossible to satisf,y'all·the desired inequalities in the 

data, and· thus the requirement ot placing the tombs in their 

exact relationship ,to one another can only roughly be fulfilled 

The.Sheperd Kruskal programme computes, the error in 

achieving this task, shifting the' points to attempt to 

reduce· the error, observing the consequence,s and shifting. 

again and so on. l59 ,. 1·he. slight movement and observation. 

beginning !roma,random start,w!ll thus progressively· 

improve the position ot the points,until their positions, 

best approximate, the real structare. "Ihis approximation 

can be.attempted in any number of dimensions, though 

plainly thearr8.18 that will be' the most use tul and hence 

those' aimed ,at are, those in. two or cne dimension.~· In 

furtherance' 0 t this, an. approximation can be at tempted in 

say three dimensions and then progressively reduced from 

that as the structure begins to take shape. 

, ,.., t 

iv The positIon otthe'polnts arrived at'after the 
~ • :,.$ ," . , -

optimum number 0 l' iterations is given as a series of graph 
i ,.,. " ,- -.. 

co-ordinates. 'I'ogether with these the' progranrne computes" 

a 'strain' value, which is a measure of the goodness ot 



fi t 0 f any con, figura tlon as, an approxlma tion 0 f a struc ~ ur~. , 

(Sheperd's 'Delta,)l60 That configuration with the least 

'strain' 'is'the mo~t valuable.l6~ The 'strain' .value then 

is a measure of the degree of discrepancy between the 

ideal and the actual configuration. a discrepancy Thich 

will automatically arise it pOints are be1ng,' forced' down 

into two or one dimensional structures when they truly 

represent a structure of more than that number. To tw{e 

the earlier exa1J1ple 0 f. the tour tombs A. D,. C and D v:here 

D was synchronous with but anomalous to B. The strain value 

would be 1n part an expression of how far points B and D ' 

would have to be 'forced t to express this essentially 

two-dimensional array in one dimension. 
, '. 

Naturally. when 'strain' values are high. then 

the degree of discrepancY,means that the resulting array is 

atypical ot any real comparison between tombs. When it is 

relatively 16., then a modicum 0 f confidence may be placed 

in the res~lt8nt ordering.' It shouldb~ pointed out that it 

is as well to attempt several random starts and several 

dimensional results before any conclusions can be drawn~ 
. , , 

since there are occasions when individual points as they 
., 

move trom the random start become 'stuck' in tneir mirror 

image position, still agreeing with many points but grossly 

misplaced tor others. A new random start frequently clears 

this misrepresentation. 

The approximation 0 r order which l·1DSCAL achieves 

overcomes the problem of attempting unwieldy and often 

infinite arrangements and re-arrangements ot groups of material 
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.. inthelr best order. (The number of possible re-arrangements, 

and hence orders, of 10 tombs would be several million, 

a number which increases .dramatically above 10). It is now 

. realized that in many different circumstances it has been 

found ,empirically. that when some sort of metric modol lies 

.in a rather vague sense behind the data, then lfDSCAL at 

: a suitable number of dimensions will tend to bring out that 
"" .. 

model. ~he direct application to the problem under discussion 

then 1s that since with the archaeological data from the 

·Jericho tombs it 1s believed that there 'may be a chronological 

~ order behind the data, and that the similarity indexes which 

", will' be arrived at through comparing the typology contains 

information bearing upon that order, 'then this chronological 

information will~tend to over-power any other reasons for 

" similari tyor 'dissimilarity and thus reveal that order • 

. 
Befbre the experiments can begin, it will be 

~ , .~ , > 

necessary to consider the character ot the data froe the 
: " , 

•• '," ,. ",'" • 0;, • ~ , ... 

, Jericho tombs and to select those data tro!1l the tombs 
. 

which best reflect the order to be tested and which at the 

same time are loeationally reliable. 
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b) ~he Special Problems Presented by the Jericho Tombs 

In comparative analysis the Jericho tombs provide 

an irregular selection ot deposits. Ideally one would seek 

groups 0 f similar quality. s1m1lar distribution and similar 

number ot objects. Owing to the singular character ot these 

tombs, however, each unit is idiosyncratic, combining as it 
, 

may complex data which are deposited and redeposited in 

peculiar circUMstances,with the added differentials of 

survival, preservation and distribution ot the basic traits. . , , '., 

In such circumstances sorting and .o:rdering may be ot little 
, ' 

value it the proper nature ot these peculiarities cannot be 

understood. 'The search for what must be discrete uni ts 0 t 
. . 

material, time-encapsulated groups ot objects, turns'upon 

the, ability ot the .observer to prove that the deposit is firstly 

buried at one and the same time, and aecondl1 that, the objects 

within that unit t.hemselves truly represent torms typical ot 
" ' 

the moment 0 t interment, without any unseen, uncontrolled 

contamination of older or'unusual objects being included. 

1) Disturbance 
; , 

A. consideration 0 f the discreteness or otherwise 

o t the .51 tombs must include the care hl consideration 0 f 

toUr factors which lIIOuld tend,to deny that discreteness. 

namely the addition, aa\tractlon, displacement 'or variation 

ot,material w1thia, the group. 

The common habit 0 t producing "multiple successi ve" 



burials which istound in the Jericho cemetery, the hauit 
... 

of interring varying numbern of bodies with variable goods 

at various times and with variable care in the same ,tomb, 

militates against reposing ,confidence in the integrity of 

any 'fraction of the total deposit, the vital element which . 
is needed' to make any or,derlngv1able. 

The factor of addition, as mentioned above, is 

'manifest in'nearlY' all the tombs. Unlike earlier tombs 

of the EBMB period where a group of objects could be 

demonstrably associated with a particular burial" the 
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MB 11 burials which trequent11 re·use these tombs themselves 
" 

sufter trom even later re-uses in the sarne period. In all 

but one tomb, J.3. which i6'8 single burial, there is a 

multiplicitY' or bodies in an ME 11 context. "Even lf, , 

as in some . tombs (J14, P17, P19 for eXQr.1ple) f t~e're' seems, 

to be'only one period of burial represented, nevertheless 

a number ot bodies are found in these deposits and whilst 

the probability'o! contemporaneity may be high, it. is 

still conjectural that the interments are in fact, simultaneous. 

In the majority 0 f the remainder 0 f the tombs. the habit 0 f 

succeso1ve and periodic interment ot bodies and objects is 

only too obvious. ' Skeletons lie,among one another in . 

various states cl disarray. ~ If ~he tombs are small. aS,with 

tombsA.46, G.~6, J.l9, J.45. and others. then the bodies 

and objects hopelessl,. overlie one another 'and whilst 

strati ficatiol1 ca.n sometimes be determined, it 0 ~ten has,' 

little relevance to chronological separati?n o! groups. If 

'the tomb chamber area is large. then some attempt will often 

have been made to'clear to one side the burials of previous 
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interments, resulting in the-accumulation of piles of 

earlier material around the edges of the chamber. These 

piles are hardly to be considered as synchronous units, since 

it~is possible that the piles represent several phases of 

burials cleared away at one ti~e. Also, the clearance is 

not always as thorough as"it might be, resulting particularly 

in,s~all obj~cts, scarabs, pins,and the like, ceing left 

behind,and becoming mixed up with the lat8r groups. In 

the general admixture and the sheer volume of bones, pots, 
, , 

personal belongings and furniture it seems often difficult 

to'separate one group from another, though knowing that 

probably they are separate in date. 

A second factor 0 f disturbance is that 0 f 

subtraction. Many back- tilled shafts show evidence 0 r the 

'cleaning out' ot deposits, tor example B3, B35. DI3,' D22, 

H6, Hl8, ,H22, J9, J37 etc.; MB 11 sherd. and vessel. in 

these shafts testifY to the habit of .eparating objects from 

their' original context. of dividing or destroying their initial 

grouping., SimilarlY, maIl3' chambers where clearances have 

taken place now contain many more slmll. than long bones 

and other parts,to complete the skeletons once buried there. 

This again would test~fY.to the practice not only of clearing 

material aslde, but also of thrOwing away bulky objects or 

those most conveniently placed near the .haft, yet leaving 

the remainder. To what extent such subtraction may have taken' 

place in seemingly synchronous groups is a further unknown. 

, A fUrther problem with these clearances which 

lessens the c~nf1dence one might repose 1n the material is 

the apparent carelessness with which they are conducted. 

Kenyon frequently speaks of the violence of these clearances. 
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Perhaps one might'sug[est that such carelessness would not 

have been so unexpected in the foul and distaste ful airs 

that the partially decaying corpses must have g~nerated. 

~he unpleasant task ot, clearing semi-decomposed bodies 

and their scattered accoutrements, which seems to have 

taken placo 1n a number o! instances - A46, Al36, G46, 

G7.3, HI8, J9, Jl9,.J39. P23 etc. - cannot:1n such a 

confined space have engendered a careful attitude. This 

could account for· the. evidence 0 r the smashed altulls, 

missing bones and broken pottery vlhich is '. so· frequently 

witnessed in the tombs •. The unceremonious nature.ot.these 

clearances could hardly-be conducive to maintaining. the : 

integrity of earlier groups and so most ot these must be 

rejected immediately in analysis .. 

A third factor of disturbance is that of' . 

dis'Olacement. Even when groups seera'to have 'been, potentially 
• 

intac,t, many ,tombs show evidence of the displacement ·of objects 

The greatest single element here is falls of rock from the 

roof. which on many occasions have smashed and partially 

or wholly obl1terated the groupsconcernedt as in B5l, 

DG. D9, G82, HI?>, .11., .112, .120 • .137, .142 • .145 etc •• 

, , 

The attribution of objects to groups ot skeletons in such 

cases is often impossible to acMe ••• ~. '. '. ' 

A!\g.;reat deal' 0 f emphuis is placed upon the 

analysis of final' burials, in the belief that the contamination 

and the displacement is minimal. However, even when the 

chamber has, been cleared for. the final burial, in the 

confinement of the tomb aome of the objects lie in 

ambivalent positions.!!! .! !!.!. the earlier debris which 

has been moved aSide, perhaps having been placed against a 
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cleared pile or even mixed in with it. With all the burials, 

even r;nal. the carelessness of deposition has been 
, 

commented upon. Bodies seem to have been laid to rest with 

the minimum of ceremony. In such cases it is difficult to 

visualize any greater care being exercised in the distribution 

,;>f objects ~ th the.~e bodies. Perh~p. in their once pristine 

condition they might have been sufficiently different from 
, • \ > • 

. . 

their surroundings to be noticeable and hence an acceptable 

unit. but now in the total decay ot the bOdies and the 

uniform appearance of the objects this original difference 
" ... I" 

" . ~ 

may be lost to the observer. The collapse of tables, the 

toppling over ot vessel. and the falling apart of skaletal 

remains during decay would all assi.t in the combining 

together 0 t these crowded groups, and while the final burials 

may be located and counted due to their articulated condition, 

the pots and other objects buried with them have no way of 

being so readily identified from the earlier material. 

Finally, ·1n the appraisal ot the integrity ot 

chronologically similar group. ot objects. there 1s the .. 

factor ot deliberate interference. Kenyon comments upon 

the apparent meanness or dishonesty which seems to have, 

been a feature of the burial practice.l6Z Apparently, 

broken or defecti"e potte17 had been intered with the 

deceased, ."en with· final 'burials of 80IIe d1stinction -

Hl8, HlZ, G82, P19, J42, G73. etc.. If this deliberate 

variation ls possible, one must ask how often earlier 

; extant objects in the Chamber were re-used to enhance a 

later bur1al,or at least they had not been cleared away, 

nei ther 0 f which aspects augur .811 for contemporaniety or 
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typicalness. Further, in the breakage or deliberate 
" , 

,,~ 

interment or broken sherds, which patently take the place 

numerically or whole ones, a secondary problem is introduced 

or the di fferential capacity to diagnose their c'orrect 

typology. ~he validity of any typology based upon sherds 

must naturally be suspect in such an otherwise concise and 

specific typology based upon variable morphology. Even 

more problematic then will be the distribution count of such 
, \ 

broken vessels. 

11) Var1ability 
~ . 

Preservation; ,ODe reature of the tombs which 1s 

archaeologically ls the extraordinarr 'preservation of 

organiC material which has taken place •. Woodwork in the 

form 0 r table., stools and beds, bowls, basketwork, 

textiles and other objects are often recognizably retrievable 

and hence are both diagnostic of style 'and also of comparative 

wealth or custom. 'On the other hand, this preservative 
\, - I 

factor Is typoloGically problematic, 1n that the preservation 

Is variable. !'he style and qllant1t1 0 t totally decayed " 

material cannot of course 'be judged. InsomUCh as pottery 

does not decay f It remains a axed quantity,' but it is 

difficult to conceive of using differentially preserved 

organic material 'as a diagnostic reature. Its absence then 

may be meaningless. 

-' , , Wealth. It is clear that some tombs are better 

endowed:·tlum others. " 'ftle richness 0 f a particular burial 

may be marginal 1n real terms f but different assemblages 

of household objects may in 'themselves depict social status 

or variant custom. The meaning 0 f this richness or' . 
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lr.t!,ovcrls'rirnent 0 t tombs then adds a further unl'..nown to ' 

the: tL'lslysia. It may indeed depend upon many other factors; 

availability" of the requisite objects; . thrift. rersonal 

taste or vessel usage in the·t~mb cerer.lony~ Neither th~ 

size· of the' tlsse~balSe,· nor the repertoire it includes in 

style and number, ~eed' tr~l.y i-e tteet the overall contemporary 

scene~ 'Even if at'one"mciment it did SOt 'such reflection 
- ' need not be consistent through't1me~ 

.. .".'" Sex. Another tactor of the YariabilIty ot objecta 

within a group 1s li.kell'to be the sex and the relative 

distribution ot sexes in III group. It would be hard not to 

imagine among such a rich and diverse collection,ot 
. . 

household objects a correlated variability In the objects 

buried with the gender of the incumbent. Unfortunately, 
, ' 

only in III 'fer:! tew c .. e8~ tor .xam~le P19, 1s the sex ot 
. . 

the various skeletons given so that. a potentially crucial 

factor which may govern typological Yar1etl might be 

properly evaluated. 

Number. In. the group burials which are so common 

et Jericho, there seems to have been. a tendency. particularlY 

with larger vesee1s, to put a reduced number in the tomb 

• tor the general U88 ot the grouP'. giving t.hus a. further 

tJroblem ot numerical varlab111t7 when compared to the more 

personal ornament. such as scarabs, pins etc.. There 1s 

no reason to suppose that this variability 1s anything 

other than period1ca1l7 haphasard. 

CUstom. ftnal11, in the assessment of the 

contemporan1etl or the typicalness 0 t the groups concerned, 

one has to bear in mind that since their provenances are 

tombs, then two associat.ed probleDs occur in attempting 



to use any information on trait distribution outside this 

context. Firstly, the custom of burial may demand an 

ultra-conservative line, which may well produce a relative 

sequence of groups, but it will hardly apply to' other 
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non-tomb material. SecondlJ. there may always have been 

aiendency to use special tomb types for burials, in contrast 

to the everyday materials, so that although the objects . ~ . . ~ , 

seem to be hausehold vessels, 'they may be typologically 
: ' - ~ .~, ~ '.... " .... 

different in the main from the vessels in contemporary 
.~ ... ,... , j: 
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c)~ The Selection of Tombs for Seriation 

The following tombs were thought to be unsuitable 
_, I ( 

for experimentation:-

, , 

A tomb which once contained 8-9 burials, but has 

sutfered trom wadi erosion; . a180 many of the pots were 
~,..". r - • .~ 

fragmented either through seeondQr1 deposition, or more 
~ ~ . ..,., 

probably as' a 'result of secondary disturbance •. 
, ~. ;# 

, 

JTI 352-368 Group III 

Owing to a misadventure in the finding of the tomb, 

together.with disturbance caused by earth filtering into 
.. - . ~ ~ 

the tom~, "the ,distinction between the different le:vels 1s 

not always clear, particularly where phase IV, (the last phase) 
, 

directly overla,y the similar buff till of phase 11 • 

. :" , 

A38. JTI 342-351 Group III 

, ttT~e plan of this tomb has unfortunately been. 

mislaid, and there f~re the annotation 0 f the. finds. acc()r~ng 

to la,yers 1s not complete." , It., 1s there fore not possible to 
., , . " 

ascribe objects to burials or phases. 

A46. JTI 407-410 Group III 
. . 

The tomb being so small, and having fourteen bur1als, 

there is a ce,rtain amount of disturbance, but particularly 

the t.1nal burial 1s credited with only two objects • 

. . 
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A134. JTII 368-372 Group III 

The skulls would indicate thirteen burials, but 

erosion and the apparent clearance for a f1nal.burial that 

never materialized meant that not only was the plan 
1,"' , ... 4;, ". 

"uninformative", but presumabl1 no objects could be 
ot- ,~ .,', , '" 

attributed to any phase of burial • 

.Al36. \. J!II 465-473 Group v 

Twenty-six burials plaeed in the tomb during the 

MB 11 period hawauggested to Kenyon that successive burials 

must have followed each other at short intervals, for in . , . 

each c~8e ,most of the imme,diately precc:'ding burials were not 

~~,com:P08~.~~en c~,e~rance was made for' the next burial. 

the ,'finds in successive layers represent the objects :l 
" . 

While 

associated with 8Ucce881~e burial ,phases, they "do not 

represent the C~niplete grave goods 0 t ,the various st~ges. u163 

851. JTII 332-357 GroupIII 

"A multiple successive burial with a skull count 
. ' 

of 37: The objects are recorded in layers, bU.t prob~bly 

their 8ignit.1eanee is minimal owing to complete disturbance 

and dislocation. The final burial similarly was not 

discreet since it had suffered a heavy root tall. 

DG. . JTII 274-276 Group 11 

Heavy erosion and denudation caused the remains 

to be completely crushed and decayed. 'Ihe plan was 

uninformative and was not published. Very few suggestions 

as to the allocation of finds can be made. 
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D9. .. JTII 276-286 

The total collapse of the root, together with the 

cuttIng ofa Roman tomb into the original has meant that 

very, little could be ascertained of the details ot the 

HB'II burials •. Multiple, successive burials in the tomb 

might number 10. but owing to the excessive disturbance~ 

deductions from the contents ol,the,various layers and 

groups cannot be very certain. 

G37. JTI 315~330 Group 11 
" 

." The ,tomb consist. of multiple. successive burials. 

Although the catalogue gi!lng numbers to objects by layer 

o t recovery might, suggest~, sealed units,Kenyon points out 

that 'inthe continuous,process of casting bodies and 

offerings on one side an irregular mounding resulted, ,and 

'it would be hazardous to assign the finds to any sequence' • 

.. -. (" 

046 JTI 330-342 Group 11 

, ~ 'rhe tomb has burials ,representing:. the standard 

practice ot ,multiple successive burial~, but since the '.~ 

tomb area,was,so small, it prevented the usual clearance of 

previous burials aad has resulted in-contused piling of 

deposits •. ; fThe finds are recorded in layers as found, but 

it would not-be possible to say that all vessels found 1n 

a layer belong together.' 
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G82. JYII 382-383 Group'III 

, ' . 
Although it is possible that this tomb was'cut 

,.' 1: 

in the MB 11 period, there are piles of early burials 
,. 
.. . 

placed around the tomb. 'Iha crushing effect of a roof 
,', I " . 

fall has made numerical estimation impossible, and it is 
. " ~ , '" . 

likewise impossible to subdivide the finds among the 
" 'to "., 

I!,. ........ 

different stages of use of the tomb .. 

'. 

Hll JTI 470-479 Group V 

I " 

The burials in the chamber gave evidence of one 
•• • - " >. 

period ot use, amass simultaneous burial, but from the . 
. ' 

stratigraphy of the shaft, there had apparently been two 
. " ' " 

openings made in the MB II,period. A certain number of 

objects could be aseo~1ated with partlc~lar bodies, but 
" 

.1 • 

Bome lay unassociated arouad the walls of the chamber. 

Hl3 JTI 479-486 Group V . , 

'l'here are several phases of burial represented 
, . 

in the tomb. Whilst there is a final burial in the centre 
~ , A. < 

of the tomb, it has been obliterated by a heavy roof fall 
... . ~. , 

at that pOint. Many ot the objects shown ·on the plan as 

having been in this'uppermost layer therefore seem to 

belong to the ancestral pile. but owing to the roof fall 
! , 

'. . 

the picture is not suff1cientl1clear to disentangle them. 
-.;., , 



Jl JTI, 425-438, Group IV . 

The chamber contains the remains ot 28 burials 

on the, evidence 0 t the skulls. The piling 0 f the multiple . . 

successive.burials over one another has added to the , ,. 

contus1oncaus~d by.a root fail, and even with,the tln~ 

burial, tthe"objects.associated with the burial are tor 
- " "- . '" 

the most pe.rt not, clearly de fined.' 

J1 JTI, 438-442 Group V 

The smallness 0 t the tomb has meant that the 

total of 13 burials placed in the chamber have been 
. " 

, " 
; , 
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superimposed.~pon one another, though not without considerable 
... ." I-~ ~. 

disturbance. , It is obvious" that the pottery in the tomb 
, ; ~ ", .... . 

does not give thecomp~~te p,1cture, ~lnce only small.vessels 

remain. whilst 1n the shaft there were sherds of storage 

vessels and large bowls. 

J12 JTI 418-425 Group IV 
':- to. 

The skull count would put the number of burials 

at 13., The tomb was too.small to make aelear space to~ 

each successive burial. This has led to considerable 

disarrangemen tot bodies. The tinal burial was apparently 

placed on top of ,the pile to the right ot the door, but 
" ,,, 

only the lower l1mbs are 1n position, the rest of the body 

probably having beend1sturbed bi ,;. root fall. Four vessels' 

may belong to this bUrial, but it is not suffic1ently , 

certain to be differentiated from the rest 0 f the Objects' 

in that layer. 
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'" ~ • >. • 

Jl9 JTII 372-382 Group II! 

The smallness of the chamber meant tha.t burials 

were piled one on top of another, and although' the 

superficial appearance is of a number of successive intact 
F< ~ - ..; 

burials, the analysis of the pla.ns shows that there are 

some six phases. tIt is not possible to assien vessels 

~.o each 0 t the phases'. 

J20 JTII' 410-420 Group'III 

,Two final burials and sixteen sltulls make up 
.. 

the apparent ME 11 complement 0 t the tomb •. Though the 

early burials are placed around the wall, a. roof fall had 
.. 

badly damaged the final burials, and it is not possible 

to distinguish with certainty between offerings associated 

with the early and final ,use. 

J37 JTII' 269';"273 ~ Group It 

1 '. , '" 

The roo f 0 f the chamber h~d completel;y collapsed 

~nd the~e~ore ?nl;ythe sha,ft was excavated. The pottery 

trom the shaft shows that the tomb itself must have been 
~" " " . ~ 

reused on a number 0 t occasions. 

,. 
, 

J39 JTII 473-478 Group V 
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The MB,burials were multiple and the skulls numbered 

17. 'rhere is a considerable dismemberment ot the burials 
I 

because of attempts to clear the tomb, particularly for a 

final burial which never materialized owing to a roof tall. 
~ -; ~1" . 

Group division would therefore be impossible. 
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J42 JTII 420-424 Group III and V 

, ., ~. 

There could be two periods of use of this tomb. 

A roof fall has filled the chamber so that it is only 
} . . 

r 

possible to suggest the two separate periods.' Further ,. 

the number ,of diagnostic vessels is too small to differentiate 

between'them with certainty. 

'I 
!' i 

J 45 ; JTII 438-446 Group IV 

On the evidence of skulls, there were 26 burials 

in the small ch~mber which therefore overlay one another 

with no evidence of piling of grave goods. Although the 

five observed layers are thought to have some chronological 

signi ticance J ,the final burial was"badly crushed' by a roo r 
fall~ , 

" ' , 
,. ,. 

Mll JTII 226-242' Group" II ' 

',~ :. ' 
) , 

The burials of the period were,very clearly 

in two phases ~th probably six burials in the earlier:phase 

and seven in. the later. . Despite, the clear d1 vision 0 r, the " 
.> .'c 

!1nal,b~rial, 'unfortunatelY,the grave goods otphase 2, 

do not stand out very clearly from those of phase 1.' 

'. 

Pl 
-0. •• ~ 

JTII 295-303 Group III 
'. ,', , "... ... .-

The reuse of the chamber 'was for 24 multiple' 

burials'in'the MB. !hough theburlals'constituted a single 

layer w1th the final burial probably represented by the ten 

bodies in the' centre of the tomb,' 'it does 'not seem possible 
• t 

to associate ,the, grave goods with the burial groups. 'There 

are hardly any objects certainly associated with bodies. , 



~ 's~nie 0 t the burials from the folloYJing nineteen' 
. . , 

tombs have 'been selected' for -, seriClt10n processing: 

B3, 

B 3, (layer D), 35 (layer D), 43 (laye~ 11 Right), 50. 

D,13, 22. 

G 1 (rinal)" 73 (final). ,,' 
'" •• "I 

H 6,(rinal), 18 (final), 22 (final). 

J.3 (single), 9 (tinsl), 14 (final), 54 (final). 

P 17, 19, 21, ,23.' : .. ',' 

, , 
.. ~ 

!he tomb may have been cut in the MB 11 period. 

It so, lts',design ls a copy at the reused EBMB' tombs round 

abqut. From the'skull count, at least '25 bo81es had been 
. ' ' 
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interred in the chamber, but over a period ot time,as there 

was ample eVidence ot the multiple successive burial pattern 
" 

being used. There are a number 0 r layers w1 thin the chamber 

\'.hich represent the build up 0 f debris from preceding. 
" 

burials. ' 'Though the objects are recorded in layers, it .. 

1s probable that too much significance should not be placed 

upon this.' The process of disturbance and displacement 
. . 

was probably a continuous one. 

The final burial is burial M in layer D •. Though 
....... ;_. 

partially broken by a root ~a1l, this burial is i.ntact. 

Preceding burials bad been pushed aside to make room for it; 
, . .' . . ~ : .., . 

'round it were ~ number of objects which can with high 
, ~ . • i- .' 

probability b~ associated with it. The body lay on its 

back with its legs splayed. possibly once raised.' 

The shaft of the tomb had evidently been opened 
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several times, but the _lowest lay,er ,in the shaft contained 
. '.~ ~ '" , . 

a number of pots and an intact ostrich shell which 

leads Kenyon to construe this group with the final burial 

rather than a previous clean-out. From the section, it is 
J.. .... 

evident .that access into the tomb could in fact have been 

effected without ,the disturbance or this layer, since the 
: l/ "_ • '.s :l ; ~' • 

door bloclting has been done with .two boulders one upon 

another;, furthermore, there are some ,bones i~ the deposit 

in question, though ne1ther complete ,nor articulated parts 
, ' . 

ora skeleton. This 'IIould be much more suggestive 0 f a 

cleaning out than a deliberate deposit. The shaft group 
.. .~ ., 4 

there fore was ignored. 

All four layers have been annotated in the 

catalogue, and all those objects marked Layer D were 

submitted as 8 discreta group. 

835 JTI 368-393 Group III 

. The tomb may be an example 0 r El tomb cut in the 

MB,II pertod. Although the fill 0 r the, tomb suggests only 

one filling. the contents ot the tomb. with the sherd 
, • ""- > # 

fragments in the ,shaft ,till, suggest that as with all the . ~ ;., /" 

tombs,this tomb has been opened and reopened on several 
,-,. . ~ 

occasions for the interment ot multiple successive burials. 
, .. 

The t1nal burials are clearly distinguishable and 

apart.from a root tall thet are intact •. The burials concerned 

are two adults A and R and possibly the child burial 0, 
•• • '''' ,,,,, > - ~ /... 

~ll in Layer D. Both or the adults had been laid on their 

backs with their kneos raised. Round these burials 0 r the 



last stage lie the accompanying offerings. Beneath the 

layer are the remains 0 f the earlier burials, 0 ften an 

intricate mass of jumbled bones and objects. 
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The catalogue is annotated with each layer; those 
... . '. . ~ .. -

- ' 

marked D have been included in the experiment, though the 
:' . ..' r. .:: " . ! f< 

sample itself ls not as good' as it might have been, for two 
• 'r "" ,. .. j 

'. "" 

rea~ons.F.1rstly. in a few instances it,seems that objects 
- -.- '" 

were omitted from the plans and therefore have no layer 
.' . . . . ~ , " 

letter ascribed to them. Secondly, at least twelve ot the 

thirty-six or so objects placed on the Layer D plan are too 
-

fragmentary to be alloted a type number, so that they 

cannot be inclUded 8S diagnostic., Kenyan remarks upon this, 

saying t~at it was noticeable in-a ,number of Cases that 

broken sherds were used as dishes and other sherds were 

used as lamps.:,' , 

- '. 

1348 J!Il 206-226 Group 11 
I '. ~ \ ~ , 

. 
This tomb was probably cut during the MEIl period. 

".. • , 't 

It Is unusual in that the internal stratigraphy can be . ~." ... 

~scertained with ,some confidence owing to a collapse and 
" , 

• ." :._ J, 

subsequent reuse or an additional Ea1B tomb B48a. The 
."> • 

final burial 1s single; there were eigh t skulls in the . . . .. ~ ~ ... , ~ .. 
earlier depOsits; and a further three apparently placed 

• 1'''- - •. 
. '. ; .... 

inB48a from B48 after a seperating wall had collapsed. 

The deposit which has been selected tram the 
. " '"" .. ' .,', : ; 

tomb is B48 Layer lIRight, said to be the earliest in the 
, ~' 

tomb. It was chosen for two reasons; firstly it is one 
, . 

..." .'-
of the few semi-discreet units of an early Kenyon phase, 

Group I. Secondly, it had been covered by a roof tall. 
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- Several aspects, however, place some doubt upon 

the -originality and completeness ot the group, partly ,because 

.the secon~ period 0 r use, is construed as the use 0 f the 

EBHB tomb where a number 0 r skulls were found, implying a 

degree of disturbance in the. initial deposit. Also it is 
I -_ -

noted that a number at MB 11 sherds were turned up in the 
t . ' '" .. _ 

shaft fill~' presumably the result or earlier clearance. 

Due notice has been taken of these problems. 

, , 

- JTII ' 303-312 'Group 11 

The to.mb Is said to be, a reused EBMB tomb , 
, " 

:al thoug!t n~ _ remains ,0 t that period were found. 

The MBII remains show the characteristic 

eViden~e ot multiple successive burials, with a skull- _ 

count in the tomb as a whole ot thirteen. 
". ,~ ~ ,. 

The MB!I burials are. clearly in two periods;. " . 

the earlier group has five skulls along with dismembered 

bane~ and a pile ot broken objects. Apparently they had 

suffered a yiolent clearance before the second period of 

interment. ~he later period exhibIts eight skulls. but 

~omparatively~little grave goods_. 'rhese eight were 

probably successive burials rather than simultaneous. 
. . -

: .' ~ (' 

Owing to the paucity of objects in th~ second 
. 'l' ",.',: 

later-phase, and also owing to the' probiemof detinately 

dividing the material ot the phases,J one phase -from anoth~r, 

the twopha~es have been t~en together-for the-experiment; 

this '-exceptional" ~ step' could only have been tarten because 

both phases arc said by Kenyon to belong to Group 11. 
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'l'he ,very, few objects of the second phase, she says, could 

possibly, be very early Croup Ill, but she favours the two 

phasaareally as Group 11 •. 

Dl3 JTII 424-428 Group III 

The tomb ia a reused EBMB tomb. ~he MB finds 

were not numerous, which has suggested to Kenyon that the 

tomb probably was short lived in MB use. A large roof fall 

has obscured any degree 0 r analysis 0 t the bodies • 

. ' The tomb has been selected as a control on the 

typological method because the finds were not plentiful and 

tended to be 'undiagnostic', and yet represented,typos·that 

were unique both to early and late, phases., 'I'hereby it should 

be possible to place this within the sequence if the method 

is sufficiently efficacious •. 

~ Though there are ea1d to be two uses 0 t the tomb 

during theMB 11 period, illustrated by the MB sherds in 

the shalt fill. the tomb has on Kenyan's evidence been taken 

as.one group. 

D2Z . JTII : . 2!t-2-260 Early Group 11 

A reused EBMB tomb, D 22 has been much affected by 

roof falls, although it does not exhibit the usual 'multiple 

successive burials which are common elsewhere. Evidently 
. ' 

the shaft was opened more than once during the MB 11 period 

since a considerable number.of broken ME 11 sherds were 

'found in the f.11l. Nevertheless, Kenyon maintains that 

'all the objects belong to a period prior to the final 
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opening, since only one skeleton was ro~~d, there being 

no additional fragments which is the 'usual symptom of reuse.' 

Although then there are a great number of obj7cts, it is 

felt that they all belong to one period of interment. 

01 JTI 44~453 "Group V 

An original EBMB tomb, GI shows clear evidence 

of the usual multiple successive u~e in'the MB II period. 

Two phases are represented, the first being of probably 

f1 !teen persons, and the tinal· burial being of one group 

of. seven. ~ 

.. The· final burials -had been~placed in the tomb 

only atter,extensive cleaning or the tomb ,of previous 

burials. Bodles.A~E with F and R bad all been placed on 

their backs in •• exten~ed position, and there was eviden~e 

in the case.of A that the~knees had been ,drawn up somewhat. 

,It ls the initial clearance ot the earlier burials 

which,gives the tomb a certain discretion in the final . -

burials. All seven have'been takenns one group since it 

is.difficult to visualize a further secondary interment ot 

these bodies without the disturbance ot the other five. 

They have been annotated all as final burials. It is noted 

that the tomb, despite very good organic preservation, 

displays none 0 r the usual furnishings, and is thought by the 

excavators to be poor. 
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073 JTII 447-465 Group IV 

Whilst the form 0 l' this tomb is 0 f the EBMD period, 

it cle~rly exhibits the multiple successive mode of burial 
" of the rIDIl period a.t Jericho. Upwards 0 r thirty-two 

burials'are identified, in some ca.ses with the sequence of 

events'known, but rarely with objects associated with the 

different phases~ , 

The final burials 0 t G73, said by Kenyon to be 

at least the sixth phase of use, are ot two bodies, A'and 

n in layer 1.-' Soth bodies had been laid out on their backs 
C'~ ;, 

with their knees apparently raised. A was a young person, 
-

Ban older one.' Although both lay partly over the remains 

ot earlier burials, particularly OVer the remains of a 

table (27). nevertheless it 'is said that the grave goods' 
. . ' 

a.ssociated with these final burials are reasonably certain; 
, ' 

'lhe earlier material' lay behind these burials in the cain,-
'. ' , .,' 

but as an 'excavated layer. Layer 1 itself contained earlier 

material than the tinal burials so that the group is taken 
, , 

from the annotatlon-"Layer'l Final".' 
. , 

The tinal burials are well supplied with furnishings 

and oth~r commodities; and the state of preservation Is 

good in comparison to other tombs. 
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H6 JT1 453-469 Group V 

Following evidence ofEBMB use of the tomb, H6 

rerresents the tradition of MB i1 multiple successive 

burials. 'There' are two basic' 'periods of use, which" Kenyon 

would place some distance in time apart, the earlier being 

assigned 'to Group 11 and the latter to Group V. The shaft 

contained ME sherds throuehout. 

'The final bUrials consist' of four ind.ividuals. 

Burial,; A dominates the tomb, having 'been treated specially 

by placing it upon a' 'bed' ot eight mud bricks, with a mud,' 

brick pillow. " One'''woUld have to query the interpretation 

o t this 8,S treatment due to' t a person 0 t importance' ,since 

although this is a'rare practice, the mud brickcis hardly 

a quality item. ,'Alongside the head were two other burials, 

B' and C; and the body or an infant, D lay s.t the rear of the 

tomb. All the bodies had their legs splayed; evidence 

probably ot the knees having been raised upon burial. 

'The tomb 1srieh, and sufficient confidence seems 

to be present from~the evidence that the tinal group has 

been published separately. "The remains 0 f' the earlier had 

been piled in two groups and were mainly distinguishable 

from the later bur1als.~ 



H1S JTI 486-500 Group V 

The tomb seems f1rst to have been cut during the 

EBMB ~eriod.' THE MB 11 period indicates the usual use of 

the tomb for multiple'successive burials., The shaft, 

contained debris ot the MB 11 period, including fragments 

ora' wooden bowl.' 
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~ , The, final burials are said to' consist 0 f thirteen 

individuals, two adults and eleven.children.' 'lbe main' 

burial; A, was placed upon a wooden 'bed on the West side 

ot the chamber, and the other burials were spaced variously 

around the tomb. ,In burial A,the knees show evidence of 

having been raised at burial. 

The earlier burials had been swept into a pile 

30 ems high at the rear ot the ,chamber to make room for the 

final group. 'Presumably some o! the remains 0 f these early 

burials also found their war into the shaft'and even beyond, 

since in the skull count, fiv.extra mandibles were noted, 

implying a considerable bone loss. '. .,. 

. ' The '. final burials .... ere, well: appointed, 'both in 

furnishings and with potter,r. Kenyon has published,the.whole 

group separately from the earlier burials, alloting objects 

to pereons where possible, and otherwise placing them as 

part ot the general supply. The group has been truten 8S 

one d1screte'unit~, 



H22 JTI 500-513 Group V 

" The tomb was cut in the EBMB period. Although 

there is full evidence 0 f only one period 0 f use in the 
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MB 11 period, nevertheless, tra.ces of earlier ME 11 burials 

are not lacking. At the base of the shaft was a quantity of 

MB It potter.1, which 1n the absence of any clearly earlier 

material within the chamber implies that the tomb had been 

completely cleared out before the tinal interment. This 

1s un11ke the more _ usual habit of 'sweeping the previous 

bodies' to' one side .in the tomb, or 0 f piling them up at the 

rear.' 'It augurs well· for the tinal group being a discrete 

chronological group. 

'lh. tinal burials consisted Of twelve individuals, 

four,adults and eight children. Though it is possible to 

8ay from'the overla~ping of the limbs and 80 on that certain 

bodies were put 1n a fter others, there can be little doubt 

that the whole represents a mass simultaneous burial. 

As such, 1t ls well-appointed, and objects have been 

catalogued both as they pertain to particular individuals 

or as part ot the general, store of bur1al equipment. It 1s 

to be noted that the state of preservation within the 

chamber was exceptional. 

J3 JTI 306-314 Group I 

period. 

The tomb had scant eYidence of use 1n the EBMB 

Its use 1n the MB 11 period 1s uniquo among those 

·!oundat Jericho in that it contained a single burial only. 

" The burial, that ot a young mnn, obYiousl,. provides one 
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of,the best sealed deposits in the cerr.etery. Although 

mention is made 0 r the shaft!ill,. and of the equid remains 

found there, no m~n!ion is made of the usual appearance of 

ME 11 sherds within the shaft ,which point to several periods 

of r1U 11 use. The assumption then is that the whole deposit 

can be said to,be,1nterred at one moment • 

. Whilst the,ass~mblage is sealed, a problem arises 

in noting th~t the body interred with,the goods seems to 
~.. . ~ 

have been singled out for s'pecia.! treatment. ' Not only 1s this 

the only individual burial, ,but the grave goods include 
'0 _~ -f ~ -'- - - .~ 

anomalous forms of pottery- and:also of metalwork. A ram's 

head goblet appears among the.bowls Of the tomb but is 
.... L"-

typologicallY' unique. The metalwork consisted of a bronze 
. . , 

belt, battle axe and daggdr, all or which can be parallelled 

at Tell e1 Far'ah (N) but'which are incomparable at Jericho 

and must therefore be omitted-tram the experiment. 

J9 J!I 4io-418' Group'IV 

There was no sign in J9 0 t previous EBMB use., . 

The HB 11. use indicated clearly the standard practice of 

multiple successive burial, in at least three detectable , 
- . ., . , . . ,--

'. 
layers)w1t~ a skull, count of twenty-two. , The, shaft 

similarly was tilled with MD 11 sherds illustrating that 

the tomb had been opened s.v~ral times in the MS I1 period, 

El.nd that some material had been displaced from the tomb. 

,The final burials are, ~wo, in number, which may 

have been put in simultaneou~11 •. The bodies are extended on 

their backs, \,Ii th the knees bent and leaning, over to ,the 

right. They are J and K in Layer C, later called Layer 1 in 
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the catalogue. ~he:pottery and the other objects around 

these: bodies htve been considered to be the latest objects 

in the.tomband have been differentiated 1n the tomb 

catalogue as Layer 1, Final to distinguish them from the 

layer 1 penultimate, which are taken to be a separate group '. 

and somewhat earlier. 

" .'. .The previous .uses .. 0 f the tomb were as always 

indlcatedby the piles ot,debris and the superimposition 

or bodies. The uses 0 r the tomb are ambi valently descl'ibed 

as being as late as group illl" and may be as late as 

group V, but published BS group IV. 

Jl4 JTII 312-332 Group IV 

!he tomb preserved eVidence in the shaft of its . 
EBMB origin. ; The chamber shows that it was used on several 

occasions for multiple burials." Kenyan 1dent1fl:es two·· '.1 

main phases, 1 the earlier and ii.the.later, though there is 

no guarantee that. the burials in each phase,are absolutely 

simultaneous. ' 

. The final buriala Beem to be represented by . five 

skeletons, C, F, K, L and P. P and F are shown in 

association with a mud brick dais, similar to that in Hl8, 

although judging from the bizarre angle of F, something . 

in the burial 1s not. all it ought.to be. Since unbroken 

mud brick, appears in the f1ll otthe shaft,. Kenyon conjectures 

with some torce that the. burials associated with the' 

dais must be the tinal ones, and since the other three 

skeletons tflt around' the dais, they too are included. 

The earlier burials have been relegated to the rear of the 
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ch~mber, though. it is,p~1.ntedout that in the cleaning 

operation, it is possible that some of the s~all objects 

may have been left'behind and are now mixed wl~h the later 

objects. 
-, 

Whilst Phases 1 and i1 are defined with sufficient 

certainty to be published separately, owine to error, 5 bowls, 
, , 

1 pedestal' vase, 2 piri!orm, 1 cylindrical and 2 dipper 

juglets, 1 lamp, 1 alabaster and 1 belt fastener are of 

uncertain' ,position and have not therefore been published 
, 

with either phase; 
, , 

f 

J54 JTII 260-269 Group 11 . . 

No evidence 0 t the earlier EBMB burials is found 

in the tomb. The MB 11 pe!10d can be seen in two very 

distinct phases, the final burial of a single ,individual A, 

and the remains of several earlier burials. The distinction 

is 80 marked because the centre ot the tomb had ,been swept 
< • ~ ~ 

clear betore burial A was placed in the open space. The 

clearance seems to have taken place with considerable violence. 
~ . . . . 

Further the previous occupants had completely decayed before 

the reuse, but there is no WBY ot knowing what time span 

these earlier burials cover- .~. 

There is some doubt about one or two of the vessels 

and their attribution to "the tinal stage, for example in 
. 

the case 0 f a storage jar propped up against the earlier . 

remains but thought to be final. but in the main the G'roup 

belonging to A has been isolated and published as a final 

group. · 
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P17 JT 11 353-368 Group III 

,: Parts 0 f 'an EBMB jar found in the fill 0 f the 

shaft would suggest that this was originally cut in that 

period. The MB 11 use'was very clear indeed,'since there 

were 18 intact skeletons tilling the whole area of the 

noor of the chamber, with no sign of disturbance at all. 

The implication therefore Is that if these are not 

absolutely simultaneous, at least they have been placed 

within the tomb in a short space ot time. 

Although it could be said that it the tomb was 

being used as a charnel house then 'the opened period might 

have been quite long, or that even 'subsequent burials 

with good 'planning need not disturb earlier ones,' 

nevertheless the burials are taken to be simultaneous and" 

the grave goods are 'said to form one group. There is a 

certain amount ot doubt into which chronological' period to ,

place the group, however, and although most of the vessels 

would indicate Group 11, on the evidence of a bowl and three 

jugs which occur in Group III it is to this period that the 
-

typology is ascribed. 

P19 JTII 383-410 Group III 

The EBMB use 0 f tbe tomb i8 indicated by the 

presence of sherds of that period in the chamber. 

, 

" ' 

The ,MS 11 use 18 singular in character, with seven burials 

in all and relatively undisturbed.', The three young males 

and three young females are said to be the grave ro bbers" 

of the older temale whose disturbed skeleton they flank. 



The interpretation seoms reasonable, since the robbing o! 

the body" would produce' ona well decayed body the results 

which skeleton" E, the older woman,- displays •. 
, I, . 

. 'l'wo problems 'arise in accepting the group as a 

un1t~ . Firstly,' the-rels evidence to support the theory 

that some time has elapsed befora'the disturbance and 

subsequent burials could have taken ~place, hence the 

disarticulation'. "That length 0 r time cannot be known. 

Secondly; the burial ls said to be a 'rich 'one in origin, 

ye'tthe 'robbers' would, it is thought, have been buried, 

p'oorly. -so that it is not 'possible truly,to evaluate the. 

internal division of the objects,i! there lsone. 
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On the basis that ln every other tomb; bodies'are 

frequently shown as being unceremoniously cast aside, even 

tho sa 0 r similar'. date'. 1 t' seems 'likely that 1 f the t robber' 

theory Is correct, that the time lapse cannot have been 
" . ; ~ . , ~ . , ...... ' ... 

great, and therefore the group has been accepted as a unit. 
, .• r 

. " 

P21 JTII Group III 
, ,"- . 

. :. '," : After probable use in the EHMB perlod,'thlstomb 

has a curious history In theMB 11 period. It is one of 

the' three" tombs to' In.eorpo'rate a mud brick' dais in' the 

chamber~upon which is placed burial'A.· On the floor of 

the chamber to" the right 0 r A are two more bodies, B and C. 

The three appear to be 1n co-location' and the bones 0 teach 

'are' substantially complete •. : All three burials have been 

b-adly cUsturbdd,: however, no't by the reinterment of more ·l' 
, " 

bodies as usually happens, but for no immediate apparent 

reason. The theory is that the disturbance is the work of 



contemporary_ tomb robbers, who broke into the cha~ber and 

disturbod in particular burial A on the dais. If this is 

the case, however, then it would account for the absence 
. ' 

ot scarabs, possibly the disappearance of other unknown 
", ' .i 

objects, and the general disarray ot the remainder. 
, , , 

The group has been,taken together, despite 

possible omissions, but according to Kenyon, it is not 
" . ~, ~. ~ .. 

easy to fix its 'chronological' position because of a lack 
, ,I 

of diagnostic material (piri torm/cylindrtca'l 'jugl~ts). 'l'he 
, ' . 

platters are Group II to IV 'and V. Other tombs in the area 

are of Groups 11 and III and all in all Kenyan favours 

Group III as the date ot the tomb. 
" ;. 

) 

P23 JTII 286-295 Group III 

No remains 0 t the EB~ period remain'ed. 'l'he 

tomb wss' used in' the MD 11 pe~~d tor n1ne bodies, ,eight' 

adults and' one child, Which filled the tl'o'or or the ;chamber 
. " . .. .. -

. ,. ~. ~ 

in a single layer. Seven ot the bodies were in substantial 
~ ,",-, . . .. 

articulation, whilst the eigth adult"and the child were 

somewhat disturbed. It is concluded trom this that the 

bodies were not put into the chamber at, the ~ ti~e', 
, 'J ". 

though trom an examination 0 t the nature 0 t the dia-
i. '. ~ ". 

articulation it is felt that the time interval between 
, ,. 

the initial burials and the later ones is probably quite 

slight. As a result, the objects are taken as a single 
r'~ " 

group, since Kenyon implies that they are typologically of 
'. , 

the same period. 
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d) Discusslonof Kenlontn tynolozy to be'used in 'the 

, F.xrer1ment~ , 
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,'I'he objects which make up the ,assemblages of each 
~ .. ' . 

tomb group and upon which the~typological variations are 

~ased comprise mainly pottery. w1 th a certain amount 0 f 

w?odwork, bronzework. and other bric a brac such as 

alabaster, faience, basketry." bonework. beads, scarabs, 
,. ," .. . ., '.'. ... 

and, decorated eggshells. By tar the majority of objects 
. ~ ,,. 

of the assemblages, however, are pots. 

1) Pottery 

The Jericho pottery falls into seven broadly 

defined categories, mainlY,divided on the basis of 
. ~ " . 

apparent use; .the categories include bowls, vases, jugs, 

narrow-necked jugletsl64 (pIriformand 'CYlIndric'al), . 
I ).. .. 

dIpper,juglets, lamps and storage jars. Each of these 

categ'O;leS is further SUbd1Vi'ded bi ad hoc criter~-a;6.5 
, 

sometimes profi.le, sometimes size. rim,' base form etc. 

These are used in different order. of precedence best to 

renect the chronologiCal diVisions which are implIed in the: 

data. In whatever order the various criteria are used in the 

dividing process, the criteria are "alw81. morphological, 

that is they are subdivisions by shape. Other poss1bIl1t1es 
, . 

such as those concerned With technology - levigat1on, 
, . ' 

"' 

tempering, slipping, burnishing, tiring, etc., are not 

considered, although these tacts are adequately descr1bed 

in the individual tomb catalogues against each vessel. 
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, 'In considering the typology'as it stands in the 
;... .. -t 

Jericho publications, it will be necessary to quote 
~. 

numerical frequency, group size, etc. 'Ihe' figures to be 

used,are those in KenyOn's'typolOgy catalOgues~l66' In one' 

or two instances, ,there ere discrepancies between the 

numbers quoted in this, typology catalogue.and those numbers 

in the individual tomb catalogues. 'These discrepancies 

have been'lgnored,'e.g. tor'the omission ot incomplete or 

undiagnosticpieces. 
" 

Bowls 

, ' • 
'rhere is a total ot 560' vessels classified as 

'bowls' 1n the tombs. They are divided into ten categories, 
; , 

primarily according to prof11e. Further subdivisions are 

made a~cording t~,base or rim type. 

A T;II~e Bowls I The platter type of wide plate-
like bowl seemingly used tor 

joints 0 f .eat.167 ' , , 139 examples 
. ' 

B Type Bowls, Carinated bowls 0 t varying 

aizes, and continuing 
4-

perhaps, the MB I tradition. 104 examples - , 

C Tz:ee BowllS A very small group 0 f 
" 

carinated bowls similar to 

the Type B bowls. but much . 
wider, (twice,as wide as 

, , ' "-

high) 9 exa"!lp1es 



. , 

D TYEe Bowls: "Flarine" carinated bowls, 

with great . variation of size 

appearance. Possibly an 

MB 11 form. 
, ,-

E Type Bowls: A very small group, of deep 

. " bowla with curvIng (i.e. 

non-carinated) walls. 

F TlEe Bowlsr Similarly non-carinated 

. ',as E, 
~ " . but wider than' 

. high 'with upright walla. 

f ... \ 

G TYpe' 
.. \ 

Bowls: Deep'bowls with,globular 

body - occasionally with 
, , ~ 

spouts. 

,H Type Bowls: Carinated ,bowls or curved 

. profile bowla with a 

pronounced neck. This group 

of 76 is often d~1't1cult. to ' ' 

distinguish from B or J 

type bowls, and particularly 

from Pedestal Tases, 
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76,exa::lples 

. . 
4 examples 

34 examples 

" 
~ . 

31 examples 

especiall1 type A vases. , 76 eX8:nples 

J Tyne Bowls: 'Small globular bowls, similar 

to G but distinguished on the 

basis 'ot size. ',Also sim

ilar to B and H type bowls, 

from which it is frequently 

indistinguishable. 58 examples 
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K Type Bowls: A clearly definable set of 

saucer-like bowls. 29 examples 

On a purely utilitarian,b~si~. perhaps there 

might be only four groups present, the p1atteru, the wide 
" , 

bowls, deep bowls and saucers. The divisions and 

subdivisions are maintained, however, for,the experiment. 

Pedestal Vases 

Pedestal vases, ~umbering 173 in a.11, are thought 

to be the drinking vessels or tho community, though their 

very wide shoulder and flaring neck would trequently render 

,them ine'fficient 'tor this purpose.l68 In continuance'o f 

'the ad'hoc choice of'criteria, the ba.sic division of the 

vases is made OD 'the basis 0 f' the 'presence or absence 0 f a 

cordon around theneck'and'base." Morphologically this 

'division does not"stand up to close scrutiny, since 'the 

shapes 0 t the vessels' d1 tfer considerably within each ,) r the 

tour groups. Nevertheless, the 'cordoned' groups are said to 

be later than the non-cordoned ones. 

A'Type Vases: "All without cordons, but 

'varying 'greatly according,to 

the sharpness 0 t the shoulder. 

Most subdivisions could fit 
- . 
hap~ily into the 'necked 

_bowls' class CH). 105 examples 

, .' 
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"" 

B T;rre Vases: Cordon at neck and base, 
. , 

and varying at the shoulder. 22 exa:nples 

C Tl12e Vanes: Cordon at the neck only. 
, .' .If ~ 

Allowing for variations in 

wideness and shoulder angle. 
J ' . 

rather reminiscent of 
-, , 

necked bowls. 45 examples 

D Type Vases: A single example of a vase 

'. : lIi th at cordon only' at the:', ." 

: base. , 

" I , 
There would seem to be no reason for the inclusion of the 

," ,.,. 

cordons unless perhaps it is to enhance the rim and base 

joint. Perhaps 1f a metal proto-type is envisaged, frequently 
.. 

lying behind such sharply angled vessels, then the cordon 

could be a seam. 1n which case 1 t would if here. vestigial 

tend to be. earlier than later. J , ," 

. , 

Jugs 

. 
, . 

There are tour categories for the total nuntber 0 f 78 

jugs, curiously labelled A, a, D and E. The criteria of 

the basic diVisions were:-

A Tyne Juga:' ,'Round mouthed jugs .of all shapes 

and sizes further divided into 

,. 10 groups according to body '. 

shape or handle or base 32. examples 
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Trefoil mouthed jugs sub-
" 

divided into two according 

to handle and body. 5 examples 

, 

D 'type Jugs: Ovoid bodied jugs with 
, ' ... ,., 

di fferent shapes 0 f mouth 

resembling large dipper 

juglets. - . 39 exa.-nples 

E Tyne Jugs: Pinched mouth jugs. 2 examples .. \, -

It is noticeable that with the shift in basic 
, ~ • ~ .t , . . . 

criteria trom one form to another that some difficulty was --

experienced in making any sense of the jug typology. The 

dceree of idiosyncracy is high here. 

Narrow necked juglets 

These comprise two forms, the piri!orm juelet 
.,., f '. 

and the cylindrical juglet. This combination of the two 

is followed by Garstang'- ~d' Tutnell.169 To all intents 

and purposes, these two fonts are'interchangeable in use, 

both sharing 1dentieal narrow necks with a tunnelling 

deVice in the inside of the rim. Both have the same wide 

shoulder and the same range of Variable handles, single or 

twin coil~wlth or without button. It 'is oniy below the 

. --

shoulder that the vessels differ, being either pointed based 
- .; 

or flat. stress has been laid upon the Variance between 
. .' 

- .' 
those juglets with a button on the handle, and those without; 

. ~. 

it is seen as a mark of lateness. It is also paradoxically 

seen as a residual rivet displaYing the metallic origi~s 

of the device. 
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a) Piriform Juglets. 

The 303 piriform juglets are divided,into 9 

categories, 7 on the basis ot base shape, and 2 on the basis 
, - -

ot decoration. The 9 categories provide a total of 50 
" 
, . 

subdivisions according to the variety ot shapes per category • 

. 
A Type Piriform: Ring base juglet, subdivided by 

.-

angle of shoulder and 
t, f j 

position 0 t handle. 
. '.' . ". 

B Type Pir1forms Vestigial-ring base, "here 

a8 a rule. the base '1s -' 

not.as marked. Again 

51 examples 

subdivided. 36 examples 

C Type Pin form s Small fiat base. As Vi1 th 

the'praTious two, 

overall size is not 

considered. 

D Type Piriform: Pointed base, the nearest 

form comparable with,the 

9 examples 

EB 11 pir1form juglets.- 9 examples 

E Type Piriform: 
. , 

Slight button base, with 

a Variety ot body shapes. 

It 1s not always easy to 

distinguish this torm 

from the C type small 

flat based juglets. 31 examples 



,) . F TYRe Piri fom: Small button base. 

G Type Piriform: -",Marked button baze, with 

- , , . 

a veriety -of body- shapes, 

and also different derrees 

of 'buttonness'. : 

H Type Pir1form: Tell e1 Yahudiyeh type, 

J .Type Pir! fOrIn;t 
l'l >' t ~ 

with a pricked decorat

ion tilled with a white 

challi.' flba decoration-. 

here has been taken as 

the primary and secondary 
. 

feature 0 f division, but 

many juglets very in the 

'base shape." 

'Imitation' Tell el 

Yahudlyehjuglets,'w1th 

the pricked design 

emulated in paint; 
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98 examples 

. , .; 

48 exa1!lples 

21 examples ' 

2 examples 

In that the baBe is' taken as the primary d1 Tiding factor 

in the'p1rlform juglet typology, -It''is manifest that' Kenyon' 
.~. - ~ . 

would se~ a morphological change ln base types-during the 

• 8-pan· 0 f the -groups~ -'The' validi ty 0 r this assumption is 

criticised elsewhere. 
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b) .. Cylindrical juglets. 

There are fewer cylindrical jU6lets than piriform, 
l., ' 

being 123 in number. The fiat base ls the basic feature 

distinguishing ,this juglet from the pir1forrn. Subdivisions 

are made on the basis of how na~ ,the base 1s, and how 
. " ~ . 

angular the shoulder. Finally, the type 0 f handle is 
."- ' 

considered. 
'l 

A Tl~e CYlindricaltRounded base·w1thvarylng 

shoulders and handles. 

B TYpe Cylindrical: Slightly rounded base, 

with various shoulders 
. ' . 

. ' ," . 
. and handles. 

C Tlpe Cyl1ndrical.' Flat base. 

D' and E TYpe 

Cylindricals Disc and ring base 

, respectively, one 

example 0 reach. 

17 examples 

98 exa.'11ples 

.6 examples 

. As 18 mentioned else~h.re, these are considered 

by Kenyon to be late in the }1B ;II,. one of its most definite 

chronologically significant features. It does, however, 

appee.r1nMB I on several occasions. 
1 • 

, . . ~, ~. ; 

, " '/ 
•• r I 

• '<, - .' 
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Dipper jtiglets 
" '\ " . -

159 dipper juglets occur in all. Fr9m the 

numerous examples found in the mouths of storage jars, 

it seems that these Juglets have been manufactured 1n this 

slim manner to be ",used "for decanting liquids from the jars 

in question. Although there are considerably more of these 

dippers than there are;storage'jars, nevertheless, they 

perhaps should frequently be construed as a pair ra,ther tha.n 

two sep'aratelY occurring vessels. 

, As a rule, :the dipper 'juglete are roughly made 

andtheIr.morphology tends to oe'rather'non-specific.' ~here 

are ,nine diVIsions in Kenyon's typology. though;one feels 

they have been reached with dift.1culty and that their 

diagnostic value Is practically nil. Subdivisions of these 

nine, which are based upon body shape albeit vaguely, are 
\ 

made by handle position and base type, these latter two~ , 

being particularly tickle. 
r ~ . ~. 

-' 

"A '1'y~. D1pner: Plump round body. , 9 examples 

B Tyne Dipper: Slightly round body. ~llghtl~ 

angular shoulder. 86 examples 

C Type Di"per: Parallel sides, with slir;htly 

rounded shoulder. 12 examples 

• 
D"TlEe ripper: Tapering ?Ody with slIghtly 

. 
rounded shoulder. 30 examples 

, ., ,'" 

E Type Di;Eper: Wide angular shoulder, 

slightly tapering sides. 10 examples 
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F Ty-re' Dipner: < < Angular shoulder, 

parallel sides. 1 example 

, 
G Type Dinner: Angular shoulder with 

tapering >sides~ ",-

H Tyne Dinoer: Angular shouldcr;w1th 

parallel sides and 8' 

wide neck. 

J Type Dinner: Bag shaped body. ' 

7 examples 

2 exa'!lples 

2 examples 

It 1s clear that the categories ment10ned are 

ambiguous. "Slightly, when applIed, to the prof.1leo!-a, 

pot) l,s, a mo~t vague ,term, particularly ~hen it refers to 
~ . ... -.. . 

angularity or taperingnesse 

Lamps 

There are 167 complete lamps, 107 sherds showing 
, <. 

evidence 0 r having been used as lamps, and 6 further 

miscellaneous. ,Those lamps that are purpose-made ,are 

divided into 9<groups according to base<type. then sub

,divided by pro file a.nd· f1..trther subdivided by the extent < 

of the' folding at the nozzle. 

ft 'rype tamps: Round base and circular rim • 
.. ; " 

B'rlpe tamps: Round base, with·the sides < 

slight17 nattened towards 

the nozzle. 

17 examples 

63 examples 
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C T;rpe LC3.ntns: Round base with marked 

fl.'J t tening towards the 

nozzle. 
- . 

D 'l';r:pe Lamps: Round base, front folded 

approaching squarely. 

E T;rpe Lamps: Flat base with circular rim. 
, . 

F Tyre Lam~st Flat base.with sides-slightly 

flattened towards nozzle. 

G Tlpe Lamps: Slight disk base with 
--" ... 

circular rim. 

H T;rpe Lampst Slight disk base with front 

folded and approaching 

squarely. 
.. 
. '~ " 

J Type Lamps: Pronounced disk base with 

circular rim. 

; 

18 exa"Ilples 

1 exa'!lple 

13 examples 

10 examples 

31 examples. 

2 examples 

12 examples 

In general it would seem that the la"Ilpa which are 
. " ,. 

purpose-made tit into Kenyon's later periods, whilst the 

earlier periods have only sherd lamps. It must be pointed 

out that there may be many sherd lamps which have either not 
.. 

been recognised or that now cease to exist. Even at present, 

one third 0 f all recognized . lamps are 0 f the sherd type which 

necessarily throws some doubt upon the use fulness 0 f any 

distribution pattern of lamps in general • 

. ', .. " 

- , 



storage jars 
.' I 

" . 
. '" .. "". 

, .... The 81 jars recovered fro~ the to~bs are divided 

into -'three grou,s on the basis 0 f the length 0 f the neck, 

then subdivided according to rim sh3pe and finally the 
t ~}. . ~ . 

number 0 f handles. 

" A Tyne Jars: High necked jars all with' 

, , double handles and di fterent ; :,' 

, . types at rim. 

B Type Jars: "Low neck with either two or 

tour handles. 

C Type Jars: Medium outcurved neck 

50 exa~ples 

, 27, exa'11ples 

4 examples 

The frequency ot these jars 1s not really in 

proportion to the number of burials concerned, and the 
,-

possibility ~s that. their distribution is complicate~ 

by 'communal' use. 

~he pottery, then, from Jericho, is found in the 

following numbers:-

Bowla 

Pedestal Vases 

Piriform Juglets 

Cylindrical Juglets 

storage Jars 

,Jugs . .". ~ .. 

Lamps 

Dipper Juglets 

~60 

173. 

303 

12.3 

81 

78,. 

167 

159 

1,644 pieces 
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In addition to the pottery, there are a number 

oi~'ther objects which !':light reveal typologically some 

distinction • . . ' 
, 

- "." ~." 

11) Alabaster 

119 alabaster vessels are found in the tombs. 

The alebester~ carved or otherwise, 1s said to originate in 

Egypt, and indeed some of the forms can be parallelled in 

Egypt. 'The shapes are very diverse. 

, ,-

. A Type Alabaster: Eng-shaped 55 examples 

B Type Alabasterl Handleless vase angulnrwith 

a rounded base, either 

squat or fairly high-

sided. 5 examples 

C Tlne Alabaster: -Handleless' vase, fiat 

at the base with " . 

curved sides. 7 examples 

D TlI29 Alaba.ster: Alabester Juglet with a 

" 
variety 0 r shapes. 41 examples 

E 'rYEe Alabaster: Alabaster bowl with a 

varlet,. 0 t di tferent 

base shapes. 7 examples 
,- . . 

.- . .~ .... 

F TlEG Alabaster: Alabnster cup. 3 examples 
I • '\ _ 

~ 

G 'lll120 Alabaster: Alabaster bottle. 1 exam1'le 
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- ' . 
Ill) Faience 

'l'h'ere are 18 pieces 0 t faience, all considered . , 
to be late and ot Egyptian origin. 

A Tyne Faience: Bag-shaped vessels 15 exa..'!1ple s 
.. ' .. 

, ~ 'B TYpe Faience: Lenticular flask 3 examples 

IV) Bronze 

Toggle pins. 

There care at least 139 bronze toggleplns it the count 

is'taken trom- the' small object discussion JII' pp. 569-.570, 

although only 99 have been typed and appear In'the 0 

typological indexes. They are divided into 7 groups 

basically on the strength ot the differences between 

decorated and non-decorated upper shafts for the pins. 

A Tlpe Pins: Plain upper shaft. 

B TYpe Pins: Plain uppershatt with disk 

head. 

C Type Pins: Plain upper shaft with 
.' .. ' 

, . 
". bulbous head. 

D Type Pins: Ball head. 

E Tyne Pins;' Disk and baIlor multiple 

disk head~ 

30 eX8!l1ples 

2.5 exa..'llples 

4 examples 

4 eX8I"l1ples 

13 examples 
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", F TYRe Pins: Grooved upper shaft. 5 examples 

G Type Pins: Upper shaft ,with rounded 

moulding. 18 examples 

It is assumed that the discrepancy 'in the numbers 
.. . \ .. - ' - ~ ." 

arises from the large number of pins'which have decayed 
.t, ,; , 

beyond recognition • 

• I" 

Daggers. " 
y ". 

,There are very tew bronze daggers, a total of 

on11 16, at which 10 come, from only four tombs, M 11, D 9." 

D; ?2, and J 3. 'lhey are diVided into· tour groups, ' but 

thirteen of the daggers occur Inonly one of the groups, 

leaving only one example in each of the other three. , 

. " " 

A Type Daggers: Short; square shouldered 

. and tanged • 13 examples 

. B Tlpe Dggers: Short wide 8houldered .i th " ' 

a concave,sided hilt plate. 1 example 

C TYpe Daggers: ,Short, wide shouldered 

without tang. 

D Tyne Daggers: Short, _ide shouldered 

without tang with sidos 

concave. 

1 eXBrnple 

1 example 

For comparative purposes, only group 1 has any 

relevance, since there are no comparable numbers 1n the 

other three groups. 
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V) Woodwork 

The woodwork is divided into 6 groups; combs, 

plates and bowls, boxes, tables, stools and beds. Only the 

combs and bowls have been typed by Kenyon, but it is nlwa3s 

to be remembered.that ditferential preservat10n which is 

clearly present in the. tombs is "bound seriously. to, affect 

any conclusions regarding ,the distribution of these objects. 
, ' 

An 1llustration o!th1s would be.the combs, ot which 67 
" .:, ' ' • :', t , .. 

are '. found, 53 0 t these in the two tombs G 73 and H 22 which 
" ' , ,. . . ~ ~; . ~- : -

have 23 and 30,combs respectively. 

The sEt'lle would apply .. to any 0 f the woodwork, except 

perhaps in the Case of the boxes which aretrequently 

inlaid with bone inlay which, although,easilydislodeed or 

mislaid, can at le~st be used,for a presence/absence, 

analysis ot such an article • ... 
other articles which have not really been considered 

sutficiently common and variable to merit much discussion .. 
are the baskets, to which the ,same degree ot uncertainty is 

to be attached as to the woodowrk, and also decorated 

ostrich eggs. 
'- -

. ' .. ~ 

. ..~ . 

.. 
! 

, .. 
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" \ 
~ . . -

THE SERIATION EXPERIMENTS 
r -'. 

1" ,''',' 

'Introduction 

. \ 
The following series of experiments was conducted 

, . . 
'. -

in order to test, as <?bjectively as possible,. ~he value of 

Kenyon's hypothesis tha~ i~,the MD 11 period at Jericho 
l ... , I. . "., ;.. 

.typological variation 1s a.function of time-change. or 
", . ' -

at least that through the analysis of typological variation . . 
t~~ ~ata should assume a struc~ure Which is predominantly 

linear and thus would be in~erpreted as ,time-based. The 

o?jective m~thod which will be applied is that of seriation 
, ' 

by means of the creation ot an Incidence Matrix which will 
J~.' • 

be finally ordered by the method of Multi-Dimensional 
" ;" 

Scaling prevlously described. 

There are four stages In the proceedure as 
.) 

mentioned above: 

i) the preparation or the chosen data to describe 

each group typologic~ll1. 

ii) The comparison o~ these data tomb by tomb to 
.. 

produce a similarity matrix. (The progran:me 

title for this is U,' , 
lli) 1he submision of the similarity matrix to a 

programme ot Multi-Dimensional Scaling. (~he 

programme title is ANSIM) 

iv) The interpretation and comparison of the results. 

(The tombs and the typology have already been 

decided in the previous two sections.) 



a) Preparation of d~ta. 

Using Kenyon's typology as described in the 

previ6us section, a table was ~onstructed indicating the 
" - - . ~ 

presence or absence 0 r every type for every category 0 f 

object which occurred in the chosen 19 tombs. Naturally 

not all the types from Jericho were represented - those 
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.. 

that were amounted to 90. No attempt was made to distinguish 

multiple occurrences of anyone type in a single tomb -

its presence was scored as 1 or its absence O. 

This table was examined and found to contain 

many units which occurred only the once - that is that a 

particular object was found to be present in only one ot 

the tombs. As a singleton for the purpose of presence/ 

absence, it clearly could not be compared to any other 

example in another tomb and it would therefore register 

no score. These 'rare' objects, though they might be 

idiosyncratically diagnostic, could not in themselves 

have any meaning. An attempt was made to regroup suitable 

singletons to provide a unit occurrence ot more than one. 

Those objects which could not be adequately regrouped were 

rejected. (Similarly, had there been units which had had 

occurrences in every tomb, these too would have been ot no 

value and either subdiVided or rejected.) 

The reassessment of typological units was done to 

eive the experiment the best chance of success. The resulting 

number of units was 60. (see Fig.2) 



This eave a matrix of 19 tombs x 60 objects. 

(see Ftg.3) 
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The tombs, it will be noted, have been placed in 
., 

a random cryptic order in an attempt to prevent any 

unconscious 1nter~retat1on. 



b) The exneriments. -

i) ',AAT/T2 

The data trom the tombs was first produced 

in the form of a similarity matrix according to the 

typological criteria previously agreed. The preordained 

typological traits of each tomb were compared with those 

in all other tombs of the nineteen selected and upon 
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the cOincidence of occurence, a comparison of presence or 

absence, a matrix or grid of similarity indexes was prepared. 

(Fig.4) 

i1) ANSIM JERICHO 

The data so treated Was subrnitted to the multi

dimensional scaling: method (MDSCAL) mentioned above. 

The aim of the experiment was to order the tombs accordine 
. . 

to the similarity indexes, to place those with high 

indexes close together, those with low indexes comparatively 

tar apart. The actual programme used was the Hodson ~~SIM 

proeramme derivedtrom the Doran/Kendall modification of 

the original Sheperd/Kruskal 1964 MDSCAL programme. 

Two trials beginning with a random placement of 

the pOints represent1ng the tombs were completed, both 

in two and one dimensions each, and allowing for 25 

iterative movements per dimension per trial. The result 

of th1s experiment was quite clear (Fig. 5). In two 

dimensions, the· ordering clearly grouped so~e ot the tombs 
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in a nucleus, whilst others appear~d as 'e:atollites'. The 

one diMensional result, derived from a projection of the 
'. 25th iteration of the two dimensional order tells a similar 

story (Fie.6) of some tombs crowded together in the centre of 

the line, whilst others lie tar away on either side of this 

group. It should be pointed out that in the case of the 

one dimensional array, the strain value rose constantly after 

the t.Lrst iteration, illustrating that far from improving 

the array, the programme was unable to achieve any progress 

at all. 

There would seem to be a basic error lying behind 

the results 0 t this first experiment. a bias which ha.s' 

outweighed the considerations of ordering in favour of those 

of size. Those tombs in the nucleus of the array are the 

tombs with the highest number of objects whilst those in the 

disemlnated satellite positions are those with the smallest 

number. (Fig.? reproduces the arraY but gives the n~~ber of 

object occurrences per tomb instead ot the tomb number; 

this clearly shows the grouping ot the larger tombs.) This 

tactor of size similarity has outrldden. it seems, other 

possible factors of comparison which may be inate in the 

data. ' As has already been mentioned, large or "rich" 

deposits will always have a greater potential for higher 

similarity indexes than smaller deposits. One miLht ask 

why this problem has not arisen in previous uses of the 

pro~ramme. In previous uses 'the units of the experiment 

wero not necessarily tombs but objects, say brooches,170 .. 

which have a set number of facets to their character, eg. pin 

length, angle, decoratlonetc. Since each object had the 
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sa~e number of criteria then the same total number of 

presence or absence scores were recorded for each object, 

making them equally sized 'deposits'. 'On occasions where 

tombs were investigated, the investigation was hypothetical, 

and also the tomb groups were all relatively of the sa~e 

size. l7l The Jericho tombs, however, have deposits of 

widely differing size and hence one is comparing units with 

differing numbers of criteria which do not accord with the 

programme as it at present stends. 

The essence of the error is that the similarity 

index expresses similarity as a direct numerical co~parison 

and not as a proportion 0 f the tomb contents. ('Ihe progra'Ume . 
having pointed this out, it may inCidentally be that such 

an error,has non-mathematical implications when orderin& is 

done intuitively, it such disparity passes unnoticed.) 

If a tomb 1 contains five objects, and a tomb J contains 
- ,-

twenty" there, may be a total correlation ot i with j it 

all i's five are found in J. The resulting similarity index 

will be 5. 5 represents a 100% correlation i-J. but,the 

sa~e figure means only a 25% correlation, j-1. Similarly, 

it a tomb k with 20 objects has ten in common with jls 

20 objects, then a 50% correlation j-k or k-j will be 

expressed by a similarity index ot 10. This disparity 

ot meaning in the similarity Indexes must be corrected. 

It the experiment Is to continue, a means 

ot 'equali~ing' the size ot the tombs must be found, or 

rather ot expressing the similarity index ot tombs as a ratio 

of their contents. A correction was created which deals 

simply with this problem:-



Corrected Sim.rnd l/j = old Siro i/j 

,J'SimmiiBlmj j 

That is the corrected similarity index for the ijth cell, . 

i.e. any cell ot the similarity matrix, is to te expressed 
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as a traction, the old original presence/absence similarity 

index or the number ot objects held in common over the 

square root 0 t the multiple of the number of objects in 

the ith tomb with the number in the jth. (Objects here of 

course means varieties, not the absolute number of objects). 

Ir this is illustrated with the example used betore:-

three tombs i, j and k having 5, 20 and 20 varieties 

respectively, and it the Similarity indexes are:- ij 5 kj 10. 

By the correction:-

Corr.Sim Index ij 

Corr'. Sim Index jk 

5 

AIr:> x 20 

10 . 

~20 x 20 

5 

10 

10 

20 

An 'equality' has thus been .rrected whereby every 
. 

1 

2 

1 

2 

similarity index is expressed as a tra.ction ot the total: 

, comparable material; " size 0 t tomb or rather number 0 t 

varieties should then no longer atfect the multi-dimensional 

placement. The name given to this routine is 'Normalization' 

(NORM). 

In order to test the newly constructed normalized 

matrix, a set ot 'perfect' data was created to see how it 

would behave ~hen computed. The set comprised 9 units (tombs) 
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each with 9 poss1ble traits (varieties of objects). 

Unit l'contained traits 1 and 2, Unit 2 tra.its 1. 2 and 3. 

Unit 3 traits 2, 3 and 4 and so on so that each unit except 

1 and 9 ov~rlapped un1ts on either side of it by two traits. 

This data must be capable of expression in one dimension -

a straight line with the units evenly and correctly s~aced 

along it. 

i11) JERICHO NO&\fi'EST 1 

The aim ot the test was to examine how a one 

dimensional structure behaved after the data had been" 

'normalized' and then subjected to the ANSIM programme. 

Three trials were completed in two and one dimensions. 

The two dimensional trials were all successful 

in producing rapidly a 'perfect. order for the nine units 

where the strain fell to 0.00000. When this was plotted 

however, a strange phenomenon was observed. (Fig.8) 

Since the ideal representation of the data ought to be a 

straight line, it is at first sight perplexing to see the 

units arranged in a sort of halt elipse. This phenomenon 

has' been observed before with certain types of data and is 

known as "Horse-shoe" for obvious reasons.172 'I'he effect is 

understandable when it is realized that the number ot 

direct correlations between the units involved is relatively 

small. If the similarity indexes at unit 1 are noted 

with the other eight units of the test, they areas follows:-
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1-2 = 2. 1-3 = 1. 

1-7 = o. 1-8 = o. 
1-4 = o. 
1-9 = o. 

1-5 = o. 1-6 = o. 

There are thus only two measurable dist;cnces betwet:m 

unit 1 and the remainder, namely the distances between 1-2 

and 1-3. With 1-4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 the indexes are all o. 
It then these indexes are all 0, then the distances between 

1 and 4-9 are all the same, and to express this the straight 

line 0 f the one dimensional array bends around as test it 

can to effect a comparison. The data then had a genuinely 

one dimensional origin, but has_·. suffered by this zero 

distancing in the processing. While the error'as seen. here 

at this stage Is not 8utf1cient totally to destroy the 

sensibility ot the result, In less well sorted data it 

might prove to be a sufficient error to render the result 
.' incomprehensible. 

The real test of the programme must be in the 

one dimensional results. tor it is here that the answer to 

the real problem will eventually be sought. In both trials, 

the one dimensional representations were badly disto~d 

(Fig.9) Although pairs ot units seem to have been placed 

in the correct order, the pairs lhemselves do not constitute 

the original picture. The reason for the error now becomes 

apparent, for the one dimensional representations are 

downward 'projections' 0 t the two dimensional tinal i teI'ations 

in each trial. (Fig.lO) Once then this horse-shoe error had 

been incorporated in the two dimensional array, it 

necessarily became reflected in the projected one dimensional 

array, where it is difficult to erase. In Trial 1 (Tll Dl) 

for example, units 8 and 9 have been pro»ected to the wrong 



end of the line and have thus beco~e 'blocked' there in a 

mirror image 0 f their correct positions. 'Ihis disarray 

has'meant that they could not move freely. Althoueh the 
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one dimensional plots were representations of the more 

understandable two dimensional ones, they were so erroneously. 

It a one dimensional arrangement of the Jericho 

tombs is to be valid, this horse-shoe effect must either 

be overcome or minimized. Even in two dimensions, it the 

data was less emenable than the perfect data used in the 

test, the horseshoe mieht well be most inc'onvenient since 

with enough units (tombs) with an 0 correlation the 

horseshoe would form a complete circle which would mean having 

to decide where the gap in the horzeshoe was to be placed, 

that ls which end of the bent straight line was which, 

sO bringing subjective intervention into the objective 

experiment. Also, and more importantly, as has been 

demonstrated the horseshoe presents a two dimensional picture 

trom which a meaningful one dimentional seriation seeoingly 

cannot be achieved. 

"There is everything to be said for trying by 

one means or another to unbend the horse-shoe. 

Admirers of Mr. Sherlock nolmes will recall an 

incident in April 1883, when Dr. Grimesby Roylett 

'stepped swiftly forward, seized the poker, and 

bent it into a curve with his huge brown hands. 

'See that you keep yourself out at my grip,' he 

snarled, and hurling the twisted poker into the 

fireplace, he strode out at the room.' Holmes, 

however, 'picked up the steel poker, and with 



a sudden effort straightened it out azaln'. 

That is what we must do with the 'twisted 

one dimensional object'. with which the 

similarity indexes and HDSCAL have presented us".\Hl73 

The basic reason why the horseshoe occurs is undoubtedly a 

function of the type of data used, which might be called 

'na.rrow margin' data. Harrow margin data arises when units 
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(tombs) have very few of the available ~raits (varieiies) but 

where the range of potentially available traits is very large. 
, 

In such a situation, any particular unit will only overlap with 

end have similarity indexes with a few of the other units, 
. I 

while with the remainder the score will nlways be O. If on the 

other hand units (tombs) contained many of th~ available 

traits (varieties), there is a possibility 'that all units, 

even those most distant, would have some sort of non zero 

similarity Index,·these indexes becoming higher and higher 

the near~r the units were·together in the real situation. This 

one might term 'wid·. margin' data., This definate relative 

scoring that takes place even between 'the extremities of a 
, . . 

seriation would enable those extre!Tlities to be properly 

j •• structured 'instead 0 f ,bending round 'into a horseshoe. Any 

mathematical procedure which will promote this wide marein 
~ -f 

condition must now be invoked to minimize the horseshoe effect 

and to prevent the real data following the sam~ error. 

tfatrix Multi ,.,lication .. 

There is a method which can be used to 

reduce ,the narrow margin effect by the multiplication 

of the Similarity indexes matrix, ~he multi,lication 

of two matrixes can be effected here by multiplying 
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the original Similnrity mntrix by its tra~spose. (A matrix 

tr~nsposed has its rows (horizontal) and colQ~ns (vertical) 

in~erchanged, thus:-

a 

c 

b 

d 
transposed would be 

at Cl 

b l d' 

~he ~rocesa of multiplication is such that the figure 

produced in any cell ot the new multiplied matrix ia 

made up by adding the multiples ot each cell of a row 

in the one matrix and each cell in the corresponding 

column ot the other. 

"The element in row 1 col j in the product 

is obtains d by multiplying" the elements 0 t 

row i ot the lert tactor by the corresponding 

elements ot column j trom the right tactor 

and adding the results".174 

so, the result is:-

a b aa' bb' ac' bd 
• c d b t d' ca' db' cc' dd' 

The effect ot the matrix multiplication is to produce 

tigures in cells that previously were'O, as well as greatly 

to increase the value ot tigures that were present in the 

cells beforehand. Since the multiplication is done cell by 

cell, the particular order ot the tombs in the matrix plays 

no part in the production of the figures; there would be 
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no variation in the multiplied Similarity indexes no matter 

in what order the tombs were originally placed. If then 

'values can be given to cells which previousl~ had been 

set at 0, then one has only to multiply the matrix a certain 

number of times to involve values in all possib~e cell&, 

the prerequisite ot the wide-margin data. 

Whilst this new matrix, multiplied the necessary 

number ot titles, might be seen as part ot the mathematical 

trickery ot matrix algebra, there Is nevertheless a Bound 

archaeological principle behind the procedure. i'he 

multiplication process adds to the similarity indexes 

the suggestion of the indirect relationship between deposits. _ 

If in tomb At tor example, there are a number or objects 

which are held in common with tom~ B, but in tomb. B there 

are further non-A objects wh1ch D holds in common with Ct 

then there is an indirect connection between A and C which 

can be scored secondarily by multiplying the matrix. ihis 

process can then be continued over and over again until the 

Os are eliminated. No damage is incurred regarding the 

truly direct similarit~es, since. these become outrageously 

increased as the m,ultiplic'stion continues and w1ll be 

assured ot success in the tinal ordering since the 

indirect values are comparatively lower and lower the more 

indirect those indexes are. ' (In actuality, this 

multiplication ot matrix was present in the original AAT 

programme for the tormation ot the matrix ot similarity 

indexes, called there SIMSQ. At this point however, it has 

been incorporated three times to ensure that the horseshoe 

will be minimized. Kendall's procedure for effecting 

essentiallY the same result he calls CIHCLEUP. 175 
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Iv) JERICHO NOm·!TEST 2 

This is the second test of the ANSIM programme 

with the perfect data 9 units (tombs) and n1ile possible 

traits (varieties) but each actually only containing three 

varieties, or two in the case 0 f 1 and 9. 'Ihe data was 

placed as a series of sim1larity indexes 'in a matrix and 

the matrix was multiplied three times and 'normalized'. . ' 

It was then submitted to the ANSIM Multi-Dimensional 

Scaling programme. The resulting array or the.test units 
'.', '\, 

was considerably, more satisfactory than the former distorted 

test. In two dimensions (TII30D2 Fig.ll) the buckling 

effect of the horseshoe, whilst not entirely removed,'was 

considerably lessened so that there was no problem 
, 

experienced in sensing the linearity 0 f the array. 'l'he test 

however was to see whether or not this two dimensional array 

could provide a satisfactory one dimensional resLllt from 

this position. 

As the • unbending' seems to have been sufficient, 

the one dimensional result was the requisite straight 

line With the tombs arrayed in their correct order (Flg.l2). 

It is to be noticed that' uni ts 1 and 9 are slie;htly closer' 

to their nearest neighbours than the others are to one 

another. This Is because all the contents or 1 and 9 are 

found in 2 and 8 respectively giving 100% correlation, 
-

whilst the maximum correlation between the remainder is 

two thirds. Bevertheless the tnormalizing' correction 

has prevented 1 and 9 becoming synchronous with 2 and 3. 

In that the test has illustrated the validity 

of the programme once the data has been 'properly 'treated' 
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one can now return to the original Jericho data and using 

the triple multiplied, corrected AAT similarity matrix, 

submit the 19 previously chocen Jericho tombs to the 

~~SIM (~mSCAL) programme in place of the test data. 

v) JERICHO REALRO'N 1 

Three trials were attempted, each beginning with a 

random start. Each trial was run tor a limit of thirty 

iterations per dimension, reducing from first three 

dimensions, to two and finally one dimension. each change 

of dimension was based upon the thirtieth iteration of the 

previous one, thus altogether the last iteration 0 f a trial 

will have passed through three dimensions and ninety iteratioI& 

a) Trial 1 (JRRl/Tl/D2/1S). 

The two dimensional array (Fig.13) shows a form 

of wide horseshoe if the points are connected according 

to the order ot the subsequent one dimensional array 

(Fig.14). Four points ~re widely spaced tram the one 

extremity at the curve around the perimeter, and the 

remainlne fifteen pOints are tightly bunched at the opposite 

extremity. The one dimensional array (JRR1/Tl/Dl/130, See 

Fig. 15) illustrates a similar situation. The,outlying 

tombs are J3, J54F, D22F and B48 Layer 2R, J3 being the 

first. By period, they represent I, 11, Early II and 

I-II respect1vely. Since the tombs are at the extremity 

of the array, they do thus seem to confirm Kenyan's order. 

The remaining fifteen of the nineteen tombs are 

tightly bunched. It should be pointed out that the 
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interpretation at this stage depends upon the search for 

structure in the arrangement. The seriation arrays the 

tombs by position alone and it does not use variation in 

metric distance between ttomb positions B.S an expression 

of the degree of similarity or disimilarity.176 The fact 

that these tombs are outliers to the remaining fifteen 

tombs which are tightly bunched does not imply a vast 

spread of time into which the outliers fit • 

. I t one examines now the tightly bunched group 

at the other 'extremity' ot the horseshoe (Figs. 13 & 14), 

the two dimensional array suggests that structurally .the 

bunch may be divided into two parts. The smaller part 

contnins one tomb ot Group 11, three tombs ot Group III 

and two tombs ot Group V. The larger (and apparently 

later) group contains four Group III tombs, three Group IV 

tombs and two Group V tombs. In each case, no further 

structure is visible, and all f1fteen tombs seem to have 

tormed a sort 0 r nucleus. 

b) Trial 2 (JRRl/T2/D2/l5). 

A similar picture emerges in this second trial as 

with Trial 1. In two dimensions, the linkage describes 

three'outliers and a very tightly bunched array forming a 

nucleus (Fig.l6) which the one dimensional array conf1rms. 

The nucleated group is relatively amorphous when compared 

to the horseshoe otwhicn it probably forms one extremity. 

In order to assist in the interpretation, models 

were made of the three dimensional results. The structure 



of t he data as already out lined is even more evident in 

the three dimensional arrays, 

As read , the results seem to have indicated two 

thing :-

i) The' early' t ombs form an order similar to hat 

assessed by Kenyan. 

i·) Tombs 0 f Grou s Ill, IV and V have in each 

trial and each dimension formed a closely 
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cked nucleus suggestin that they are 

insufficiently distinguishable to be meanin fully 

separated~ Each part o f the nucleus has 

represent atives of each Group. 

The possible interpretation of this fe t ure is t hat 

whereas the ' early' to bs al'e readily distin uishable, 

the ma jority of tombs,. by the same token , haw insufficient 

id10syncracies to ena ble them to be separated into an 

r ecognisable structure. 

vi) JERICHO REALRUN 2 

In the belief that the outliers of the revious 

trial. ·may ha.ve obscured possible structure in the r emainder, 

s new series of arrays were pr .od\lced omitting -the three 

m n outliers. The three dimensional model and the two and 

one dimensional arrays ( ~~ ~ . sho a simil ar 

situation to t he a orphaus nucleat'on of J eBa UN 1 . 
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~here are several points that should perhaps 

be borne in mind in the interpretations of the above 
., 

experiments. 

i) ~he ordering system ~EALRm{ was developed and 

designed specifically for the Jericho data. It 

had been tested with perfect, created data to 

prove that it was capable of reflectine a 

structure of the type sought it that structure 

existed. 

1i) It has already been said by Kenyon that the 

typological criteria which she chose, and with 

which the·experiments were conducted, had been 

chosen by her as those which~stood the best 

chance of reflecting the grouping she had 

assessed. since'the sought-tor structure had 

already been implied in their very choice. 

The fact that the results were partially 

successful points to a-number ot interesting conclusions;-

i) The method and the typology which has been used 

does in broad terms confirm Kenyon's order of 

Groups, at least as tar as the early ones are 

concerned. One would anticipate that this 

would be so, 8S Dempsey and Baumhofr point out:-

"It the definition (ot a series of units/ 

tombs) is largely intuitive so that it is 

based at least in part upon the conscious 

or unconscious recognition of co-occurrence 



in closely related site components, then 

there is bound to be some feed-back 1n 

the process of chronolo[2;ical or.dering. ,,177 
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'They 1.'ouId actually go further in saying:-
", -.. 

"If we base typological definition on the 

similarity of site components, then we 

~obviously cannot base chronological 

ordering upon similarity of type 

inventory." 

What happened to the to:nbs 0 f Groups I and II was what one 

would ex~ect to happen given the data as selected; at 

least this illustrates the efficacy of the method. 

ii) The bunching of the other three Groups into a 

nucleus,in which by far the largest number of 

tombs lie in an astructural array suggests that 

even with Dempsey & Baumhoff's "feed-back" ot the 

selection ot the typology, no real order or 

division can be made - the tombs are so alike that 

they cannot be meaningfully separated. 'Ihere is 

always the possibility that the methods and the 

definitions used in the experiments are not 

sufficiently refined to pick out the minute 

changes which distinguish the momently pasnage 

of time, a subtlety which is given to the 

intuition, subjective though it might be, of the 

experienced and the skilled observer such as 

Kenyon. Nevertheless, it is to be noted that 

whilst part of the experiment was successful, 
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the majority lacked the hoped-for confirmation, 

desrite using the same data. 

I t the REAI.RUN 1 results from the only nineteen 

derosits that n.ay with any confidence be considered as 

sealed have produced an acceptable result, must the 

interpretation of that result have any chronological 

implications? If so, then perhaps the tombs share a basic 

commonallty of date, with one or two achronic exceptions 

from earlier periods. 

On the other hand, the interpretation might rather 

revolve around culture, cla83 or credal differences, 

which are lar~ely held in common a~ounz the Jerichoans but 

a tew are eccentric. 
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Concluslon 

The Jericho typological system has been 

closely exa.mined both fro!!! Et rational and a stt'tistical 

Etandroint. The examinations have not confirmed the 

overwhelming validity of the divisions which Kenyon has 

created. From the point of simple rationale, it would 

seem impossible that ,one should accept easily Kenyon's 

division of MB II on these typological criteria, yet that 

view should be tempered with the firm belief that 

intuitive processes are always present in !Jny e.nalysis of 

the kind which Kenyon has attem~ted. Such intuitive 

processes, nn indisputable and often a sound method, 

cannot be mensured or described in'the ways that hQve 

been tried here. It must be said that whilst Kenyon's 

structure does not stand close scrutiny, in the broader 

view it may well have truth in it, that is, according to 

the typology she chose to describe that structure. 

Having thus criticised the Jericho syste~ 

internally, it would be as well to consider it in relation 

to another site or comparable style. that by such a comparison 

other points may emerge. One or the points 1n the Jericho 

cemetery is that it is richer, more extensive and very 

much better published than any comparable set of tombs, 

which by its supr0macy hns imprinted its character on other 

less well represented a1tes. 
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, . 
CHAP'fER !BREI: 

, i 
MIDDLE BH>ID AGE 11 !OMDI 1T t.rELL FAiA .. 



Introduction .. 
Havint; exa'l'lined in aome detail the m.aterial from' 

the MBII tombs at Jericho.~it is rroposed to look closely at 
another'site ina different area to Jericho. ~he choice 
ot Tell Fara Wp.s made for the following r,easonsl-

1) 

11) 

The site lles 1n the Western Ne£ev, a totally 
, .' . . 

01 fferent econo'llic area to -that 0 r Jericho' 

Since the cemeteries date only trom the }-mII 

period onwardS,' there cou~d' be' no reuse ot earlier 
tombs,' so that it should be rOS~bl!'~ to observe 
the burlal customs 0 t the NEII period more fully. 

111) 'I'he number 0 t HBll tombs discovered at Fara 
was considerable, most 'ot the tomtJs lyinG in a 

iv) 

, we 11 de fined ce'l'tetert area. 

The majority of the material from these tombs 
1scurrently housed at the InstItute of Archaeology. 
tJn1vers1t,y 0 t London, and it is readily available 
tor study. .~. . : '-

'A full publicatlon and discusaloft of the tome. 
or the period exoavated in 1123 seaSOB 1s L~tendedto g1ve 
e sample ?t the type or burials made at this sit~. 
Because of the 8~Ount or misGing material, statistical 
&~alYSis w111~not be posn1ble. 

~- .J 

'. : 

. . '~ 
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It w~s in 1923 and 1929 that Petrie and his staff 

excavated Tell Fara (South) together with its cooeteries. 

As wns usual with Petriets method, blocks of a hundred 

nu~bers were allotted to different grave areas as they 

arypeared, based not U?OD similarity otdate or ot burial 
, ~ 

custom but only upon location. ihere are two main sequences 
~. ' ~ \ .... ' ~ , 

or nU!Dbers which refer to. tombs 0 t the MBII period, those 0 f 
. " -. . 

the 1928 season 500 cemetery, sorne 45 ln number, and those 

of the 1929 season 1000 cemeter,y. a fUrther 25: the total 
~ ,. , 

number ot MBII tombs therefore 113 70. 

The tombs w1 th which this survey will be mainly 
" 

concerned belong to the 500 cemetery. ~he 25 to~ba ot the 

1000 cemetery are not being fully anallzed tor several reasons; 
~ "'- - .: "" 

i) The topographic posit1on, of this group has never been 

given. and hence the exact relationship between this 

group and the itnown po 81 tiOD 0 t the 500 group has been 
, , 

lost - no plan 0 t the eemete!"1 waa eYer published.' 

i1) The material et1ll extant; fzto!l1 these tombs is not a8 
,-

:." great as that 0 t the 500 tombs, but it is very much' more 

diffuse in its present location. 

111) One d1serete group or tombs will be enough to lllustrate 

the atyle or the MBII at Tell P'ara. 'rhe 1000 tombs will 

be ment.ioned on11 1f the interpretation ot the HEll 
\ -

burial 8ty1e varies here, or can throw some additional' 

light on problems. 



The '500' Cemetery, HE!! Period. 

The block of numbers beginning 500 ~as given by 

Petrie to an area North West of the Tell along a ridge of 

regressional sand dunes which form the substratum 0 f the 

Negev in this area. The cemetery thus is on the right 

bank of the Wadi Guzzeh about 300 metres"NW of the tell. 

(Pt:M bearing 310~ at 293 metres; Pt:I bearing 3140 at 

355 metres from the current bench mark on the Tell of 121 

metres.) 
' .. 

The cemetery 1s divided into three differently 
1; _~ <' 

t '. ""_ 
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located parts. The extreme north-west area (nos. 530's and 

540's) 1s covered with a number of Philistine tombs. There 

is a group of Late Bronze/Iron Age graves in the Northern 

area, (nos~ 500-520'8). Finally, seperate from both of 

these two, the lareest area 1n the South and East of the 

cemetery is taken up with the 'Hyksos· tombs of the MEll 

period. l 
,- , ' 

The tombs were round sporadically. "by removing 

a few feet of blown sand and then trenching the marl surface 

to find the softer places where the soil had fallen 1n".2 

As a result of this method, the exact enumeration of the 

tombs or any particular age or style tends to be neither 

consecutive nor continuous. Nevertheless the strictly 

numerical order of the tombs will be the one adhered to 
! r, 

in the following discussion so that evidence may be located 

more easily_ 

It is proposed then to deal with the area of the 

500 cemetery whic~. is seperated as de fined and is 

specifically a cemetory of the MElI period.~his will omit 
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two MBl! tombs F529 and F537 from the discussion since they 

lie among the PhIlIstine and Iron Age tombs 1n the other 

areas of the gro·up. Also, two tombs which "eon'taminate the 

MBII area, F589 'and F592, are of the Late Bronze Age and are 

there fore ignored. In all four- c'ases the po si tion and the 

alIgnment'otthe tombs omitted 'do not'accord with the: 

separate 'cemetery which 'is being considered.' .. I,. 

:. ',~ "'~'Accordine to Patria's own dating for the t1BII period, 

Dyn XV and XVI, 'which he uses 1n 'the two catalogues 0 fhis ~ 

publication of these tombs thera are altogether forty-three 

tombs of this period in the area deecribed:-4 , 
~ 

545 ::. 550 \ , 560 
• 

570 , ~ 581 .590" 

547 ' 551, 561 .571 ' 582' ~ 591 

548 554 
, 

563 " ,572. 533 ',593 

549' , 555 ' 564 ,: ~' 574 ' ' 584 594 ~ 

556 .... .565 ' ", 575 .', 586 595 ~, 

.557 ' ",' "".566" ., .1-'" 576 ' ' , 587 ',596 ' 

558 561 ' 577 .588 ,~ 

.559 .568 '; 518 ' " 

" 569 579 

Post-excavational Historz • 
. 

After excavation; which, a8 will ~be entailed seen, 

aseleetion of material fro~ each 'group, 'the objects were 

allocated to difterent museums and collections, tomb.by 

tomb. 'Oocasionally; objects'were .~en divided within one 

tomb group. The excavation reoordsshow that the material 

from the tombs was supposed 'to have been sent to such 

museums as: 

Bolton, Cambridge, Glasgow, HeIdelberg, Hull, Jerusalem, 



Leicester, Hanchester, Reading, Rochdale and the Wellcome 

Museum, with' the bulk ot the material to be kept at the 

Edwards Collection at University College, London. In more 
, , . 

recent years this material in University College was 
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transferred to the, Institute of Archaeology, London. but 

not betore a nU!'l1ber ot small finds from these groups had 

already been loaned to the British Museum, thus further 

SUbd~Vidingthe gr~~p~.'· Fin~liy, in 1948, three of the now . ' 
> • 

divided groups at the Institute were gl',en to a 'Mrs. Wloch, 

Poland. • 

In an attempt to retrieve what extant material 
. 

still would be available for study, the first problem is to 
, . 

decide what proportion of the material that was excavated was 
" 

ever removed and brought back; then it will be necessary 
, " 

to trace those parts 0 f that material which may still be 

housed in the collections to which they' were sent. 
> } 

The division of the material as excavated into 

objects left behind and objects removed will be discussed for 

each individual tomb (see below). As far as the present 
.. ' 

locations are concerned, Heidelberg and Leicester can be 

ignored ns possibilities, since the groups that were said 
. , 

to have been sent there are housed in the Institute of 

Archaeology. It is safe to assume that no r:1aterial was 

ever sent to these museums from this cemetery •. The one 
, . 

tomb ,that was supposedly sent to Bolton is catalogued as 

being in the Fitzwill1am Museum Cambridge. Bolton too Can 

be ignored as a possible terminus •. 

. i 



The forty-three tombs are distributed among the 

remaining collections. Eight tombs are currentlymi8sing. 
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i) F547 The tomb contained three vessels and a scarab. One 

'. cylindrical juglet i8 presently in Rochdale Museum, but 

beine totally'fragmented,it 1sconsidered lost. 

i1) F548 V\hile' the excavation records' sugcest Heidelberg for 

this tomb, the Institute of Archaeolozy maintains an 

. ' .. accession title E.V.14/. No trace of the material remains • 

1ii) F549 According to the excavation records, this tomb group 

~hich contained two bowls, a lamp, two pins, two scarabs 

and a faience pot, was taken to University College. At 

present, none of the mater1al 1scatalogued anyw~cre. 

lv) F560 This group was sent to the Wellcome Museum, London. 

It was recently returned to University College with a 

vast collection 0 f Egyptian material. That material is at:ill 

unpacked and uncatalogued and therefore 1s not available. 

v) . F568 This largo group is marked 'Glasgow', but 
~ - . '. . '" , "" 

correspondence with that Museum reveals that it never 
J I. ~ • ; .... 

arrived. It has not appeared amongst other collections. 

vi) F572 The records mark the tomb as 'Hull'; in all 
. , 

probability it was sent there, but the Hull collections 
'were destroyed in the War. 

vii) 1588 This tomb was sent to Reading and at one time was 

. acceseed there. It seems that in 1951 the Museum sold 

"certain superfluous Egyptian Objects • ..5 .A note on the 

accession card reads tB'Ham Feb. 1952'. It is-possible that 

The ct ty Mu::eum and Art Gallery 0 t Birmingham now have 

this group. Protracted enquiries continue. 

vill) .' 1591 The tomb once contained a jug. two rings and a pin. 

I 
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The jug was not removed from the excavation, and since 

there is no provenance for the bronze, 1t 1s considered 

. '. lost. 

, , 

Having eliminated these eight tombs, the remainder 

is thirty-five. FOR THE PURPOSE OF f!HEPRESENT STUDY, . 

ONLY TI{ESE TOMBS WILL BE INVESTIGATED IN DETAILc-

545 .550 %1 570, 581 590 

551 563 571 582 .593 

5.54 564 574,' 583· 594 

555 565. .575 534 595 

556.1 . .566 .576 586 .596 

557 .567 577 587 

558 569 578 

559 579 

WRITTEN SOURCES" 

In the reconstitution ot the tomb groups, there 

are several sources 0 f information whia!1 can be collated· 

and compared; the original Tomb Cards, The Beth Pelet I . 

publication; the various Collection Catalogues; incertain 

cases, the marks on the objects, themselves. 

Tomb Card. 

These cards are presentl)t held at the'Institute' 

of Archaeology, London. As the tombs, were excavated, the inform-I 

-at ion was recorded on individual pre-r-rlnted field cards. 

The printed head1nes for the material were:- 'Pottery', 

• stone', 'Metal' t . t Scarabs' •. and • Amulets & Beads' ~ .. 
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The skeletal remains and the tomb dimensions were to be 

entered under separate headings;" 'Disturbed', 'Head to ••• ' 

'Face to ••• t, 'Attitude', 'Clothing', 'Sex', "Coffin', 

'Chamber', and then entries for the various dimen'mons 0 t 

the chamber and the shaft. A bearing and distance were 

given from the mouth ot the tomb to a fixed survey point in 

the cemetary, and tinally la bearing was taken from the 

mouth ot the tomb into the chamber along its axis. A sketch 

plan and section, with measurements, were frequently drawn 

on the reverse ot the card •. As it was excavated, each pot 

was given a consecutive letter on the card and its type 

noted' from the Corpus of Palestinian pottery6. The system 

seems to have operated very efficiently. recording all the 

necessary information quickly and with few omissions. 

There are a few obvious errore incorporated into 

the tomb cards! 

i) One problem was that the typological notation 

o t the Corpua was. at the time 0 t excaV'ation, 

in an embryonic atate, the Corpus 1tself being 

.. published 1n~930, the same year as the BPI 

publication. ~h18 has meant that the type 

series, when published, had minor changes in 

1ta notation. particularly in the sub-types of 

storage jars. Secondly. the type series itself 

was perhaps not as familiar to the recorder as 

it has subsequently become and so minor slips 

of enumeration have been made. (e.g. F551. 

dipper juglets general type 51 being written as 
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. , 

general type 59 which are patently incorrect, 

being Iron Age forms). Although these slips 

,are small in,themselves, the etfect as evidenced 

can be potent1~lly catastrophic. It this has 

happened to vessels which tor one reason or 

another are no longer available for study, it

could cause considerable confusion in the dating 

of the aseo f the tomb. In fact, errors or this 

type are so-gross 1n time that such misunderstand

ings can be easily rectified. (They tend not to 

occur 1n the'lOOO cemetery cards).,: 

i1) The entries on the cards are written1n pencil _-

and in the case 0 t large tomb groups the entries 

can be somewhat crowded together. - In 'some 

eases the Corpus typolo~ 0 t the vessels has 

been altered in ink, possibly an updating 0 t the 

type numbers when the Corpus was produced. 

On the whole, the Tomb Card. provide the most 

reliable guide to the orig1nal cODtents ot the tombs, 

although in certain instances small objects, particularly 

scarabs, may be seen to be preserved in the collections but 

they were never entered on the Tomb Card, a most difficult 

situation to reconcile. 

Cor12ua 

Dune an , s Corpus ot Palestinian .Potte17 was 

partially constructed around the pottery from these tombs 

at Tell Fara. The entries give a basic pro file 0 f the type 

by illustration and they also, in most cases, cite the tomb 
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eroupswhcre this type of vessel may be found. This provides 

n ver7 useful cross-reference to the tomb card entries 

'provided that the relevant tomb has been cit~d on that 

occasion." Problems are: 

,i) :" There are, exa'llples ot 1llustrations which omit 

, "some 0 t the -possible ci tings tor that particular 

type. thereby creating a we~~ess 1n the crOas-

, , ' re ferencing.' 

r ~ ~:. _ 1i), "Certain type-numbers mentioned on the Tomb Card 

.' .r- , ''" were, not used in the formation" 0 f the Corpus 

"and, they have therefore become obselete; , these 

forms are renumbered and listed under their new 

typos in the Corpu8"but one can never be sure 

that thee1 tlngs 1n the Corpus deal rl th all" 

the renumbered types. 

," '.the dynastic, dates which Fetrie ascribed to the 

Fun pottery are frequently entered on' the drawing 0 l' each ~ .. 

type in the Corpus, but since the system by which he, 

arrived at these dates by,'·scarab dating w111 be called 

in qu€stion. the dates have, been omitted, for the purpose 

.0 r the present study. 

Bath Palet I. (Tell Fara S.) 

The Beth Pe1et I rsport, Bppeared in 19;0. the 

same year ae the Corpus, and some two years after the ;"" 

excavation of th,se tombs. The pub11cationwas necessarily 

a hurried one, with a scant text- the MBII 500 tombs 

receive three pDges, which is quite extensive coverage. 



The bulk of the information about the tombs is not in 

the text, but in the catalogues and the, illustrations. 

Those tomlls which Petrie thoueht were datee.ble he pIeced 
• - <, , 

in a tc~t9t1ve orccI·7• Tne rema1~der are catalogued 

separately in ~u~er1~'el or·d~r. 8 'l:h~se' cfl.talo~ues B.re 

usefully supported by the illustrations of the small 

objects9 and also by 8. selection ot the tombplanslO• 
, . 
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.. 
With such little space it ls remarkable how much informntion 

, .' 

Petrie was able to.convey. theoretically all the evidence 
. 

o f e~ch 0 t the tornbl3 has been publlE:hed in one form or 

another. The scarabs, the bronze work. the faience and 

the bone inlay ere nIl drawn; the plens are either 

reproduced or the measurements ot the simpler ones are 

given. The pottery is described by Giving n list of the 

Corpus numbers of the pieces found in each of the tombs. . , 

One can only marvel at the system Petrie had developed to 

achieve this maximum coverage in the minimum space and time. 

There are 8. number 0 f important points that 

should be borne in mind when using the publ1catlons-

i) 'I'he, speed 0 f publicat10n and the method 0 f 

entry by hand sometimes leave a lot to be desired, 

particularly with the catalogues ot pottery. No' 

account is taken 1n the tombs ot the number of ' 

any one type within a group - one entry might 
" 

stand tor one or more'vessels so that not only 

is anyquantative analysis from these catalogues 

impossible, but also it after excavation the type 

number of a vessel has been changed by Petrle to 

that of another already occurrent vessel, no record 
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of this change 1d.ll be kept and the vessel in -

question will seem to disappear. 

ii) Petrie must tave compiled the catalogues from 

notes, not from the original material. Errors 

are not1ceable where'one type number which on 

the Tomb Card had caused some difficulty and 

had had to be corrected now appears in the BPI 

'catalogue with both the original error and the 

::correction as two seperate types. (See F551 or 

1557 Catalogue anomalies). 

ii1) There are errors ot simple omission where a 

number ot objects are lelt out of the catalogue 

completely for no apparent reason. <ag F569A 

see Catalogue Anomalies). 

iv) Owing to the hand-wr1tten unruled format of the 

catalogue, pieces have drifted from one tomb 

into another by mistake (ag !he flints ascribed 

in the BP catalogue to tomb 565 1n fact belong 

to 1596. the tomb above 1tll. See Catalogue 

anomalies) • 

!he Bath Pelet report does give a useful secondary 

source, but it is not aa reliable as the Corpus or particularly 

the 'romb Cards, since it has obviously been produced at,a 

certain remove tram the material. 

Museum C~tt\locu~ 

The standard of cataloguing does vary from on~ 

museum to another. The material 1n Jerusalem is well 
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, 

catal?gu9d and descr1~ed, each object being giv~n a unique 
, 

accession number which can point out any loss immediately. -. 
The Manchester material similarly ls catalogued with a 

series ot unique accession numbers, but the whole system is 

presently being remade. The Fitzw1lliam andtthe British 

Museum are also very soundly based. 

The catalogues 0 t ,the bulk 0 t the i material at 

the Institute of Archaeology are very much ,a curate's ege. 

They do contain a number of weaknesses which make analysis 

of the groups difficult. 
," , 

i) On11 the pottery. the scarabs and the daggers 

have been acceseed at the Institute. The 

remaining material which 18 housed there, the 

amall objects like pins, inlay work, faience, 

bead,s and occasional17,pla1n ,scarabs .. 1s not, 

accessed at all. ~h. tracing 0 f any m1ssing" 

pieces is impossible in these cases since the small . . . 

finds were largel.3: uareg1stered. 

ii) There are a number of pieces 1n the collect10n. 

besides the small finds mentioned above, that 

have never been catalogued. Jbrtunately they 

,nearly all bear the or1ginal tomb registration 

marks and can be restored to their rightful group. 

111) A ntL"Dber 0 t pieces. perhaps three or four, have 

been catalogued under the wrong tomb. The 

orlginal designation on the vessels 18 0 ften 

readable and atter erose-re ferencing these pieces ': , 

with the Tomb Card they have been restored to 
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their rightful group. 
iv) The numbering system used for those pieces 

, " 

" ' 

catalogued is such that errors can more easily 
'" '-

occur than originally. The original tomb 

numbers have been, chan~ed to accord v.rith a 

global accession syste!'!l in the Institute. 
, I 

All 

the tombs from Fara are given the designation . 

·E.v •••• • followed by a number. (F550 becomes 

i.v.l). The thinking behind this notation w~s 
. . - . '" 

that, • E' was the area-designation tor Palestine, 

and 'v· was the MEII period. The followine 

number was the partIcular group in question. 

A second number would then be added to the 'above 

designation to catalogue the 1ndividLlal'objects., 
.' , ' .' . ~ 

This System would give'each object;a unique' 

position in world and time at: a glance. In many 

eases however. more than one object was entered 

under the' same: ; grou'p number (F5.50 ,has two' bowls 

'catalogued ~s E.v~1/5). :' The numbers then are' 
not unique to an object. Also, the numbers . ~ 

'were not allotted consecutively ,to the 'consecutive 

numbers ot the tombs within the 'cemetery. (l'.550' 

1s E.v.I. "5l'1s E.v.2. but 1554 1s E.v.28.) 

!he overall result 'of ~his systa~ has 

meant that 'an object may hav6'as 'many as siXteen 

digits in 'its registration number, a situation 

which invites error. (e~g. the lamp in F550 

'has the following numberst- F550AA '91A4 E.v.l/l3b) • 
. , 

~. ." .~., '. ' 
~ -) 



On the whole~howevor, the Institute catalogue 

does cover'the pottery ,and the scarabs very well, giving 

full descriptions 0 r the object concerned. in the cuse 

or the, sCB,rebs, a drawing is made on the catnlogue card 
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and a crosc-reference, given to the Both Pelet publication. 

With the pottery, a further number is given followinG the 

description which refers to an Institute corpus of pottery. 

Theselsst numbers have been ignored in the present study 

because the numbers ot Duncants Corpus ara thought to cover 

all eventualities. 

Object Numbers 

The tomb number and the appropriate entry letter 
. 

on the Tomb Card are written first in pencil and then in 

ink on every vessel excavated. The Corpus type'number is 

also added' to the'vessel. These numbers were cex'talnly 

inked before 1930, probably at the moment of excavation, 

, since the vessels frequently preserve the numbers which had 

already become obsolete in 19.30: for example the storage jar 

in 1578. In almost every case the ~ark1ngs survive and they 

further reinforce the identity ot suspect vessels. The 

carved scarabs did not tare 80 well, but since they were all 

published, their identity can no longer be in dispute - in~ 

many cases the tomb number waa written in ink on the back 

of the scarab. The plain scarabs however are usually unmarked, 

and also unpublished, although as with the beads and 

occasionally the pins, they may have labels·,t1ed onto 

them bearing the tomb number, but these lobelled objects 

would be 1n the minority. 
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The compilation of these sources has given a 

fe.irly clear picture of the size and the variety of each 

of the to~b groups. The Tomb Cards must be regarded as 

the primary source, and the other catalogues are then used 

for cempc.rison and collaboration ~d the resolving of 

anomalies. 

One observaticn may be inserted here. ihen 

eXamining the confusion and conflation of written sources 

which have produced the errors in the information about the 
, ' 

groups, the real fault would seem to lie in the apportioning 

ot numbers 'and letters to the typological variants in the 

groups. These numbers and letters, once created~soon loose 

their original ,meaning. In the sequence of copying and 
. '.< . ~ .~ \. 

recopying manuscripts in which all the information has 

been thus coded, the numbers and letters are easily mistaken~ 

altered and even omXtted. which may give a totally 
, . 

different meaning when'translated baclt into the terms of 

the vessels themselves. There can therefore ba no 

subst1tute for publishing all the objects available from 

original drawings of those particular objocts. To this end, 

the observations b~low show how 'the written and the material 

evidence has been recently combined with modern drawings of 
, ' , 

the Obj9CtS to create as clearly as poss1ble the appearance, 

at least in re~nant,ot the tombs. 



CONTENTS OF THE TOMBS 

The contents of the tombs are disqussed in the 

same order· that they appear in the catalogue. 

'. . 

PLANS AND SECTIONS , . 

.. , The plans and section. tor these tombs are 

wherever possible included with the tomb description. ,The 

avidenc.fOr these plans and sections comes trom a number 

of sourcesl . ~.' 

-. a) In cases 0 f simple gravea, a northern and eastern 

measurement ia given on the Tomb Card; and can be 

cross-re ferenced in the BPI catalogue. 

b) More complicated plans are sketched on the back 

of the 'fomb Card and the relevant measurements 

given ·on the plan~ . .~.,: .. 

c) 

. ,. 

Of the tombs cons1dered,' twelve or the most' 

.complicated plans are publl8hed12• In most of 
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~. . these cas.s no 4raw1ng'appears on the reverse of 

the 'tomb Card, but a note rerers to a seperate plan~ . 

. which ia no longer aVailable. 

11 drawing up the Tomb Card'sketches and rescaling 

the l/60th drawings of BPI it has been possible to recover all 

the plans to the _. scale 0 t 1/50. 

The sections similarly have been created trom the 
'. , 

measurements and the sketches given with the plans. In most 

cases since the roo1's,'5 have collapsed, the' heights 0 r the 
. " 

chambers are conjectural. 
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The plans ot objects within tombs are hardly 
. 

ever available due to disturbance and robbing. 

'. 

SKELET AL REMAINS 

Very few ot the tombs preserve 'skeletal remains, 

perhaps only two or three. Quite why this Is so is not easily 

determined. The soils in the Fara region tend to be rather . 

alkaline which at least Is not too deliterious to bone. '. 
'. , 

In the majority ot cases however, the collapse of the chambers 

must have promoted f1rst the crushing and then the encasing" 
I· ~ 

of the bones which "eventuall1 destroyed them. (The 1000' 

cemetery on the other hand does record skeletal remains 

more frequently, which may reflect'. difference in excavating 

technique or accuracy of recording.) 

!he Tomb Cards frequently mention that the tombs: 
, " 

have been disturb'ed,· but whether thiis disturbance is only 

a matter ot root fall, or it it is some'more I17stematic ' 

robbing ls not always clear. tIfh. report speaks of robbing of 

the tombs, but how extensive this was is not descrlbed.13 

In those case. where bones bave been recovered, it 

would seem that the burials can be both indiVidual burials 

and, more usually, group burials. or the style, Petrie' 
, ; 

st.te •• -

"No. '50 Pl.1YII has 5 skeletons so placed that·" 
it Is impossible for them to have been swathed· 
for burial. -rh. varied position 0 t the legs 
suggested that atter death the body was left 
to sti tfen and then carried out and buried 
.s it ".8.,14 

The skeletons are usuall1 extended. legs placed rather 
roughly downwards but sometimes splayed. The arms are 
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placed about the chest or,abdomen. No consistent direction 

for the,placement of the bodies was noticed. 
~ > ~ 

POTTERY 

The pOttery constitutes the bulk of the grave 
- , 

goods; in every tomb.' As d1scovered,th~ vessels were in the 
.~ . . ,~ , .; , 

• ," "i " ~ . '. -
main complete - occasionally a sherd only is found which may 

, ' 

suggest earlier disturbance'- ,but becaus~ in n~arlY every 

tomb'the'roof had collapsed a large number of the vessels, 

though complete. 'were - fragment'ed. This condition would seem 

additionally to have hindered the transmission of objects 
- ,. 

from Tell Fara. 
'. -

As the vessels were excavated, they were given a 

letter designation and the Corpus type number was entered 

against that letter on the tomb Card t 80 that it is reiat1velY 

straight-forward to' recreate the potter7 groups !a toto. On 

the other hand. since the Corpus was, as has been said, in 
, 

its-embryonic state, the type numbers have to be checked 

tor error. 
_ .' • , ~ ..r~ 

Whilst it would seem that all the vessels were 
, , 

recorded upon excavation, it is clear that only a proportion 

. 0 f them Were removed; 1n nearly 'every case a number 0 f vessels 

were left behind. The precise mechanics of this division 

are not at all clear, whether the vessels were amply left 

!a situ 1n the toab or re.oved elsewhere for study and later 

dumped. At aD'3 event. the Toab Card records the suffix 

NTH in these cases. which according to contemporar.1 correspond

ence (Lanke.tar Harding - now in Rockefeller Museum) meant 

NOT TAKEN HOME.15 although Miss Turnell maintains it meant 

NOT TO HOUSE, i.e. the Excavation house. A second designation 
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, , 

appears 'quite frequently interspersed with the first, ot ' 
" 

NTHH, but the significance of this longer suffix is lost. 

Ths",etfect however is the same. 

As a rule, it is the same classes of objects that 
: ~ . ~ ~ , 

werelett behind; and 'not taken home'. Particularly 

common are the storage jars and occasionally the large jugs 

which may have been complete upon excavation but the effort 

ot removing such large and ungainly objects was not thoucht 

to be worthwhile. Particularly it such vessels were broken, 

one can imagine that they would have presented a tremendous 

amorphous weight. As a result of this selection, there is 

hardly a Single storage jar in the preserved material 

although well over sixty were found. Other types of vessels 

to be left were those that were irreparably fragmented, 
. , 

particularly the cylindrical juglets which are prone to 
" 

shatter. ' Bowls,' lamps and other types of juglet have as a 

rule tared verT well by comparison. 
, 

ot those vessels that were removed, most have 
, , ' 

wi thstood the passage 0 f the last torty- n. ve years reasonably 

well, although the triable nature of the ware in certain 

eases has been responsible for some breakage. 

Manufacture 

Of the published material, in every case but one 

the vessels are wbeel made. (!he exception is F55lP). It is 
... ~ ,. 

this ,feature which allo •• the flaring shapes which characterize 

the period. An equally important feature of manufacture 

however is the almost universal use ot tturning t in forming 
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the lower part ot each vessel. This procedure is co~on to 

platters, large and small carinated bowls, cylindrical and 
- . 

dipper juglets, jues and probably even to storage jars • 
. '- . 

In the vast majority of cases then, evidence ot turning can 
" 

specit1cally be seen, and in the remainder it can often be 

assumed. 

~he process entails manufacturing the vessel on 
, . 

a 'foot' of clay, giving it extra stabil1ty on the wheel 

by widening the contact area. The 1nterior of the vessel 

was tormed into 1ts tinal shape at this stage. When the 

clay was leather hard, but before firing, the vessel would 

have 'been turned ups1dedown ob the wheel, centered, and then 

the th1ck clay t toot' pared off With a knife, working from 

the shoulder downwards. Gradually the thicker areas of clay 

were reduced and tinally the base was shaped during this 
, 

reduction. Whether the base would have been flat, concave 

disk or t ring' base depended solely upon the thickness 0 r 
. .. ", 

the clay to be reduced in the 'foot l • The technical aim of . , 
the turning or cutting at the pot was that the reduction ot 

the extra-thick clay • toot', which had been 80 vital in the 
.. 

early stages 0 t manufacture, would lessen the risk 0 f the 

base cracking open upon firing owing to differential . . 
expans10n." Th1. would probably happen were it left on the base. 

, , 
-.rhe turning process 1. very clearly evidenced on 

the Fara pots, being distinguishable even beneath a slip by 

a scratched and scored surface which contrasts with the smooth 

finger-mark striated surface or the wheel manufacture. The 

finger-mark striat10ns are very fine and horizontal - the 
... f , 

turning marks are deep grooves and incisions, often at 
~ 

qui te steep angles on the out-er walls 0 t the vessel. 
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Finish 

The finish 0 t many 0 f the vessels is not as clear 

as it might be. Many ot the pots, particularly the bowls 

and thejuglets, seem to have been slipped, some heavily 

and some less so. ~here is also what has been described 

as a selt-slip in some cases, the formation of a slurry on 

the 'surface of the wall during manufacture, effecting the 

same clay-cream t.Lnish as a deliberately applied slip. 

Owing to the damp and close-grained nature 0 f the earth from 

which the vessels were excavated, much of the slip has 

decayedi crac~ed and become seperated from the wall of the 

vessel, so that total analysis based on the use or non-use of 

slip would now be impossible. Many ot the vessels also have 

a 'well-scrubbed' appearance characteristic, ot so many pots 

excavated at this time. What contribution vigourous cleaning 

has made to the obliteration of the surface of these vessels 

can never be known. but certain vess~ls have particularly 

suttered, especially the very tew painted varieties 

(see F5.54D). 

Painted or incised decoration is very rare on 

the vessels from this cemetery. There are perhaps only three 

vessels (F55'4D, 1'.5691 and F551P) upon which paint 1s still 

found; all three pieces are also morphologically rare. 

Deliberate incised decoration is not found at all. 

On the other hand, burnish is widely evidenced. 
; 

The majority ot juglets show evidence ot vertical strokes ot 

burnishing and even when the surface is very worn, the facets 

of the burnish can still be seen in the differential wear 

patterns of the outer surface. It would be correct to assume 

, 1 
• ' .1 



that many more vessels upon which burnish is no longer 

Visible may, before the surface was obliterated by a 

combination of scrubbing, pitting and concreting, have 

once shown burnish. 

Bowls 
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Among the small bowls, the most characteristic is 
~. 

the carinated bowl with the everted rim, upright upper wall, 

slightly carinated shoulder and a turned disk base. There 

are tive such bowls in tomb 15" alone, and very few tombs 

are totally. without this form.' There are naturally types 

or bowl that.do not tit into this prorile,·tor example 

1'569" Fig. 54.1, or 1'596 Fig_ 81 .1-3, but in the main 

the form is relatively consistent. Small flaring carinated 

bowls are rare. ,( F.556 Fig. 34.1, 1575 Fig.60b .1, 1578 Fig. 64.1: 

as are their opposite, the simpl. convex pro tile bowl 

(1'554 P'ig.28b .1, 1569 Fig. 54.6, bOth w1 th handles) " 

A second comm08 type i. the large carinated bowl' 

(1'545 F1g.l9a.2 eto) with a plain rim, upper wall flared'out, 
. 

overlolded carinaticD, oonvex lower wall and a turned disk or ' 

turned ring ba ... " fhe earination is naturally lesson some 

than on others. (1565 Fig. 47.5, 1587 l1g.73b.3) but the 

capaclty would se •• to be generally the same. Rarely" 

radial burnish i. evidenced internally. 

A third type of bowl i. the platter, ot which less 

than ten now survive in the oollections. Internal 

thickening of the rim i. more or 1 ••• UBiver.al to this group, . 

presumably to provide stability and prevent the .agging and 

warping ot the wall which i8 all too common. (The thickening 
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is omitted in F582 Fig. 6&.1 ). Elsewhere. (Jericho J'XI , 
, , 

p.456) these vessels have· been associated with the provision 

o f ~joints 0 f meat.16 The almost total. lack or skeletal 

m~terial at Fara pr,events ~similar c~nclus1on being drawn. 

In a number <:>f examples,' radial burnish 1s obs~rved on the 

interior (F569 Fig. 54 .1) •. An unusual f0l'Ill 1s 1554 (Fig.28b.2 f 

a platter with handles. 

Juglets 
, '.. .. 

With one unique exception there are only two forms 

cif juglet present in the cemetery, cylindrical juglets and 
, . 

dipper juglets: . The exception 'is the pir1form juglet of 
'. , 

F561, which unfortunately iain an unprovenanced group. 

a) Cylindrical juglets. The cylindrical Juglets are 

made on a small toot 0 f clay and the base is· , " 
,'. . 

turned to the rounded 'appearance. 'rhe bulbous rim 

is 'fo'lded ov'~r and out (see F557B Fig. 36 .1) . 

At least halt ot the cylindrical juglets currently 

available were slipped and burnished, and it 1s 

likel3' that. others also were so finished. In form, 

these Juglets vary from the squat types 0 t 15.5.5 

(F1g.3l.6) to the rather elongated types ot 

1'551 (11.,.25 .10). BQ9S vary trOlll the very 

rounded form of J582 (F.lg.6& .3) to the almost 

nat base ot F555 (Fig. 31 .9). The size and 

capacity is generall1 the same in all cases, except 

for two miniature versions in 1550 (Fig.2l .9 & 10). 

Whatever the signi ticance 0 t the b~t ton on the 

handle, it 1s to be noted in t.he minority ot 

examples. The function of the juglets is not 



easily ascertained. Several references on the 

Tomb Cards refer to them as 'oil.jars', but on' 

what evidence 1s not given • 
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. b) Dipper juglets. There, are about forty dipper 

juglets still found in the collections. Despite 

their rather brittle nature, the number preserved 

intact is high, due no doubt to the fact that many 
, , 

of these vessels were round inside storage jars 
, .. 

and thus ~h~y were somewhat protected from roof 

falls. 'he vessel varies very little from the 
, , 

pointed base, elongated body, narrow neck and 
~ " :: . 

pinched rim. The pointed base Is the result of 

the turning off of the clay'" toot' on which the 

vessel had been made. The majority of examples 

stll1 extant exhlblt the use of slip and 
, '". , 

, particularly burnish vertically on the walls. 'l'here 

. Is only one Case 0 t miniaturization, in F.5.5l 

'rhe connection bet.een the dipper juglets and ' 

storage jars is well attested in the tombs. In certain cases 

there is 'an equal connection with the single handled jugs. 

In the majority ot cases, these vessela form a pair, as noted 

elsewhere.17 . balIples ot the dipper"juglet and storage jar 

as a pair with the dipper Ina1de the jar "are to be notEld many 

times, (e.g. several times in 1559). There are also examples 

of the single handled jug being found w1 th the dipper inside, 

(e.g. 1557) and there are several 'examples of the two being 

found in'close proximity (1'.576, 1'.581, 1'.584) although they-
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cannot fit through the necks of these. 

A curious feature 0 f the dipper, juglets from Fara 
", 

is that they are several times referred to as 'bil-bil t 

. ". 

juglets on the Tomb Ce.rd (e. g. F.54.5 etc.) but the title' 
. . 

is plainly confused. 

Fewer than twenty jugs are now preserved from the 

~ombs,. The majority are a variety at the type found in 

F584 F1g.70b.3, .with the everted rim. sometimes pinched ,out 

or folded ,to assist pouring. a fairly wide neck, globular 

body and e1 ther a small' fiat or a stub-pointed turned base. 

The handle 18 from the rim to the shoulder.. ixceptionally 

~he handle has been placed on the shoulder only (e.g. 

F557 F1g.36 .4, 1.569 F1g.54.14, '561 l1g.42 .3, '582 

Fig.68a.6). (The c1priot Jug in tomb '5.51 (F.1g.25.l7) 1s 

unique.) A number 0 f these jugs emi bi t a vertical burnish 

on the outside. 

~he connection of the jug and the dipper juglet 

mentioned aboTe deserves comment. The obvious pairing of the 

two vessels 1n tombs such as F576, F581 and F584 cannot be . . . 

the normal utilitarian consideration because the accompanying 

dipper juglets cannot ,enter the mouths of these jugs •. In 

tact the ,finding ot the dipper iruJide the jug 0 f 1557 is 

unique in the cemetery_ FUrther, aince the jug is both 

lighter . t~an the storage jar when fllll and also has a pinched 

mouth to facilitate pouring there would be no need for the 

dipper to accompany the jug at all. It might be then that 

here in the cemetery the appearance of the two together is a 
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token gesture rather: than 'a functional one •. 

storae;e j~rs 

" ,By far the largest type 0 f vessel found in the 
- ~~.~,>. ~t"; . 

cemeterY,is the storage jar_" It,is tor this reason, as 
- ".".. . 

explained, that it is now the rarest in the collections. 0 f " 
-E ' " 

the total of some 69 storage jars found in the tombs under 

discussion, only two are currently available (F578 & F590). ' 

The reasons'tor the loss, the problem ot excavation, transport

ation and conservation 'have already been mentioned.'" Over' ' ' 

half are marked NTH. ~d one presumes that the remainder 

suttered the same tate. 

In the attempt to reconstruct the types of storage 

jars round in the tombs, it appears that the typology of the 

storage jars' as excavated and as reported in BP! and the 

Corpus has diftering nomenclature. -'!he 'Tomb Cards have .', 

isolated examples of Types 43 D, E and G, but the majority of 
, . .~ 

jars ~ are typed as forms 0 f 43 R, T' and V. The BPI report 

and the Corpus'do not'recognise these latter types,'and the ,: 

typology ot all theFara storage-'jars is translated 'into;· 

Types'43A, D, E, r and J, presumably 'because the Types 43R" 

'1' and V were obsolete terms. 

The main types of the jars are either the handless 

storage jars (43A) or the jars with " two opposing handles on 

the 'shoulder, this." 113 the more common form. .. The- rim' shapes 

Tary within that range. " From the examples remaining it seems 

that the base was turned as with the smaller vessels. ' 

As has been said, the storaee jars were often found 
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with dipper juglets inside them. The decanting was 

presu~ably a necessary procedure if the ja~s were anything 

near full when they would have been too heavy to move or tip. 

One misht note that in this context of weight, in those tombs 

where a location is given for Tessels, the storage jars are. 

found always laid against the ''flall nearest to the entrancel8• 

. \ 

tamps 

In total there are only about twenty five lamps 

totuld in the tombs. and so they were used only rarely; well 

over ha! t thia number' have been preserved in collections .... " 

The lamps are 'made in a rather rough and ready'manner; They 

are wheel made on a clay 'foot'; the 'nozzle would have been 

pinched and folded when the clay:.as "et •. SincG,the folding 

distorted the rim to such an extent that the vessel would no 

longer sit evenly on its rim if upturned, the reduction of 

the clay 'toot' has been effected not by paring the clay on 

the wheel but by smoothing the. clay at the toot so as to 
, , 

re-distribute it and hence avo1d the undesirable thickness at 
~ . ~. . 

the edge of the toot. (A good example is F.569 Fig. 54.2). 
, . , 

As tar as extant exa~ples are concerned, there are none of 
'. • J .• 

the flat based variety s1nce they have all been finished in 

this way. 

None of the lamps is decorated, and indeed their 

appearance is usually somewhat grimy. Most of the lamps 
, .' 

show the evidence 0 f use in the torm 0 t soot caked around 
l·~ < 

the nozzle. It is obv1ously not possible to ascertain when 

these marks were squired, whether in the tomb or beforehand. 
~;. . 
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CA to~b not being c?ns1dere?,.F549. has a lamp in its small 

-.a~semblage, although the burial WClS in an ~rdinary grave 

whlc~ presQ~ab11 was backtl11ed; . this would not allow the 

. lamp to have burned.) 

As may be seen at other sites, chipped vessels and. 
... , -

. even sherds may deputize tor custom-made lamps on occasion. 

The two unique dishes in F596 (Figs. 81a .1 & 2) both show 

obvious reuse with the blackening around the chip in the rim. 

Miscelleneglls 

. There are three vessels in the tomb groups which 

are either unique or ~nknown torms. They ar~ the cari~ated 

,jug of'Tomb '557, the cooking pot otTomb 1551 (Fig.25 .4) 
...- " ;.' J: 

" and the cypriot jug 0 f the same tomb (J'1g.25. 17). 
~. . . 

SCARABS 
. , 

The total number ot scarsbs found in the tombs 

being catalogued is:about eighty. 
.. 

They can be divided into 

two groups - those with carved seals and those whlch are 

plain •. The ,carved 8c~~bs a8 a.rule have attracted m~ch more 

- attention than the others, possibl,. because of the emphasiS' 
, ,,,, ,." ~ - . 

whieD Petrie placed upon them tor dating. It 1s noticeable 
. . 

: for example that in the Institute. ot, Arehaeo~ogy catalogue, 

wh1lst the carved scarabs are actually drawn on the Ca~alogue 

Card as .ell as being described and referenced, the plain 

scarabs are not even mentioned. The Tomb,Card,1s frequently 

.~tuller, but it does not always mention that plain scarabs 

,have been tound. The BPI catalogue also smmetimes omits 

reference ,to them. 
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Predominantly, the carved scarabs are made of one of 

three nateriala. black or vrhite steatite, l1.mestone and 

paste. The plain scarals are cut from harder stones s:lch as 

amethystine quartz, crystal, jas~"er and red or v:hi te carnelian. 

The carving in these cases is light and rudimentary, pres~~ably 

a result of their'hardness. 

As skeletal remains are srarse, it ls L~possible 

to alot scarabs to individuals or to specific parts of the 

body. It is however apparent that the scarabs were mounted 

by at least two methods. First, a number of scarabs were 

found e1t'.er with complete or decayed. br;,)nze or silver rines. 

In tombs 1558, F582 and F584, the rings are st11l 1ntact. 

In other cases, only the bronze blocking 0 f the mounting 

h~le or the bronze, geld or electrum frame (F5G9) attests 

that the scarab Was ring-mounted. (The only complete silver 

ring (F.570) was t.und unattached.) •. Whether the scarab was 

pierced. or mounted ln a frame, 1t was t1xed to the ring by 

twisted wires. 

Second, it ls roe.ibl. that in certain instances 

no ring had been used. It is noticeable that InSny scarabs have 
. , - -

been found without a ring or bronze staining, although the bronze, 

had 1t been present, would have left'1ts mark. These scarabs 

must have been attached to the corpse 1n aome other wB;!. There 

is'a coincidence 1n the distribution ot these scarabs with 

the appearance of toggle ~lns in the same tombs. (e.g. F547, 

'F567, '1'574, F534, F593 etc.) 'Tho'se tombs which do not have 

scarabs rarely have toggle riDs. This accords with Kenyan's 

observation at Jericho, where scarabs may have teen suspended 
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by a string from pins or even suspended from the wrist or neck. 

, 1'he ('~esizns on the carved scarabs have occasioned 
" 

much com!TIent in the past. Petrie placed some of the, to!'lbs 

at Fara in a chronological ,order according to the style of 

the dea1gns and he was inclined to compare the Palestinian 

scarabs w1 th those from .sauable contexts in Egypt.l~ , In the 

present work, thesc8rsbs from Jerusalem are described 

according to Nowe20 and those £ram the collections in 

Britain have been exa~n.d by the Department of Egyptology, 

UniVersity College, London; "It'1aflelt that 1n the majority 

o t cases, the, amorphous and 0 £ten hybrid nature 0 f the designs 

is rnoreusefUlly understood without the strict Lgyptian 
-' . 

parallels which Petrie made. He had formulated his theory 

about Hyksos scarabs in 1906 and in support of the chronolocy 

at Tell Fare, he illustrated and co~pared that site with 

Tell e1 Yahudiyeh2l• 
-

That the 'scarabs arc Hyksos 1s not in dispute, but 
" ... 

, that they are, at best, suitably modified cories of l-l1ddl0 

Kinsdoa scarabs and, at worst, uninformed, unreadable 

EgyptianIzed motifs is felt to be the approach which more 

honestly fits the evidence. Few. if any, can be accorded the 

term • Royal Scarabs', even with a readable cartouche. > 
~' 

(Possibly '1558 e.v.35/5 or 1551 e.v.2/19). The tendency amongst 

so manr, however, i8 towards an unintel11gent copy executed 

by craftsmen unskilled 1n the subtletIes ot Egyptian 

hieroglyphiCs. Many signs would seem to have been chosen 

for their quasi-magical or sugcestive nature, for exa~!l"le 

the nefer sign for goodness or beauty, the ~ sign for gold 

or wealth, the ankh sIgn for longevity or eternity, etc •• 
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In S,)l'!10 caSGS, tho signs are jU.'nbled together to form a 
, . .. .Il ~ 

series-o t these' good-luck' symbols. So strong is their 

at traction that in certain cases whole de-Signs have been 

constructed with a repetition ofone:o;- two' of the~.22 In 

other cases, the hieroglyphs are so badlY mutilated that even 

it readings are possible, they can ~nly b~ tentative. Waen 

rea,dines do suggest themselves, the text is usually garbled. 

(F5?O e.v.19/l3).' 

An alternative view to this is given by Murray:-

'~he inscribed, scarabs ot the_Hyksos period are, 

usually dismissed witb the contemptuous epithet 

of 'nonsense hierogl1phs', yet many ot these scarabs 
- ' ' 

are, among the finest in workmanship ,and material ••• ' 

••• it is 'not possible that 80 much skill and 
, 

consequent cost, would have __ been spent on ignorant 

copies at misunderstood inscriptions. fl23 

She refers here particularly to the Di-n-rn RI 

scarabs, (e.g. in F55924.) and other more obvious foros. 

The Egyptianising in tluence is clear in many 0 f the 

designs, though some scarabs restrict their subject matter to 

eeometric designs, sometimes finely carved but at other times 

deeply and crudely incised. Interwoven bands are a favourite 
- < 

design, as are concentric circles. Finally, there arc a n~~ber 

, of scaraboids in the collection, notably in F565 and F570. 

BRONZE 

The bronze objects from the tombs may be divided 

into four main types:- pins and nails, daggers, rings and 

bangles, and n miscellaneous group which would include daeeer 
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. . 
fitt1ngs. Whilst the bronze objects hud not entIrely 

decayed within the tombs, thei:r present strAta is the last 

stage of a long decline. In many cases the objects are so 

extensively corroded that there is no longer any metal left. 

The corrosion has' not only brought about the destruction 

of the bronze itself but has in some cases obscured the 
, . 

original profile. The pins have suftered worst of all, 

probably because they contained so'little metal •. Many ot the~ 

had brolt€n into fragments be fore excavation. Such breaItaee 

has been exacerbated by their subsequent removal, transportation 
" ' 

and storage, with the result that it is often diftlcult to 
< ' 

know how many pins andot which des1gns the tombs oric1nally 

contained. The dacgers, hav1n~'a greater bulk of metal, have 

fared better. Even so the edges have frequently been destroyed 
.. • ¥ • 

leaving' Only the mid-rib and tang and a part 0 f the blade. 
,. 

Therlngs have already been ment1oned, but it would seem that 
" 

they suttered the same tate as the pins. 

The cataloguing 0 f the bronze work Is no t as 

careful as that of the po~tery or the scarabs. At the 

excavation stage, the number of pins entered on'the Tomb Card 
, , 

1s often queried, presumably because there were so many 
.,> "\ 

pieces. (F556, 1567 etc.).' Th_BPI catalogue'doesillustrate 
, . 

as many pins as poss1ble,'but where corrosion has obscured 
. ~ 

the patterning of the upper shaft, it is shown plain. (F~56). 

In cases where points had broken ott. some are illustrated 

as short pins with a point being shown at the broken end (F555). 
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The Institute catalogue does not include any pins at all, 

and the method of storage of the fragments .. has not avoided 
'" 

further confusion. 

It has been possible however to restore some 

degree ot order to the evidence,' t.Lrstly by counting the 

needle-eyes of the fragments of anyone tomb, thereby" , 

arr1 ving at 8. basiC figure 0 f the number of pins. Pieces 

have then been restored to the .ye8 by analysis and an 

exam1nat1.on 0 f the fragments remaining. In certain Cases 

where patterns were badly corroded, cleaning has restored 

them. llna11y, having counted the number of pins by this 

method, ~t ls noteworthy that the numbers err towards more 

pins, not less, so that few Can have been lost. 

'he daggers are in the main catalogued well 

throughout. ~he1 can •• sily be cross referenced with the 

BPI report •. The nails, rings, ban,;l •• and dagger fittings 

however have received the same cureor.y treatment as the pins. 

, . 
Analysis 

.. Forty-five ot the aTailable pieces currentl1 

reViewed were the subject. of an experimental programme of, " 

ana1ysi8 at the Research LaboratoI7 0 t the Bri t18h Museum. 

Three torma or analysis .ere attempted; . qualitative' analysis 

to determine the basic alloy, quantitative analysis to 

determine the exact composition and the trace elements, and 

semi-quantitative analysis in cases where the metal was not 

as well preserved, again to determine the main components. 

All the samp,les were analysed qualitatively by 

emission spectrography. Vnlere the constitution 0 t the metal 
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permitted. (in about halt the cases) quantitative analyses 
" ~ if \.,r • 

were carried out by, atomic absorption for the follo~~ng 
" .-

" 

e"rements:- .co'Pp~r, lead, ,silver, iron. antimony,arsenic, 

zinc a~d bis~uth, and polarography was used in these cases 
, . 

t? determine the qu~ntitiea,or nicltel and cobalt. The results 

show that the copper-based metal objects in the tombs wore ot 

threedltterent typesl ~ '. 

a) Copp~r with only. trace amounts ot othar"elements 
'. , ""' ' ' f-.. .,.: " 

b) Arsenical copper 

"c) Copper-tin, alloys. 

The analyses are publ1shed tomb by tomb in Table 1. 

The following inte~pretation has been mado of .' 

the analysest .~he period from which these bronzes come 

appears to be a period .hen arsenical copper and, copper-:-tin " 

alloys are .being used simultaneously_ In:the history of 

the Near East and,the Aeg~an it would appe~r to be ,~ne of 

transition metallurgically, in which the older arsenical 
. .. . ~ ~ 

copper was being replaced by true bronze. a copper-tin alloy. 

The quantitative analyses of those samples consisting of 

sound metal show that the copper-tin alloys from the tombs 
. " 

contain between 3.5 and 9.0% tin, a concentration typical ot 
" early bronzes. !he'arsenical coppers contained between 1.0 

and 3% arsenic; this is not as high as some of the Cycladic 

daggers which contained up to 9.~ arsenlcf,6 but it is 
. ~ ~ 

consistent with objects from both Troy ~,d Egypt, similar. . ' ' 

in date to the Tell Fara tombs. which have been. found to 

contain between 1 and 4% arsenic. 
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FAIENCE 
. .' , 

There were eleven glazed faience pots found in ~ 

the tombs under discussion. Owing to the very friable nature 
~ t, "' 

of this material they are more '0 £ten than not totally 
. . 

fr~.ernented and the surface is frequently worn away. It seems 

th~t some were in that condition when they were excavated, 

and others have achieved it since. 

Among the tombs at the 'Institute ot Archaeolocy. 

most of the faience from these tombs had already been loaned 

to the British Museum where it is new kept. Anart from this 

anomaly, the catnlogues and the Tomb Cards match up ~ell. 
, 

Two basiC forms 0 f the faience pot are to be noted, 

the one a b,ag shaped vase, sometimes slightly carinated, 

with a flat or a round base. the other is a lenticular flask, 

frequently refered to as a 'pilgrim flask'. Most of the 

extant examples preserve traces ot brown-black paint and 

the blue-green glaze. 

GYPSUM 

Several gypsum Vases were found, but they were all 

in very poor condition. 

BONE INLAY 

In several of the tombs, fragments of bone inlay 

were found. The designs are typical of the period, though 

the amount preserved in most cases (except perhaps 1551) 

would hardly furnish a complete ~nlsy. judging from the 
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size of the co~plcto ex~~plcs from Jericho. (JTI PI.XXVIII). 

It is probable thut s1ncethe destruction of bone and other 
., 

organic naterial has been so thorough at Fara, to jud~c trom 

the lack 0 r sl'i:.eletal· remains, then' only fragments 0 r the 

original inlny' ha.vEI been preserved suggestine that 1 t is 

only a remnant of the onginal. 

BEADS 
, I 

I 

'. I 

Beads, in numbors, are not very common in the tombs. 

Such that there were have been typed by Petr1e on the Tomb 
'.. ~, . , 

c Card according to the Bead Corpus in Duncan'a own 'Corpus. 
• : • t 

~hey are infrequently regist~red in present collections and 

clearly only Borne have survived. 

The materials used are paste, carneli~lt pottery, 

amethystine quartz and rarely a form or brown-white marble. 
• ... .'. f 

~ '} , .. 

The shapes ot the paste beads, , usually still bearing the 
~ . '. . 

.' , 
marks ot a faded and decayed gree-blue slIp, vary from small 

: . ~ 

!lat beads to large striated ones. The carnel1an beads are 

either lozenge ~lapedt cylindrical or barrel-shaped, but 

they are all very small. 
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'. ... .,. 
'I'HE . CAT ALOGUE 

Because of the number of vessels which 'currently 

are not aVailable for study ~ and also the variety 0 f the 

minute differences even in the relatively small sample that 

the collections exhibit, (a total of little over 200 vessels 

of.the original 350) no attempt has been made to construct 

a refined typology by which the vessels and other objects 

might be published. ~h. gross. and ,obvious differences .in .. 

function 1.e. bowls, juglets, Jugs etc. 1s the f.lrst 

cri terion 0 f d1 Vision, and then w1 thin each category 0 f each 

object the vessels are described and discussed according to 

size. the smallest first. 

AlthoughPetrie ranked some of the tombs in what 
.. 

he believed to be their chronological order. the following 
.. 

tombs are in purely numerical order. 



F545 InHti tute 0 f Archaeology, London 

(I.A. e.v.81 EPl XIV & XV) 

The tomb is located in the extreme north of 

the cemetery. (See'rig.l?) 

PLAl'1 (Fig.18) 
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, " lJ.'he plan is after Petrie, BPlpl.XVIII, with the 

section reconstructed from the depth measarements giv~n 

with that plan. The tomb is a shaft and chanber tomb 

with a stepped dromos having in all five steps. ~he roof 

is a matter of speculation since no measurement is given. 

CONTEN'l'S 

A comment on the tomb caI'd states that this is 

a disturbed burial; no skeletal remains are mentioned. 

'Ihe grave goods consisted ot nine pots. One bronze pin 

is mentioned and there are said ~o be five scarabs., Of 
I , 

i ' the nine pots, two storage jars are marked N'IH; the 

remaining seven vessels are in the Institute collection. 

As well as the pin and the five scarabs, an additional pin

and an additional scarab are found with the group. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Flg.l9a.l Small earinated bowl (e.v.8/2 F,45C 23V2) 

Max. height 7.8 cms. Max width 17.2 c~s. 
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Form.' Everted rim, upper wall sloping' " 

outwards to shoulder, .car1~ated shoulder, 

convex lower, walls, "turned disk bas:. 

!i£!. Grey ware, light grey finish; clear 

turning marks below shoulder to base. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.81l F545A 23K9 ) . ' - ' '-. ~ ~ '" ~ 

Maz. height 11.3 cms.Hax ~dth 25.2 cms. 

Form. 'Plain rim, upper wall sloping inward 

to shoulder, overtolded'carinated shoulder, 

al1ghtl1 convex lower wall, turned ring base. 

Ware. Soft Orange ware, thick butt to 

red slip. particularly noticeable on 

exterior. ' 

J ., 

Small c1'l1ndrical .1uglet (e.v.8/4 F.545G 7402) 

Max. height 11.0 cms. Max. width 7.6 ems. 

lOn. t.rhickened rim, narrow neck, rounded 

shoulder. convex sides. round base, double 
.' ~ J 

~- . ,.. 

coil handle from rim to shoulder WITH button. 

IN:I. Hard orange ware, ~u~f finish, traces 

of vertical burnish on bod3,,· 
L ... j 

Cylindrical .1uglet (e.v.8/5 F54.5Ex2 7401) 
. -

Max. height 12.2 cms. Max~ width 9.4 cms. 

Form. Thickened everted rim, narrow ~~Ck, 
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sharply carinated shoulder, straight sides, 

slightly rounded base, double coil handle 

from rirl to shoulder WITHOUT button.' " 

Ware~ Orange brown ware. butt grey. slip, 

traces otvertical burnish on body • 

. ' " ~ 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.8/6 F545Ex2 7401) 

Mu. height unknown. Mu. width 9.4 ems. 

(This Is assumed to be a cylindrical juglet 

larg~l1.because ot th~ Corpus number, but in 

fact there 18 not,. qui te enough 0 f the 

tragmentarr body to be absolutelY· certain). 
, . 

Form. Thickened rim. narrow neck, body 

miss:l.ng •• ' do.ele ooi1 handle from rim to 

8houlder .without button. '.' 

Wm.' Bran ware With white grits,' grey ~ 

whit. alip; trace. ot vertical burnish' around 

~pper juglet Ce.v.8/3 F545D 5lG?) 

Maz. height 17.2 ems. MBX. Width 6.? cms. 

(Feud inaide one otthe storage jars 

P545C; 4Y14. Curiously,: the ~omb Card re fers 

to this juglet'&s & ,'bil-bil,.) . 

Form. . Mouth broken~ narrowed' neck, slightly 
. . 

., 

angled shoulder, convex Sides, rounded base, 
. . 

single coil handle trom below rim to shoulder. 
~ ". ~ ,(, ~, 

Ware. Orange-brown ware; buff-grey finish; 

marks ot vertical burnish. 
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• I 

.~. :. 
, " 

Single spouted lamp (e.v.8/7 F545F 91Al) 

Max. height 4.5 ems. Max. width 11.4 ems. 
/ ~ , 

Form. Single spout. very slight folding at 
.... ',.' ~. 

nozzle, rounded walls, round base. , 
, , 

!!£l. ',Orange ware with buff-grey slip. 

Ce.v.8/18 'BPI Pl.TII, 45) 

Length 1.4 _8.' Bl'eaclth 0.9 em.. Height 0.6cms., 

Bte.tit,,; Ten interlocking 8crall •• : . 

(e.v.8/19 BPI Pl.VII,46) 

Length 1.7 cma. Breadth 1.1 ems. Height 0.8 ems. 

Jt.a~1tel: Standing figure of hawk headed 

p8l'11On t'!Onls.. &a1's Tomb Card) w1 th outstreaeh

"d l,tt arm - above and below are ura.i. 

BelOw,· the .!.!l!. eign. 

(e.v.SllO BPI, Pl.~I,47) 

Leagth 1.7 om8. Breadth 1.2 ems.' Height 0.8 ems 

,te.tite,' : ,tull , frontal nude remale -

indication 0 t pubic triangle; standing on 

!!!!. sign if this 1s intended. The two sides 

are feathered and could be interpreted as 

two 'tlanking reeds, but this 1s dubious. 

Th.Tomb Card identities the figure as 'Bathor'. 



Fig.19b.4 

; '. ~ 

'. 
Fig.19 b. 6 
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(e.v.8/22 BPI Pl.VII,49) 

Length 1.9 ,ems. Breadth 1.3 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steatite; A rope, border within which is an 

interloeldng se~ll border. Above, Kheper; 

Below, udjet (eye of horus); below, the 
. ", '" 

-' 

~ sign tlanked by single nefer signs; 
'. 

below '1 
! • -;. . ' , 

. ' 

(e.v.8/21 '. BPI Pl.VII. 48) . 

Length 2.6 ems. Breadth 1.8 ems. Height 1.1 ems. 

steatite; The scarab has no consecutive sense. 

Top; Garbled winged disk, below which are two 

antithetic udjet signs (eye of Horus). 

Between them is the hetep sign. Below· .. t 
. -

two-Braei face each other wearing the red 

crown 0 f Lower Egypt. Between them is an 

'ankh: sign fianked by single ne fet signs. 

t Below this group 1& the hieroglyph .§!. . .. . 

,_ fianked. by single reed hieroglyphs. . Below 

again is the !!!.2. sign. !'he probable in tended 

reading 1s a mixture of good luck symbols:-

nub· for gold; !Jlldl' for ·11fe; nefer for 

gOod' fortune; uraey with crown for royal 
; 

. 'power;1 udjet .s a well known amulet. 
, .... ., 

, -
(not recorded) 

Length 1.5 ems. Breadth 1.0 cms. Height 0.4 ems. 

, ,- Amethist in gold setting; back lightly 

inCised; seal blank. 



Pins 

Fig.19b.7 
", , 

BP! Pl.VI,l 

Max length 18.2 ems. (based upon BPl) 

Form. Vertical plain upper shaft with -
slight swelling at top; lower shaft 

fragmented but plain. 
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Analysis.BM.54.5/1, ~ 8, 4 Copper-tin alloy; 

quantitative analysis not attempted. _ 

Not illustrated Possibly fragments of BP! Pl.VI,2 

Max. length unknown. 

Form. Shaft fragments show no docoration. 

Analysis. BM.545/3·· Copper-tin alloy; 

Quant1tative analys1snot attempted. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) The BP! catalogue, PI.XV, has omitted the two bowls 

trom the list. Their restoration Is effected from 

the tomb card. 

ii) The Institute of Archaeology catalogue numbers are 

strangely non-consecutive. The pottery is labelled 

from e.v.8/l - 7, but the scarab numbers do not 

resume untll e.v.8/l8 onwards, omitting the use of 

ten numbers. The pins as always are not catalogued here. 

lii} As usual, the corpus type attributed to the storage Jar 

of the group varies. The Tomb Card recorda it as 

43V4; BP! records 43E4. 
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iv) The most curious anomaly of this group is the 

a~pearance in the Institute collection ot a tine 

carved a~ethyst scarab in a gold setting and clearly 

labelled 545; nothing is mentioned ot this in the 

Institute catalogue, nor yet does it appear in BP! 

or the Tomb Card. Indeed, there Is no ,!'omb Card 

in the whole 0 t the group 0 f these tombs which 

mentions such a scarab. '~ereasJ therefore, it is 

published with this group, it is felt that in all 

probability it does not belong to this tomb, although 

it is of this period. 

v) The Tomb Card records one toggle pin (broken), but 

BPl Pl.VI illustrates two pins. There may well be 

the ~agments of two pins in the lnstitute Collection, 

but only ono 1s capable or reconstruction. 



Y550 Instltute ot Archaeo1ogy,London~ 

(One piece only, Erltish Huseum~) 

(e.v.11 BPI P1.XIV & XV) 

~;he tomb lles in the North-Eastern area 0 f the 

cemetery close to a similarly designed tomb F~59. 

(see Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig.20) 
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The plan, taken from BPI Pl.XVII after Petrle, 

indicates a large shaft and double-chambered tomb. The 

dromos has six steps and approaches from,the north; It is 

markedly separate from the chambers, having a 'doorway' on 

to a landing between the ~~o chambers. ~he cha~bers also 

are thus seperated from each other by this 'landing' step. 

Unlike the more usual kidney-shape ot the bilobate tombs, 

this tomb has virtually rectangular chambers. 

The section has been reconstructed from the 

depth measurements given and from sketches of s1milar 

tomb sections within the group. ~he roof, however, both 
, 

in height and shape. is largely conjectural. . 

Three -photographs 0 t the tomb are to be seen 

in BPI Pl.VIII. 

CONTENTS 

From the plan BPI Pl.XVII it Is clear that 

there were flve bodies found within the tomb. (BPI p.5; 

paragraph 11.) Petrie has observed that they were so placed:-



ft ••• that it is impossible for them to have 

been swathed for burial. The varied 

position of the legs suggest that after 

death the bodY was left to stiffen, and 

then cllrried out and buried as it was. tt 
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'Two skeletons in the Western Chamber are placed 

north-south with their heads to the north. The remaining 

three sl~eletons 0 t the group were placed in the eastern 

chamber west-east, two with heads to the east and one to 

the west. The plan indicates that whilst four of the total 

are adults. the skeleton nearest the dromos in this eastern 

chamber (head east) was that of a juvenile. Further, it 
. , 

would seem that the skeleton farthest away from the dromos 

1n the eastern chamber, (head west) 'was placed in the tomb 

after the one ot the other two since it partially overlies 

it and the skull of the underlying skeleton seems to be 

missing as though disturbed. (No attempt has been made to 

render these s~eletons on the present tomb plan, but 

see BPl Pl.XVII.) 

'1'he grave goods foro a large group for' the 

cemetery, with nine various bowls, tour cylindrical 

juglets, five dipper juglets, two jugs, two lamps and 

nine storage Jars, together with a number of toggle pins, 

a bronze dagger, a faience vase, beads and five scarabs. 

o t the to tal 0 t thirty-one ve ssels, the 

Institute collection prescrve~ eighteen, including eiCht 

of the nine bowls, three 0 f the four cylindrical juglets, 

all five d~pper juglets, one of the two jugs and both the 

lamps. Although only four of the storage jars are marked 



NTH on the Tomb Card, none is now preserved leaving five 

unnccounted for but most probably also le ft behind. '1 v:o 

:'pins are preserved, the dagger, vase, beads and the five 

scarabs. 

From the plan it is possible to attribute some 

of the pottery to one or other 0 t the two chambers of the 

tomb. 

POTTERY 

CA photograhpic illustration of seven selected 

pieces from this tomb group 1s shown in BPI Pl.VIII) 
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An, .attempt has been mede to assign the cataloGued 

vessels to one or other 0 r the two chambers •. :lThis, 

howeyer, is not always possible, either because the 

chambers have some corpus types in common or because the 

corpus types in the report plan are not always those of 

the Tomb Card catalogue. (See anomalies). 

The two chambers then contained the following 

potterys-

West (two bodies) 4 bowls, 1 cylindrical juglet, 2 dipper, 

juglets, 4 jars and a dagger. 

East (three bodies) 5 bowls, 3 cylindrical juglets, 3 

dipper juglets, Z jugs, 2 lamps and 

5 jars. 

The whereabouts of the scarabs, five in all, is not given. 



POTTERY 

. Bowls 

Fig.21.1 
" 

Fig.2l.2 
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". 

Small carInated bowl (e.v.I/5 'F550G l8J4) WEST 

MaX.heIght 7.9 cms. Max width 17.0 cms. 

Form. Sliehtly everted rim. vertical upper 

wall, ,carinated Shoul'de~. convex lower wall, 

turned disk base. 

!!!!. Orange~butt-ware with butt finish; 

turning marks below shoulder. 

-Small carinated bowl (e.v.l/6 F.5~OU 2)J6) WEST 

Max. height 8.0 cms. Max width 16.8 ems. 

l2£!. Marked everted rim. upper wall angled 

out to shoulder, marked carInatIon. turned 

disk base. 

!:!!':!.. Orange ware with buff self slIp. 

Sma 11 carinated bowl (e. T .1/6 F5.50F: 23E3 ) "EST 

Max. height 6.7 ems. Max width 18.0 ems. 

Form. Marked everted rim, concave upper wall. 

very round shoulder, convex wall to base, 

turned flat disk base. 

Ware. Sott orange ware, grey-buff slip, 

turning marks only at base. 



Fig.2l.4 

Fig.2l.5 

Fig.21.6 

Fig.2l.7 
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Small carinated bowl (e.v.I/5 F550CC l8J8) EAST 
, 

Max. height 7.5 cms. Max width 18.4 cms. 

Form. Everted rim, vertical upper wall, rounded 

shoulder, convex wall to base, turned dist base. 

" 

!!!!. Hard red-orange ware, red mottled appearance. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.l/2 F550H 23Kl2) EAST? 

Max. height 11.8 cms. Max. width 26.0 cms. 

FOrm. Everted rim, very flared shoulder. convex 

walls to turned ring base; warped. 

, 
Ware. Red Ware with brown core. butt slip inside 

and out; very clear turning marks below shoulder. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.l/4 F550BD 18J~) EAST 

Max. height 10.2 ems. Max. width 29.2 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, vertical above shoulder. 

marked shoulder. slightly convex to base; marked 

ring base. 

Ware. Dark red-brown ware; exterior has a red 

blotched appearance;' turning marks noticeable 

on the inside ot the vessel. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.l/,3 F.5.50T· 2.3J3) EAST? 

Max. height 13.5 cms. Max. width 30.0 cms. 

~. ~~erted rim, high flaring shoulder, convex 

walls to turned ring base. 
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War~. Hard gritted red ware, very slight traces 

of wheel burnish, turning marks from shoulder 

dovmvlards. 

Fig. 21.8 Platter (e.v.l/l F550S 6C3) EAST 

Juglets 

Fig.21.9 

Max. height 9.1 cms. Hax. width 38.4 cms. 

Form. Slightly inverted rim, shallow angled walls, 

marked turned ring base. 

~. Orange ware, traces of butt slip inside. 

interior burnished radially. 

Small cylindrical juglet (e.v.l/llb F550X 7403) EAS~ 

Max. height 7.8 ems. Max. width 5.7 cms. 

~. Slightly thickened rim, narrow neck, 

angular shoulder, convex sides, rounded base, 

double coil handle trom rim to shoulder WllH 

button. 

Ware. Orange ware; traces ot red slip. 

Fig.2l.10 Small cylindrical juglet (e.v.l/llb F550K 7405)WEST 

Max. height approx. 8 ems. Max. width 6.4 ems. 

~. Neck missing, angular shoulder, tapering 

sides, round base, double coil handle - button 

area missing.' 
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~. Dark brown ware; traces of butt finish; 

badly decayed. 

Not illus- Totally fragmented cylindrical juglet. 

trated. (F550Z 740) EAST (Not registered at I.A.) 
• 

Form. Very bulbous rim, narrow neck, body 
c' • 

completely broken, double coil handle fro;n rim 

to shoulder. 

, ' Ware. Orange ware, butt finish. 

Fig. 21.11 Dipper Juglet (e.v.I/9 F550DD 5lG4) EITHER 

Max. height 17.4 cms. Max. width 6.7 c~s. 

Form. Small pincbed mouth; parallel walled neck, 
~ , ~ 

wide shoulder, parallel sides, ,slightly pointed 

base, single ovate handle from below rim to 

shoulder. 

!.!!:.!.. < Hard orange ware, slip variegatedly fired 

butt and red with vertical burnish. 

Fig. 21.12 Dipper Juglet (e.v.1/8 F.550E 51G4) EITHER 

Max. height 20.0 cms. Max width 7.5 cms. 

, , 

Form. - Pinched mouth, slightly narrowing neck, 

round shoulder, rounded sides, rounded base; 

flattened single handle trom below rim to shoulder. 

!!!!. Fine brown ware, butt self finish; turnine 

marks near base. 
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Fig.2l.l3 Dipper juglet (e.v.l/10 F;5QFF 51GLf-) EITHER 

Max. height 21.8 cms. Hax. width 7.5 cms. 

~. Wide slightly pinched mouth, wide neck, 

roughly made tapering body, stub base. Single 

coil handle from below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Orange ware, variegatedly fired buff-orange 

finish. 

Fig.2l.l4 Dipper juglet (e.v.l/? F550EE 51G2) EAST 

Max. height 22.9 cms. Max. width 9.3 cms. 

~. Wide pinched mouth, narrowing neck. extra 
. ~ , 

wide shoulder, tapering sides, pOinted base, 

single coil handle from aelow neck to shoulder. 

Ware. Grey ware, heavily gritted, light grey/buff 

slip, vertically burnished. 

Not illus- Dipper juglet (e.v.l/14 F550L 51G4) EITHER 

trated. 

Jugs 

Fig.22.l 

Fragments only - no measurement possible. 

Form. Incomplete; narrowing neck, seemingly 

rounded body, single coil handle from below neck 

to shoulder. 

~. Soft orange ware; buff self (1) slip. 

Single handle jug (e.v.l/l2 F5~OY 38P3) EAST 

Max. height 2;.6 ems. Max. width 17.2 cms. 



Lamns , 

Fig.22.2 

Fig.22.,3 

" 

SCARABS 

Fig.23a.l 
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Form. Rim broken, wide neck, round shoulder, 

tapered to base, smallna.t bese, strap handle 

from below neck to'shoulder. 

Ware. Dark. brown gritted ware, red finish with -
marks of vertical burnish; very roueh turning 

marks below shoulder. 

Single spouted lamp (e.v.l/13b F550AA 9lA4) EAST 
, 

Max. height 4.0 cms. Max. width 11.2 ems. 

Form. Single sPout, nozzle missing but apparently 

slightly tolded over, rounded walls to rounded 

base. 

Ware. Had ware, butt slip. 

Single spouted lamp (a.v.I/l3a F550V 9lAI) EAST 

Max. height 4.0 ems. Max width 11.6 ems. 

Form. Single spout (burned), slight folding at 

nozzle. Rounded rim. sharply sloping sides, 

round base. 

Ware. Brown 'ware, butt slip. 

(e.v.l/20 BPI Pl.VII,31 ) 

Length 1.4cms Breadth l.lcms Height o.7cms 

White Faience (lA cat;); ? ~ ~ , giving the 
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meaning:- "Protecting the na~e" (lA "Protection 

of ••• ft). 

Fig. 23a.2 (e~v.1/l8 BPI' PI.VII,29) 

Length 1.7 ems. Breadth 1.1 ems. Height 0.8 ems. 

Yellow tai~nee (lA Cat); Ntr ntr M' - ib _Rf --- .....-. --
~ ~. , g1Ying the reading:-

"The good god Ma-ib-re 'given liteft • (lA" ••• gifted 

with life.") D.1n. XV ?Sheshi 

Fig.23a.3 (e.Y.1/19 BPl Pl.VII.30) 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

White raience"disc~loured (lA Cat); 

Debased winged sun disk: §.!. .!!!? flanked by ? 

Neter sign. Good luck or protective signs. 

Hyksos period. 

Fig.23a.4 (e.v.l/16 BPI Pl.VII,27) 

Length 1.9 ems. Breadth 1.3 ems. Height 0.8 ems. 

\\'hite steatitej Hawk headed man (Horus?) with 

!!! sceptre; flanked by neter behind and Khe~er 

sign in front •. XV or ? XVI dyne Hykaos. 

(lA Cat. incorrectly both draws and describes the 

~ sceptre as a man "holding a lotus") 

Fig.23a.; (e.v.l/l? BPl Pl.VII,28) 

Length 1.9 ems. Breadth 1.3 cms. Height 0.9 cms. 

White taience (lA Cat.); Two bearded figures 

facing one another, wearing the names head-cloth 

and long kilt. 



BRONZE 

Pins -, 
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Fig.23b.l Possibly equivalent to BPI PI.VI.l? (Not Cat. lA) 
" ,< 

Max. length 9~3 ems. 

~orm. Vertical upper shaft with light horizontal 

grooves; lower shaft slightly curved. 

Analysis. BM550/2 Copper-arsenic alloy. 

Table 1. No.l. 

>, , , 

Fig. 23b.2 BPI Pl.VI,16 (Not Cat. lA) 

Dagger 

Fig.23b.3 

Max. length 14.4 cms. 

~. Vertical upper shaft with heavy horizontal 

grooves; , lower abaft plain. 

Analysis. BM550/l Heavily corroded; analysis 

impossible. 

(e. v.l/15 BPI PI. VI, ll .. ) 

Max. length'Zl.l cms. Max. width 4.8 c~s. 

Form. Tanged fiat slightly ribbed blade with 

conCave edges and rounded point. 

Analysis. lot available for analysis. 
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FAIENCE 

F1~.23b.4 Glazed faience vase (rn1 W.Asiatic Dept. L853 
<, BPI Pl~VI,l5) 

Max. height 7.2 cms~, Max. width 4.5 cms INCOMPLETE 

BONE 

Form. R1.m missing, neck broken, body bag 

shaped, base rounded. 

!!£!. White faience, green glaze, brown pai~t 

ina chevron, bar. and petal decoration. 

Described ,by Petrie as 'Kbhl Pot' 

(NB discrepancy in the chevron decoration) 

Fig.23b.5 ~wo ot ten bone bars of varying length, each 

having ten holes passing right through the 

narrow dimension. The purpose 0 f these is' 

unclear. Because of the obvious decimal 

BEADS 

coincidence or ten bars with ten holes they 

might be of metric origin. (Not mentioned 

on Tomb Card, BPI or lA Cat.) 

Not 111u- 29 small cowrie shells, each with the top 

strated missing, presumably to assist threading. 

Not illu- 4 small carnelian beads, two lozenge shaped, 

strated 1 cylindrical and 1 ring shaped. 
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Not illu- Several hundred very small pot and faience beads (?), 
, 

strated tubular 1n shape • 
", , 

... 

Not 111u- A num~er of small mother of pearl disks with 
• 

strated holes through (max •. width 6 mm) 

CATALOGUE ANOHALIES 

i) As frequently happens among this group,. presumably 

because 0 t their comparative scarcity, there .. is a 

confused and variant set of readings given for the 

typing 0 t the. jugs in the tomb. 

The Tomb Card records two jugs only, F550N and 

F550Y which read 38B2 and 34P3 respectively. In the 

Corpus, there is no such class 34P3, but there is a 

e~ass 38P3, and this tomb 550 is given as a source, as 

indeed it ls for 38B2. The Tomb Card has an ink 

adjustment at F550Y tr9m 34P3 to 3SP3 as a result. 

Despitethls chanse, the plan ot the tomb in 

BPl PI.XVII which gives all the corpus numbers of the 

vessels fGund preserves the original typing of the 

~omb Card, 1.e. 34~3 and 38BZ. Accordingly conflat1ng 

both sets of information, the BPI Catalogue of the 

group PI.XV gives all the varl~nts as occurrent types, 

34P3, 38B2 and 38P3, making three jugs in all, not the 

original two. Undoubtedly the correct typology to adopt 

1s the read1n~ 38B2 and 38P3. since the 34P type is a 

XXth Dynasty torm (unless of course this 1s the source 

of the original confusion). 
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ii) 1wo cylindrical juglets 0 f the original four on the 

Tomb Card are catalogued in the Institute of Archaeology 

Collection. A third cylindrical juglet does however 

lodee there also, albeit fra~entary. It has been 

restored to the group. 

iil) ~he usual discrepancies occur among the typing of the 

nine'storage jars; the ~omb Card has types 43 R8, 

T4 Se V4 whereas the BPI cataloe;ue has 43 D4, E4 Bc F3. 

F.5.50Q and F.5.50Roriginally were' typed on the 

~omb Card as 41N and 4lM respectively, patently an 

error to judge from the photograph in BPI Pl.VIII 

where these jars are shown. 1'hey have been a.'tlended at 

some time to read 43A3 and 43AZ which has been 

perpetuated in the BP catalogue and the BPI plan. 

~he bowl types vary considerably from one source 

to another:-

Tomb Card: 

BP Plans 

BP Cat.: 

6C3, 

,GC3, 

6C3, 

18J4, 7 It 8, 

18.14, 8 Se 9, 

18J4,l'!:8 Se 9, 

21B, 

21S t 

21B 

231:3, J3, J4, Se Kl2 

23E3 t tu8, Bc Kl9 

The class 23'18 completelY omitted from the BP cataloeue. 

iv) Oddly, the t.lve scarabs of this tomb do not feature 

at all on the Tomb Card, although they are clearly 

catalogued in BPl Pl.XIV as five scarabs. 

v) Two pins are recorded on the~omb Card and two are 

illustrated in BPl Pl.VI,l6 & 17. No. 16 is certainly 

Fie.23b.2, but 17 is both Undecorated and is far too 

large easily to be equated with F.1g.23b.1 
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vi) The faience pot in PI.VI varies slightly in design 

to the one now in the Pritish Museum - possibly a 

slip in the drawing. More interestingly, the size of 

the vessel is not correctly represented as a 2:3 

reduction. From an observation or the actual vessel, 

it would seem that it was originally dra~n 112 and then 

reduced 2r3 to give an actual reduction or its 

orieinal height as 1:3. 



F55l Institute of Archaeology, London. 

(e.v.2/ BP XIV & XV) 

The tomb lies in the north-western area of the 

cem~tery (see Fig.l?). 
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The plan, after Petrie BPI Pl.XVII, is that of a 

large bilobate tomb with the usual six-stepped"dromos. The 

axis 0 t the shaft and chamber bear slightly west 0 f north by 

some 120 • but otherwise the tomb conforms with others 0 f this 

type with its entrance trom the north. 

The dromos for~s a separate area trom the champer, 

having a marked "doorway" at the bottom step. Apparently . 
this doorway was completely blocked with large 'stone slabs' 

(BPI Pg.5 Para.ll) which were thought sufficientl,. unusual 

and important ,to merit a photograph (BPI PI.VIII). The 

blocking is significant in that material was found both 

in the dromos and the chamber which can clearly be divided 

into two separate groups. 

CONTENTS 

No mention 1s made on the Tomb Card of any skeletal 

remains, but the plan of the tomb in BPI PI.XVIII shows a 

single skull in the southern part of the eastern chamber. 
• < 

Groups 0 f pottery in other parts 0 f the tomb would indicate 

that other remains have been lost. ~he tomb contained 

twenty-nine vessels in all, divided into two groups. The 

first, a group of five vessels, was found in the stepped 
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dromos area, &nd·Judging by the blockingmlght well 

represent a fins.l burial; the group consisted of three bowls, 

a uipper juglet and a jug. The second group was found in 
" 

the chamber, consisting of the remaining twenty-four ves8cls; 

five bowls, seven cylindrical juglets, three dipper juglets, 

two jugs, two lamps, four storage jars and one cooking pot. 

'ot the twenty-nine vessels, six are marked NTH 

on the Tomb Card, and one, a bowl in th~ stairway, was 

found in ,fragments. The remaining t~ent1-two vessels ,are 

presently represented by sixteen catalogued at the Institute 

and one uncatalogued piece, making a total of seventeen 

availablo for publication and five unaccounted for. 

In addition to the pottery, three tog~le pins are 

recorded on the tomb card, together with a b~onze dagGer 

and seven scarabs, one of which belong to the dramas group. 

Also, t~ere are a number of fr~gments at bone inlay from the 

western part of the chamber, as well as four metal beads, 

two of which are very smal~ ring shaped beads, and the other 

two are very small lozenge shaped, ,although none of this 

material is mentioned on the Tomb Card. It would seefn likely 

also that, although unrecorded, there should be a small 

alabaster jar added to the group. 

The material has been set out in the description, 

though not in the plates, as two groups, that of the 

stairwaY and that of the chamber. A photoeraph ot a selection 

of the contents at the tomb is shown in BPI Pl.VIII. 

No attempt has been made further to subdivide the 

material trom the chamber despite 'the suggestive nature of 

the numbered locations on the plan BPI.PI XVII. If F550 1s 
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any gaide. it would seem that some objects are clearly 

communal and that the exact position of other vessels in 

relation to the burials is quite arbitrary. 
" 

GROUP I - STAIRWAY 

The Tomb Card distinguishes this group by the use of 

a capital A followed by a number. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.2/2 F55lA2 18J6) 

Hax. height 7.3 cms. Hex. width 17.8 crus. 

Form. Everted rim, upper wall vertical. sl1£ht 

carination, straight walls to turned disk base. 

!!!!. Hard grey-brown ware, light' grey finish, 

turning marks to base trom shoulder. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.2/1b F55lA4 23K6) 

Hex. height 13.0 ems.' Hax. width 32.8 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, upper wall angled inwards to 

shoulder, marked flaring at shoulder, increased 

angle to base; turned disk base. 

!!!!. Gritted orange ware, tine 'buff slip, 

turning marks below shoulder. 
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Juetlets 

, 
Fig.25.l2 Small dipper juglet~ (e.v.2/6 F5.5l probably A5 

Jug. 

5lG7) • 

Max, height 12.7 ems. Max. width 5.0 erns. 

Form. Mouth missing; narrowed neck, rounded 

shoulder. angled sides, slightly pointed base, 

single coil handle trom rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Hard orange ware. 

Fig. 26.1 Single handle jug (e.v.2/12 F551Al 38H5) 

SCARAB 

Max. height 35.6 ems. Max. width 11.2 ems. 
Form. Mouth missing, everted rim, wide neck, 

round shoulder, tapering sides, pointed base, 

single strap handle trom rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Grey ware. 

Fig. 27a.7 (e.v.2/19 BPVII,ll)" 

Limestone? (lA 'steatite t ); white faded blue. 

Squared scroll pattern, S'z !' tollowed by a 

cartouche with a debased royal name. lA Cat. 

reads:- .2!. B!. !£! !!la B!:. • giving the meaning 

"Son ot the Sun, Ma-neb-re". This could be 

a prenomen for Sheshi. 
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POTTERY 

Bowls 

", 

Fig. 2.5.2 

GROUP 2 - CHA1·mER 

Small bowl 1 (Not registered anywhere) 

Could be the fragmented bowl from the stairway 

F55l. No measurements possible. 

Form. Lower wall and turned disk base only. 
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~. Grey-orange ware, thick grey sliPi marks 

of turning around the base. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.2/3 F55lW 23K4). 

Max. height 6.0 ems. Max. width 16.2 ems. 

!:Orm. Plain rim, upper wall ang~ed outwards 

to rim, slightly. flared car~nation at shoulder, 

slightly convex lower wall; turned disk base • 

.!i!!.t!.. 'l'hick brown ware W1 th grits; coarse red-' 

grey mottled tinish. 

Fig. 25.4 Cooking pot (1) (e.v.2/15 F55lU 32£3) 

Max. height not available. Max. width 2l.6.cms. 

Fo~. Everted rim, globular body, base missing. 

1/8re. Coarse orange, ware with buff exterior; -. 
roughly made, charcoal-blackened outside. 



Juglets' , 

F1g.25.7 

Fig. 2.5. 8 
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Large' carinated bowl (e.v.2/1a F551G a8) 
,. 

Hax. height 10.3 ems. Max. width 26.4 cms. 

Fbrm,. Plain ~1m, angled upper wall, pronounced 

flaring Carination, convex lower wall, turned 

ring base (cracked). 

Ware~ Light orange ware, light grey-bufr slip. , 

Interior radially burnished below shoulder; 

turning marks on exterior below shoulder to base. 

cylindrical juglet (e.v.2!9 P551Q 7407) 
Max.height 10.6 cms. Max. width 8.8 cms. 

. ~ ~ ~ 

Fbrm. Thickened rim, narrow neck,very rounded 
, , 

shoulder, 'slightly tapering sides, slIghtly rounded 

base, double c01l handle from rim to shoulder 

WITH button.' 

War.e. Orange ware, red slip with vertical burnish. 

Cylindrical juglet (e.".2I'10 1551R 7401 by'elim.) 

Max. height 12.5 cms. , Max. width 1,0.4 cms. 

. .. ". ...~ 

Rim missing, narrow neck,' angled shoulder, 

slightly convex sides, rounded base. double 

coil handle from neck to shoulder. Button not 
" 

discernable. 

Ware. 'Orange ware, thin butt slip, vertical 

burnish, turning marks near base. 

, " 



, ' 

F1g. 2,5. 10 

~. ' .. 

F1g.25.11 

Cylindrical jug1et Ce.v.219 F.5.51N 7407) 
" 

,l~ax. heit.,ht 13.0 ems. ' Max. width 9.9 ems. 

" 

Form' _. 'l'hicltened rim, narrow neck, round 

shoulder, slightly tapering sides, slightly 

rounded base, dou~lQ coil handle trom rim to, 

shoulder WITHOUT button. 
, 
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Ware. Grey ware:., lie;ht grey slip vd th vertical 

burnish.' 'Turning marks below shoulder and 

around base. 

Hex. height 14.2 cms. Hax. width 9.4 cms. 

l2!!. Thickened'rim,'narrow neck, rounded 

shoulder, convex sides, slightly rounded base, . , 

double c01l handle rim to shoulder WITH button. 

'Ware., Dark grey ware with drab grey slIp; 

traces of vertical burnish. 1'urn1n& marks on base. 

CylIndrical juglet (unreEIstered F55lK 74012) 
.' Max. height 11.9 ems. Max. width 10.4 ems. 

Form. Thickened rim, narrow neck, slightly 
. ': ,. t· ~ 

angled shoulder, sllghtl1 convex sides, 
, ' 

slightly rounded base, double coll handle 

, trom rim to shoulder WITHOUT button. 

Butt ware, with worn buff-orange 

finish. 
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Fig.25.l3 Dipper Juglet (e.v.2/5 F551T 51G4) See 'anomalies' 

Max. height 17.2 ems. Max. width 6.2 cms. 

'. , ~. Slightly pinched mouth, narrow neck, 

rounded shoulder, convex sides, sliehtly pointed 

bese, single coil h~ndle from below rim to shoulder. 

~. Orange ware with dark red-buff blotched 

slip; vertical burnish. 

Fig.25.14 Dipper juglet (e.v.2/4 F551V 51G3) 

!~ax. height 17.6 ems. Max. width 6.9 ems. 

~. Slightly pinched mouth, narrow neck, 

slightly angled shoulder, convex sides, base 

broken. Single coil handle trom below rim to 

shoulder. 

!L!!!:!. Butf ware with butt grits; surface very 

badly pitted. 

Fig.25.l5 nipp~r juglet (e.v.2/7 F55lK 5lG2) 

Max. height 21 ems plus Max. width 9.2 cms. 

Form. Mouth lacking, narrow neck, slightly 

angled shoulder, slightly convex sides, pointed 

base, handle missing. 

!!£!. Grey ware with worn yellow-grey slip. 

Traces of vertical burnish. 
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Fie.25.16 Single hondlo jug (e.v.2/13 F551L 35p2) 

~. Max. height 24 ems. plus Max. width 17.6 c:ns. 

Fig.Z5.l7 

Lamps 

~. Houth and ne ck missing, round shoulder, 

convex tapering sides, small flat base, single 

handle missing. 

Ware. Grey-burr ware with grey finish. Surface -
worn and concreted; tUrning marks below shoulder. 

,1 ., 

Cypriot jug (e.v.Z/ll F551P 68R) 

Max. height 31.6 ems. Mex. width 22.0 ems. 

Form. Sliehtly everted rim, long neck tapering 

out.uds, spherical body, single recta.ngular . 
sectioned handle from well below rim to shoulder. 

War'!. Hand made grey-brown ware with black on red 

decoration. ~he dark red paint is oVerpainted 

with zones ot parallel black lines, each zone 

perpendicular to its neighbours. The paint is 

very worn and tla~ed.. (The piece is in every 

way anomalous to the whole tomb group.) 

Single spout lamp (e.v.2/14 F551Y 9lAl) 

, Max. height 4.3 ems. Max. width 12.2 cms. 

Form. Single .pouted, slightly folding at nozzle, 

curved walls to flat base. 



F1g.26.3 
" 

SCARABS 

Fig.27a.l 

. , 
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Ware. Grey ware with light grey gritted finish. 

Single s~out lamp. (e.v.2/14a F55lX 91A4) 

Max. height 5.0 ems. Max, width 13.3 ems. 

. ' 

~. Single spouted, folding at nozzle, curved 

walls to slightly rounded base. 

Ware. Orange brown ware, natural finish. This 

piece indicates the method of manufacture, with 

the rim and upper. wall fine and wheel made. 

fJ:'he lower part and the base are rough and heavy. 

'l'ha process is that the one-time pedastal on 
. .. . 

which the lamp was made lIas not turned 0 ff since 

the vessel would not sit flush on the wheel once 

the nozzle had been made. The pedestal was 

therafore scraped and smoothed roughly over the 

lower part to reduce the ihickness and the danger 

o t cracking. 

(e.v.2/23 BPI Pl.VIl,16) 

Length 1.6 ems. Breadth 1.1 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steatite, yellowishi Nub sign (for good luck) -
~nh n R~ meaning "Lite ot Ra". - --

Fig.27a.2 (e.v.2/20 BPl Pl.VII.13) 

Length 1.9 ems. Breadth 1.3 cms. Height 1.3 crus. 

Steatite, yellow. Above, Two urae1 flanking 

a papyrus clump representing the North. Centre, 
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debased winged sun disk. Below, two ne fe.!: signs 

signifying good luck. 

I" 

Fig.27a.3 (e.v.2/18 BPI Pl.VII,lO) 

Length 1~9 cos~ Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 1.2 ems. 

Steatito, yellowia~; Kneeling deity; standing 

falcon deity ~ith outspread wings possibly proteetine 

Kheper sign. 

Fig.27a.4 (e.v.2/21 BPI Pl.VII,14) " 

Steatite, white; Possibly"afloral/1otus and 

a spiral design, or possibly an insect (1) design. 

Fig. 27a.5 (e.v.2/22 BPI Pl.VII,15) 

Length 2.0 cos. Breadth 1.4 cms. lleieht l.l~ ems. 

'bite steatite; Above, Kheper flanked by djed ' 

sign and lotus antithetically. Centre, debased 

winged disk. ' Below,. group 0 f three unreadable 

hieroglyphs repeated. 

(e.v.2/l7 ·BPI Pl.VII,12) 

Length 2.2 ems. Breadth 1.5 ems. Height 1.4 ems. 

F'aience, yellow; Lebased papyrus clump with 

striations for water; two buds possibly at base 

(lA Cat. "lotus"). 
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BRm~ZE , 

Pins -
Fig.27b.l Ought to equal BPl PI.Vl,5. 

Max. length 4.2 cms. INCOHPLETE 

FOI~. Vertical upper shaft, plain. -
Lower shaft missing. 

AnRlysis. BH551/5 Copper. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

Fig.27b.2 BPl PI.VI,6. 

Hax. lenzth 4.9 crns. INCOHPL1'l.E. 

For~. Vertical' twisted square sectioned upper 

shaft; lower shaft missing. 

Analysis. Heavily corroded; analysis 

not attempted. 

Fig.27b.3 BPI PI.VI,8. 

Max. length 11.9 ems. 

~. Vertical twisted square sectioned upper 

shaft; plain slightly curved lower shaft. 

Analysis. BH551/l Copper-Ars~nlc alloy. 

Quantitative analysis; 'l'able 1. No.2 
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Fig.27b.4 BPI Pl.VI,7. 

"' 

raggers 

}1ax. leneth 12.3 C:1:S. INCOHPLE:IE 

Form. Swollen headed upper shaft with three twists 

above eye. Lower shaft slightly curved but now 

incomplete. 'I'he probable original length 

according to BPI 1s 18.0 erns. 

Analys1!_ a~5~1/2 ,Copper-tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

, 

Fig.27b.5 E.V. Z/l6 BPI Pl.VI,ll. 

RinGS 

Mex. length 17.7 cms. Max. width (incomplete) 2.5cms 

Form. The dagger is very badly diseased and the 
\ 

tore bears no relationship to the drawing in BP. 

It Vias apparently a double sided flat blade with 

double sided midrlb and two rivet holes near 

the base. The broken line ot the figure shows the 

BP outline. ' 

!na1181s. "BM.551/8 COpper-tin' alloy •. 

Quantitative analysis: Table 1. No.5 

Fig.27b.6 Scarab ring. 

Clearance between ends 1.9 ems. 

Analysis. BH.5.5l/4 Copper-Arsenie-!'ln alloy. 
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Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

Fig.27b.7 Scarab ring. 

Clearance between ends 2.4 ems. 

Analysis. BM551/3 Copper-Arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative analysis: Table 1. No • .3, 

Miscelleneous Bronze 

Fig.27b.8 Rivetted dagger fitting. (cf. F564). 

BONE INLAY 

Max. length 4.9 ems. Max height 0.7 ems. 

Form. A length of metal covered in metal at one -
end and rivetted at the other. 

Analysis. BM55l/6 Copper-Arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative analysis: Table 1. No.4 

Fig.Z7b.9 A number (about thirty) fragments of bone inlay . 

ot a 'pylon' design with horizontal grooving on 

the nnper section. The probable total which 

n~~ber ot fragments would represent must be at 

least six complete 'pylons'. One only is shown in 

BPI PI.VI,lO. Five pieces are illustrated here, 

some of them joined together. 

Fig.27b.10 BPl Pl.VI,9. One carved piece of bone inlay in 

the torm 0 r a human head and the upper part 0 t 

the torso. 
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CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) A confusion has arisen over the corpus typing of the 

dipper juglets. On the Tomb Card there are strictly 

only two, F55lK 5lG2 and F55lV 5103, in addit10n, 

however, there are two further juglets; F55lA5 and 

F55lT which are given the type numbers 59Nl and 59G4 

respectively. It this were so, they would represent 

two HBII dipper juglets and two Late Bronze Age/Iron Age 

,handled bottles respectively. 

The, Institute collection preserves four dipper 

juglets from this tomb - e.v.2/4, 5. 6 & 7 of which two 

are expected F55lK and F55lV. A third is F55lT and the 
, 

fourth is unmarked. F55lT, one ot the otfendine juglets, 

is marked 5lG4 (not 5904). The tinal juglet, marked only 

51G1, must, it i8 thought, be the vesselF5;lA5 in the 

light ot the above, and that an error has been made in 

the original typing. 

It is at this point, however, that a standard 

conflation ot these sources may be observed in the 

BPl PI. XV catalogue tor this tomb. Four dipper juglets 

are given, 5lG2, 3, 6.& 7, but 59G4 & NI are retained. 

It would appear that once they had been included in 

error on the tomb card, 'their existence could not be 

disproved;. with.the homecoming ot tour dipper juglets 

therefore, the total ot four became s1x •. The two' 

juglets marked 59 on the Tomb Card can now be restored 

.as dipper juglets. 
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ii) As always, the storage jars are retyped in the 

" 

BPI catalogue. The Tomb Card reads 43B, R6, T4 and 

the publication reads 43D2 & 5, F2 &'3, J3. Further, 

however, the total on the Tomb Card is only four, 

whereas the BP catalogue total is five. 

1ii) The plethora of cylindrical juglets vary their typing 

in each source. The Tomb qard gives 7401, 7 & 12. 

The BP Plan gives 7~Ol, 2 & 7. The BP catalogue gives 

7401, 2, 7 & 15 and the Corpus cites examples from the 

tomb under 1402, 7 & 15 (the Corpus does not illustrate 

the form 74012). 

iv) Among the small finos in the 'Institute collection are 

eleven fragments of badly worn and weathered alabaster, 

presumably the remains ot a small vessel(s); no record 

of such a vessel occurs on the Tomb Card, nor yet 

in th'e BPI'catalogue or the Institute catalogue. 

However, its provenance is reassured by the plan 

BPI PI.XVII, Which shows a 'Glaze (sic) KOhl Pot' near the - , 

door in the east part of the cha~ber. One might presu~e 

that this is the alabaster. (Although the use of the 

word 'Glaze' would normally suggest faience rather than 

alabastel')'. 

v) Three pins are recorded on the 'Iomb Card but four are 

illustrated in BPI PI.VI, and the saMe four are still 

present in the Institute of Archaeology collection. This 

might suggest that one pin is additional to this grou~ , 
, 

since excavation but before publication, 
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vi) 
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The dagger fittine is not mentioned anywhere. 

either because it i~ unique and ther~fore not 

illustrated, or because it does not belong here at all. 

The plan PI.XVII preserves two additional vessels in 

the chamber to those on the Tomb Card: they are one 

dipper juglet and one cylindrical juglet, bringing the . , 

chamber total to twenty-six vessels instead of twenty-. 

four. This cannot be a con tusion 0 t the staircase 

material, nor yet the Juglet typing; although t.le 

staircase mater~al is not shown on the pl~n the total 

number should be twenty-nine vessels. 



F554 Institute of Archaeology, London 

'. , 

. 
(e.v.28/ EPL PI.XIV & XV) 

The tomb is situated just north of the centre 

of the cemetery. (See Fig.l?) 

PLAN (Fig.28a) 

The plan'is a rescaling of Petrie's plan of 
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BPI Pl.XVIII. No section is possible since neither BPI nor 
" 

the Tomb Card give the heights of the roof. The tomb is a 

small bilobate tomb with a six-atepped dromos, (presumably 

steep stepped). As with all the others of this type" the 

entrance is from the north. 

CONTENTS 

For a tomb of this size. the contents are few. 

No skeletal remains are recorded, but the grave goods 

included three bowls, the cylindrical juglet, one dipper 

juglet, two lamps and two storage jars, together with one 

toggle pin, one dagger, three scarabs, some fragments of 

bone inlay and the fragments 0 r a faience vase. 0 f the nine 

vessels, five still remain; one storage jar was marked NTH, 

leaving one bowl, one cylindrical juglet and one storage jar 

anaccounted for. ~he pin and the faience are also missing. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

-Fie.23b.l Small plain bowl (e.v.28/2 F554D l5M with handle) 



. , , 
. . 

Max. height 6.7 cms. Max. width 17.2 ccs. 

Form. Plain rim, convex plain ~rof1le without ............ 

shoulder, turned ring base, single horizontal 

coil handle near rim. 
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Ware. Fine light butf ware, hard f1red; surface 

very worn, but traces or dark red paint where 

protected around handle. 

; . 
Fig.28b.2 Large plain bowl (e.v.28/1 F554A 6Dl) 

Max. height 14.1 cms. Max. width 43.0 cms. 

!2£!~ lide platter type bowl; internal thickening 
, 

at rim, plain curved sides, turned ring base; 

two opposed oToid vertical handles from rim to . . 
side; bndlY warped. 

Ware. Orange ware with grey core • ............ 

Juglets. 

Fig.28b.3 Dipper juglet (e.v.28/3 F554J 51G~) 

Max. height damaged Max. width 7.2 crns. 

~. Slightly inverted rim, slightly pinched 

mouth, slightly narrowing neck, round shoulders, 

rounded sides, base missing, single coil handle 

from below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Brown ware with grey slip; clear marks 

or vertical burnish but very worn. 



Lam11S 

Fig.28b.4 
" 

~ I • 
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Single spouted lamp (e.v.3/1la·F554F 9lAl) 
" 

(The lamp is wrongly catalogued - see 'anomalies'.) 

Max. heieht 3.1 ems. Max ~idth 11.9 ems. 

Form. "Single spout w1 th marked folding at nozzle. -
conVex s~des rounding to flatish base. Burnishing 

at nozzle. 

Ware. Butt brown ware tLnely made; liGht grey 

slip, roughly burnished inside and out. 

Fig.28b.5 Single spouted lamp (e.v.28/4 F554C 9lA3). 

SCARABS 

Max. height 3~5 ems. Max. width 12.1 ems. 

Form. Single spout with slight folding at nozzle, -
roughly made convex sides rounding to a tlatish 

base. Burning at nozzle. 

!!£!. Red ware with grey core, red slip inside 

and out - possibly once burnished. A grey 

deposit 1s noticeable inside. 

Fig.29a.l (e.v.28/8 BPI Pl.XII,139) 

Fig.29a.2 

Length 1.5 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.6 ems. 

Steatite; grey; nefer sign for 'good luck' 

surrounded by six sets of concentric circles. 

(e.v.28/7 BPl Pl.XIl,138) 

Length 1.6 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 



BRONZE 

D.agger 

BONE INLAY 
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steatite, yellow; Geometric design with loops. 

(e.v.28/6 BPl Pl.XlI,137) 

L~ngth 2.,"cms. Breadth 1.6 cms.'Height 1.0 cms. 

Steatite; Standing figure with left arm upraised, 

facing garbled hieroglyphs - unreadable. 

(e.v.28/5 BPl Pl.Xl,82) 

Max. length 15.7 incompete; . Breadth at hilt 4.0 ems. 

Form. Flanged 'I' section hilt - handle 

missing (BPI describes the handle as 'inlayed t ). 

Plain tapering blade; point missing. 

Analysis. Not available for analysis. 

Fig.29b.2 One fragment ot broken bone inlay, carved with 

two horizontal bars and one side of the flanking 

chevron design. 
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CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) The,most obvious anomaly is the omission from the 

Institute of Archaeology catalogue of F,54F, the smaller 

of the two lamps 0 t the group. It had been erroneously 

catalogued under F,55 (which see) but it 1s here 

restored with its original lA number. 

ii) The Tomb Card originally classed F5.54E as 2lW2, but 

the BP catalogue and the Corpus c1te 1t as 2lM. At 

some time later, the Tomb Card was changed to this 

number in ink. . 

ii1) The dipper juglet, 1554J appeared originally on the 

1'omb Card as 51G4'. It appears the same 1n the BP . 
catalogue and in the Corpus, but an ink correction of 

the Tomb Card changes the typing to ;IGY, a curious 

correction aince this t1pe i. not shown in the Corpus. 



F555 Institute of Archaeology, London. 

(One piece British Museum.) 

'. , (I.A. e.v.3 BPI Pl.XIV/XV) 
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The tomb lies at the extreme'northern end of the 

cemetery (see Fig. 17) 

PLAN (Fig.30) 

The plan is taken trom BPl XVII. It illustrates 

a tomb with a stepped dramos from the north and a double 

chamber. The shaft has six steps. No measurements are given 

tor tha roof which is here reconstructed tentatively in the 
, , . 

section. A photograph of,this tomb occurs in BPI Pt.VIII 

CONTENTS 

No boties are mentioned on the Tomb Card, but, 

one skull has been drawn in at the southern end of the 

western chamber in the BPI illustration. According to the 

Tomb Card, the accompanying grave goods consist of six 

bowls, six cylindrical juglets, three dipper juglets, one 
, 

jug~ one lamp and five storage jars, a total 0 l' twenty-two 

pieces 6ltboagh the plan illustrates only eighteen.) Six 

are marked NTH leaving sixteen. Only fourteen however are 

catalogued in the Institute of Archaeologr collection, although 

fifteen vessels are present. In addition to the pottery. two 

,pins were recorded, together with four scarabs. a-glazed 

faience pilgrim flask and a number of beads. 



POTTERY 

'. nowls 

F1g.3l.l 

Fig.3l.2 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.3/l F555C l8J6). 

Max. he1ght 6.0 cms. Hax, width 16.4 ems. 

~. Everted rim. vertical upper wall, 

'sliehtly carinated shoulder, convex lower wall, 

turned disk base. 

!!£!. Brown ware with brownish yellow finish. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.3/l r555A l8J6) 

Hex. height 7.2 ems. Max width 16.4 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, vertical upper wall, 

carinated shoulder, convex lower wall, turned 

disk: base. 
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!!!!. Hard orange ware with red-grey sl1p inside 

and outside. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.3/2 F555J l8J6) 

Max. height 8.5 cms. Max width 16.8 ems. 

!2.!:!!.. Everted rim, upper wall sloping outwards 

slightly to carinated shoulder: lower wall 

convex with a turned disk base. 

Ware. Orange ware with decayed orange slip. 
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Juglets 

Fig.3l.6 

Small carinated bowl (e. v.3/l F.5.5.5D l8J6) 

Max. height 8.2 ems. l1ax. width 17.2 ems. 

!2!n. Everted rim, vertical upper wall, 

carinated shoulder, turned disk base. 
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~. Orange ware with grey core, butf orange 

varieeated slip (self-slip?). Turning marks 

below shoulder to base. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.3/2 F.555F 18J6) 

Max. height 8.8 ems. Max. width 18.4 ems. 

Korm- Everted rim, short vertical upper wall, 

carinated shoulder, long slightly convex lower 

wall, turned disk base. 

!!!!_ Orange ware with butf-orange self slip. 

Turning marks visible below shoulder to base. 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.3/9 F555Q (?) 7400) 

M8~. height 8.5 ems. Max. width 9.7 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, ,narrow neck. 's11gh~ly rounded 

shoulder, very squat body, slightly row1dod base, 
, < 

double coil handle from rim to shoulder WITH 

button. 

Ware. Grey ware •. 
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Fig. 31.7 Cylindrical juglet (not c&talogued F555L 7408) 

Max. height 11.2 cms. Max. width 8.3 cms. 
" 

Form. Small rim, narrow neck, very round shoulder 

with convex tapering sides, almost flat base, 

handle mostly missing but double coil WITHOUT 

button. 

Ware. Sott dark grey ware; surface very worn but 

traces ot vertical burnish. 

Fig. 31.8 Cylindrical juglet (e.v.3/6 F555K (1) 7407) 

(F number obliterated) 

Max. height 12.3 cms. Max width 8.8 cms. 

Form. Everted rim, parallel sided small neck, 

rounded shoulder, barrelled sides, round bSEe, 

double coil handle trom rim to shoulder without 

button. 

Ware. Grey ware with grey slip. Vertical 

burnish marks on outer Walls and burnish marks . 
on base. 

Cylindrical 'juglet (e.v.3/7 F555B' ? 7408) 

Hex. height 13.0 ems. Max width 9.5 ems. 

!2!!. Everted rim, narrow neck, slightly sharp 

shoulder, concave sides, rounded base, double 

coil handle trom rim to shoulder WI'lHOUT button. 

~. Coarse brown ware with yellow grey slip 

and traeesot vertical burnish on walls. 



Fig.3l.l0 Cylindrical juglet (e.v.3/8 F555V 74016) 

Max. height 13.0 ems. Max. ~~dth 10.6 ems 
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Form. Everted rim. narrow neck. carinated 

shoulder, conVex sides, slightly rounded base, 

sinele flat handle from rim to shoulder WITHOUT 

button. 

Fig.3l.ll Dipper juglet (e.v.3/5 F555E 51G1l) 

Max. height 17.9 ems. Max. width 6.5 ems. 

!2!!. Wide pinched mouth, narrowing neck, 

rounded shoulder, slightly tapering sides, 

rounded base, single coil handle from below rim 

to base. 

Eare. Grey ware with l1ght grey sl1p; clear 

turning marks trom below shoulder to base. 

Fig.3l.l2 Dipper juglet (e.v.3/4 F555T 51G7) 

Max. height 18.3 cms. Max width 6.6 ems. 

Form. Mouth. broken, narrowing neck, round 

shoulder, tapering sides, slightly pointed base, 

single coil handle from just below rim to 

shoulder. 

Fig.31.l3 Dipper juglet (e.v.3/3 F555U 51Gll) 

Max. height 20.0 cms. Max. width 8.2 c~s. 

~. Small pinched mouth, narrow neck, rounded 

shoulder, rounded sides, rounded base. Single 
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Jugs. 
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coil handle from just below ~im to shoulder. 

~. Fine red ware with grey core; buff-brown 

slip with traces of vertical burnish. Diagonal 

brown'paint lines visible froo pOint where the 

handle'meets the ri'm across the neck. to the 

shoulder on either side of the ve~sel. 

Fig.3l.l4 Single handled jug. (e.v.3/l0 F55.5N 38H7) , 

Max. height 32.0 cms. Max. width 21.7 ems. 

Form. Single spout pinched mouth, wide neck, 

rounded shoulcer, convex sides, &~all flat 

base; a single strap handle from rim to shoulder. 

!Q£!. Grey ware with grey self (?) slip; 

turning marks from shoulder to base. 

Fig.3l.l5 Single spouted lamp (e.v.3/11 15550 91A3) 

Kax.'helght 3.6 cms~ Max. width 11.7 ems. 

~. Single spout,slight folding at nozzle, 

shallow curved walls and rounded base. 

!!!!!.. Soft orange wsre with butt finish. 



SCARABS 

" 

Fig.32a.l 
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(e.v.3/13 BP! PI.VII,55) 

Length 0.9 ems. Breadth 0.7 ems. Height 0.4 ems. 

Steatite, yellow'. No border. Six sets of 

concentric circles with horizontal bars joining 

each pair. 

'Fig.32a.2 (e.v.3/l2. BPl Pl.VIl,54) 

Length 1.5 ems. Breadth 1.1 ems. Height 0.6 cms. 
, . 

Ste~tite, ,yellow. ~sign showing man fl~e1ng 

from lion. 

(not catalogued lA or BP) 
-, 

Length 1.5 ems. Breadth 0.9 cms. Height 0.5 ems. 

Gre.nstone 1. Plain seal,very lightly carved 

back. 

Not il1u- Another ~lain scarab 111 

strated 

BRONZE 

Pins 

Fig.32b.l BPI Pl.VI either No. 35 or 37. 

Max. length 7.8 cms INCOMPLETE 

!2!!. After cleaning, upper shaft vertical with 

medium grooving; lower shaft plain but point 

missing (ct. BPI Pl.VI which shows point incorrectl, 



" , 

'" .. 

Analysis. BM555/3 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantltatlveanalysls not attempted. 
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Fig.32b.2 BPl Pl.Vl,3G. 

Max. length 11.5 cms. INCOMPLETE 

Form. Apparently plain upper shaft with 

slight blJtton, now missing. Lower shaft plain. 

Probable total length 14.6 cms. 

Analysis •. BM555/2 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No.? 

Fig.32b.3 Ought to be BPl PI.VI 35 or 37 but too long. 

FAIENCE 

Max. length 13.4 cms. INCOMPLETE 

Form. Plain vertical upper shaft, plain lower 

shaft but point missing. 

Analysis. BM555/l & 4. Copper-Arsenlc-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysiS BM555/4 Table.l. No.6. 

F1g.32b.4 Flask (m1 Western Asiatic Dept.L853) 

Max. height 8.1 cms. INCO}1PLE'l.'E. Diameter ?5 cms. 

I2!!!l. Pilgrim flask;" neck missing, body circular 

with lentoid profile. 

Ware. White faience; green glaze with traces of 

dark brown and orange .paint but pattern now 

indistlneulshable. 
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BEADS 

Not illustrated. 16 dark brown and bu ft paste beads. 

CATALOGUE ANO:1ALIES 

i) A confusion has arisen in the Institute of Archaeology 

Catalogue. Two lamps, e.v.3/ll and e.v.3/lla are 

mentioned as occurring in this tomb. Only one lamp 

is recorded on the Tomb Card which is F.5.550, e-qual 

to e.v.3/lli e.v.lls therefore is incorrectly.catalogued. 

The registration card at the Institute shows an aware

ness of the error,querying the occurence and referring 

to tomb F;69. In actual tact, the faded underwriting 

on the vessel can be reconstructed as F554F, which is 

indeed a lamp of the type 91Al. It has been restored 

to its original position in tomb F554. 

ii) In the BPI catalogue (Pl.XV), a form 55541 appears under 

this group. The torm 1n tact 1s a Late Bronze Age II 

Mycenaean pyxis and hence its occurrence here would 

be difficult to explain. Amongst the material preserved 

at the Institute ot Archaeology trom this tomb there is 

no trace of such a vessel. Further, on the Tomb Card 

this type does not feature in the original list, but 

is an ink addition presumably added on the basis of 

the BPl catalogue. The Corpus, in giving examples of 

this type of vessel, does not list F555 as a source. 

The appearance ot the vessel then has been ignored as 

a compounded error based upon the EP! cat~loeue. 
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A~other ink addition to the to~b card, this time 

one which does not occur in the EPl c,atalogue is a 

form 28X2; this also has been omitted. 

The cylindrical juglet F555L is present in the collection 

at the Instltute at Archaeology but has never been 

catalogued. 

iv) The Tomb Card records four scarabs, two of which are 

described as plain. BPI Pl.XIV and VII mention only 

two scarabs; 1n the Inst1tute catalogue, only the 

v) 

same two illustrated 1n EPl Pl.VII are recorded, 

whereas the collection preserves Q third scarab which 

is one of the two plain examples, the other of which is 

lost. 

, . 

The typical feature ot discrepancies in typing the 

vessels trom the Corpus aro seen here;-

Corpus types 43E6, R4. ~5, V4 and V6 on the Tomb Card, 

become 43D5, E4 and F3 in the BP! catalogue. 

A bowl F555W (23J4) which is given on the Tomb Card 

is omitted from the BPl catalogue, although tomb F.5!75 

1s listed in the Corpus as a source tor this type. 

vi), On the Tomb Card, two togele pins are mentioned as 

found in the group. BPI Pl.VI illustrates three:-

35, 36 ~ 37 and three are indeed found in the Institute 

collections. However, whilst two of the lA pins match 

two of the BPI illustrations, the third pin does not. 

One can only put this do~~ to the somewhat less carefUl 

way in which the toggle pins have be~n handled and 

published. 
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1556 Institute of Archaeology, London. 

(Selected pieces British Museum Western Asiatic Dept.) ,. 
" (One vessel Rocke: feller l1useuM, Jerusalem) 

<. 

(e.v.9/ BPI XIV & XV) 

The tomb is slightly north west of the centre 

of the cemetery, between tombs 554 and 550. of the sa~e 

type. (See Fig.l?) 

PLAN (F1g.33) 

The plan is a rescallag ot Patriets plan ,ot 

BPI Pl.XVIII. The section 1s taken from th~ height measurements 

given on the plan, with the exception of t.he fltth step which 

1s of n conjectural heieht. Similarly, the roof is 

conjectured since figures are not aVailable for its 

reconstruction; 1 t is more than llkely that the roo f had 

collapsed lonz before excavation. 

~he plan is that ot a stepped shaft and double 

chambered tomb, the two cha~bars being at marginally different, 

depths. ~he steep stepped dromos forms almost a separate 

area, having a 'doorwaY' and landingf approach'to the chambers 

the~selves. As usual, the dromos has six steps. The axis 

of the shaft and the chamber are slightly cast of north by 

22°, otherwise it 1s a northern approach. 

CONTENTS 

~here would appear to be no surviving human 

remains associated with the tomb. The accompanying grave 

goods, which the Tomb Card states were not planned, consisted 



or £i fteen vessels, one 0 f which was marked NTH. !:leven 

vessels are extant, ten in the Institute and one in the 

Rockefel1er Museum, Jerllsalem. Of the remaining three 
'. 
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vessels unaccounted for, two are storage jars which explains 

their absence; and the third is a la~p. 

Together with the pottery, the s'nall objects 

consisted or five (?) toggle pins, as well as a bronze daecer. 

At least twelve scarabs are recorded and also a number of 

beads,1'ragments ot bone inlay and a glazed faience vase. 

Of the catalogued scarabs, ten of the twelve remain, as 

well as two uncatalogued pieces. One should note that o~e 

at the scarabs was found "high in the filling"; which 

particular ncarab is meant by that is not clear, but the 

find might imply some reuse 0 t the tomb. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.34.l S!nsll fiaring carinated bowl (e'.v.9/l F.556F? 23J 4) 

Max. height 7.1 cms~ Max. width 13.6 erns. 

Form. Plain rim,_ upper walls angled inwards to 

shoulder, flaring shoalder, convex lower walls, 

high turned pedestal base. 

Ware. Eutt/brown ware, drab butt slip, clear 

turning marks above and below shoulder to base. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.9/3 F556H 2;K3) 

Max. height 6.3 ems. Max. width 16.4 ems. 



Ju~lets 
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~. }.:verted rim, very rournded shoulder, turned 

ring base, small recess inside centre. 

Ware. Thick hard orange ware with yellow grey slip? 

Turning marks from shoulder to base. 

Sm.all carinated bowl (e.v.9/2 F556p 18J?) 

Ma~. height 8.2 ems. Max. width 18.4 ems. 

Fo~. Everted ri~, vertical upper wall, slightly 

convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

~. Orange ware, self finished, clear turning 

marks trom shoulder to base 

Large cnrinated bowl. (Jerusalem 14389 F.556J 231(1) 

Max. height 11.7 cms~ Max. width 12.4 erns. 

For~. Plain rim, upper walls angled outwards to 

shoulder, shoulder slightly carinated, slightly 

convex lower wall. turned ring base. Two 
• 

'vestigial' double coil handles affixed as vertical 

lugs dia'11etrically opposed at rim. 

War~. Hard orange ware with internal sol! slip. 

Radial burnish inside on lower surface. 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.9/8 F556G 74011) 

l·iax. height 12.8 ems. Max. width 9.3 erns. 
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Form. Thickened rim, narrow neck, carinated 

shoulder, ,slightly convex sides. slightly rounded 

base. Double coil handle from rim to shoulder 

WI'IHOUT button~ 

~. Orange ware, grey slip in parts, traces 

of vertical burnish. 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.9/9 F556B 7404) 

Max.'height 13.7 cms. Max. width 11.1 ems. 

FOrnJ... Wide thickened rim, narrow ne ck, broad 

slightly carinatedshould~r, tapering sides, 
.' 

slightly rounded base, double coil handle from rim 

to shoulder - there Day have been a button which 

is now missing. 

Ware. Orange ware w1th buft finish. Clear 

turning marks from shoulder to base. 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.917 F556A 7403) 

Max. height 14.4 cms. Max. width 10.8 cms. 

~. Thickened rim, narrow neck, rounded shoulder, 

tapering sides, slightly rounded base, double coil 

handle from rim to shoulder WITH button. 

~. Dark grey ware, yellow/grey slip, the matt 

finish excluded de fini te evidence 0 f burnish 

though it is sus~ected. 



Fig.34.8 

Fig.34.9 

Lam-ps 

D1p~er juglet (e.v.9/4 F5560 5lG7) 

Found inside storDge jar F556C (43V4) 

Max. height 18.2 ems. Max. width 6.9 ems. 
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~. Mouth broken, narrow neek, rounded 

shoulder, convex sides, round base, single coil 

handle from below rim to shoulder. 

~. Orange ware, light bufr finish, tr[;ces 

of vertical burnish. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.9/5 F556N 5lGl4). 

-Found'inside storage jar F556M (4;T4) 

Max.height 19.2 ems. Max. width 7.6 ems. 

~. Plain rim, pinched mouth, narrow neck, 

slightly angled shoulder, convex sides, slightly 

pointed base, single coil handle from below rim 

to shoulder. 

!!£!.. Ligh t brown 'Ware, 11gb t grey/yellow fini ah,. 

clear traces ot vertical burnish. 

Fig.34.l0 Slngle spouted lamp (e.v.9/2 F5;6D 9lA6) 

Hex. height 4.7 ems. Hax. width 12.2 ems. 

~. Single spouted lamp but nozzle rolding 

missing; rounded walls; slightly shaped flat base. 
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-~. Orange ware ; Much ovidence 0 r burn1ns 

throuGh U.3e. 

Fig.34.11 S1nele s'PQuted ls'llp (e.v.9/10 F5~6K 91A3) 

llax. he1ght 3.0 ems. !1ax. width 10 • .5 C7:':0. 

SCAIUSS 

!2.!:!l. Singlo srouted lamp with 811Ch t folding 

at nozzle; bod:! 0:11y partly presc!'lt. rounded 

walls to rO~lded bane. 

Of a rotent1al total of fourteen ac~rabs 

attributable to this t01Tlb, only 1bllr are currently aV:3ilable 

tor~udy. (S~e catalogue anomalies.) 

Flg.35a.l (British H-Ilseum L734 BPI Pl.X,1.5) 

Length 1.9 ems other'l"1se DA~AGED. 

Steatlte. S~irted £lgure facing richt with 

crown and sceptre. The scarab is s~1d by Petrie 

to be at tho ',I:'hutmosi3 III pariod, merely an 

intrusion from a later burial. 

(s.v.9/I, BPI Pl.X,12) 

Length 2.0 eMS. Breadth 1.3 c-ms. Heicht 1.0 c~s. 

Steat1te. yellowish; Scroll and s1en border, 

w1 thin which 1s.Bt h!:!. Bl.£. "1183 there be given 

8 ha?py day". 
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Fig.3;a.3 (British Museum L804 Not eataloeued BPl) 

Length 1.3 cms. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.6 crns. 
" 

fu~ethystine Quartz; plain seal, lightly carved 

bac!t. 

Fig.35a.4 (British Museum L803 Not catalogued BPl) 

BRONZE 

Pins. 

Length 1.4 cms. Breadth 0.9 ems. Height 0.6 cm~. 

White Carne11an (BM Catalogue); plain seal, 

lightly carved b~clt. 

Fig.35b.l BPl Pl.IX,4l (by process of elimination) 

Max. length 2.4 cms INCOMPLETE 

Form. Owing to almost complete disintegration, 

the torm is impossible to ascertain. 

probable original length 10.5 cms. 

Anallsis. 131'1;;6/6 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

Fig.35b.2 BPI.Pl.IX.45 

Max. length 7.2. cmc. INCOl'>{PLE.'TE 

~. Vertical upper shaft, square sec~loned 

and twisted; lower shaft incomplete. Probable 

original length 8ccord~ng to EP! 11.4 cas. 



.A!'!P-ll..sis. ,m1556/l0 Copper-Arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

Fig.35b.3 BPI Pl.lX,40 

Max. length 9.6 ems. lNCOHPLETE 
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!2!!. Upper shaft vertical with heavy groovtng 

from top to eyo;, lower shaft plain but incomplete. 

Analysis. BM556/3 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 

Fig.35b.4 BPl Pl.IX,42? 

Max. leneth 11.7 ems. 

Form. Upper shaft vertical; very decayed but 

traces ot twisting Just visible; lower shalt 

slightly curved. 

Analysis. BM.5.56/7 Copper-Arsenic alloy. " 

Quantitative analysis not atte~,ted. 

Flg.35b • .5 BPIPl.IX,44 

Mai. length 11.3 ems. INCOHPL1'TE 

Form. Upper shalt vertical, plain with slightly 

swollen top; lower Ahaft largoly missing; 

according to BPI the probable original length is 

18.6 ems. 

A,nalysis. BH,5;6/4 Co,per-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 
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F1g.35b.6 BP! Pl.IX,43 

" , 

Nails 

Hax. length 12.8 ems. INCOHPL1.1:;E 

~. Plain upper shaft with slightly swollen 

top; lower shaft plain but partly missing. 

According to BPl, the original length was 

probably 18.2 e~s. 

Analzsis. BM5,6/2 Copper-Arsen1c alloy. 

Qu~ntitat1ve analysis not attempted. 

Fig.35b.7 BPl Not illustrated. 

Max. length '.5 ems. 

~. Square section with slightly flattened 

head. 

Analzsls. BM.5.56/9 Copper-Arsenic. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No.8 

Fig.35b.7 BP! Not illustrated. 

Max. l~ngth 3.6 ems. 

Form. Square sect10n with slightly flattened 

head. 

Analysis. m1556/3 Copper-Arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative analysis not attempted. 
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F1g.35b.8 BPl Pl.lX,38. 

Max. length 10.7. Max. width 3.2 ems. 

Fo~. Double sided blade with mid rib on 

both sides; two rivet holes near base. 

An~1~s1n., BM556/l1 Copper. 

QUAntitative ~~alysls. Table 1. No.9 

FAIENCE 

Fir.35b.9 Small v~se (BM/L857 BPl Pl.lX,39) 

. , 

11ax. height 3.5 ems. Mu. width 4.7 Cf'lS. 

~. Slightly flared rim, narrow neck, bag

. shaped body t round base. 

Ware. Whitetaience - decayed and !ragment€d. 

Green, glaze, ,brown p(!-int applied in a line and 
'-'." 

petal design. 

CATALOGUE ANQr1ALIES 

i) The Tomb Card lists only two dipper jue1ets;

F556N and F556o, 51014 and 5lG? respectively. Two 

dipper juglets are presently found in the Institute 

collection. the said F556N snd F5560. However, the lA 

Catalogue lists three dipper juglets, e.v.9/ 4, 5 & 6. 

The above two dippers are e.v.9!4 & 5, but the third, 

e.v.9/6, v."hich is not supposed to exist, is not to be 

found. The BPl ,catc.logue Pl.XV further contuses the 



picture; it gives three dip,er juglets f!)r this 

tomb, 51GIV, 5lG7 and 51G14. The Corpus cites the 
" 
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" tomb for only two types, 51GIV ai"ld .51G7, and does not 

cite it under 5lGl4 which has been mentioned both by the 

Tomb Card and the BP CataloGue. 

It \l'[ould aeeln that because 0 f the d1 ffcrenee in 

typing between one soarce and another, an additional 

dipper juglet has bGen contlated into the catalogues, 

and should therefore be ignored. (Why it should 

presently be missing can have no bearing on the uroblem.) 

i1) There is the usual and consistent alteration in the 

catalogues of the typing of storage jars. ~'he '!'onb 

Card records types 43T4 and V4, wherea.s the BPl 

cata1o~~e has examples ot types 43E4, E6 ~nd F3. 

111) ~he situation ot the cataloguln6 of the bo~ls 

by Corpus type is one of the most confusing within.the 

tomb group. So complex is it that it is now 

irreconcilable, there being four sources and four bowls. 

Of the four lists, nOlle ae;ree on mora then one occa.sion,· 
-, 

and no type number occurs in More than two lists. l10st 
~ 

disagree totally • 

Tomb Card. 23.13, 23.14, 23J'l and l8J'l 

BPl Cat. l8J9, l8J13, 18Kl8(only three types 
mentioned) 

Corpus 18J9, 2.3J13. 23K2 and 23K14 

Reinked 23K2, 23.113. 23K6 and 23K18 
Tomb Card 

r 
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iv) Unusually, the one pot kept in Jerusalem, F556J, is 

not mentlonej on the Tomb Card es being so apportioned 

and was tound to be among thet material by accident. 

v) The Tomb Card records a total 01' twelve scarabs, that 

Is one in ~urticular with a khener sign and others, 

plus eleven more. All twelvo are illustrated in 

BP! PI.X nos. 64-75. ,The Eritish Museum holds one, and 

the Institute nLne, leaving two missing. The Institute 

Catalogue records this same information, that Pl.X 

nos. 64 and 6,5, both <lecorated scarabs, are indeed 

missing. However, the British Museum holds a further 

two sea_robs under this tonb number, but l>oth 0 f tlwrn 

are plain, not the missing decorated ones, so that the 

tomb may have had a total of fourteen scar~bs 

originally, two of which are still rnizslng. Inexplicably, 

eight of the nine in the Institute collection (e.v.9114-20) 

are currently unavailable for study. 

vi) The toggle pins are said in nPl to be illustrated on 

Pl.VI (BPl Pl.XIV) but in tact they are on 

PI. IX, 40-45. 

According to the Tomb Card, 51 (sic) were discovered 

in this tomb, but BPI IX 111uctrates six. By counting 

the needle-eyes, it is possible to d~duce that the 

InstItute collection has preserved six pins under this 

tomb. Since on the orIginal Tomb Card the figure f1~e 

was queried, one might feel justified in thinking that 

there were six pins originally in the tomb, as 
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illustrat~d. 

On the other hand, it is to be nointeu out that 
. 

of the six T)ins in the 'P'lb11caticn, only one is decorated. 

Of the six pins in the Institute collection, three 

are decorated. Rather than disgarding this evidence, 

it would s~cm m()re consistent with the publication' 

that insufficient carowas taken in the drawing of the 

,pins, ns seens to be seen elsewhere in the tOt!lb group.' 

vii) The two nails, Flg.3.5b.7 are n~ither mentioned nor 

illustrated elsewllere, although they probably are 

original to the tomb but are not mentioned bec~use of 

their rarity. 



F551 Institute of Archaeology, London. 

(I.A. e.v.29 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The group is situated in the central eastern 

part ot the cemetery north and east ot 559 and 5,0 

respectively (Fig.11). No pIon exists at the tomb, and the 

Tomb Card describes the material as "a group of four pots 

only", a description reiterated in BPl. 

CONTENTS 

No skeletal remains are recorded With the 

four vessels, a cyllndrlca1juglet, a dipper juglet, a one 

handled Vase and a one handled jug within which the dipper 

juglet Was found. All four of the vessels are present in 

the collection. 

POTTERY 

Juglet&; 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.29/2 F557B 74011) 

Max. height 13.2 ems. Max. width 10.2 cms. 
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l2r!. Slightly thickened rim (folded out and 

over), slightly narrowed neck, carinated shoulder, 

convex sides, slightly rounded base, double coil 

handle from rim to shoulder Wl'l'HOUT but ton. 

Ware. Brown ware, buff slip; surface decayed. 
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Fig. 36.2 Dipper juglet (e.v.29/l F557D 5lG7) 

Jugs 

Fig.36.3 

Max. height 18.5 ems. Max. width 6.8 c~s. 

(Found inside the one hDndled jug F557A 33N) 

Form. Mouth missing, neck narrow, round shoulder, 

round body, pointed base, single coil handle from 

below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Grey ware, grey~butr slip, traces of 

vertical burnish:' 

One handled jug or vase (e.v.29/3 F557C 33N3 7) 

Mu. height 16.5 ems. plus. Max. width 10.2 Cr.1S. 

(This is a unique piece within the tombs.) 

Form. Rim and neck missing, long convex upper 

'walla sloping outwards to marked carination near 

base; short lower walls sloping inwards to small 

flat1sh base; single oval sectioned handle rising 

rro~ upper wall~then missing. 

!!!!. Brown ware, grey slip with traces of 

vertical burnish particularly on upper wall. 

One handled jug (e.v.29/4 F557A 3aN) 

Hax. height 30.8 cms. Hex. width 23.4 cms. 

~. Everted rim, wide mouth, rounded shoulder, 

convex sides. Turned disk base, single strap 

handle on shoulder. 
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Ware. Orange-brown ware, grey-buff slip. 

" 

CATALOGUE ANOHALlES 

The anomalies in the cataloguing of this tomb are 

very typical of their kind. revolving as the do around the 

progressive misunderstanding of tbe unique pottery form 

F557C. All four sources, the original Tomb Card, the 

Corpus, the Bath Pelet Report and the altered Tomb Card 

are to be compared. The original Tomb Card and BPl state 

categorically that there are four pots only in this group. 

The Tomb Card lists:~ 

A ••• 381 

C ••• .3ltN8 

B ••• 1ltOl1 

D ••• ,5101 

The contusion 1s centred upon A ••• 38R a normal one handled 

juglet and c ••• 34NB supposedly the one handled vase. " 

When the Corpus is compiled, the list 1s difterent:-

A ••• 38N 

C ••• .3.3NB 

B ••• 74011 

D ••• .51Gl 

~he vessel 1n question has been recognised clearly as not 
, . 

being of the general class 34 and 1s corrected to 33N8. 

(In all cases in the Corpus, this tomb 557 1s quoted as a 

re ferenee for each 0 f the types.) 

The error is now compounded .in the BPI list 0 f ., 

vessels in the tomb. BPI LXIX quotes four vessels:-

.37V8 740 

33NB ,51G1 

, , 
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33tlB is here retained, but 38N, a perfectly reasonable 

typing, has been altered in error to 37V8. This kind of 

error is in fact relatively frequent in BPl, arising either 

from typographic slips or simple confusion of numbers. 

At some time later than this the Tomb Card 

was altered in ink, presumably to mrute sense of the previous 

errors. The altered Tomb Card shows a perfect conflation o! all 

the previous sourcest-

A ••• 3BN Orieinal Tomb Card 

B ••• 74011 Original Tomb Card 

C ••• 34V8 Mixture 0 f Tomb Card and BPI 

D ••• 5lGl Original Tom b Card 

Plus ••• 33NB Corp. Mixture of Corpus and BPl 

The type 38N, as appearing 1n the Corpus, remains. 

34N8 however 1s altered on an acceptance of the error in the 

BPI catalogue to 34VS, thus compounding the error of BPl 
. 

retyping ,8N to 37V8. (There does not appear to be any 

such type.) One is now left with the Corpus reference to 

a 33NB, which is then added to the Tomb Card to make an 

impossible number of five pots. The list should read:-

A ••• 38N Bt •• 74011 . C ••• 33NS D ••• .5lGI 

Ironically, the correct typing for this unique vessel is 

equally puzzling, since 33NB marked in the Corpus as having 

an example in tomb 557 is dated by Petrie ~ ~ to Dyn.XXVI. 

Patently it would not be titting to have an iron age vessel 

in this particular group; the vessel in question however 

bears only a passing resemblance to. type 33N8, and the 

exa~ple illustrated in the Corpus is tram the iron age tomb 

390. It is equally fair to point out however that the form 

in 557 is unique within the Fara tombs of'the MB 11. 



F558 Institute 0 r Archaeology. London. 

(e.v.35/ BPI Pl.XIV & XV) 

The tomb lies in the extreme north of the 

cemetery adjacent to the bilobate tomb F.555. (Fig.l7) 

PLAN (Fig.37a) 

From the sketch and the measurements given on 

the reverse ot the Tomb Card, it is clear that the group 
•• I 
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comes trom a simple rectangular grave oriented north-south. 
, ;~ .. ' '. 

CONTENTS 
" • I 

Although the tomb is described as 'disturbed' 
, . 

on the Tomb Card, it seems that a skeleton was still present, 

its head towards the north. Accompanying the body were five 

vessels, comprising a carinated bowl, a cylindrical juglet, 
. 

a dipper juglet and two storage Jars inside one at which the 

dipper juglet had been placed. The dipper juglet and both the, 

jars are marked NTH on the card, but .the remaining two vessels 

are preserved in the Institute Collection. 

.. , Together with the pottery, there was said to be 

the fragments of a twisted toggle pin and two scarabs. As 
, 

frequently happens, there are 1n fact the remains of two 

pins from this tomb. -



POTTERY 

Bowls ' 

F1g.37b.l Small carinated bowl (e.v.351l F553A 23P4) 

Max. height 7.8 ems. Max. Width 16.6 cmc. 

Jue;lets 

Form. Marked everted rim, upper sides slope 

outwards slightly, carination rounded, turned 

disk base. 

Ware. Orange ware, traces ot butt finish, 

clear turning marks below shoulder to ba$e. 

Fig.37b.2 Dipper juglets (e.v.35/Z 1558D 51G7) 

SCARABS 

Max. height 21.3 ems. Mu. width 6.9 ems. 
1 

(Found inside storage jar F558C 43T4) 

Form. Mouth pinched, narrow meek, rounded 

shoulder, elongated body, rounded base, handle 

just below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Brown ware, surface badly decayed. 

Fig.37e.l (e.v.35/6 BPI PI.VII,5O) 
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Length 2.1 ems. Breadth 1.4 ems. Height 1.0 ems. 

Steatite, yellowish. Standing hawk-headed figure 

holding a lotus plant in the left hand; behind, 

a reed. and flanking either side a uraeus, 
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and below on the right, the neb sign. 

Fig.37c.2 (e.v.35/5 BPl Pl.VII,51) W1th'r1ng f'rag!nents. 

Length 2.2 ems. Breadth 1.5 cms. Height 1.0 c~s. 

Steat1te, yellow. Hooked scroll border within 
. . 

which is Rdi ~ Rh' n -- R( giving the reading -
t G1 ft 0 f' Kha-en-ra. t 

Fig.37c.3 (Not catalogued in lA or BP) 

BRONZE 

Pins 

. 
Lengthl.3 ems. Breadth 0.9 ems. Width 0.6 crno. 

Greenstone. Seal blank, very lightly'carved 

back. 

Fig.37e.4 BPI Not 111ustrated. 
, 

Max. length 2.2 ems. INCOMPLETE 

Form. Upper shaft heavily grooved but top 

missing: lower shaft mi88ing. 

Analysis. BM558/3 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No. 18) 

Fig.37c.5 BPI Pl.VI,32 

Max. length 7.0 ems. INCOMPLETE 

Form. Upper shart Tertieal. square sectioned and 
1 

twisted; lower shaft missing. 

Analysis. BM558/l Copper-Arsenic-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No. 10. 
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Not illustrated. Eyeless fragment of shaft only. 

" , 

Rings 

Analysis. ·BH558/4 Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No.12. 

Not illustrated. Fragment o~ scarab ring. 

Analzsis. BH558/; Copper-Tin alloy. 

Quantitative analysis. Table 1. No.l9. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

(i) The bowl of the group, F558A 1s typed on the Tomb Card 

as 23P4. This bowl is not mentioned in the BPI 

catalogue Pl.XIV. nor is any other. Also, in the 

Corpus. F;58 is not' cited as having an eXtl!!l'ple of 

this t~pe. Nevertheless it is clearly marked on the 

Tomb Card, on the vessel and in the Institute catalogue 

that this bowl belongs to F558. 

(i1) The usual discrepancy arises over the typing ot 

the storage Jars:- !omb Card 

EPl PI.XV 

43T4 & V6 

43E5 & F3 

(iii) The cylindrical Juglet, 'obviously too fragmented to 

be typed properly and so marked 740 NTH on the Tomb 

Card is not mentioned at all in the BPl catalogue. 

(iv) Only one pin is recorded on the " Tomb Card, and one 

only is illustrated in BPl, PI. VI. From a count of 
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the needle eyes, there are at least two preserved in the 

Institute Collection, Cl.nd trom the qU~'1t1ttl.tivo 

nnalyces thero may well ba the renuins ot threo. 
; 

l!;ither the extra dO.not belong here, or Dore likely 

the fra~ents were too s~all to be accounted for 

whether in the tomb regiater or the publicat1on. 

(v) The To~b Card apeclf1cally describes two scarabs, 

the two that are carved. .An ink note on the card 

speaks 0 t tour scarllbsln this tomb. Three sC::H'sbs 

are preservod in the collection ot the Institute ,ot 

Archaeology t the te;) carved ones and one plain. 

It is more than 11kel~, that there was yet ~nother 

plain scarab in the tomb, making a total ot four, . 

two carved and two plain, 0 r which one 0 r the plnin 

is now missing, henco the t1.gure ot 'two~. in BPI 

and the figure 0 f • tour' ,on the -Iomb CSI'd. since 

BPI seldom .entions plaiD scarabs. 

('11) Although not cntalogued at the Inst1tute ot ArchaeoloGY, 

that collection preserves a nu~bcr of beado clearly 

labelled tor this tomb. '!hey consist ot thirty-six 

earnellan bends, thirty ot which arc lozenee-shnped, 

the remainder Circular, together with threo ~Clll 

barrel-shapod beads ot a brown-white banded stone. 

~hea@ beads are not recorded on the To~b Card, nor 

do they appear in the BPI c3talogue. Their prenence 

then 1s highly suspect in this context. 
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F559 Rockefeller Huseum, Jerusalem. 

(RH 14340-4385 BPI Pl.XIV & XV) 

The tomb is located in the north east corner of 

the cemetery near tomb 550. (See Fig.l?) 

,PLAN (F1g.,8) 

The plan 1s taken 'fro!'ll. Petrie's own sketch plan 

BPI Pl.XVII. It illustrates a .stepped shaft and double 

chambered tomb. hav1ng two separate rectangular chambers With 

a ledge in between, a feature seen in tombs 550 and ;56. 

The dromos is a separate unit tram the chambered 

area, having a constriction in the passage at the lower end 

o t the stairway forming a 'doorway', and then the central 

ledge acting as a 'landing' giving a total descent of 

seven steps 1nto the .west chamber and eight into the east 

chamber. Unusually"the axis of the tomb and stairway is 

set north-west south-east instead of the more typical north

south orientation. 

The section has been.reconstructed from the depth 

measurements given on the plan. The shape of the roof of the 

chambers 1s conjectUral;' it ls more likely that the tomb '. 
had collapsed before excavation so that measure~ents could 

not have been made. 

CONTENTS 

No skeletal remains are recorded from this tomb, 

either on the Tomb Card or marked on the BPI PI. XVII plan. 
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The grave goods form Cl lart:e group for the cemetery, with a 

to~al 0 f thirty- four vessels, comprised 0 f tilel ve bowls, 

four cylindrical juglets, six dipper~~Jueletst one jug, two 

lamps and nine storage jars. (The'd1stribution plan is at 

variance with these numbers.) Twenty-one vessels are 

currently housed in the Rockefeller Museum collection. Of the 

remaining thirteen. seven are marked N1~, leaving a further 

six unaccounted for. At least four 0 f these unaccountable 

vessels are expectedlY storage jars. 

The potter7 was accompanied,by;three pins, two 

daggers and a bronze bangle, two nails, nine scarabs, 'four 

beads and a number of fine flint points. 

POTTERY 

No attempt has been made to render the type 

distribution of the pottery on the plan, chamber by chamber, 

as in BPI PI.XVII, since the reliability of this plan 1s in 

doubt. (See catalogue anomalies). Wherever possible however, 

objects are marked East or West Chamber, but the discrepancy 

in the nu.mber and the type does not allow the groups readily 

to be separated. 

Bowls 

, 

Small carinated bowl. (14341 F559U l6T4) EAST 

Max. height 6.1 ems., Max. width 14.5 ems. 

Form. Plain rim, upper wall convex, very slight 

rounded carinatlon, convex lower wall, turned 



base. 

~Ji. Soft red ware, light red' self (?) slip. 

Small carinated bowl (14356 F559G 18JIO) 

Max. height 7.9 ems. Max. width 16.5 e~s. 
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Form. Everted r1m, vertical upper wall,: carinated 

shoulder, very slightly convex lower wall, turned 

disk base. 

~. Hard butf-grey ware; light bUft finish. 

Small carinated bowl (14355 F559H 23KlO) 

Mex. height 6.8 cms. Max. width 18.0 ems • 

• 
Form. Plain rim, upper wall angled slightly 

outwards, slightlJ flat.d shoulder, convex lower 

wall, turned rine base. " 

Ware. Sott light red ware, light buft slip. 

Carinated bowl (I4363 F559AA 23P4) EAST 

Mex. height 8.3 ems. Max. width 19.7 ems. 

~orm. Everted rim, short concave upper wall, 

markedly carinated shoulder, slightly convex 

lower wall, turned dimt base. 

Ware. Hard red ware"- no slip. 

Carinated bowl (14344 F559Q 22B2) 

Max. height 10.7 ems. Max. width 22.4 erns. 



Fig • .39.6 
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,FOrm. Inverted rim, convex vertical upper wall; 

very slightly carinated should~r, slightly convex 

lower wall, turned ring base. 

~. Hard red ware - no slip. 

Large carinated bowl (14342 F559P? 23E2) 

Max. height 1.3.5 ems. Max. width 25.2 c~s. 

~. Rim everted, concave upper wall, rounded 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

~. Sott red ware. pink self (?)slip. 

Large carinated bowl (14353 F559X l6K4) 

Mu. height 12.8 cms. Max. width 23.6 cms. 

~. Slightly everted rim, upper wall 

sloping inwards to shoulder with two horizontal 

ribs. Shoulder carinated, almost straight lower 

wall, turned ring base (with cordon?). 

. . 
~. Hard red ware; traces 0 f slip decayed 

on the interior surface. 

Large carinated bowl (14359 F5595 23K9) Probe WEST 

Max. height 1.3.5 plus. Max. width 23.6 ems (sherd 
only) 

For~. Everted rim, 'almost vertical upper wall, 

slightly flaring carinated shoulder, convex 

lower wall, base missing. 
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Ware. Hard red ware; light pirut self (1) slip. 

Platter (14349 F559W 6C3) WEST 

Max. height 8.4 cms. l1ax. width 31.0 cms. 

Form. Plain rim, thickened internally; slightly 

convex walls, turned disk base. 

Ware. Hard red ware a~parently without slip; 

badly warped. 

Fig.39.lQ Platter (14352 F559J 6C2) EAST 

Juglets 

Max. height 12.2 cms. Max. width 41.2 cms. 

Form. Rim plain but with ma.rked internal 

thickening; slightly convex walls, turned ring 

base. 

Ware. Sott red ware, fine butt slip. 

Cylindrical juglet (14358 F559N 74011) EAST 

Max. height 13.1 erns. Max. width 10.0 cms. 

I2.!!!. Thickened everted rim, narrow neck, sharply 

carinated shoulder, tapering convex sides, round 

base, double coil handle trom rim to shoulder 

WITHOUT button. 

Ware. Hard grey ware, dark brown slip with 

vertical burnish marks on both shoulder and sides. 



" , 
<. 

Not illust-

rated. 

Fig.4Q.4 
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Cylindrical ju~let (14345 F5590 74011) 

Max. height 13.7 cms. ¥~. width 9.8 cms. 

EAST 

~. Everted non-thickened rim, narrow neck 

sharply carinated shoulder, convex sides, round 

base: double coil handle trom rim to shoulder, 

WITHOUT button. 

Ware. Soft red ware; . butf slip. -

Cylindrical juglet (I4343 F559R 74011) , EAST 
t, •• 

(In a very decayed condition - dimensions impossible) 

Form. Sharply carinated shoulder; body completely 

fragmented, double coil handle WITlIOUT button. 

Ware. Very so tt orange ware; orange-yellow finish. 

Dipper juglet (14358 F.559HH 5lG8) 

Max. height 18.1 ems. Max. width 7.5 ems. 

Fo~. Slightly pinched mouth, slightly narrow 
. . 

neck, round shoulder, wide convex sided body, 

blunt pointed base, single coil handle from just 

below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Hard light red ware, light grey slip; 

marks 0 f vertical burnish. 

Dipper juglet (14361 F559Y 5lG7) EAZT 

Max. height 18.4 ems. Max. width 6.3 erns. 
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I2.!:!!. Wide pinched mouth, narrow neclt, slight 

shoulder, tapering convex side~, slightly pointed 

'. ,- base, single coil handle from below rim to 

shoulder. 

Fig.40.? 

Ware~ Soft red ware, light pink self (1) slip. 

Dipper jugletCI4362 F559GG 5lGIV) 

Hex.'height ~8.4 crns~' Max. width 7.0 c~s. 

Form. Pinched mouth, slightly nurrow neck, 

round shoulder, convex sides, slightly pointed 

base, single coil handle from below rim to 

-shoulder. 

Ware. Har~ red ware, red tinish (s11p?); marks 

o t vertical burnish. 

Dipper juglet (14364 F559V 51G4) EAST 

Max. height 19.1 ems. Hax. width 7.1 cms. 

Form. Slightly inverted rim, pinched mouth, 

narrow neck, s~lght'~ouldert'stra1ghttaper1ng 

. aides, rounded bas., ~ single coil handle trom' 

below rim to shoulder. 

Dipper juglet (14360 F559EE 51G4) EAST 

Form. Mouth broken, narrow neck, no shoulder, 

long tapering sides, base damaged, single 4011 

handle from just below rim to shoulder. 



Lamps 

~ <, 

Ware. Hard red ware with light buff slip. 

Dip'Per juglet (No.' not known F.559FF .51G2) EAST 

Mu. height 19 ems. + . Mu. width 9.5 ems. " 
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Form. Neck missing, broad round shoulder, convex , . 

tapering sides, pointed base, handle missing. 

(Single coil from shoulder.) 

Ware. Hard butt ware; red slip (worn) with 

vertical burnish. 

'. 

Single spouted lamp (I4346 F.559DD 91.13) 

Max. height 4.1 ems. Max. width ll.5cms. 

Form. Singl. spouted, slight folding at nozzle, 

rounded walls, rounded base. 

,. . ;: .. , 

Ware. Hard tine red ware. I' 
, " 

Not illustrated 

Single spouted lamp (14365 F559JJ 91.&3) 

Mu: height 4.4 cm •• ' Mu. width 9.0 cms~ 

.. 
Fol1D. Single spout, folding at nozzle, 

shallow rounded wall.. rounded base. 
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SCARABS 

-, 

Fig.41a.1 (RM 14372 Rowe 275 BPI Pl.x,84) WEST 1 
~.. .. , 

Length 1.3 ens. Breadth 0.9 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steatite, hard white-yellow; kneeling solar deity, 

with human body and falcon's head, holding in the 

left hand a uraeus on a standard or sceptre. 

Below is the ~ sign, "Lord". 

Fig.41a.2 (RM 14376 Rows 286 BPI Pl.X,79) EAST 

Length 1.3 ems. Breadth 0.9 erns. Heieht 0.7 ems. 

SteatIte, soft yellowish-brown; woman adorned in 

wig and rather, large garment w1 th le ft hand, 

raised in adoration: she Is perhaps pregnant. 

In front is a uraeus at the back of which is 

a small oblique stroke. 

Fig.41a.3 (RM 14374 Rowe 39 BPI Pl.X,SO) EAST 

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 0.9 er.ls. Width 0.6 ems. 

Steatite, white; !.!.!m ~ 1il!. ,giving the 

meaning "KIng of Upper and Lower Egypt, Nab" 

fianked by the' nh sign. Rowe gives this a date -
ot Dyn. XIII or later. 

(RH 14375 Rowe 416 BPI Pl.X,87) EAST -

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. WIdth 0.6 c~s. 

Steatlte, hard light yellow. !bur groups of 

semicircles attatched to a poorly carved central 

cross - each end is sllehtly raised as a pendant. (1) 
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F1g.4la.5 (RM 14373 Rowe 165 BPl PI.x,8l) EAST 

'. , 
Length 1.5 erns. Breadth 1.0 ems. Width 0.7 ems. 

Steatite, white; a scarab beetle (khe~er) with 

the !!.!L sign on either side; perhaps short 

tor Ra-Khener, a king's name. 

Fig.41a.6 (RH 14370 Rowe 409 BPl Pl.X,86) . WEST? 

Length 1.6 'ems'. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steat1te; 

a symbol 

Deeply incised scroll designs 

either forwah or tor sa. - -
Fig.'4la.? (RM 14.368 Row. 221 BP! Pl.x,8.3) EAST 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. ' Height 0.8 ems. 

Steatite, 'hard; deeply incised des1gn showing . . 
above and,below the papyrus clump for Lower Egypt; 

between, ! - !!!. - E!. 

Fig.4la.8 (RM 14371 Rowe 337 BP! Pl.x.85) EAST 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth I., ems. Height 0.8 ems. 

"Steat1te, hard; 11ghtly 1ncised, two urael 

with falcon in between. 

, . 
Fig.41a.9 (BM 14369 Row. 355 BP! Pl.x.82 EAST 

Length 2.1 ems. Breadth 1.5 ems. Height 1.0 ems. 

Steat1te, hard; deeply 1neised des1gn of above; 

inverted ankh between t.o plants below; two 

inverted neter signs with djed sign in between. 



BRONZE 

" Dac;gers 

(14381 BPI Pl.IX.46) 

Max. length 16.7 ems. ·Max. w1dth 5.3 ems •. 

~ •. Flat blade, rounded pOint. ,~hree (1) 

r1vet holes at base. 

Analysis. . Not available. 

Fig.4l.b.2 CI4.382 BPI Pl.IX,47) 

Max. ·1ength 17.1 cms. . Max. "width" 4.9 ems. ' 
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Form •. Flat blade, :rounded ·point." ,concave edges. 

tanged base. ' 

~al1s1s. " Not aVailable •. 

Nails 

Fig. .3 (I4378 Two examples) 

Hax. length 4.1 cms. 

Form. Square section nail with small flat head. 

Analysis. Not available • 

.. 
Miscellaneous., . 

Fig.41b.4 Bangle (Not registered) 

Clearance between ends 6.8 ems. 

~. Circular sectioned bronze bangle (1). 
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Similar in deaign to a scarab rine with wired 
.. i " 

ends, but much larger; ; purpose unknown~ 
" .. - --.... .. 

Analysis. Not available. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES' 

i) The estimate of'the total number of vessels from the 

tomb varies on the!omb Card and.the BFl,plan., 
" . . 

Tomb . 
Cards 12 bow1s.4 cyls.',6 dlpprs.1 jug.2 lamps.9 s.jars :: 34 

BPl 
Plan: 11 bowls.4 cyls.3 dipprs.l jug.l lamp.ll a.jars :: 31 

Not only are the totals different, but the subtotals vary 

considerably, particularly in the matter of the number 

of dipper juglets that were found. This type of 

inconsistency Is very d1fficult to explain, unless it 

stems from the fa.ct that the group was left in Jerusalem 

and that in some way the records varied. TYped 

correspondence at the Museum dated lOth March, 1929, 

presumably the time of the accession, simply repeats the 

Tomb Card information. 

il) The usual variant Corpus readings are noted:-

Tomb Card Jal'l':- 43G, R4 & R6, ~4 

BPl Cat. Jars:- 4314. D5, D6, F.3. J7. 

The bowls are surprisingly equal in thelr type numbers. 

except for the rare type 16, where the Tomb Card gives 

a type 16K4 which is not shown on the BP! catalogue. 



~ 

111) The Tomb Card refers curiously to only six scarabs, 
. f ~ • - ' \,.~." 

'~ . , 
\~ "-. ~ • it. " 

whereas nine are published inBPI Pl.X,79-87, and 

'the same nine are present in the collection. ~, 
, 1 '-, . .J.. ~ ~ 

IT) .... The 'omb Card refers to fragments' of a' bronze bangle; 

,the object illustrated here Is complete, 1 r this is.' 

the same object. 
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T) A number or small objects are not .present,:;.1ncludlng the 
'1 , .. I- .'. .' .l ' ~ 1 

toggle plns illustrated in BPt IX,48-;o, the beads 
..... " 

and the fine nint points. 
£ . 
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F.561 ,Insti tute 0 f Archaeology, London 

(e.v.3D/ BPI PI.LXIX) 

The tomb location is not shown on Petrie's map 

o't the' cemetery,'~ BPl Pl~ 1 .. XIV. .... 'rha b~ro.ii"g given on the 

~omb Card is ambiguous'since'the surve1 reference point to 

which the bearing was tnken seems. to ,. have been omitted. The 
, , 

bearing should read either. 'Pt: I l38~' in whieh case the tomb 
.. ' - • .' • j ", , ~ ~ 

would lie close to tomb 547. ,or it should read ,pt: I 33°', 
" ~. J> i • .;.... ., '''~ __ ~ .~, ~, ,. ... ".. '. ,~t , .... 

in which case it would lie between tombs ;66 and 564. The 

latter reading has here' been adopted. (See'Fig.l?) 

PLAN 

No plan or measurements are given tor this grave 

since it appears to be simpl7 an isolated unprovenanced group 

of material some 24" (60 ems." below the'surface. ,"" < ' ; 

CON'IENTS 

BPI PI.LXIV states that the group consisted of 

three pots on17 and that it was not in any way related obviously 

either to a burial, a grave ora,tomb. The three vessels are 

one piriform juglet, one ~pper juglet and a single-handled jug.\ 

There were no small finds. 

The presence of the 'piriform jugIet is to' be :noted 
. 4" '" 

as the only occurrence of-this form 1n the cemeter"~-'here 

clearly not provenanced. 
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'POT~I:ERY 

Juglets 

ng.42.1<. .Piriform·juglet (e~v.30/2·F56IB 6014) 

Ju~s. 

, Max. be1ght·18.4"cms~"'Max; width: 11.6 cms. 
, . 

i .. ,"" . . . 
Form. Everted rim, narrow neck, sloplngshoulder, 
. . , '. "."' 

slight carlnation, marked button base, dou?le . ~ } ~ .' '., 

coil handle from rim to shoulder WI111 button. 
" , , .::.. 

!!!:!..," Sott oran,. "are,' grey sI1t>,traces of" 

'vert1cal burnish. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.30/1 F561C 51G3 f ) 

Max. height - M.x .... idth 5.6 ems.· 

Form. Neck missing, elongated body, rounded 
" 

base, handle missing - broken in antiquity. 

!!!!:!.. Orange ware, heavily concreted. 

Single handled jug (Not'catalogued F56lA 33M) 

Hax. height ~ Hax. width 20.0 cms. (without handle) 

Fbrm. Neck missing, Wide body, rounded shoulder, 

bDse missing, single handle on shoulder. 

War~. Brown ware with Brey cor., buft finish, 

turning marks below shoulder. 
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CATALOGUE~ANOMALIES 

i) The multiple cataloguing of this tomb again illustrates 
t '.. • '.. ~ 

the confusion which can arise. The Tomb Card mentions 

a total 0 r three objects found; a one handled jug 

(38M), a dipper juglet (51G3') and the piriform 
, ' 

juglet (60N4). The Tomb Ca.rd further indicates that 

all three were removed. The Corpus accords.with this, 

ci ting 1561' as haying an example 0 f each 0 f the three. 

types •. i'he BPI':. catalogue however, Pl.LXIX" whilst 

,.giving only, three 'fessels for, the tOIlO makes, a' acribal 

; error in changing, the' dipper juglet .51G3' into the short 

. Late Bronze Age/Iron Age juglet 5OG3' which it patently 

ls not. 

Further to this er.or, the Jnstitute catalogues 

only two of the three vessels, whereas all three are 
;' < • 

currently housed in the collection. 
" 

The' group h~s' been restored' as ·ex·cavated. 
. , , ..... ' . 



F.563 Fitzwilliam f1useum, Cambridge 

( - 1929 BPI PI.XIV & XV) 

<. The tomb is located on the western edge of the 

cemetery (see Fig.l?). 

PLAN (Fig.43a) 

, 
,t 
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ihe plan is after Petrie BPI PI. XVIII, with 

the section reconstructed trom the depth measurements given 

with the plan •. ' The tomb is ~ stepped shaft and chamber to~b, 

the dromos having six steps and approaching r.rom.~he north. 

The roof is speculator.y. A peculiarity of this tomb ls the 

considerab~y Widened lowest step. 

CONTENTS 

, 1 
~ ~ " 

Rarell",'lt seems'that skeletal remains' were' round 

in the tomb, lying west to east head to the west. No other 

details are given. The accompanying grave goods included a 

group of seven vessels, comprised ot one bowl. one lamp, two 

cylindrical jugleta and two storage jars, inside one ot which 

was a dipper juglet. Small· finds included fragmentsot a. 

toggle pin, a crystal scarab and what 1a described as ar 

"Hunting Scarab-. The only objects preserved are the bowl, 

the dipper juglet and the carved scarab. 

PO'ITER! 

Bowls 

Small carinated bowl (22-1929 F563E 18Jl2) r 

Max. height 1.6 ems. Max. width l8'~o ems. 



Juglets 

SCARABS 

Fig. 43c.l 

Form.' Everted 'rim, vertical upper wall, 

o ,marked carination, ,convex lower wall, turned 

disk ba.se. 

Ware. Orange brown ware, clear turnin.;:; marks 

from below shoulder to base. 

Dipper jug1et (18-1929 F563C 51G10) 

,Inside .torage jar F563B 43V6) , 

; Max. belght20.6 cms.: Max. width 8.3 ems. 

Form. Rim mlsa1ng. neck slightly narrowing, 

rounded wide shoulder, convex tapered sides to 

sllghtly pointed base. 

Ware. Hard reddish grey ware; surface worn. 

(12-1929 ' BP XII,125) 
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Length 2.7 cms. Breadth 1.9 cms. Height 1.2 cms. 

Limestone. A lion rearing upon the baCk of a 

gazelle which it Is attacking. Petrie (BPl p.4) 

maintains that the form is clumsy and thus 

degraded. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

1) The BPI catalogue, PI.XIV, mentions fragments of a pin 

and of bone inlay illustrated on Pl.XI. The Tomb Card 

mentions the pin but,not the bone inlay, and thus it 



may. be out of place in the BP catalogue. It is not 

preserved with the collection. 
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11) The BPI catalogue mentions only one scarab - the 

I ' . 

carved scarab Fig 43c.l. The Tomb Card adds another 

plain crystal scarab but s1nce these were so infrequently 

catalogued in BPI, 1t does not appear there. It ls 

currently missing. 

111) Catalogue var1ants include the bowl, typed as 18J12 

on the Tomb. Card,' but 18J14 in BFl.and the Corpus. The 
, 

storage jars, 43V6 on the Tomb Card, become 43E5 in BPl 
.' T 



F564 University Museum, Manchester. 

(BPI PI.XIV & XV) 

2 !) 9,~ 

The tomb lies in the~western central part of the 

cemetery near tombs 551,,554 and 566.- (See' ng.17L 

PLAN 

* 

There is ,~o extant plan' of this. t~mb, neither on the 
~. r '" t.,. ,,"'" 

Tomb Card' nor in the BPI catalogue. From the pla,n 0 f the 
!, • t 1 .' , ., _....'"., • ..' 

'-" ...:. , ~ , .... . 
cemetery on BPI Pl.LXIV, it is noted that this tomb is one 

" • ~ ., , J ~ • 

ot the bilobate chambered, tombs; it lies very close to others 

o f· that. type. -'rhe reason Whl such 'an important tomb has no 

plan is that large and complex tombs .ere never" planned on the 
,. 

Tomb Card; ~ separate plan was made and then illustrated in 
•• ~~ ..•• ~~: .••• ~~, ~. t •••. ~ 

the BP report. Presumably this plan has been lost. 
.., • i?, ~ ~' 

. , 
.- . 

CONTENTS 

No~sk.letal remains are recorded; 
.4 r~ ..... #-

the tomb 
, .1' 

It . " , ~ .. 

equipment Was relatively rich, with twenty-one vessels comprised 
, 

ot ten assorted bowls, six cyli~dr1cal Juglets, one dipper 
r.' ! '. >r~> : ~. '.,"'~ ~~ ~'" --" ~_:' .:, ~" . ,:. 

juglet, iwo storage jars and two lamps. EIght ot the vessels 
~ f ' • . , 

, . 
are marked NTH, and eleven are currently housed in the collection. 

The missing two vessels are atragmentarycy11ndrical juglet, 
I 

and a hand-made lamp. ' . '. " '. . . 
The recorded small objects include two daggers, tour . , . ~ /" ,. , ' ,-

pins, twelve scarabs and two calcite Tases. Of these objects, 
" . - . 

the daggers and pins, together with dagger fittings are 

currently 1n the collection. Only one of the calcite vases is 

now present but there are fifteen scarabs preserved. 



FOTTERY, 

Bowls 

F1g.44.l Small plain bowl (1 F564{J ,15G) 
, 'J 

Max. height 4.0 ems. Max. width 11.9 ems. 

Form. Plain rim, plainly convex walls, flat 

unturnei base. 
.i .' 

Ware. Orange'ware; traces of red slip inside 

and out. Used as a lamp in three chipped areas 

around the rim ~ soot blackened. 
, . 

Small carinated bOWl (8633 F564K l8Jll) 

Hex. height 7.5 ems. Max. width 14.6 ems. 

Fbrm. Everted rim, sliehtly concave upper wall, 
; "' " ", \ 

round shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk 

base. 

Ware. Fine orange ware; dull red finish, 

turning markst.rom below rim to base. 

Small carinated bowl (8635A F564H 18J1l) 

Max. height 8.0 ems. Max. width 16.0 ems. 

. ' , '" 

Everted rim, slightly concave upper wall, 

round shoulder, turned disk base. ' 

Ware. Sott orange ware; buft finish, turning 
. 

marks trom shoulder to base. 



Fig. 44 • .5 
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Small carinated bowl (1 
f 

F564G 18JIO) 

Max. height 7.0 cms. Hax. width 16 • .5 cms • 

.E2!.El. Everted rim, upright upper wall,: carinated 
~ -~. 't J 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

Ware. Butt ware; grey-butt fin1sh. 

Small carinated bowl (86021 F,564F l3J7) 

Mu. height 6.8 cms. 'Max. width 17.0 cms. 

!2.!:!.' Everted rim, upright upper wall,' carinated 

shoulde~, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 
, 

!!!:!.. Butt ware, 'light grey finish, turningmaJ"ks 

from below shoulder to base. 

S~a11 c3rinated bowl (863QA & B F.564M l8J6) 

Max. height 6.9 ems. Max. width 17.1 ems. 

!2£!.Everted rim, upright upper wall, carinated 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

Ware." Brown ware," butt t1n1sh; turning marks 

below shoulder to base. 
. , 

Carinated bowl (8627 F.564D 22B4) 

Maz. height 10.9 eMS. Max. width 20.0 ems. 

~. Plain rim, convex upper wall, rounded 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

Ware. Sott orange ware, grey-buff slip, turning 

marks below shoulder around base. Surface worn. 



Fig.44.9 

JUGLETS, 

. . 
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Carinated bowl (8626 F564T 18J12) 

Max. height 12.1 cms. Max. width 23.1 c~s. 

, 
Form. Everted rim, upright upper wall, carinatod 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned ring base. 

Ware. Buft ware, very worn; butt-red finish 

turning marks below shoulder. 

, 
Large carinated bowl (8628 F564E 23K8) 

Max. height 17.3 cms. Max. width 36.4 c~s. 

~. Plain rim, upper wall played outwards, 

overlolded carinat1on, Convex lower wall, turned 

ring.base. 

!!.!:!. So It orange-brown ware; drab bu rf-red 
~, 

finish, very worn surface. 
. . .', 

. 
Di~per juglet (3632 F564C '51G4) 

Max. height 17.0 ems. Mu. width 6.5 cms • 

Form. Rim broken; narrowed neck, marked shoulder, 

convex tapering sides, rounded base. Single coil 

handle trom below r1m to shoulder. 

Ware. Red ware; traces of butt slip. 

Vertically burnished. 



LAMPS 

Fig.44.ll 

SCARABS .. ' 

Fig.4.5a.l 

Fig.45a • .3 

Fig.45a.4 

. , 

S1ngle spouted,lamp(860l F56J.;J 91Al) 

Max. hei~ht 5.0 ems. Max. width 13.2 ems. ' 

.~ ' ... 
" .. 

~. Single spout, pinched; nozzle li&htly 

folded; plain rim with slight carination on 

rounded wall. Ease rounded. 
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Ware. Light grey wart; light grey t.Lnish; 

soot'burning marks.' 'Bottom scraped to form shape 

of base to neat'"' rim. ' 

, . .. , 

(8622 BPI Pl.XII,134) 
, - , , 

Length 1.1 e::ns. Breadth 0.9 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 
, 
~ . ~ .:" k _. 

Steatlte, yellow. Roughly carved geometric 
• • .. a 

design with single twist deaien centre. 

(8611 BPI P1.XII,l2B) 

Length 1.2 ems. Breadth 0.8 ems. Height 0.5 ems. 

Bteatit., white. Quadruple hooked scroll design. 
, 

(8623 BDI Pl.XII,135) 

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.6 ems. 

Steatite, white; traces of green glaze? 
(. 

Geometric design; single loop design centre. 

(8622 BPl PI.XII,l30) 
~ 

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.6 e~s. 

Steatite. yellow. Decorative 'cross' motif; 

uraeus in each of, the four quarters • 



Fig.45a.8 

F1g.45a.10 
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(8616 . BPl P1.XII,127), l' , . 

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 1.0 cms. lieight 0.6 cms. 

Steatite, yellow., Horned animal walking to right 

on grassy ground; cross hatching on body; lines 

at neck; s1en over back. 

I 

(8619 . BPI Pl.XII.13Z) 

Length 1.7 ems. Breadth 1.Z e~s. lle1ght 0.8 ems. 
. , 

Steat1te, ~ellow. Interlocked double scroll 

'design, terminating in . s1gns. 

(8618 BPI,Pl.XII,131) 

Length 1.7 ems. Breadth 1.2 cms. He1ght 0.3 ems. 

Steat1te, hard yellow; much decayed green glaze 

all over the body and seal. Centre: scroll design, 
. , '. . 

flanked by antithetic plant signs. 

(8620 BPl PI.XIl,133) 

Length·l.8 ems. Breadth·l.2 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steat1te. yellowish. Geometric design flanking 

triple twist motif. 

(8615 BPI Pl.XII,126) 

Length 1~8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height O.d ems. 

Steatite. yellow_ Horned' animal running to" 
.. ", 

right with head turned back; cross-hatching on 

body. lines atnec~; uraeus above bsck. . . 

(8613 BPl P1.XIl,129) 

Length 1.3 ems. Breadth 1.3 cr::s. Height 0.8 c:z:s. 
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Steatlte, yellow; with electrum fr~e. Garbled 

antithetic'lotus'design. 

Fig;45a.11 (8621 BPl Pl~XII,136) 

length 2.0 crns. Breadth 1;3 ems. Height 0.9 ems. 

Limestone, buff. ,-' Centrel ,four. concentric c1rcle 

motifs joined; 'flanked by double looped design. 

Fig. 45a.12 (8624D Notcataloeued BPl) 

;Plain 

F1g.45a.14 

, . 

Several very worn fragments. 

Steatite, soft white. Seal very badly da;naged, but 

including a khener sign. 

(8614 Not catolcigued,BPI) 

Length 1.0 cms. Breadth 0.7 e~s. Height 0.5 ems. 

Amethystine quartz. Plain seal, carving light. 
, . I • \ 'r 

'. , 

(8609ANot catalogued BPI) 
I 

Length 1.1 ems; Brea'dth 0.7 C::lS. Height 0.5 cms. 

Crystal. Plain seal, carving light. 

Fig. 45a'.15 (8608 Not catalogued BPl) 

Length 1.3 ems. Breadth 0.8 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Paste and glaze, with bronze ring. 

Seal plain, moulding rudimentary. 



BRONZE. 

-
Pins. ' -
Fig.45b.l 

, 

Flg.45b.4 
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(8612 B-C Not illustrated BPI) 

INCOMPLL'TE Length'3.8cms. 

~. Upper shatt with horizontal grooves. 

Lower shaft plain but point m1ssing. 

Analyais. not available. 

(8612 BP! Pl.XI,79) . 

INCO~~LETE Length 6.4 ems. 

FoIJll. Upper shart missing; lower shaft plain 

but point missing. 

Analysis. Not available. 

(8611 BP! Pl.XI,??) 

Length 9.2 ems. " 

For~. Upper shaft square section tWisted; lower 

shatt pi~in. Bent out ot true. ' 

Analysis •. Not available. 

(8610 BPI Pl.XI.78) 

INCOMPLE'I'E Length 14.7 ems. 

Form. Upper shaft vertical but slightly tapering 

to eye; lower shaft plain; point missing. 

Analysis. Not available. 



Dag~ers 

Fig.4.5b • .5 '. 

Fig.45b.6 
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(8606 BPI Pl.XI,76) 

Max. length 14.6 ens. 11ax. width 5.0 ems. ' 

~. Triangular blade with double sided mid-

. rib. Only 'one rivet remaining but proba.bly once 

tour. No tang. 

Anal:sls. Not aVailable. 

(8605 BPI Pl.XI,75) 

Max. length 19.6 ems. Max. Width 5.0 ems. 

Form. -. Concave edges, rounded point, ovoid section, 
" . 

rectangular sect10ned tang. 

Analysis. Not available. 

Miscellaneous . 
Fig.45b.7 (8624 A ~ B BPI Pl.XI,SO) 

Approx. 4.5 cms. in length. 

Form •. Two t1.tt1ngs of bronze with single rivets; - . 

the fittings are themselves riveted on to an 

ivory cross-piece, now fragmented. The catalogue 

in Manchester describe. these as 'bronze and ivory . . . 

hilt-fragmentsl. 
~,...," . ': .. 

Anal:sis. Not available. 
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ALABASTER. '. 

, . 
_S~al~ .single h~dled ,vase (8604 BPI PI.XI,81) 

Max. height 8.2'incomplete. Max. width 3.9 ems. 

Form. Rim missing, neck narrowed, bag shaped 
, .,' . . 
body.. small fiat base. Single handle from shoulder 

r 
~ '-' "- ~ '". " 

to rim? missing. Body shape oval. 
(, 

BEADS 

Not illustrated· 

... . (8607 BPI Not illustrated)., 

Forty five assorted beads made up as follows: .. 
k ~ "'. .. 

a) 5 carnelian beads, barrel shaped. 
.... .' '-" .' 

b) .32 carnellan beads, circular • 
..- \ .~ -" ,. , 

c) 2.amethystine quartz beads, Circular, large. 

cl) . : 3 crystal beads, circular. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

1} The cataloguing of the tomb reveals the usual discrepancies 

and omissions. 

Tomb 
Cardz 15G, 161, 18J6,7,lO,1I,12, 2ZB4, 23K8, 43T4 51G4, 74011,12 

911.4 

BPIa 15G, 18J8,9,12,13,K3. Z2B4, 43l.3, 51G4,4', 74011,14,15 911.1,4 

Corpus: 18J8,9,12.13.14,K3, 22B4, 23K12, 43F3, 51G4' 74011,14,15 

~e most obv1ous inconsistencies are to be found in the 

BP! catalogue, which omits the type 16 and the type 23 
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• 
bowls altogether. It also adds an extra dipper juglet 

>.- " 

51G4' wh1ch certainly was never found 1n th1s group, 
.~ .... i 

nor 1s it preserved. 

ii} The Tomb Card has a late ink addition to the efrect 

that the tomb:contained t"el.e scarabs. 'The BP! catalogue 

only records and illustrates eleTen.' The collection 

. preserves ti tteen.' 5:h.· discrepancy: undoubtedly arises 

:8S rollows~ There were eleven whole carved scarabs in the 
.. "J ) 

tomb, and one badly fragmented which was not illustrated 

·01' recorded in BP!. The re~alnlng three scarabs, are plain 

scarabs which are rarely recorded., 
, . 

,I" , , " , 

lil) , Of the two recorded and illustrated calcite Tases in'BPI, 

one is now mlssing. It 18 likely that this vessel is 

still 1nthe collection in Manche.ter~'Cat~ No. '8603. 
'" 

The collection la only' now be1ilg put in good order," w1 th 

'the result that several pieces are yet to be located. 
"\" 

The unlocated cylindrical juglet 8637A m1ght be F.564Q (1). 



.... ,.1' .' < 

565 ',. Institute 0 r Archaeology, London.' 

<one piece, Eritish Museum) ' .. 

(~.V~lll 
,.~. . 

BPI PI. XIV & XV) 

k • ": ." ~ ,. '" ". • , , ~ ~.- '.. 

~he tomb does not appear'on the 'plan of the 

cemetery BPI PI.LIIV but trom ''1t~ bearing on th~ Tomb Card 

Siven as76t 0", 13° from pOi~t i~ it would ~eemto lie on 

the western edge of the cemetery between tombs 566 ~~d 570, 

near tomb 567. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (F1g.46) 
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The plan'is taken trO~BPI Pl~XVIII ~atterPetrie. 
It Is a bilobate tomb with a' four-stepped dramas. The section 

is irrecoverable as the heights are not given. The constricted 
. . ~ .' 

entra.nce into the chamber acts as a'doorway' •. The-dramos, 
..' ,.. ... ,~ .t • - - -

as usual. enters.from the north the, bearing of which is given 

on the Tomb Card. 

CONTENTS 

The tomb is described as disturbed and no skeletal 
" ,~ " 

remains are recorded. As .. for .the accomparl3'i~g grr:ve goods, 

this group is among the mostditflcult to piece together, 
• > ." t ,_' ~ ,~ '\ ~. -" 

being fraught with contradictory information •. The tomb Card 

states that fifteen vessels' were ::found i~- 'the tomb, o~eo f wh1ch 

is not described at all (F.56.50, marked NTH). Of the remaining 

tourteen, four ar~ marked NTH" leaving a possible ~otal of ten. 

Nine are currently catalogued ~t, the Institute of Archaeology, 

one of which is missing, with one further vessel in the collection 

which is not registered, so that one vessel is unaccounted for. 

The uncollected pieces are: one bowl, three cylindrical juglets, 
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one storaee jar and one other vessel mentioned above. 

Together with 'the pottery, the-Tontb Card mentions'-': 
-, 

toi~l~ pins, bone inlaY arid two kohl 'pots.' It omits (1) to 

mention a large groupor.so~e sixteen scarabs and seals 
. "'.' .'''' . .' 

published under this tomb number rourteenor which are still 
,. ;~' , .~. t ..... _ > -< ,.. " •• 

available. The toggle pins are now missing, but the bone inlay 

and one ot the kohl pots' are to 'be 'fo'lind in 'the British Museum • 

. . t • ~ f ,. t 

POTTERY" 

Bowls 

Bmall carinated bowl (e.Y.11/4' F565G '18JIO) 

Max. height 5.8 ems. Max. width 13.3 ems. 

!brm. Everted rim,; upper wall vertical, alight 
. . 

carination, lower wall becomln« horizontal'to 

b~s., turned disk base: 

Ware. Soft orange ware with butf finish, turning 

marks below shoulder. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.ll/4 F565F 18J13) 

Max. he1ght 6~9 erns." Max~' width 17.8 ems. 

Fo~. Pronounced everted rim, upper wall vertical, 

carinated shOUlder, lower, wall convex, turned 

disk base. 

Ware. Orange with grits, buft slip, turning marks 

from elow shoulder to base. 
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Small carinated bowl (not registered F565P l6K3) 

Max. height ? Max. w1dth 15.8 ems. 
1 . , 

\. ,~l~. 

For~. Rim missing, upper wall concave, carinated 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned ring base. 
, t 

lVare., Dark ~ro.wn ware,.~rab bu~t/b:own finish • 

• I 

Carinated , bowl (e.v.l1/3,F565M 18J12) 
'. . . 

Hax. height 9.4 ems. Hax. w~dth 18.2 ems. 

Form,. .Everted rim, high vertical upper wall" 
.;. " • Cc _ ~ c, c ~ . , 

sharp carination, sloping lower wall, turned 

disk base • ., , 
( " 

t ;., { ~. "!' . ~ 

Ware.' ',Brown ware, turnIng marks from below 

shoulder to rim •. Breaks at the rim make it clear 
•• < ~'\- "', "'. ~ - "", ~ .... ' • .. 

that the evertlon ot the rim was effected by. 
~ . <" , • ",. ..,. ..... ' ~ ~ ~, 

fOlding the clay outwards and over on itself. 
'. 

. . 
Large flaring carinated bowl (e.v.ll/l F565C 23Jl) 

.Mu.· height 11.6 cms. 'Hax. width'Z8.2crns. ' 

For.!_ Sl1&ht11',everted rim, upper wall concave, 

slight flare in carInation, lower wall convex, 

turned ring base. 

Ware. - Orange ware, worn buft finish, turning carks 
, ' 

below shoulder to base, warped. 



Jug1ets 
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Cyl:tndr,"cal juelet (e.v.ll/.5 (61) F.565K 74(11) 
, , , 

Max.height 12.0 ems. Max. width 9.4 ems. 

~. Sli&~tly thickened rim, narrow neck, 

slightly angled shoulder, slightly convex sides. 
,> ., - ..-" " ... 

slightly rounded ba.se, double coil handle from 
, , ., 

rim to shoulder W!TH button. 

Ware. Brown grey ware, worn light grey surface, ' 
~ .' . ' 

(slip?) with possible traces of vertical burnish (1) 

, . ' 

Cylindrical juglet'(e.v.lln F.56.5N74(16) 

Max. height 12.0 ems. Max. width 11.0 ems. . , . 
, 

Form. 
,j , 

Slightly thickened everted rim, narrow 

neck, angular shouldeJ"~ CORvex walls, base missing, 

double coil handle from rim to Shoulder' WITHOGT 

'button •. 

Ware. D&rk gr6Y .are with grey brown finish, marks 
... r ~ .,; .' \. > • • ,. ~ ".." '. .;t 

o t turning at base and from half' way down the walls. 

Internal deposit. 
• I!' J' ~ •• .,. 

One handled -jug(e~v.ll/8 - F.565A "34B.5) 

Max. height ? Max. width 20 erns. 
. " 

~. ~arked.~refoil mouth with everted rim, 

wide neck, rounded shoulder, lower ,part broken bll:t, 
~, 
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with small nat ,base, single strap handle from 
" -

rim to shoulder., 

~. Orange ware, light grey surface. 

Lamns 

-
Single spouted lamp (e.v.l1/9 F56.5J 91A6) 

r~ax. height 3.9 cms. Hu. width 11.9'cms. 

Form. Shallow circular body With slight folding • 

at,nozzle,'rounded walls to,rounded;base. burning 
- , 

marks at nozzle."" ' .. '. 

, ' . 
Ware. Orange ware, patchy dark red finish., 

, 

SCARABS 

Fig.48a.l BPX.98 L.O.S·B.O.7 H.O.!) 

Scarabold '- black steat1te. Field divided into 

three, CENTRE, sundiek, nefer sign and the 
, , 

hierogl1ph G..:).- EI'rHER SIDEt ne ter sign. 
< 

'Lert hand also lncludes8 broken indeterminate sign. 

Fig.48a.Z BPX.99 L.O.9. B.O.7. B.O.4. 

Scarabold - black steatite. Winged disc surmounting 

t~o serpents~ ·b.twee~:- .. hieh is an empty cartouche 

. and' an indetermina.te hieroglyph '6-) • 
, . 

Fig.43a..3 "BPX.I07 L.I.I. B.0.8. H.O.5. 

Li6ostone with gold'f'rame'-'presently more 

.' damaged than when excavated. Central scroll pattern 
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-. 
" 

surrounded on the three survivine sides (and on 

the tou~th) b: £ sign.' 

Fig.48a.4 BPX.lOl L.i.3. B.l.O. n.0.6. 
Limestone ? M1ddle Kingdom scroll pattern 

inside-which is a eartouche containing two signs 
~ .'~ , , . 
!! and Ne fer but better read Neter, Ra. 

. " 

Fig. 48a.5 BPX~lOO' L.1~4~ B.O.9. -H.O~'b. " 

Black: steat1te'. Scroll pattern around the 
, ' 

circum terence ins1de ";h1ch Is an oval sundlsk, 

ne tet: "sign-,' the possi bly n.!!? sign. 

F1g.48a.6 ~. BPX.105 

Limestone • 
, : k'". 

Browsing horned animal' (oryxt) . ' , , 
The unusual tail appears to bear a resemblance 

(' " . 
toa'rearing uraeus'-

Fig.48ft.?,' BPX.I03 L~1.7. B.l~2. B.o.8. 

Limestone. Full frontal nude female, conforming 

to certain Eq1pt1an types and may 'resemble 

Rathor. J ' 

Fig. 43a.8 BPX.l10 L.1.7. 8.1.2.' H.O.7. 

Limestone •. Rows ot the h1erOglY~h" '''0 
reproduced fpr a pattern motif • 

. " 

BPX.102 L.1.8. B.l.2 • R.O.B. 
. 

Limestone. Khener beetle with sundisc above, -
f1an~ed by uraei. Below are two nefer signs 
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fionked by the hieroslyph W (possibly intended 
. P ,,-',) "r-- '. ~ ,.', " ,. .' , , ' ~ ,~ "', ' 

to . b~ Rj ).' ~l~w"'is a' ~~cond '~hener boetle> 
< .... ,. <4" " ,r'~:' /~--"""" " 1.<:...." ~~ 

!lanlted by anlili'sigUs~ The re'ading has no 
, -, .. ! ~"'; ~ .-

meaning. 

• If I~ • :'" ~ " 
.. : 

Fie.48a.lO BPX.I09 R.o.B. . ' 

,Limestone. Single rope border within which are 

three vertical panels. 'The centre has i signs 
, " ~ ~ ." ': . ~ 

. alternately 'IIi th the hierogl1ph r+t-I. The 
.'.~ '-. : • 1 1'- • 

, . 
remainder 1s a jumble 0 f garbled hieroglyphs 

" ;.,: J'. ,t.« : i \ 1.... ..... f ;- f' '! jh 

arranged in symetricalorder. The reading'has 
'" 

no meaning •. 

- , 

Limestone. Upper portion unreadable. 

Rearing uraeus between two schematicall1 represented 

plants beio,," which' 1s the' l' sign. 

~ > .,;- '. 

11g.48a.12 BPX.97· L.2.2., B.l.? R.l.O. 
" . 

Limestone. Miscellaneous hieroglypbs without any 
.-

, ~" ,,~ 

connected sense;. anldl Signs, the papyrus clump, 
, :--, 

! signs, the goose sign, a seated man with an 

upraised hand~,leg hieroglyph with the value tb' 

with what seems tobs an appended,bud,protruding 

from the foot, and a chameleon (1). 

Fig.48a.13 'BPX.108 L.2.3.· B.l.5. H.l.O. , 

Limestone. What appears to be an offering stand 

to, the. left of, which is a cartouche containing 
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the signs ~ <:)~. There are similar signs 

to the rightLD ,0 ~ 0.-) ,. Below is the 

.1 sign, fl~kedbyvult~res. Below are two 

arched uraei between which are the three hleroglyphs 
. ," . .... 

D 1. 3.· . 'l'h,e, bottom. hClS ~ sign, which appears to 

be' the ~. s~gn.· . " , . 

~ '" 

L. ? B.l.c. R.O.? ~ , ... ( ... , 

. , ,Translucent amethyst. broken. ' Scroll border 

,withthe symbolU) •. Noslgniticance or equation 

is posE';ible. 

'8mall'fase , . 
~ . . '" 

(British Museum Western Asiatic Dept L?97) . ~ . 

(The vase 1llustratea i.not the origina1;shape 

o t this piece since the piece, 1s . completely ; .' ' , 
"- ,,~. ". 

"fragmented., The shape 18, the type or vase ,that. .' 
... , ~ . ...... . , 

", the' fragments once 'describ'ed and the design 1s , 
j., \. ~ 

taken from the fragments and superimposed upon 
..... ,,_.' --- ,; 

this outlIne.)· 

The veasel was ,reen glazed and the, paint Waa brown. 

BONE INLAY 

Fig.48b.2 . (British Museum West~rn Asiatic Dept. L77l) 

Two small ~agments ot bone 1nlay. One has a lattice 

design. the other a series ot ring and dot compass 

designs. 
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CATALOGUE, ANOHALIES ' 

1) .. ,'l'he,carlnated bowl F.565C(e.v.ll/l) which is marked 

with the type number ZJJl- on the Tomb Card 1s also • 

marked on the base very clearly:w1th-the n~~ber 73Jl._ 

fbrtunately this cannot:be.correct since type 73Jl 1s 

an Iron Age ,black lustrous juglet •. The error was origin

ally present'on the Tomb Card but has been altered to 

23Jl which thisbowl,clearly tits. Nevertheless 

it has not ~revented the presence ot a 73Jlin the 

BPIV catalogue wh1ch i8 totally erroneoua. 

, ' ' 

.". t' 

i1) A cl1screY'atlcy arises in the number o! vessels actually :': ~~, ,',., 

registered at the Institute ot Archaeol06Y. Firstly 
, \ . . ~ .: . .~ . 

nine 'are registered but only eight are'present. The 
.' ,,' .,' , 

missing object is e.v.ll/' described as a small carinated 
.. <! l, .. 

bowl. This number, however, is also inscribed on a 
.~ . ...:::. t ," 

< • < • 

cylindrical juglet and therefore, the catalogued vessel 
" ~ - • • ' " ~; > .... 

that 1a missing 'is e.v.ll/6,a'cyl1ndr1cal juglet. Since 

only two cyl1ndrical juglets'were brought back, two are . , 

catalogued 'and two 'are present; then the m1ss1n5 object 

" : is the e.v.ll/5 or 6 bowl. To compoWld the con !uaion , 

there 1s one extra bowl which i.unregistered but in the . , 
collection. The ink marking gives it as565L but the ~omb 

, Car .. maintains, that this object. i.' a . atorage jar.' Pencil 

markings underneath the ink olearly show the object. to be 

565P. ,the bowl 1613. (It may be that this 1s the missing 

bowl e.v.ll/5 or 6.) 
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•• ' >-

iii) There are sixteen scarabs and scaraboids found in this 
~ ," 

, ' 

tomb according to the BPI catalogl1e, PI. XIV. These 

- sixteen are illustrated as belonging to this tomb on 
- . 

Pl.X,96-111. Fourteen ot these are currently held 

at the Institute ot Archaeology, omitting nos. 106 mld Ill. 

This is the largest collection ot scarabs in any of 

the tombs being discussed yet astonishingly, no record 

appears ot this cache on the iomb Card. The singular 

omisslon of this tind is to be.viewed with'great suspicion. 

~ To compound the' erx'or •. the Instltute collection has 

e1ther lost or doeS,Dot have the reglstratlon cards for 

these scarabs,'one of which ls the 1nteresting "cylinder 

,'seal",' missing altogether trom the collection, BP! Pl.X,lll. 

1v) One of the two taience pots mentioned on the Tomb Card 

is missing as are the three toggle pins 0 t Pl.IX. On 

the other hand. the BP catalogue PI.XIV records no 

: faience, at all, for this to.b. ,Further" it records a" 

, number, 0 t "nints"ri th the -illustration re terance to 

. 'Pl.IX, but, that plate records more correctly" that ,these 

n1nts, belone; not to 1%5 but to F.596. 

v) There are the usual discrepancies between the tYping 
") ." - \ . .,. ,~ - ,.. . ,', 

of pots on the Tomb Ca~d, the Corpus and BP!. Notable 
" " ' among 'these whimsical" v~riatlons is the bowl F56.5P, 

typed as 16K3 on the Tomb Card, but l6K/+ in the BP 

catalogue and the Corpus. Other bowls typed on the 

Tomb Card as 18J2 and 1SJ'13 become 1&14 and l3J14 in 

the Corpus and BP. 
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F566 Rockefeller MuseUM, Jerusalem 

(14386-4393 & 4423 ,BPI.PlXIV & XV) 

The tomb is situated on the west side of the 

cemetery near tomb 564~ (See Fig.l?) c. 
. , 

PLAN (Fig.49) " 

The plan and the section are reconstructed from 
i\o • : ~ I i ... 

the sketch and the measurements given in EPl·Pl.XVIII. The 

roo t is conjectural' 'since undoubtedly th~" tomb roof' had' '... . 

colla.psed be tore excavation. 'rhe plan 1s that" 0 ra' bilo bate 

tomb with the usual six steep stepped dramos entered slightly 

to the west 0 r north. , , 

CONTENTS 

. '1 . .. . ' ,',' 

No skeletal remains are recorded. !he grave goods 

consisted only of pottery, th1rteen vesaels 1n all, made up 

ot three bowls, two cylindrical jugleta,. four storage., jars, :., 
.', i ,~ .' ' 

two dipper jugle~s and ~wo lamps. ot this group, one ,cylindrical 

juglet, one lamp and two storage' jars are marked NTH •. Apart 
.. .. 

from the other two storage jars of'the group which are missing 

presumed lost, the remaining 'seven vessels are present in the 

Rocketeller Museum collection. 

POTTERY 
, , 

Bowls 

Fig.5O.l 

. ' 

Small carinated bowl (I438? F566G 13J4) 

Max. height ?7 cms. Max. w1dth 16.1 ems. 
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Form. Everted rim, vertical.upper.wall, slightly 
~ . .. 

rounded shoulder, lower walls slightly convex to 
.~ '\" " • ,'~.. .• t _ 

turned but flat disk base. 

!!£!. Soft.grey-brown ware, roughly ~ade with 
. ~ ~. . ., ' . ' .... 

variable carination. 

Small carinated bowl (14388·, F.566H ,l8J9) 
• ". '>, _. ~ ~ 

Max •. he1ght 7.5 ems. Hex. width 18.1 ems~ 

• , Form. "Everted' rim, upper wall slightly angled , 

outwards to.shoulder,.marked carination, convex 
'- ., . ~, .' -" , ". ,~. ., - .. ~ 

lower.wa11, turned disk b~se. 

Ware~ Fine hard red ware; . dark red fin1sh~ 
.! i 

Large carinated bowl (14389 .. F566J. 2203) 
,-<> • • ,-. " 

..." ; - ~ 

Max. height 11.7 ems.' Maz. width 24.7 ems. 

~_ r"~, ~~-" ',.-..-» '\ 

,Form. Plain r1m,Upper wall almost vertical, 

carinat10n round~d, eonvexlol'ler wall, 'turned ring 
. , 

base. Two double strand resid~al ledge handles 
/ .... -'~ , ~- ,", -." . 

vertieall1 fixed are 'attached to the bocty at the rim 
, 1 .. , 

diametrically opposed to one another. 

'. . 
Ware. Hard orange ware. slight buff s11p, 

vertically, burnished inside on lower surface. 
.. ~ ~' - '. . ~ . 

Cylindrical jug1et (I4386 F566L 74016) 

Max. height 12.9 ems. Max.-length 10.7 cms. 



Form. Slightly thickened everted rim, narrow.,

neck, round'shouldered, slightly.round base, 

single strap handle from rim to shoulder. 

~. Hedium hard red ware, traces of dark red 

slip and 0 t vertical burnish. 

ng~50;5. Dipper ~ juglet: (I~392 ? . F,566F 51011)' 

(Inside storage jar'F566B~ 43T4) 

Max.;height'18.1 oms •. Max.'width;6.8 ems • 

Fig.50.6 

Fig.5O.? 

.: :. ~ .. 
Form. Rim thickened internally, pinched mouth~ 

l ."'. ~ 

narrow neck, m~ked'shoulder~ 'convex tapering sides, 

roun~ed base, single coil handle tram just below 

rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Butf ware, light grey slip - worn. 

Dipper juglet (14391 1566£ ,lGll) 

Max. height 19.3 ems. Max. width 6.8 ems. 

Form~ Plain rim, slightly pinched mouth, narrow 

neck, rounded shoulder, convex tapering Sides, 

bas8 pointed to a nipple, single coil handle from 

below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Sott light red ware, buff slip (worn). 

traces 0 f vertical burnish. 

Single spout lamp (14390 F.566K 9lAl) 

Max. height 4.5 ems. Max. width 12.3 ems. 
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"!2.t!r!. ,Single spout" slight folding towards nozzle, 

. rounded walls to rounded base. 

~. Sort red ware. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

.( l t. 

i) The BPI catalogue, Pl.XV, omits the bowl F566G, l8J4. 

11) 'J The usual' change takes place in I the typing 0 f the ;.;., 

r' : • storage jars •. ',' The !ollb Card g1,. •• the tlpe:43T4' four 

times,'whereaa the'BPl catalogue-gives 43E4 and F3. 

1 " 
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F56? .Institute o! Archaeology, IJondcn. 

(e.v.45! BP! Pl.XIV & ,XV) 
-...' ~ 

. ' .' . ,The tOr!lb l1es ,in' the western 8.rea of the cemetery 

(see Fig.l?). 

PLAN (Fig. 51) 

~he tomb 1s a shaft and chamber tomb, the shaft 

be1~g a vertical central openinc and the chamber a double 

chamber w1th one part stepped down. With regard to the 
". ~., . 
reconstruction of this tomb, the measurements given in 

BPI PI. XIV imply that both chambers lie to the south of the 
.... .., ,. ~ 

sha ft. but the sketch plan and section on. the back 0 t the 
" 

Tomb Card clearly show one chamber to the north ~~d the other 

to the south ot the shaft. 'fhe widthot the 8haft'and~the 

south chamber are not given on'the Tomb'Card.' The,w1dths used 

in the above reconstruction are' talten: from BPI Pl. XIV al though 

even this measurement ot 65" 1s qu~r1ed in the report. 

CONTENTS 

this tomb. 

There Is no record 0 t any s1:teletal remains vd th 

According to bot,h, the tomb card and the BP! 

catalogue the accompanying pottery is a group of three 
'. \' 

cylindrical juglets,' one dipper juglet and one jar, together 

with three scarabs and a number of beads. ~wo toggle pins 

are also mentioned on the Tomb Card tbough the ~urnber is 

queried; two are illustrated in EPI Pl.IX. 

Of the pottery very little is now aVailable. Of the 

total five vessels, the dipper juglet is marked NTH on the 



Tomb Card, leaving four. ~:\70 cyl1ndrical jugleto are 

registered at the Institute ot ArchaeoloGY leaving one 

cylindrical Juglet unaccounted for; !also the jar or jug, 

once present at the Inst1tute,can no longer be ,located. 

'~he small objects have tared better; all three 
"'1 .., ,...". l ." ./'~ r· " \. 

; ,.. .. ..' f 
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scarabs are still aVailable; so also are 'the toggle pins and 
, .' 

one bead~ 

POTTERY 

Juglets ,;~ 

Fig.52a.l Cylindrical juglet (e.v.45/3 F567B 74011) 
.' ' 

. ( Max. height '13'~3 ems.' Mu. Width 10.1 ems. ,. 

,. "': 

Form. Neck broken; slightly everted rim, narrow . 
neck, rounded ahoulder •. tapering sides, slightly 

roanded base; double. c011 handle WITHOUT batton. ,. 
'/ 

I 

of 'f ,L.... ~ ~ ~. .. r ' ) (,. ,po ~ , .., ~ 

Ware. Sort orange ware" buff slip, ,surface badly 
) . 
_ .; 'r. .. It ;:;;. 

decayed but traces of vertical burnish. 

Not 
111ustrat€d Cylindrical jaglet (e.v.45/3~, F567 7403) 

(Present but totally fragmented.), 

-
Form. . Neck missing, rounded shoulder, base almost - . 
flat, handle Missing. 

Ware. So ft orange ware; buff slip. 
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Not" -
illustrated Single handled~jug (e.i.45/l: F567A }8B2)' 

Fig • .52b.l 

BEADS 

(Catalogued"at InstItute but now missing.) 

Form. Round mouthed Jar (s1c I.A. catalogue) -
w1th short neck, everted rim and one handle on 

shoulder. The Tessel 1s in fact a jug. 

,.: 

(e.v.45/6 BPI Pl.X,9l) 

Length 1.2 ems~ Breadth 0.9 ems.' Height 0.5 ems. 

Steat1te, yellowish. 'AB>VE: papyrus plant~: 

BELOW: interlocking spirals. 

,", 

\ 

( •• v.45/.5 BPt Pl.X,90) 
. " 

1 .. 
Length 1.3 ems. Breadth 0.9 ems. Height 0.5 ems. 

Steatite, whitish. A series of interlocking 

,sp~ral~ e~~lOSing twon signs (1). 

Length Z.O ems. Breadth 1.3 eMS. Height 0.9 ems •. 

Fa1,~nee. wh1te •. Knee~ing deity with human body 
, . 

and fal~on'~ head,bolding In the left and right 

hands a standard bearing urae1 (1). See 

.5.59 Fig.4la.l. 

,BPI Pl.IX,52 

One large striated faience be~d, togelher with 
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a second ot the same size hot 11lustrated, 

without striat10ns (BPI'PI.IX.,l) and thirty three 

soall faience ring beads (EPI Pl.IX,53). (Not 

illustrated). All show traces of green glaze. 

EPI not illustrated. ; ." 

Max. length 6.8 ,INCOMPLETE 
.to ..... 

Form. VertIcai upper Shan:.' squ~e s~etioned 
and twisted; top missing. Lower shaft plain 

'but bottom mi8sing~ , 

Analysis. ~ ~.567/2 ,-Copper~tln alloy. 
'" > >,. - '" ~-

Quantitative analyai.& Table 1. No.20 •. 
" ' 

.' 
Fig.52c.2 ,.BPI PI. IX,;; 

Max. length 9.5 ems. INCOMPLElE 

Form'., tJpper 'shaft missing but apparently plB.1n; 

or1~nal: length' probably 15.9 ~~s. aehOrding to BPI. 

Analysis. BM567/3 Copper-tin allOl.

Quantitative analyais not attempted.~, 

BPI Pl.IX,.54' 

Mu. length 12.7 ems., 

~ .I. ... .• 

~.Vertieal upper shaft square sectioned and 

twisted; lower'shatt plain and slightly curved. 



Analysis. BH567/l Copper- Arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative analysis: Table 1. 13. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) The main problem centres upon the appearance in the 

Institute of Archaeology catalogue ot a dipper juglet 

e.v~45/2, which 18 complete. 

From the Tomb Card it can be noted that there was 

indeed one dipper juglet found in this tomb, but the Tomb 

Card clearly adds the sutfix NTH, implying that it was 

never brought back with the collection. FUrther, the 

Corpus number given to this vessel 1s incomplete (;lG) 

laCking the final digit, which implies that the vessel 

was too~ragmented to be tully typed. 

A close examination ot 8.v.45/2 shows the original 

.. tomb registration number .s 1567K. the third digit ot 

. the number looks like a 1. However there is no vessel 
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;6?K on the Tomb Card. F569K, on the other hand, according 

to its Tomb Card, 18 a dipper Juglet ot the type 51G7, a 

mark which occurs on the dipper in question but tomb 569 

has no dipper in the lA collection. It is therefore proposed 

to omit this ve •• el e.v.45/2 trom tomb 1567 and to restore 

it to tomb F569. There 1s no other tomb ot the .560 series 

of which the. registration mark It is a dipper Juglet. 

11) The Tomb Card recorda only two toggle pins and only two 

are illustrated in BPI PI. IX, but the collections at the 

Institute ot Archaeology preserve the fragments ot three 

pins. The th1rd pin Is rather more fragmentary than the 



, 
other two' and it m'ay be' ro~ this reason that it was 

~ . 
never'included in the catalogues, 'though it should be 

'pointed out that the' number two on the Tomb Card has 

a query next to it~"" ! 
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F569 Institute or'Archaeology, London. 

, Br1tishMuseum, London (two'pieces). 

Rockefeller Huseum, \!erusalem (one piece). 

(e.v.5/·BPI Pl.XIV & XV) 

'~he tomb 1ie8 on the western's1de of the ce~etery 

(see Fig.1?) 

The plan Is taken trom Petrie'8 plan DPI PI.XVIII. 

It showe a bilobate chamber with dromos. The dromos has seven 

steps in all. constricted near the bottom of the stairway to 

form a 'doorway' into the cha'llber. The chamber itself' is 

~pproached more or less trom a norther17 direction, the axis 

of the-dromos b.8ring 1670~ which make. it alight17west at 

north. Ho heights are gl.en tor the steps or the roof, 80 

that the tomb lacks a section. 

CONTENTS 

Ho note is made at any skeletal remains in the 

tomb, though the tomb itselt 1. comparatively large; it 

contained twent1 five vessels'ln all, comprised ot nine bowls 

of various types, three cl1indrical juglets. three dipper , 

juglets, three jugs, two lamps and fly. storage jars. The 

small tLnds included a bronze dagger, a twisted toggle pin, 

five scarabs and at least one gypsum vase, together with 

fragments of bone inlay. 
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Of the twenty five vessels, five are marked on the 

Tomb Card NTH, leaving twenty. Fourteen' are currently 

catalogued in the lA"catalogue. 'One is catalozued at the 
i.... , . 

Rocke feller Huseum, a further vessel has appeared . 
.. <~ • 

catalogued incorrectly in the Institute catalogue under 

tomb F~6?, and yet another at the Institute has not been . 
catalogued at'all. !he total of vessels accounted for 

, 
therefore 1s seventeen, leaving three vessels missing, at 

, ' 

lee,at one ot which 1s a storage jar and one other a cylindrical 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.54.l Small globular bowl (e.1'.5/6 F569R 26Y) ... 
Hex. height 1.4 ems. Maz. width 10.8 ems • 

. ' . 

l2!!!. Everted rim, globular bod1', rounded base, 
.;.', . 

!!£!.. Orange brown ware, rounded base poorly 

shaped. This is III rare piece. 

Imall carinated bowl (.~1'.514r%9X. l8JC6) 

Hax. height 6.1 ems. Hex. width 15.4 cms. . " 

lbrm. Flaring everted rim, sharply carinated to 

vertical upper wall, and convex lower wall. 

'1'urned disk ba.e~· 

Ware. Coarse brown ware heavily concreted, 

thick buff inside. 
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Small carinated bowl (e.v.5/2 F;69Y 23K9) 

Max •. h~ight' 6~ 8' ems. Max. llidtli 16.6 c::s. 
, 

Form. Slightly everted rim, upper wall vertical, 

carination marked, marked disk base. 
, ' 

Ware. Yellowish hard tired ware, turning marks 
, 

trom shoulder to base, base cracked. 

, ' 

Small carinated bowl (e. v.,5/2 F.569Q l8J6) 
." . ~ ,. . 

Max. height 6.9 ems. Max. w1dth'l700 ·ems. 

Form. Everted rim, upper wall slopes outwards 

to shoulder, marked carinat1on, disk base. 

:' .' 

Ware. Brown so'ft ware' with light' buft (sein) 'slip. 

Turning marks below shoulder. 

Small (carinated'), Oowl (8.1'.5/, ,,)569T 23C2) 

Max. height 7.8 C~8. Max. width 18.8 ems. 

Fo~. Evert.dra., convex 00_ without . should er, 

turned.d1sk base. , 

Ware. Fine hard t.1red butt ware'with interior butt 

slip. !urn1ng marks trom mid wall to base. 

Small two handled bowl (e.v.5/.5 ',l.569F 15M3) 

Mar. height 6.6 eMS. Max. width 16.6 ems. 
, , 

Form. Plain rim,plain curved ,walls, d1~ base, 

two small diametricall,. opposed horizontal loop " 

handles. 
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, 

War~. Fine -'dark brown/buff ware, red paint ... ·' 

applied on exterior in two chevron bands linked 
_. 

by vertical chevron motifs. 

Platter ~1pe bowl (e.v.5/l8 ,F569D 6C4) 

Max. he1,ht 13 cms. ,Max. width,35 cms., 
.,' . ... 

. - .. ". ; '" t;; " .. ~~ -

Form. Inside ridge at rim, wide convex walled 

body .. without shoulder, turned ~ing ba.se. 

war~. "'::O~~g~/brown' ~are',' worn buit' sUp inside 

and out, radial burnish on 1nside, clear turning 
T "., ." ..... --. 

marks outside from rim to base. ' 

~ge: fiarlng' c~r1nat~d bOwl (e.v.5/l" F569 2.3C3) 

Max. heilbt 15.2 cms.Hax. width 30.6 cmsl 

, . .. '.-

Form. Everted rim, upper wall sl1ghtly splayed, 

marked fiared carinatioD, plain lower wall, 

turned r1ngbase •. 

Ware. Hard red ware finely finished, turning 

marks from shoulder to base. 

Cylindrical juglet Ce.v.5/9 F;69P 74016) 

Malt. he1ght 10.4 cms. Max. '1I1dth 6.4 cms. -

Jprm. SlightlY. thickened rim, narrow neck, 

squat body with rounded shoulder. rounded walls 

and rounded base. 'Single strand handle WI~HOUT 

button. 



Ware. '. Hard orange ~ware with yellow buff' slip. 

Dipper juglet (not regi~tered .F569W ~lG7) 

Hex. beight 17.ems. pl~s., Mu. width7.l ems. 

. . 
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For~. Rim and "mouth missing, narrow neck; sUght 

shoulder, rounded sides, sUght1ypo1nted base, 

handle, broken but single coil to shoulder. 

Ware. < Orange brown ware," surf'ace badly worn but 

traces ot orange red slip and vertical burnish. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.511 F569M 51012) 

Mex. height 18.00 ems. Mex. width 6.7 ems. 

(FOund inside storage 'jar F569L 43V6) 

Form. Rim broken but mouth probably pinched, 
, , 

rounded'shoulder and aide., 'slightly pointed base, 
• I 

aiDgle eoil handle from below rim to shoulder. 

, 
Ware. Gritted 80ft orans •. ware, butt grey slip, 

aurtacevery worn ~d pitted. , , . 

. "' . " 

D1~per juglet (e.".5/8 15690 51011) 

. Mu. height 19.0' cms. Mu. width 7.0 ems. 
; 

(FoUli'd inside storage 'jar F~69H 43U6) 

Pom. 911 de , rill, < pinch •• mouth, "fery- narrow' neck, 

.lilht shoulder, tapering sides, baee damaged, 

single coil. handle: from below' rim , to i shoulder. 

Ware., Orange, war., red slip and vertical burnish, 

very worn and patchy. 
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Dipperjuglet (e.v.45/2 F569K 51G7) 

(Wrongly r~gistered as -belong1ng to t~mb "567; 
" , . 

<' i. . ( • '. .... -4. 

th1s juglet is certainly F569K) 

(FOund insid.storage jar F569J 43V6) 

Max. helght19~5 ems. " Max. width 7.3 ems. 

FOrm. Pinched mouth, narrow neck, slight shoulder, 

convex tapering sides, base very slightly 

flattened, single coil handle from below rim to 

shoulder.: 

, "''' , - ~~ - ... '" r: " , ... 

!!£!. Dark brown ware with light buff/grey slip, 

vertical ',blU'Jlish. '7un.1ng marks below shoulder' 

to ba ••• 

Single handled jug, (8.v.5/10 F%9B "so4) 

Max. height 23"cms •. plus •. Max. width 20.8 ems. 

Font. MouUt m1ss1ng.· aarrow neck;.widerounded:,' 

shoulder, ," convex walla' tapering to turned ring 

base.' One double coil handle on shoulder. 

Ware. .ard hrown ware. clear turning marks from 

shoulder to base. 

Large tPir1form' Jug (Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem 
. '.' ... 

I4401 F569A 6814) 
'" ".. ... 

Max. height 27.5 ems. Hax. wIdth 19.00 ems. 

FON. Trefoil mouth, With"slight folding; rib 

below rim, fattly narrow neck, piriform body, 



Lamps 

P'1g • .5.5a.2 

SCAR~BS 

. 
F1g • .55b.l 

round base, double coil handle from rim to 
,(" ~. . . . 
shoulder WI'I'HOUT button. 

Ware. Hard red ware, with dark red slip on 

the exterior, burnished.vertieally;below the 

shoulder and haphazardly above. 

", " 

Single spout Lamp Cs.v. 5/l1a 1'5695 91Al) 

Max. height 4.4 ems. Max. width 13.7 ems. 
l' ,:T, . .. 

19rIl. ' Single nozzle with folding, rounded walls 

to 'l"Ollncled base.· Burning marks aro.nd nozzle. 
. '\ . ~ ~ 

~ ~ . .: 

Ware. Or4nge bro'flIl ware; orange finish. 
, ," ~ 

• i 

, .• , " " 

Single Spout Lamp (e. v. '.;/11 F%9U 9lAl) 

Max. height 4.4 ems. Maz. width 14.2 ems. 

, ..... , ~ , . '. 

loft. 81ngle nozzl~,w1th. slight folding; rounded . 
base but,s11ghtly flattened. 

• "' •• " . t _, _, 'i .~. 

Ware. Brown ware, buff finish, base roughly 

smoothed to bo~. 

(e."'.5/11. BPI P1.XII,124) 

Length 1.4 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.5 ems. 

Steatite, wh1ts; 8ingle open twist design 

flanked by two curved motifs. 



Not illust-
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(e.v.5/l6 BPl Pl.XII,l22) 

Length 1.9 cms. Breadth 1.3 cms. Height 1.1 cms • . 
Steatite, yellow. Single open twist design with 

add.1.tlonal lobed cords 1n corners and with connect-. 
'" 01 ~ ", ~ ;'.: • ;:' .! 

ing l1nes (I.A. Cat. "decadent" (1) ) 

( •• v.5/l5BPI-Pl~Xlltl23) 

Length 2.2 ems. Breadth ,1.4 ems. Height 1.1 ems. 

Steat1te, yellow. Intertwined curvilinear design. . ' . , . ~ .. 

(e.v.5/14 BPI Pl.XII,l21) 

Length 3.0 cms. ,Breadth 2.0 cms. He1ght 1.2 cms. 
, , 

Steat1te, discoloured wh1te 1n bronze setting • 
• ,. • , • < .. 

~ . . t 

'~rlplevertical inscription; centre, various 
\ '. ' 

signs ending in two nefer signs,antithetically 
~' - • r .. ' 

flanked by two crowned :urae1 accompanied by other . , 

~ , ,\j " .• ' 

Ana1zsis.. The bronze setting (without ring) is 

an a1107 0 t Copper-Tu. BM.569/1 

Quantative aaal1a1s. Table 1. 21. 

rated (e.v.5/13 BPI P1.X11,12O) 
"' ,< ~ ... '.. .., 

Missing trom colle~t1on. I.A. catalogue describes 
, , . ; 

it as 'Yellow ste.tlte, c1ypeus smooth with 
, . 

notch •• ;'. No reading Is attempted. 



BRONZE 

" Dagger: 
" .; 

Fig. 5.5c. 1 

ALABASTER 

, '. 

" ' 
~ .: 
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(e.v • .5/l2 BPl Pl.XI.67) 

Max., length 20.0' ems. ,~Max. width 4.7 c:ns. 
. ~ . :' " . -', , , 

!. " . 

Fbrm. 'Flat slightly ribbed tanged blade with 

conCave e~e~'and round;d'point"-'tang:lnComplete. 
" , 

Analysis. Not available for analysis. 

GlpsWII va~e (British ~Museum, Western Asiatic 

i Dept: L859 BPI Pl,XZ.66): ," ' 
- 40 ., "_. ,1 ~ "'.' ~..;;, .. ,.' " 

Max. height originally 1?9 ems. Mu. ~~t~_~.8 ems. 

. :t.. ~ \ "" :. ,. ": . , ~. "" ~,.f ot- , • " ~ ~ ':, t, !.. 

~ •. Rim missing but originally everted;" narrow 
:' ,...,....... '. r . ~ • l.. ~, . 

neck~ oVal'shaped aleitder bo'dy; nat baee~ A 

- .~., .. '" ~ .. r '. ": . .' ~ ", ~ " h't ' 

three ribbed handle trom shoulder upwards, broken. 

W!tI. CalCite/alabaster; opaque. 

Vet,1 badly warped and cracked. 

," 
~ '. "-. 

yig.55c.3 ' GypsWl Tas. (British Museum, Western Asiatic 
I 

Dept~ L8;l,BPI not illustrated or catalogued) 

Mu. height untnown. Mu. width 3.8 ems. 
, ' ,. " 

. , . 

Form. Rim missing, narrow neck. slender body, 

basem1ssing; simple handle from shoulder 

upwards - broken. 
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~. Calc1te/alabaster but very badly fragmented. 
,- . 

BONE INLAY, 

Fig.55c.4 Not catalogued at Institute of Archaeology 
. . ~ ", 

(BPI Pl.XI.68) 

t' 

A number ot fragments ot bone 1n.~ay. with a 
• > 

thr •• line chevron pattern incised. ,. ~ 
, '; ~ ; - ... '. ~ -..:, t-' -

t", ' 

c 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) Pour dipper jugleta are found in tomb 569 according 

to the !omb Card, but only two are catalogued in the 

Institute of Archaeology (e.v.5/7 and e,v,5/8). A 

further dipper juglet 1. however pre.ent in the Institute 

collections marked only with the original Tomb Card 

registration ot 7569.; clearly it has been omitted 

trom the Institute catalogue 1n error. ~he fourth 

dipper juglet ha. been found incorrectly registered in 

tomb 567, but .till bear1ng the markings '569K. (For 

turther information, see tomb 567). It has been 

restored here. 

11) In the BP catalogue, a number of vessels have been 

om1tted, Most noteworthy ia the one handled Jug F.569A 

(68N4) which was left in Jerusalem, possibly explaining 

the omission. 

i11) The common alterations are made in BP XV to the storage 

jar type numbers, the five Tomb Card jars 43V6 being 



represented in BPl by ths one entry 4~E5. 
~ .. -,.;. ' . 

The bowl F569F (15NS) becomes l5N2 in BP, and 

F569T (23C2) becomes 23C3. 
~ ", 

1v) In the British Museum collection ,there are two very 
:;;., . ~ i .. '" ".~. ~... '" .. . :"f ,., . .... " ~; , '. i ~. ' ~ ... . 

_similar gypsum vases assigned,to this tomb, but only 
'. f ~ ~~~~'. .'. ,".~. ". ~~·~1 

one is mentioned on the !omb.Card, one in the BP 

,ca~alogue and only one 1s illustrated in BPl PI.XI. 
\ ;/ . ! 

The appearance ot the second is most puzzling. 
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P'57o' ~:- , Institute ot Archaeology, London f 

(e. v ~l9 BP!' pi~XIV'8c XV) 

The tomb lies in the centre of the cemetery 

341 

(see Fig.lf). Petrie dates this particular tomb as the 

earliest within the 500 cemetery on the basis ot the scarabs. 

(See BPIPl.XV and p.2 paragraph 4.) 

in BPI Pl.XVIII. 

a stepped dromos. 

It illustrates a single-chambered tomb with 

Five steep steps 0 t varying shape lead, 
~ • '. . ' '> • 

J 

down to the chamber through a constricted 'doorway' in the 

lower staircase. The roof has been hypothetically reconstructed 

here according to"the use of the tent 'chamber. although:slnce 

no measurement is given to'the rOo'f, -it would suggest that· 

the roof had already collapsed betore excavation. 

Neither a disturbance nor skeletal remains is 

recorded in the records of this tomb. !he grave goods are 

varied; the pottery totals nine pieces, including two bowls, 

three cylindrical jugl.ta, two dipper,juglets and two storage 
,'A " • 

" ~ ' •• , ¥ .... 

jars. A possible total ot three pins were found, and a number 

of scarabs, probably eight in all. Small quantities of bone 

inlay and a number of small beads were also found. 

ot the nine possible vessels, one cylindrical 

juglet and one storaEe jar are marked NTH. Six are currently 



> ,-
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catalogued and present in the Institute collection. Expectedly, 
.... ! ".;" 

the-missing vessel is the other storage jar .. Seven of the 
" 

eight scarabs are catalogued at the Institute but only six 

are currently available~ 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Carinated,bowl (e.v.19/2 F570E 1aJll) 
/" • " ... <!I .f' _.'" "", ~. ' " , ... ,. \., I,; .. 

Max. height 6.8 ems. Max. width 16.8 ems. 

. . ." , . 
~. Everted rim, vertical above shoulder, 

carinated shoulder, ·convex lower wall; turned 

disk base. 
r .. 

_ War.~; loft orange ware with orange self (1)" -
alip. 1 Tuming marks below shoulder and around , . 

base. 

.. , " 
- " ' .. ., 

Carinated Bowl (8.v.1911 F570A 23K3) 

Max. height 7.0 ems. Max. width 17.6 c~s. 
• , • I' 

, ~'! '. ,- ~ .'.... " 

., • '0 _. ' ,_ • • 

FOrm. -Everted rim,-eoncave above shoulder, 

rounded shoulder, turned disk base. 

Ware. 80tt orange' ware With buff selt slip, 

turning marks below shoulder to base. 



Juglets' 

Cylindrical juglet (e.v.l9/5 F570G 7403) 

Max. height' "'-'Max~ width 10.9 ems •. 
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~. Incomplete; thickened rim. narrow neck 

angular': shoulder. 'parallel eides, base miaaing; 

double coil handle trom rim to shoulder WITHOUT. 

button. 

Ware. sort orange/butt ware; very worn butt slip. 

. . . 

Cylindrlcal'Jug1et (e.v~l9/4 "570B 74011) 

Max. height . _. Max~ width 11;0 cm8~" 

Form. Incomplete - handle and neek missing, 

alightl1oarinate. shoulder. slightly tapering 

sides, ro.nd bottom. 

double coil handle.' 

Possi b1e remains 0 t a' 

" ' .;t ,.c, 

Ware. Orange ware, surface badly pitted. 
c,. ~.' ~ ~ ,.-, . A. . •. ", ~,.... ;.... > ,;. • 

Dipper juglet (e.v.19/6 1570B ,lQll) 
, .' , 

Max. height la.~ ems. 'Max. width 6.8 ems. 

. .' 

.l2!!. ' :lim broken but repaired I short body, 

rounde .. · ba .. t . single coil handle· from . below' rim 

to 8houlcler~'" , 

Ware. So tt orange !are; 

slip and burnish. 

. ~, 
, ~ 

" remains of dark red 



SCARABS 

Fig.57a.l 

. ".". 

Fig.57a.3 
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Dipper juglet (e.v.19/3 F570F 5lG5) 

Max. height 20.4 CllS. Max. width 7.0 crns. ' 

!2!!. _ Rim broken, rounded shoulder, rounded 

base, single coil handle trom below rim to shoulder. 

!!!:.!. Butr-grey ware with grey self slip. 

Scoring marks of turning in lowest third. 

, " 

(e.v.19/7 BPI, Pl.V~I.3) 

L.ngt~ 1., cms. Breadth 0.9 cms. Height 0.6 ems. 

Limestone, white (lA Cat. 'Faience!). Interlocking 
, ' ~ 1",. ,;.,.~ •. 

scroll pattern. " ' 

, ' ' 

Ce.v.l9/12BPI P1.'II,8) 

Length 1.7 ems. Breadth 1.2 eMS. Height 0.8 ems. 

steatite, ,1e110w. ,ADove: two neter signs flanked 
'. ., .. 

by the 'I' sip. _ Ce~tre, " above, ,- two _ y.djet 

signs (eye ot Horus), below, two nefer signs 

flanked by two unreadable signs (possibly the 

!!! sceptre ??).BOttoms the nub sign. -
, ' 

(e.v:19/13 BP1 P1.'I1,2) 
- I 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 0.7 ems. 

Steat1te J white. Hooked scroll pattern within 

which 181- Above, ,Amen (Imn). Centre: two 
" 

reeds. BottOM: a seated man with hand raised. 

The whole group may be a garbled version ot the 

vocative phrase 0 t invocation "0 A>nen". 



Fig.57a.5 

BRONZE 

Pins 

, 
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(e.v.19/10 ,BPI J',1.VII,6), , 

Length 2.0 ems. Breadth 1.5 c~s. Height 0.5 crus. 
,.... , 

Steatite, white. SCARABOID - interlaced loop 

design. , , 

...... " 

(e.v.19/9 BPI P.VII,5) 

Length 2. If 'ems.' , ...... f ~. 

Breadth I'.?' ems. Height 1.0 ems. 

Limestone (1) (lA c~t. t steatite.'ji' 'Rope border' 

within which are intertwined patterns. 
;t ~ f ....:It...... "" 

" . 
,'." """.i. ' .... 

(e.v.19/8 BPI Pl.VII,4) 

Length 2.4 ems. Breadth 1.8 ems. He1ght 1.0 cms. 

Steat1te, yellow. Standing male figure wearing 

a headcloth with upraised right arm, holding 
"'- • > • It-

an unknown missile-like object. Eefore him is 

a stooping figure glancing 'upwards at the object. 

_. The significance ,~f the group is unclear. (lA 

Cat. huuds 'Beene at human saentlce·). 

BPI'PI.VI,I' (On the basis at the upper shaft . ." \ . "'" . "", 

measurement). 

Max. length 16.7 cms. INCOMPLETE 

121"11 •. Vertical, plain upper shatt; plain lower 

shaft but bottom missing. 



Not 11lust-

~" " 

ftna1ys1s. BM570/2 Copper-tin alloy. 

Quantitive analysis Table 1. No. 23 

BPl Pl.Vl,2 111 (Hardly similar) 

Max •. length' l7~9 ems. 
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~. Vertical plain upper shaft with slightly 

bulbous top; plain l~wer shaft with slight curve. 

An81Y8i~.· BM570/~ Copper-tin'alloy. 

Quantative an81ysi8'Table'1~~ N~.15 

' .... ' rated, Several pin fragments 

Not illust-

.lna!ls1s. ~ BM570/3 Copper-tin alloy •. 

QuantatiTe analysis Table 1. NO.14. 

rated Several pin-fragments. 
~ - ' > 

\, ~ . . . . 

Fig. 57b • .3 

Analysi~. '. BM.570/1 Copper-tin alloy. 

Quantative analysis ~able 1. No.22 

,0, , '" ., ~ 

Scarab ring (not Illustrated in BP) 

Max. clearance 1.9 ems. 

Analysis. BM570/5 Silver. 

Quantitat1veAnalysisl

Largely silver with traces 



BONE IJfLAY 

BEADS, 

Not illust
rated 

, t. ' 

c 

Cop~er: 0.9% 

Lead: 0.3% 

Tin: 0.6% 

Arsenic: ' 0.2% 

Iron: ~ 0.02%,_ 

Gold: 0.1% 

,It would seem likely that this ring belongs 

-I- to the scarab of F1g • .57a.I •. (BPI PI. VII ,3) .. . 
t" since in BPI. the illustration is accompanied 

* .. "". - ~ -

, . b1 .. the description 'ail ver rin,'. 
J -,. ... • , .... ~ 

, a) ,The, 'pylon' . design (BPl PI. Vl.3) 
- > ". • ~ •• -.', -~ .~ .~ 

b) Horizontal border (BPl Pl.Vl.4) 

c) Diagonal linea 

d) Lattice 

Sixty tour faience beads with the remains of , 

green glase, together with two small ring-like 

carne11an beads .• 
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CATALOGUE ANOHALIES 

i) ,. <' The usual variation is noted in the typing of objects 

from the tomb. ~he Tomb Card gives the two storage jars , , 

as 43T4 and V6. The BPI catalogue Pl.XV gives them as 

43E5 and F3. 

ii) Some contusion has arisen over the number of scarabs 

excavated. ~he Tomb Card states 'two scarabs' and then 

adds 'in bronze setting.' This must reter to two 

particular scarabs among a grouP. with t~e careless 

omission of the six others. It cannot refer to the 

total number from the tomb since eight are mentioned in 

the BP! catalogue PI. XIV and that number are illustrated, 

Pl.VII. Seven are catalogued at the 'Institute of 

Archaeology and six are still present . 

iii) From the Tomb Card it would seem that at least three 

pins were excavated, since the number is queries. Only 

two are illustrated in BPl Pl.Vltl & 2, but it would 

appear from the analysis of the fragments that there 

had originally been at least tour pins. One extra

ordinary feature however is that the complete pin 

illustrated BM570/4 is not represented 1n BPl, if one 

accepts the identification on the basis 0 f the upper 

shaft measurement. (This once again throws doubt upon 

the accuracy of the information ot fragments of pins, 

showing perhaps the less scrupulous attention the pins 

received both at excavation and later. 
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iv) The triangular piece ot inlay shown in BP! Pl.Vl,4 

cannot easily be reconciled with the fr~gments currently 

published. Lacking explanation, it should be pointed 

out that the BPl triangular piece, if correct. would 

be a unique torm. 



F571 F1tzw1ll1;;un Museum, Car:lbridge 

( - 1929 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

'Ihe tomb ls loca.ted in the south eastern part 

of the cemetery, adjacent to point M. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig.58a) 
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The plan is taken from the sketch and measurements 

on the reverse ot the Tomb Card. Oddly, these measurements 

are not given in BPI Pl.LXIX as one might have expected. The 

plan shows a shaft and stepped chamber tomb with the shaft 

as broad as the chamber. The tomb ls singular in that entry 
< • 

1s effected from the south, or rather the south east, and not 

from the north as usual. 

CONTENTS 

No skeletal remains are recorded. !he grave goods 

included eight vessels in all; they were, three bowls, two 

storage jars, two cylindrical juglets and one dipper Juglet. 

No small finds are recorded. Five vessels or fragments of 

vessels are currently housed in the collect10n. The two 

storage jars are marked NTH and the dipper ls missing. 



PeT'IERY 

Bowls 

Fig. 58b .. l Small carinated bowl (20-1929 F571G 18J19) 

11ax. height 5.9 cms. Max. width 16.2 C!llS. 

~. Marked everted rim, upper wall concave 

to shoulder, rounded shoulder, convex shallow 

angled lIs.lls to turned disk base. 

~are. Light red/buft ware, buff/grey selt (1) 

slip; turning marks from shoulder to base. 

Small car1nat~d bowl (19-1929 F57lB l8J?) 

Mex. height 7.3 ems.' Max. width 17.2 cms.· 

Form. Everted rim, straight upper wall angled 

in to shoulder, slightly over folded earination 
-
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at shoulder, convex lower wall to deeply turned 

disk base. 

War~. Soft red ware, buff finish; turning marks 

around base 

Flg.58b.3 . Large carinated bowl (15-1929 F57lA 23Jl) 

Max. height 13.2 ems. Max. width 26.7 ems. 

Perm. Everted rim, straight upper wall angled 

outwards to shoulder; marked carination at 

shoulder, convex lower wall to turned ring base. 



Juglets 

Fig.58b.4 

~. H~rd red ware, badly cracked thick red 

slip on interior; clear turnihg marks on 

exterior from shoulder to base. 

Small cylindrical juglet (19-1929 F571F 740) 

Hex. height + 6 c~s •. Max. width 6.5 ems. 

Form. Slightly thickened rim, narrow neck, 

wide marked shoulder, straight sides, base 

missing, handle missing. 
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Ware. Soft brown ware, traces of buff/brown slip. 

Cylindrical juglet (19-1929 F57lH? ) 

Measurement not available. 

Form. Body missing; handle only; lower part 

ot a double coil cylindrical juglet handle. 

Ware. Friable orange ware. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) The cylIndrical juglet handle F1g.58b.5 is somewhat of 

a mystery. It certainly does not belong to Fig.58b.4, 

and it probably is all that remains of the vessel 

F571H. However, this fragment ot a cylindrical juglet 

is marked on the ~omb Card NTH. This is believed to 

be the only exa~ple ot such a condemned vessel being 

reprieved. 



ii) The s~all carinated bowls F571B and G, typed 1BJ and 

1&119 on the Tomb Card are listed in the Corpus ~s 

18J14 and 18K4 respectively. The Tomb Card entry for 

for F57l0 has been altered from l8J19 to l8K4 but 
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BPl includes only 13K4. omitting the other torm 1&114. 

iil) The two storage jars F571C & D are typed 43V6 on the 

Tomb Card and are typed as 43E5 in BPl. 
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F574 British Museum, London (one piece). 

(Once catalogued at Institute of Ar?haeology, London). 

(e.v.39/ BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb lies in the south western part of the 

cemetery. (See 11g.l7) 

PLAN (Fig.59a) 

Although described as a grave with recess 1n the 

BPI catalogue, the sketch plan and section together with the 

Tomb Card description indicate a shaft with two 'alcoves' at 

the base. 

CONTENTS 

The tomb had apparently been disturbed. No 

skeletal remains were recovered. and the accompanying grave 

goods were slight. They consisted of one small carinated 

bowl and two storage jars, together with a toggle pin and one 

scarab. Only the scarab now remains. 

SCARAB 

(British Museum Western Asiatic Dept. L784 
BPI Pl.XXII.213) 

Length 1.7 cms. Breadth 1.1 ems. Height 0.8 cms. 

Steatite. Double crown and uraeus, flanked by 

ankh, nefer and was signs. -



CATALOGUE ANO:-1ALIES 

if The storage jar typing is as usual variant. The Tomb 
.I. ..... 

Card registers two jars: 43 and 43D; neither could 

have been whole. BPl gives 43C· 

11) The carlnated bowl, e.v.39/l is no longer available. 

A note in the catalogue states that it was given to 

Mrs. Wloch (1). Poland in 1948. 
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F575 Institute of Archaeology, London 

... ' (e.v.GI BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb is located in the south east corner of 

the cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig. 60a) 

!he plDn illustrates a shaft and cha~ber tomb 

described in BPI as a recessed grave. !he reconstruction ot 

the plan and eection are taken trom the notes on the 'reverse 

of the Tomb Card. Although no direction is given tor the 

access and the chamber, it would seem from the shape ot the 

sketch on BP PI. LXIV that the chamber lies to the north of 

the shaft, not to the south as ls the usual case with its 

neighbours (e.g. 7587). 

The height at the root is hypothetical, but 

based upon the clear sketch on the Tomb Card. 

CONTENTS 

Neither disturbance nor skeletal remains are 

noted on the Tomb Card. !he tomb contained five pots; one 

bowl. one cylindrical juglet, one dipper jugletand two 

storage jars. Also, there may have been' t'llo"talence vessels, 

a pilgrim flaak and a vase, accompanying the group. 

The two stor8ge Jars are predictably marked NTH 

on the Tomb Card. The remaining three vessels are catalogued 

in the collection at the Institute ot Archaeology, but the 



cylindrical juglet has been lost subsequently, leaving only 

on,e bowl and one dipper juglet extant. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.60b~1·' Small carinated bowl (e.v.6/l F.57.5E' 23K8) 

Max. height 5.4 cms. Max. width 15.3 cms. 

Jug1ets 

Fig.60b.2 

Fbrm. Plain rim,' upper wall angled inwards, 

pronounced over!olded carinatlon, horizontal 

lower wall, turned ring base. Recessed inside, 

bowl. 

~are. Sott brown ware. drab red slip, turning 

marks below shoulder. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.6/2 1575C 51G12) 

(Inside storage jar F575B, 43V6) 

Mu. height 20.3 cms. Mu. width 7.3 cms. 
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lbrm. Fine pinched mouth, tapering neck, 

elongated body, pointed base, single coil handle 

trom just below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Brown/buft ware, thick but decayed red

brown slip, vertical burnish from rim to base. 
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CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) The two faience vessels are not catalogued in the 

collections of the Institute of Archaeology. although 

trom the Tomb Card they seem to have been brought home 

since they are given a locus in the old University 

College collection. 'A note states that they are 
, . 

similar to the pair 0 f faience vessels found 1n !',568. 
. . 

and BPl catalogue describe. them as a 'Glazed Kohl Pot 

and na.k t ,. which d.acribe. the pair in' F.568 • 

. 
11) A minor discrepancy arises with the storage jar types, 

• 
a common problem. The Tomb Card labels them 43 T4 Bc 

43V6, but BPI describes them as 43E4 and 4314. The 
'. 

Corpus follows the latter typolo61. (Since both are 

marked NTH, it mat imply that the alteration was made 

very shortly atter excavation, either in the field or 

in Jerusalem.) 

iii)A,amall error is made in attr1buting the cylindrical 

juglet 157.5C in the Corpus to tomb 576. Since no 

cylindrical Juglet was ever, found in that tomb, the 

correct reading 0 t the Tomb Card and the BPl catalogue 

should be adopted. 



F576 At one time, Institute of Archaeology, London and 

Leicester 11 Now missing. 

(e.v.7 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb is located in the south east part of 

the cemetery. (See Ftg.l7) 

PLAN (Fig.6l) 

The tomb Is described In BPI as a grave with 

recess, but trom the sketch on'the Tomb Card lt has a shaft 
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and a single-stepped chamber. 'he reconstruction ls based upon 

the measurements given on the Tomb Card, with the exception 

ot the root height which ls sketched ln on the card but 

not measured. 

CON'rENTS 

Described as a disturbed tomb, only three vessels 

were tound in the tomb: one dipper juglet, one s1ngle

handled jug and a double-handled storage jar. The storage jar 

was marked NTH. The other two vessels are no longer available. 

CATALOGUE ANm~.ALIES 

i) The present whereabouts 0 t the material trom this tomb 

is difficult to ascertain. On17 two vessels were brought 

back as a group, the dipper juglet and the jug. The 

Tomb Card states that the group was destined for 

'Leicester', presumably the museum, but the dipper 

juglet was catalogued at the Institute ot Archaeology 
, 



under the number e.v.7/l. It would be reasonable to 

assume that this was then the only extant vessel. 
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According to the lA Catalogue, the juglet was given to 
, 

Mrs. Wloch (1), Poland in 1948, so that nothing now 

remains. 

ii) The usual alterations occur in the various catalogues. 

The Tomb Card tlpes'the storage Jar as 43R6, but the 

BPI catalogue q~otes it as type 43D6. 
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F577 , Fitzwilliam l1useull1, Cambridge (one :piece) 

(Once at Institute of Archaeology, London) 

(e.v.231 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb lies in the southern p~rt of the ceoetery. 

(See Fig.17) 

PLk1 (Fig. 62a) 

The tomb Is one of the smallest In the cemetery. 

Described in BPI as a recessed grave, the Tomb Card shows a 

shaft and alcove tomb. The measurements given on the Tomb 

Card and BPI V8r1 aomewhat, for example .the depth of the tomb 

is given as 4'2" (;0") on the 'Iomb Card, but 60" in BPI. 

The reconstructed section 1s, of necessity. a conflation of 

the two sets of measurements, accepting BPI measurements for 

the shape of the grave and the Tomb Card measurements for the 

depth 0 f the sha ft. The plan is to be compared to F534 or F587.· 

CONTENTS 

The tomb Is described as disturbed when found. 

There are no recorded skeletal remains, and the grave goods, 

comprising on17 a group 0 f four pots, include one carinated 

bowl, one cylindrical juglet, one Bingle handled Jug and one 

anomalous form of small wide mouthed Juglet. (56E2). It 

. would seem that only two vessels were removed from the tomb, 

the bowl and the cylindrical juglet. The bowl was housed 

in the Institute collection, whereas the cylindrical juglet 

was given as a singleton to the F1tzw11Iia~ Museum. 



F590-594. 

POTTERY 

Juglets 

Fig • .62b.l 

A note on the Tomb Card equates this tomb with 

Cylindrical Juglet (Fitzwilllam Museum, Cambridge 
27-1929 F577A 7408) 

~. Thickened rim, narrow neck, rounded 

shoulder, convex sides, very rounded base, double 

coil handle trom rim to shoulder WITHOUT button. 

Ware. Grey ware, butf finish; very slight traces 

ot burnish (1) 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) ot the two extant vessels, the cylindrical juglet, 
-.:: .. , 

marked tone pot onl~ to the Fitzwill1am t , is still present. 

The bowl on the other hand, originally catalogued 

•• v.23fl, was given to 'Mrs. Wloch, Poland' in 1948. 



F578 Institute ot Archaeology, London and 

FitzwilIiam MuseQ~, Cambridge. 

(e.v.lO/ BPl PI.LXIX) 
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The tomb lies in the south eastern corner of the 

cemetery •. (See Fig.l?) 

PLA..' (Fig.63) 

BPI classes this tomb as a grave with a recess, 

but it is clear from the sketch plan and sectlon on the 

reverse of the Tomb Card that it is a shaft and stepped 

chamber tomb. The BP! measurements are contused, in that 

the,measurements given are those of the chamber, not of the 

shaft. The root ot the chamber had collapsed when excavated, 

80 that the present height of the root is hypothetical but 

it emulates the sketch-section. 

CONTENTS 

No skeletal remains seem to have been found, but 

the accompan1ing grave goods consist ot seven vessels: two 

carinated bowls, one cylindrical juglet, one dipper juglet, 

one lamp and two storage jars, one of which contained the 

dipper juglet. No other materi~l is recorded. Of the 

seven vessels, two are marked NTH; there nre four catalogued 

in the col1ections at the Institute of Archaeology, of which 

three are currently available, namely both of the b~wls, and 

surprisingly one ot the two storage jars. ~his Is one of the 

two tombs in which a jar has been preserved. 



POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.64~2 

storage jars 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.10/2 F578C 23K22) 

Max. height 6.3 ems. Max. width 13.2 cms. 
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Form. Very slightly everted riD, upper wall 

sloping inwards to shoulder. overfolded carination, 

lower wall sloping inwards markedly, turned disk 

base. 

!!!:.!, Fine buff ware; turning marks around base. 

Large bowl (e.v.lO!3 F578B 23V2) 

Max. height 13.4 ems. Max. width 29.6 cms. 

Form. Everted rim., short concave upper wall. 

rounded shoulder. long convex lower wall, ring 

base. ' 

Ware. Soft orange/brown ware, decayed drab orange 

slip, ring base affixed to smoothed lower body. 

('1'his is the only example 0 f an affixed ring base 

among all the vessels examined.) 

Double handled jar (e.v.10/4 F578A 43T4) 

,Max. height 52.5 ems. Hex. width 33.6 cms. without 

handles. 



Earn. Everted ri~. large cordon around neck, 

neck short, wide globular body and sl1ghtly 

flattened base. Two vert1cally opposed handles 

on shoulder.· 

!!£!. Hard gritted orange ware, buff-grey 

finish, heavily concreted; turning marks below 

shoulder to base. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

1) F578B. the larger ot the two bowls, prov1des a 'good 

example of a scr1ba! error. The Tomb Card gives its 

type as 23V2, but the BPI catalogue Pl.LXIX gives it 
, ' , 
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as 23Y2. 'he Corpus however confirms the 'reading of the 

Tomb Card 'as 23V2, so that' Petrie misread V as Y 

(Z3Y 1s an 1ron age torm; it has no subdivision 23Y2). 

11) F5780 2.3K22 i. 8ft ink alteration 011 the Tomb Card for 

the original 23Jl4. ~he Corpus and the BP catalogue 

confirm the alteration. 

1i1) The storage jar F5781 is given the type number 43T4 on 

the Tomb Card, but both it and the other, F578E 43V6, 

have been altered in the BPI catalogue to 43F3. 

iv) The measurements ot the plan include an interest1ng error 

1n the BPI cataloguePl.LXIX. Firstly, the figures 

given are said to be those ot the grave: others for a 

recess are not given. However, it 1s clear from the 

Tomb Card that the three measurements given refer to the 



chamber, not the shaft. Secondly, the width of the 

chamber/grave in BPI is given as 78". The plan on the 

reverse of the Tomb Card gives this meas~rement in two 

halves from the centre as 3'9" plus 3'9'·, a total of 

90" 1n all. Petrie must have read these figures as 

39" plus 39ft t a total 0 f 78", 12" short 0 f the actual 

distance. 

v) There is a certain discrepancy 1n the direction of the 

tomb in the various sources. The bearing 0 t the tomb, 

usually talten from the rear centre 0 t the shatt across 

the axis ot the shaft and chamber, is given on the 

TOMb Card as 213°. which would mean that the tomb was 

entered from the north east. The cemetery map 1n 
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BPI Pl.LXIV clearly shows that it would have been 

entered from the north west. A point marked tNorth East 

Corner' on the sketch plan suggests that the present 

reconstruction and direction are correct. ' 



F579 F1tzw1lli~~ MuseQ~, Cambridge 

( - 1929 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb lies slightly south of the centre ot 

the cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig.65a) 
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The plan, reconstructed trom the measurements given 

on the Tomb Card, shows a simple 'grave 1.32 m. deep. The 

orientation ot its long axis 1s northwest/south east. 

CONTENTS 

fJ:'he tomb was disturbed; no skeletal remains 

were discovered. The grave,goods consisted ot a group of 

tive or six pots, including two ,bowls, one cylindrical juglet, 

one dipper juglet and one single handled jug, together possibly 

with a piritorm juglet. The Tomb Card records bronze toggle 

pins and one crystal scarab. at all this material, only one 

bowl survives, currentl1 housed in the Fitzw1ll1am collections. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Flg.6.5b.l Wide plain bowl (23-1929 F.579E ZON) 

Max. height 11.4 ems. Max. width 27.1 ems. 

Form. Plain rim, bevelled inWards, convex walls 

without shoulder to turned ring base. 

~. Soft orange ware; butf slip (1). 
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CA'I'ALOGUE ANOHALlrS 

i) ,. <, 'rhe Tomb Card records this tomb as being sent to Bolton. 

It was never accessed there and the only extant piece was 

found ,by chance in the Fitzw1lliam Huoeum, Cambridge. 

ii) The most disturbing anomaly in the tomb is the mention 

on the ~omb Card of a pir1form juglet 60M5. It is also 

recorded in BPI and is cited in the Corpus. No such 

vessel is currently preserved, but one may also doubt 

1 ts original existence I'll th this group, for 1 tis not n 

primary entry on the Tomb Card. Some time later than 

excavation, an ink note has been added to the Card thus: 

+ 60M5. The vessel 1s a rarity in the cemetery, the 

only other example being in F56l. Whilst it 1s impossible 

to ignore this Yessel, its inclusion must be regarded 

with consi'derable scepticism. 
, , 

1ii) The preserved bowl F.579E ZON has been altered in BPl 

and the Corpus to 2212. ~he alteration has been 

subsequently made in ink on the ~omb Card. 

iv) The other unpreserved bowl is F579B 18Jl9. This bowl 

1s omitted completely in the BPI catalogue, and the 

form is not found in the Corpus. 



F58l Rockefeller Museum, Jerusalem 

(l4395-6 BPl PI. LXIX) 

The grave lies in the central southern area or 

the cemetery. (See Fig.l?) 

PLAN (Fig.66a) 
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!he plan and the section are reconstructed from 

the measurements given on the reverse ot the Tomb Card. They 

illustrate a simple grave less than one meter deep with its 

axis lying almost west-east. 

CON'rENTS 

'~he grave had been disturbed before excavation, 

but it contained the body ot a sm&ll ch1ld, accompanied only 

by one dipper juglet and a single handled jug, presumably a 

pair. Both vessels survive. 

POTTERY 

Juglets 

Dipper juglet (14395 1531A 51G13) 

Max. height 19.5 ems. Maz. width 6.9 ems. 

Form. Plain rim, slightly pinched mouth, narrow 

neck, narrow tapering body, slightly pointed 

base, Bingle coil handle from just below rim to 

shoulder. 

~. Buff ware with traces of buff slip. 



Jugs. 

~ . .' 

Single handled jug (I4396 F58lB 35P4) 

Max. height 27.8 ems. Max. width 16.4 cms • 

. . Form. Everted rim, slightly trefoil mouth, 

wide neck, rounded shoulder, convex tapering 

sides, rounded base, single strap handle from 

rim to shoulder. 

!!!! •. Orange ware; traces 0 f dark red slip 

with burnish. (Wheel burnish?' 

This is one 0 f the very tew tombs 0 t the group 
~ 

about which all the catalogues agree. 
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F532 Rockefeller HuseuID, Jerusalem 

(14403-4415 BPI PI.XIV & XV) 

The tomb lies in the central southern area of 

the cemetery. (See Fig.l?) 

PLAN (Fig 67) 

'rhe plan and the section are reconstructed tron 

the sketches and measurements on the reverse ot the Tomb 

Card. The plan shows a stepped shalt and chamber tomb, with 

two steps leading down the axis ot the tomb, but with a 
/' 

third step unusually located at 900 to the others at the top 

ot the stairway. The main axis at entry is north west to 

south east. 

CONTENTS 
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The chamber apparent17 had been disturbed. No 

skeletal remains were found, but the accompanying grave goods 

consisted at seven vessels, one bowl, two cylindrical juglets, 

two dipper juglets, one jug and one storage jar. All the 

vessals are currently available except, predictably, the 

storage jar. rhe small finds include three scarabs, fragments 

ot bone inlay, pi~ces ot a taience vase, and a bronze toggle 

pin which is now missing. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.68a.l Platter (I4403 F.582G 4E) 



Juglets 

Fig.68s.2 

Fig. 68s.' 

Fig.68a.4 

Hax. height 9.8 cms. l1ax. width 33.7 cms. 

~. Plain rim, plain slightly convex walls, 

turned disk base • 

. Ware. Soft orange ware, butt slip. 

Cylindrical juglet (144061 F582D 74012) 

Max. height 11.2 cms. Max. width 8.3 cms. 

Form. Thickened everted rim, narrow neck, . 
rounded shoulder, parallel sides, very rounded 

base, single strap handle from rim to shoulder. 

Ware. So ft orange ware. 

Cylindrical juglet (14405 F582C '74019) 

Max. height 13.3 ems. Max. eidth 10.7 cms. 
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Fbrm. Rim broken, narrow neck, wide rounded 

shoulder, rounded sides, very rounded base, double 

coil handle from rim to shoulder WITHOUT button. 

Ware. Soft red ware, dark red slip and vertical 

burnish. 

Dipper juglet (I4404 F.582E 51G8) 

Max. height 18 ems +. Hax. wIdth 7.4 c~. 

Form. Rim and neck missing, no shoulder, convex 

tapering sides, slightly pointed base, single coil 

handle to shoulder. 

~. Grey ware, buft slip. 



Fig.68a.5 

Fig.68a.6 

SCARABS 

Fig.68b.l 

Fig. 68b.Z 
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Dipper juglet (14407 F58ZF 5lQII) 

Max~ height 22.9 ems. f.~ax. width 8.4 ems •.. 

Form. Rim broken, but mouth almost round; neck 

narrow, rounded shoulder, long convex tapering 

sidp.s, slightly pointed,base, single coil handle 

from just below rim to shoulder. 

!!t!. Buff ware, bands of light incisions 

similar to turning marks. 

Single handled jug (144081 F58ZA 59K) 

Mex.height 28 ems. plus. Max. width 33.0 ems. 

Form. Ev~rted mouth but missing, narrow neck, 

very globular body in the profile of an elipse, 

turned ring base; one triple coil handle on 

shoulder. 

Ware. Hard red ware. -

(141.1'1 Row. 444 BPl not illustrated) 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 1.8 e!!ls. 

Crystal, with bronze ring. Carving rudimentary, 

base blank. 

(14413 Rowe, BPl not illustrated) 

Length 2.2 ems. Breadth 1.5 ems. Height 0.9 ems. 

Steatite, black. Carving rudimentary, base blank. 



FAIENCE 

Fig.68c.l 

BONE INLAY 

F1g.68c.2 
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(14412 Rowe 313 BP1P1.VII, 32) 

Length 2.1 cms~ Breadth 1.4 cms. Height 1.0 cms. 

Steatite, light yellow, with bronze ring. Deeply 

incised lion walking to the left with its tail 

curled over its back. The background is 

comprised of three conventional' trees. 

Vase (kohl pot) (I4410' BPl Pl.VIl,33) 

Max. height 6 ems. plus. Hax. width 4.2 cms. 

!2!!. Incomplete; rim and neck missing, 

carination near base, lower wall more angled 

than upper, base fiat. . 

Ware'. Green glazed faience with brown-black' 

paint. Decorated in registers separated by 

double horizontal lines; upper: chevron design. 

Centres . floral and arboreal. Lower: petal design. 

(14414 BPt Pl.VI.29) 

One of two pieces of bone inlay, p02sibly the 

mitred corner, with three diagonal lines. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

i) ~here are the expected changes in the typology between 

the ~omb Card and the BPI catalogue. The Tomb Card 
. , 

gives 4.3V6 tor its storage jar, changed to 43E5 in the 

BP catalogue. The cylindrical juglets are also at 
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variance; the Tomb Card has two juglets of the types 

74019 and 74012. The BrI cat~ogue Pl.XV gives three, 

" 74019, 7409 and 7l~015. Since there were only two in 

the tomb, this last error is difficult to explain. 

ii) The To~b Card has a note in ink added to the bottom 

of the list 0 f pottery but unlettered vd th the group: 

'plus 3rt corp.t The vessel cannot belong to this group 

as the bowls of type 3 are all Iron Age. Also it was 

not part of the original excavation record, nor is it 

mentioned 'in the BPI catalogue. Further, this type 

number 3K ~s not illustrated in the Corpus. 
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F583 Institute of Archaeology, London 

(e.v.25/ BP! PI.XIV Bc XV) 

The grave lies in the extre~e south east of the 
. J 

area on the edge of the cemeterr. ~(See Fig.l?) 

PLAN 

There is no plan for this group, as it represents 

only a location of three pots some twelve inches below the 

surface which were otherwise unaeco!!1panied; 

CONTENTS 

~he group of three pots included one platter, 

one dipper juglet and one single handled jug, the latter two 

undoubtedly being a pair. Of the three vessels, only the 

dipper juglet has survived. 

POT1:'ERY 

Juglets 

Dipper jug1et (e.v.25/l F533A 5104) 

Max. height 17.7 ems. Max. width 6.2 ems. 

Form. Slightly pinched rim, narrow neck, convex 

aides, rounded base, single coil handle from just 

below rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Brown-orange ware, light buff slip, surface 

heavily concreted and decayed; turning marks 

below shoulder. 
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CATALOGUE ANOHALIES 

" 
1"" .' There are Boma very minor discrepancies 1n typing 

between the ~omb Card and the BPI catalogue, for 

exa~ple the Tomb Card type~ the bowl as 6G3, which has 

been changed to 6C3. 



F584 . Institute of Archaeology, London 

British Museum. London (one piece) 

(e.v.26/ BPl Pl.XIV & XV) 

The tomb is located in the south western part 

of the cemetery. (See Fig.l?) 

PLAN (Fig.7C» 
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~h. tomb 1s a abart and chamber tomb, the roof 

o t the chamber 0 f which .. ems to have collapsed be tore 

excavation aince no height i8 given. and it ls restored here 

conjecturally. The chamber 1s approached trom the shaft from 

the north by a single step. 

CON'r ENT S 

Wo human remains appear to have been found. The 

accompaning goods included one small carinated bowl, one 

fragmentary cylindrical. juglet, one dipper juglet and two jugs, 

a total ot tive vessels. The cylindrical juglet ls marked NTH, 

and clearly also one 0 f the jugs was not recovered, leaving 

the three vessels,- the bowl, the dipper juglet and the other 

jug, now present ln the collection. Together with the pottery 

was tound a bronze toggle pin. dagger, four (1) scarabs and a 

faience pot. The pin is now missing. 



PO'ITERY 

Bowls 

Juglets 

Jugs 

'. 
F1g.70b • .3 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.26/1 F584C 18J14) 

Max. height 6.7 ems. Hex. width 16.2 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, rounded shoulder, turned 

disk base. 

Ware. Red-brown ware, yellow-buff t.1nish; 

marks 0 f turning from shoulder to base. 

\ 

Dipper juglets (e.v.26/2 1584D 51G12) 

Hex. height 2.3.5cme. Hex. ,width 3.5ems. 
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FOrm Slightly pinched mouth, inverted rim, 

straight-sided constricted neck, rounded shoulder, 

rather elongated body, rounded base, single coil 

handle from just below rim to shoulder. 

Ware Orange ware, light grey slip, traces ot 

vertical burnish. 

Single handled jug Ce. v'. 26/.3 F.584A 38H6) 

Hex.height 34.8 ems. Hax.w1dth 21.5 ems. 

Form Everted rim, pinched mouth, wide neck, round 

shoulder, rounded body, small flat base, single 



SCARABS 

Fig.?la.l 

Fig.?la.3 
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strap handle f.rom rim to shoulder. 

~. Brown ware, light grey finish; the 

rim and neck may have been inserted additionally 

into the body. 

(e.v.26/7' BPI Pl.YII,19) 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.4 ems. Height 0.8 ems. 

Steatite. Hooked scroll border inside which is 

.... Be ..... t .... e .... .z: .!!!!!.-.n!!-!! which may be read as 

"Excellence and all protection tor the Xa tt • 

(e.v.26/8 BPI Pl.VII,CO) ,. 

Length 2.4 ems. Breadth 1.6 ems. Height 1.2 ems. 

Pa.te, white. Rope border inside which 1s a 

finely"exe.uted double stranded twist design 

surrounding a .entre ot concentric circles. 

(e.v.26/6 BPI Pl.VII,l?) 

Length 2.5 ems. Breadth 1.8 ems. Height 0.9 ems. 

Steatite, with bronze ring. Two figures kneeling, 

one holding a lotus? I.A. Cat. "Hawk between 

two ••• t1gures". BP P.', "background ••• 

muddled". 

AnaUai. ot ring, BM584/l Copper-arsenic alloy. 

Quantitative' analy8is'~ ~able 1. No. 16. 



Fig.71a.4 

BRONZE 

Dagger 

Not illus
trated 

FAIENCE 

Fig.7lb.l 
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(e.v.2G/5 BPl Pl. VlI,13) 
-Length 2.7 c~s. Breadth 1.9 c~.S. Hei£ht 1.1 ems. 

St€atite, white, with Lronze ling. Winged sun 

disk over napyrus clump (hieroglyph fer tho North), 

flanked by falcons with turned b~ck heads. 

(BP! p.3 tt ••• quite unEgyptian tf .) 

, , 

Analysis at ring: BM534/ZCopper-arscnic allOl. 

Quantltlltlveanalysis: Table 1. No. 17. 

(e.v.26/4 BPI Pl.VI,l2) 

Max. height 11.0 ems. Max. width 3.5·c~s. 

- ~. Short flat blade, concave edges, ro~ndcd 

. - ~ paint, wide base, tv-'o rivets at base. 

Analysis. Not available for analysis. 

,10. • 

.' . 
. (Britisb Museum Western Asiatic Dept. L856. 

BPl not illustrated.) 

Max. height 7.4 cms. 11ax. width 4.0 CGS. 

Form. Wide everted rim, narrowing neck, low 

carination - rrotile more angled below carlnation, 

flat base. 
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Ware. Blue-green glaze - no visible decoration. -, 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

1) There are the usual discrepancies In the Corpus types 

between the Tomb Card and the BPI catalogue Pl.XV. 

The Tomb Card types the bowl as 18Jl4. which Is changed 

ln BPl and reinked on the Tomb Card to 18K2, which is 

tollowed by the Corpus 1 tsel t. 

F584B was originally typed as 39J. The BPl 

catalogue changes this to 3886, and an lnk correction to 

that e trect 1s made on the Tomb Card, which Is to the 

good since the type 39J is an Iron Age jug. 

11) , The Tomb Card mentions two scarabs with bronze fittings, 

two steatl te' scarabs and, ~on" plain earnellan scarab. 

This latter'scarab is DO. missing.' It 1s not mentioned 

nor illustrated in,BPI nor is 1t catalogued 1n the 

Instltute col~ectlon. 

111) The toggle pin, ~PI Pl.VI,13 seems never to have been 

1n the Instltute collectlon. The dagger has been 

recently mislaid. 
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F536 University Museum, Manchester. 

The tomb lies in the south eastern part 0 t the 

cemetery between tombs 1571 and F575, and adjacent to point M. 

(See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig. 72a) 

'rhe pIu. reconstructed trom the plan and the 

measurements on the reverse ot the 'romb Card, illustrates a 

large shaft and Mall single stepped chamber tomb with entry 

from the north east. 

CONTENTS 

!here were no skeletal remains recorded. The 

grave goods included only three vessela: a cylindrical 

juglet, a single handled jug, and a lamp. the lamp was 
, 1 

marked NTH, the jug ia presentl1 in the collection; the 

cylindrical juglet ia un catalogued and missing. 

POTTERY 

JUgs 

F.lg.12b.l Single handled jug (8600 F.586! 35P4) 

Max. height 30.7 ems. Max. width 19.0 cms. 

Form. Everted rim, 4fre toil mouth, wide neck 

round shoulder, small nat base, single strap 

handle from shoulder to rim. 



!!!!. Hard orange ware; grey-buff finish • . 
Turning marks from shoulder to base. 

There would appear to be no discrepancies 

between the various catalogues of this tomb. 
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F587 Inst1tute of Archaeology~ London. 

(e.v.22/ BPI Pl.XIV&·XV) 
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The tomb l1es in the south south-eastern sector 

of the cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig.73a) . 

! 
!he plan shows a shaft and chamber tomb, the 

chamber to the south. !he reconatruction 0 t the roo f 0 f 

the chamber is hypothetically based upOn the section sketch on 

the HTera. of the Tomb Card;· the width 0 f the chamber is 

obtained only after a confi1ct of measurements. 

CONTENTS 

rhere would appear to haT.·been no skeletal 

remains with this tomb. The' chamber contained a group of 

six Teasels, compria.d of two small bowls, one larger bowl, 

one dipper jugIet and two storage jars. Xo other objects are 

mentioned on the !omb Card, but one scarab and one toggle pin 

are illustrated 1n BPI PI.XXII. Predictably, the storage jars 

are m1ssing, as 18 the toggle pin. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

F1g.73b.l Small carinated bowl (e.v.ZZ/l J'587C 2,3J8) 

Maz. height 8.6 ems. Maz. width 13.5 cms. 



Juglets· 

Form. Everted rim, short concave upper wall, 
. 

slight carination at shoulder, convex lower 

wall, turned disk base. 

Ware. Dark brown ware, liCht grey slip, 

turning marks-from shoulder to base. 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.22/4 F587A 18Jll) 

Hex. height 5.7 cms. Hex. width 16.5 cms. 

Form~ Slight17 everted rim, short vertical 

upper wall, carinated shoulder, lower wall 

tapering straight to bas., turned dimt base. 

I 

Ware. Orange ware with drab decayed surface, 

turning marks from shoulder to base. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.22/2 F587D 18J12) 

Mex. height 12.2 CMS. Max. width 25.4 cms. 

Form. Everted rim, vertical upper wall, 

carinated shoul.er, convex lower wall, turned 

disk base. 
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Ware. Orange ware, buff slip (') tini.h, turning 
f 

marks from shoulder to base. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.22/3 F537B 51G15) 

Mex. height 19.3 ems. Hax. width 6.9 cms. 
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Form. Rim broken, mouth pinched, neck narrowed, 

SCARABS 

Fig. 73c.1 

J 

slightly sharp shoulder, convex taperin~ sides, 

slightly pointed base. Single coil handle 

from below rim to shoulder. 

(e.v.22/5 BPI Pl.XXII,216) 

Length 2.1 cms. Breadth 1.5 cms. Height 1.0 crns. 

Steatlte. faded green. Vertical twisted design 

flanked by unreadable antithetic hieroglyphs. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

, 1) The usual di'screpanc1 Is to be noted in the typing of 

the storage jars; the Tomb Card records 43R4 and R6 

whereas BPI substitutes 43D5 and D6. 

ii) ~he Institute catalogue which duly lists the four 

vessels also lists the scarab illustrated here and 1n 

BPl Pl.XXII.216. Ironically there 1s no number 216 

appearing on the plate mentioned. although there is an 

un-numbered scarab followed by the toggle pin 217. 

Both are attributed to this tomb, but no record of these 

two objects appears either on the Tomb Card or in the 

BPI catalogue pl.XIV.' ~his mar well suggest that the 

objects have been misplaced. the pin Is now completely 

missing. 

Tomb 587 Is one of the tombs which Petrie feels 

he Can place in a chronological system (Pl. XV). In so 

doing, he is bound to ppblish any scarab f.rom'that tomb 
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1nthe order he has established, i.e. between tombs 
.< 

569 & 547 and tomb .563.' In that case. the illustration 

. of the 587 scarab would have appeared on Pl.XII after 

No. 124. The fact that it does not would further reinforce 

the notion that this scarab, together with the toggle pin 

with which it is clearly .coupled. do not belong to this 

group at all. 
. : 

iii) The Tomb Card marks the proTenance, of this tomb as 

Heidelberg. Since the group is in!.the Institute, that 

apportionment should be ignored. 

iT) BPI Pl.XIV suggests that the chamber (77") is wider 

than the shart (66"), but the Tomb Card sketch gives 

the measurements of the chamber as 32t" + 32i" which 

would make the chamber 65" wide. It is clear that the 

Tomb Card should read 3'2t" plus "2i" for the chamber . " 

measurement, which would 'then accord with BPl as 77". 



F590 Institute of ArchaeoloeY, London 

(e.v.2l/ BPl Pl.XIV & XV) 

The tomb(s) lies in the southern part of the 

cemetery. (See Fie.l7) 

PLAN (Fig.74a) 
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~he plan illustrates a series of oval depressions 

surrounding a central pit~ The depressions are all about two 

metres below the surface, but no soction is possible because 

the depth of the central pit is not given. From the drawing 

on BPl Pl.LXIV it might be that the depressions represent 

three collapsed chambers around a central shaft, a view 

perhaps borne out' by the description on the Tomb Card, 
.. 

"Three descending chambers". 

CONTENTS 

The tomb preserved no skeletal remains. The 

grave goods consisted at six pots: one bowl, one dipper 

juglet, two jugs and two storage jars. Together with the 

pottery were three scarabs and a tragmented toggle pin. One 

o t the jars and the dipper juglet were marked N'lH. The two 

jugs and the Dowl are catalogued in the Institute of Archaeology 

with the three scarabs. The remaining storage jar and the 

toggle pin are not accounted for. One ot the catalogued jugs 

is currently missing. 



POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.74b.l 

Fig.14b.2 

SCARABS 

Small carinated bowl (e.v.2l/l F590E 18Jl2) 

Max. height 7.2 erns. Hax. width 18.5 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, vertical upper wall, 

marked carination, aiightly convex lower wall, 

turned diak base • 

. Ware. Grey-butt ware with butt finish. -
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Large single-handled jug/jar (e.v.21/3 F590F 38B4) 

Max. height 47.2 ems. Max. width 31.8 ems. 

Form. Everted rim, high neck, globular body, 
. 

stub-pointed base. Single handle on shoulder. 

Ware. Orang~waret grey t.1n1sh, clear turning 

marks all the way trom shoulder to base. 

(e.v.2l/6 BPI Pl.X.76) 

Length 1.5 ems. Breadth 1.0 ems. Height 0.6 ems. 

Faience, white. !wisted strand border; two 

udjet eyes. (The two eyes ot Ra). 

Petri. maintains thi,s scarab is ft 

for Palestinian work". BPI p.3. 
••• too good 
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(e.v.21/5 BP! Pl.X,73) 

Length 2.1 e~n. Breadth 1.4 e~s. Height 0.9 cms. 

Steatlte. whitish. Interlocking twisted strand 

design. 

(e.v.21/4 BPI Pl.X,77) 

Length 2.2 ems. Breadth 1.5 ems. Height O.8cms. 

Steatlte, yellow. Above and below, two opposed 

.1otus(1) plants.' Centres four alternately 

facing ~ s1gns, for majesty. 

CAT ALOGUE ANOMALIES . 

1) !he storage jar typology is' changed aUghtly from'· the 

Tomb Card. 4316 and 438 0 t the Tomb Card are changed , , 

to 43E6 alone in the BPl catalogue. 

11) The toggle pin which is mentioned on the Tomb Card 

is not catalogued in BPl Pl.XIV nor i8 it illustrated. 

~he pin ls not preserved in the collection. 



F593 University Museum, Manchester 

(BPI Pl.XIV & XV) 
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The tomb lies in the extreme south of the 

cemetery. It is not illustrated in BPI Pl.LXIV, but it has 

been restored to its position by the distance and bearing 

given on the Tomb Card. (See l1g.l7) 

PLAN (l1g. 76) 

The plan is that 0 t a shalt and chamber tomb, the 

chamber stepped down considerably. There would appear to be 

a torm 0 tramp-like tace to the aingle step. The roo f has 

been reconstructed hypothetically trom the Tomb Card, though 

it had probably collapsed before excavation. The tomb was 

entered trom the north. 

CONTENTS 

There were no skeletal remains recorded~ The 

tomb contents included six vessele comprised of three bowls, 

one cylindrical juglet ~ one jug and one lamp. The small 

objects included one toggle pin and ttwo' scarabs. together 

with five beads. All the small objects and an extra plain 

scarab are preserved. l1ve ot the six vessels were sent to 

Manchester and are stlll preserved. The jug is mlsslng. (See 

Catalogue Anomalles). 



POTTERY 

" 

Bowls 

Fig.77a.l 

" 

11g.77_.2 

Fig.77 •• 3 

Small carinated bowl (8638! F593C 18J19) 

Hax. height 1.7 ems. Hax. width 15.8 cms. 

Form. Everted rim, upright upper wall, marked 

carination, convex lower wall, marked turned 

disk base. 

, 
xare. Light brown ware, grey slip, turning 

m~ks below shoulder to base. 

Small carinated bowl (8640 F593E 2,3.13) 

Max. height 6.5 cms. Max~ width 15.9 cms. 

Form. Evert.d rim, concave upper wall, 

rounded carinatlon, slightly convex lower wall, 
, 

turned cl1ak base. 
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Ware. Thickly made yellow buff ware, traces of 

red slip, badl,.wom; turning marks trom 

shoulder to base. 

Large carinated bowl (8641 F593F 18J8) 

Hex. height l3.6·cms. Max. width 31.8 cms. 

FOrm. Upright rim with internal thickening; 

upper wall slightly sloping inwards. Slightly 

overfold.d shoulder; convex lower wall, turned 

ring base. 



Juelets 

Lamps 

·WI=1re. Grey-brown drab ware, drab brown finish, 

turning marks trom shoulder to base. 

Cylindrical juglet (8637B' 593B 74016) 

Hax., height 11.1 c~s. Max.: width 10.4 ems. 

1:2!:!. Everted b1:l1bous rim, narrowed neck, 

wide shoulder witn marked carination, convex 

walls, rounded ba.e; double coil ~andle from 

rim to shoulder WITHOUT button. 
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!.!!:!. Grey-brown ware, grey finish; traces 0 t 

vertical burnish. 

Single spouted lamp (8639 J'593D 91Al) 

Hex. height 4.5 cms. Hex. width 12.3 ems. 

:rorm~ Spout missing, slight tolcU.ng towards 

noszle. !Rounded wal18 and rounded base. 

Ware. Brown ware and finip; burning marks 

at nozzle; concretions on the outside, visible 

s.r~p1ng marks,all around the base; ,(presumably 

this 18 part 0 t the reduction process 0 t the base -

it is hand done; not turned). 



SCARABS 

Carved 

Fig. 77b.l 

Plain. 

BROlfZE 

Pins 
I 
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(8677 BPI Pl.XII,l18) 

Length 1.2 ems. Breadth 0.8 ems. Height 0.5 ccs. 

Steatite, yellow. Geometric design, within 
, , . 

which is a single hatched loop. 

t8~4j BPi'pi~XII,ll9) 
Length 1.2 ems. Breadth 0.9 ems. Height 0.6 ems. 
ste.tite, ye110,; Veined 1e.f or chevron design. 

(8645A lot illustrated BPI) 

Length 1.3 cms. Breadth 0.9 cms. Height 0.6, cms • 
. ' ~ 

Green Jasper, (with silver (1) ring which does 
not tit). Plain seal, carving ruclimentar~. 

(8646A & B BPI Pl.II,64) 

Length 8.6 ems. 

FOrm. Square sectioned twisted upper shaft, 
I • 

plain lower shalt with point. (BPI illustration 

not twisted). 

Analysis. Not available. 



BEADS 

Not 1llust-
u rated (8642 BPI PI.XI.65) 

Five carnelian beads, two large barrel shaped 
I -

and three plaln round beads. 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

, i) The Tomb Card mentions • two small searabst • !l.'hey are 

probably the two carved .xamp~"., omitting the plain 

eX8Qple which is still preserved 11'1 the catalogue • 
. ~ J. .', 

1i) 'The vessel that is now missing trom"" the group is i'593A, 

a large jug 38BZ. The Tomb Card mentions that this 1s 

'the one pot kept at Vn1ver8ity COllege, London when the 

remainder of the tomb wa •• ent to,Manchester, It has 
",' , 
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since disappeared. !'here is a large jug w1 th one handle 
, ".... 

on the shoulder in Manchester which could not be located 
. , . 

at the moment because of the revision of the collection. 
, . t + 

'rheretore, "8636. large jar with one loop handle" Is 

, probably' F593A. 
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F.594 . Institute 0 f Archaeology, London 

(e.v.20/ BPI P1.XIV & XV) 

The tomb is Situated at the southern end of the 

cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig. 78a) 

~he plan 1s reconstructed from the sketch and 

measurements on the reverse of the fomb Card. It illustrates 

a simple grave some .54" deep (138.5 ems.), its long axis 

111ng north west - south east. 

CONTENTS 

No skeletal remains are recorded. ~he grave goods 

included Six vessel.. two bowls, one cylindrical juglet, 

one dipper juglet, one jug and one storage jar. Of these, 

three are marked ftR, ·le.V1as the two bowls and the cylindrical 

juglet. These three 'vessels are current17 in the Institute 
• collection. fhe small finds recorded on the Tomb Card should 

include a toggle pin, and ambiguously there may also be a 

scarab In the group. Neither ot these are present In the 

collection. 



POTTERY 

Bowls 

Juglet. 

Small bowl (e.v.20/l F594C l8Pl) 

Mu:. height 6.5 ems. Mu:. width 14.0 ems. 

FOrm. Plain r1m. slightl1 concave upper wall, 

pro tile rounded towards base, base missing. 
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Ware. Light brown ware, grey core, turning marks 
, 

from shoulder. 

Small carinated bowl (Bot catalogued F594B 23P4) 

Hax. height 1.6 oms. Hex. width 18.0 ems. 

'Form. ~.rt.d rim, concave upper l1a11, s11ght 
, 

oarinat10n, straight lower wall. turned disk base. , , 

flare. Orange ware. buff slip both inside and 

out, olear turning marks trom shoulder to base. 

Cylindrical juglet (e. v.2O/2 F594D '70021) 

Mu:. height 13.0 ems. Max. width 9.5 ems. 

Form. Thickened rim, narrow neck, angular 

shoulder. sllghtl1 convex sides, rounded base, 

double coil bandletrom rim to shoulder WITHOU~ 

button .. 

Ware. Dark grey-brown ware, dark grey worn and 

pitted surface, trnces of buft slip. 
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CATALOGUE ANOMALIES 

1) The bowl F594B which'is present in the collection at 

the Institute ot Archaeology is not in tact catalogued. 

Its original excavation number' however is still clearly 

marked. 

ii) The,scarab illustrated in BPI Pl.I,88 would seem to be 

missing at this time. The Tomb Card does not actually 

record its excavation, and it' is not catalogued in the 

Institute colleCtion, although it probably should belong 

to this group. 

111) The ~omb Card mentions a toggle pin which does not 

appear either in the BPI catalogue Pl.IIV and 

associated'1llustrations or in the collections 0 f the 

Ins~itute ot Archaeology. 

iv) The !omb Card apportions this whole group to Heidelburg, 

though since alltthe available potter,y is catalogued at 

the Institute, j.t is unlikely that any material found 

ita 1183 there. Tbis is not the only instance 0 f this 

anomal7. 



F595 Institute ot Archaeology, London 

(e.v.l51 BPI Pl.LXIX) 

The tomb Is the most southerly in the whole 

cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

PLAN (Fig. 798) 

The plan and section are reconstructed from , . 

the sketch and the measurements on the reverse ot the !omb 
, '. t' 

Card. The root 1s of a conjectural height but it is so 
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shown on the sketoll section'. ~though Petri. describes this 

tomb aa a grave with aide rec~ss (BPI Pl.LXIV) the better 

description, as ·with a number of this tIpe, 'ls a single stepped 

shaft and chamber or sleove tomb.' The axis 0 f entry Is 

east-west. 

<. 

The grave was disturbed, but the skeletal remains 

(presumably representing one person) were recovered from the 

chamber. The Tomb Card recorda that the head was 'to the West', 

which would have been diftLcult la each a contLned space unless 

the body was flexed. (!he term 'to the West' does not Bpe~t 

of the facial po si tion but 0 t the whole body; the Tomb Card 

has a separate epace tor this detail 1t it la available. 

The bod7 was accompanied bI on11 six vessels; one 

. bowl, one c:rl1ndrical juglet, one dipper Juglet. one lamp and 

two storage jars. 'rhe lamp, cylindrical juglet and both of the 

jars are marked NTH, leaving one bowl and one dipper juglet 
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remnning, both of which are in the Institute of Archaeology 

collection. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

~. , 

Juglets 

Small carinated bowl· (e.v.l511 F595A 23K3) 

Max. height 8.9 ems. Max. width 18.6 cms. 

tbrm. Everted rim, concave upper wall, rounded 

earination, co~ve% lower wall, turned disk base • 

. 
Ware. Brown ware, buff-grey slip; turning marks 

tram below shoulder to base. 

Dipper juglet (e.v.15IZ 1595F 51G12) 

Mex. height 16.5 eMS. plus. Max. width 7.7 cms. 

,,[orm.. Mouth and neck missing, slightly marked 

shoulder, tapering convex.side., rounded base. 

Handle mieaing but elearl1 once a single coil 

from rim to shoulder. 

Ware. Orange-brown ware with grey core, worn 

light buff slip with traces 0 f vertical burnish. 



CATALOGUE A,.?{OHALIES 

., , 

1) -< ~he bowl F595A marked 23K3 on the vessel and the 

original Tomb Card has been'altered to 23Kl4 in the 
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BPI, catalogue and .. the Corpus, then later changed in ink 

ontthe Tomb Card. 

11) T~e storage jars r,9,B & E Bre typed as 43T4 and V6 

. on the Tomb Card but" predictably, changed to 43E5 ~ F3 
- . 

in the BPI catalogue. 

111) !he !omb Card gives the distribution' of this tomb 

as Lelce.t.r~ but the-only two remaining vessels are 

in the collection at the'IBetltute of Archaeoloey. 



F596 Institute of Archaeology, London 

Rockefeller Huseurn, Jerusalem (one piece) 

(e.v.l2/" BPI Pl.XIV & XV) 
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The tomb lies in the extreme southern part 0 r the 

cemetery_ (See F1g.17). 

PLAN (Fig.So) 

!he plan 1. reconstructed tram the sketch on 

the reverse of the Tomb Card, and the section similarly 

ls taken from the depth measurements given there. ~he width 

of the lowest 0 t the' four steps ls ambiguous on the Tom~ Card 

ple~. but the overall distance ot the length of the eastern 

side of the dromos liven in BPI Pl.XIV restores this measurement. 

Likewise, the depth ot the chamber. which doe. not appear on 

the sketch, 1s taken trom BPt Pl.XIV. 1'11e section shows a 

conjectural roo t OD the analogy 0 t the other tombs in the area, 

though presumably since no height la given, it had collapsed 

before excavation. 

The pla 11lustJ'ates a shaft and chamber tomb vd th 

t1 ve atepa. !he chambo- 1a almost circular instead 0 f the 

usual semi-circular or el1ptical chambers. As usual, the 

chamber is entered from the north. 

CON'l'ENTS 

fte tomb ia described aa a disturbed tomb. There 

would seem to be no evidence ot skeletal remains. The grave 

goods consisted of a group ot nine vessels, cOr.J.pr1s1ng five 



bowls, one cylindrical juglet, one dipper juglet and two 

,storage jars • Three of the vessels, the storage jars and 
.loo. ..... 

the cylindrical juglet, are marked NTH. Of the remaining 

six, five are presently in the collections of the Institute 

of Archaeology, and one is to be found in Jerusalem. 
, " 

Accompanying these vessels were a bronze dagger, some . ' , 

'. 
amethyst bead. and a number 0 t nut fiakes. 1'he beads have 

since been lost. 

POTTERY 

Bowls 

Fig.8Ia.l 

F1g.8la.2 

~all dish (~.v.lZ/6r596J 221) 

(used as lA lamp) 

Max~ height 4.8 approx. Mu. width 10.1. 

'. 
Form. Rim curved inwards, pro tile rounded, . j' .... . 
base broken but probably fiat. 'rhe rim is 

chipped and burning marks here show that it had 

~are. Orange ware, 'dirty deposit inside, heavy 

concretions outside. 

Small dish (e.v.12/5 F596D 22W) 

(used as 'a IMp) 
, 

Mu. height 4.4 ems. Mu. width 11,3 cms. 

Form. Rim curved inwards sligh t1y. rounded 
- . , 

protLle concave at base, base flat. The rim ls 

chipped and burning marks here show that it has 
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, ' 

Flg.81a.4 

, " 

Not,111ust
rated 
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been used as a lamp. 

Ware. Roughly made red ware; concretions on the 

exterior surface. 

Small bowl (e.v.12/4 F596D 22F) 

Maz. height 6.8,cms_, Max. width 11.8 ems. 

, , 

Form. Plain'rim, vertical upper wall, round 

shoulder, convex lower wall, turned disk base. 

Ware. Brown ware. aurface badly worn" and 
. . 

d.1scoloured, turning marks near base. 

Large carinated bowl (e.v.12/3 596H 23K9) 

Hax. height 12.3 ems. Hex. width 27.5 ems. 

FOrm. Everted rim, short vertical upper wall, . ' . 

marked carinat1on, sllghtl7 convex lower wall, 

turned d1sk base. 

WK!- Dark brown ware, ,traces ot a buff surface, 
o~ - " 

badly concrete., turnlni marks below shoulder 

to base. 

f • 

Platter (I4422 1596F ZlBl) 

(Rockefttller Museum, Jerusalem) 

Not measured 

Form~ Plain rim; thickened internally, convex 

Walls, turned ring base. 



SCARABS 

Flg.81b.l 

:r1g.81b.2 

Daggers 

Fig.8lc.l 
, ~, 
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~ . 
Dipper juglet (e.v.12/2 F596G 5lGll) 

(Tomb Card refers to it as 'bil-bil') 

Max. height 18.2 cms. Max. width 6.7 c~s •. 

Form. Slightly pinched mouth, narroVl neck, 

slight shoulder, convex tapering sides t slightlY 

po1nt~d base, single coil handle from just below 

rill to shoulder. 

Ware. Orange-brown ware. exterior surface 
'. 

badly worn and p1tted • 
. , 

(8.v.12/9 BPIP1.X.93) 

Length 1.5 oms. Breadth 1.0 cms. H~gt)lt 0.6 erns. 

ateat1t., white. Ring and dot design. 

(e.v.1Z/8 BPI Pl.X,92) 

Length 1.8 ems. Breadth 1.2 ems. Height 0.3 ems. 
" 

Staatit., 1ellow_ ,Horned animal (possibly ,8 ram 

or ant11ope) with head upraieed; above: 8 branch. 

(e.v.l2/7 BPI Pl.IX.56) 

Hex. height 9.4 ems. ~ Max. wldth 3.6 eMS. 



Form. Small flat blade with rounded point 

and straight sides. Tworivat holes near 

widened base of blade. 

Analysis. Not" available, for analysis. 
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MISCELLANEOUS' 

Fig.81c.2 (British Museum Asiatic Dept. L770 BPl Pl.lX,57) 

Twenty thr ••• mall flint blades with a 

" . maximwa , 1.8Ith ot 3.0 cm ... and a minimum of . 
,'1.8 ems. The7 are som •• hat lunate or lenticular 

in shape, and their section is frequently 

triangular. The ua8 0 t these' blades is obscure, 

but the,. 001114 ha"ejbeen barbse Whether they are 

. contempor&l'1ri.th the ~tomb itselt,is ~1'f1c~lt 

to jv.dge., 

CATALOGUE ANOMALIES . 

" J 

1) ~e _all bowl 15960 1. mark.ed zzr, but the tomb card 
, 

ha. been altered from that nv.mber to 2OF, _ following the 

Corpus. 

11) The dishes 1'596 D le J are "marked 2.2W on the vessels, 
~ - ';" , 

but the illustration 0 f thi.' torm given in the Corpus 

113 trom tomb 205 and dated to the XXVII Dynasty - clearly 

this cannot be the same vessel. 

111) An alteration on the ,Tomb Card in Ink adds three extra 

vessels to this tomb: 2402, 24011 and 24016. Since 

these vessels are not original to the Tomb Card, and as 



they are not mentioned in BP! catalogue, the Corpus 

or the Institute cntal05~e and in any case are of the 

wrong date, they have been ignored. 
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iv) The Institute catalogue gives e.v.12/2 as a knife blade, 

and e.v.l2/l as a dipper juglet. According to the 

marks on the dipper juglet ,(e.v.12/2), these numbers 

should be reversed 1n the catalogue, making the blade 

e.v.l2/l. 

v) The Institute catalogue mentions two bronze 1mpleoents,

a 'knife blade, bronze. and 'a bronze knife' e.v.l2/Z 

and a.v.l2/? respectively •. Aa the Tomb Card and the 

BPI catalogue and illustrations only mention one, it 1s 

MOre than l1ke17 that this blade ha. been catalogued 

twice. particularly in view of the fact that on the 

I.A. catalogue the tirst entry of the knife is 1n the 

middle 0 f the potte17 catalosue, and the second entry 0 t 

the knite was made later in a different hand at the end 

of the catalogue. 

vi) The twenty three filnt ,fiske. clearly belong to this 

tomb, being mentioned on the Tomb Card and catalogued 

as such iD the British Museum. BPI Pl.XIV attributes 

them incorrectly to F565, an error easily made by 

slipping down one line. The illustration of the fiakes 

BPI Pl.IX.57 corrects this error to 1596. There are" no 

!.lakes recorded under the Tomb Card for 1565. 

vii) ~he two scarabs are not recorded on the Tomb Card. 
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CHAPTER roUD 

A COMP.ARI801f or THE :rAB! AHD !HI: JDlCIO I'OMBI 
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THE CONCLUSIONS THAT HAY BE DRA\\1~ FROM FARA AND A COMPARISON 

WITH JERICHO 

INTRODUCTION 

In the preTious two chapters it has been shown 

that the interpretation of typological variation is a complex 

and, perhaps, an unattainable goal.· The relative chronological 
, 

system of division based upon the tomb material from Jericho 

is dift.Lcult to prove even though one m~ intuitively believe 

that it approximates the real situation. In an attempt to 

shed further light upon the hypotheSiS, a new set of information 

has been assembled from Fara. It has been introduced, 

described and reviewed to act as a potential extension of 

the Jericho hypothesis. 

The Fara material has, since its excavation, 

assumed a rather amorphous air, presumably because its publication 

was not given the systematic approach accorded to more modern 

publications. Kow that a discrete selection of these tombs 

may be viewed in a fuller and more understandable format, 

there are three steps that remain to be covered if this 

information is to be put to good use. 

a) An attempt must be made to search for a system in 

the Fara tombs whereby the tombs may be grouped or 

in some way sub-divided. To complete this analysis, 

consideration will be given to any possibility of 

attributing absolute dates to any of the tombs or groups 

of tombs. 
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b) 'Raving brought some degree of system into these 

tombs, a direct comparison must be made between the 

tombs at Fara and those from Jericho, highlighting 

c) 

not only their s1m1larities, but also the difficulties 

experienced in making certain important comparisons 

in the light of the difterences between the two sets 

o t in formation.' 

An explanation based upon the previous discussions . , 

should be put forward, with a brief mention ot other 

sites of the period which may ~pport the conclusion. 



A. A SEARCH FOR A SYSTEi1 IN THE FARA TOlIDS 

It has already been stated several times that 

the pottery from the tombs has not been directed into any 

typological scheme partly because one is not sure what these 

schemes might ~ean, and partly because the Variety of types 

against the smallness 0 f the sample precludes any Incid ve 

scheme having numerical backing. On the other hand, one of 

the most distinctlve features of the tombs at Fara is that 

ita MBII tombs originated in the MBII period; they are not 

tombs of,M earlier age which: were reused. It ls the tomb 

arch! tecture and plana that provide an 0 bTious criterion for 

dividing the tombs into different groups. 
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In the MBII cemetery at Fara forty three tombs 

may be classed according to five distinct tomb styles or types: 

i) '_d.'GJ'Bve 

11) Shaft and atepped alcove 

111) Stepped ahatt and chamber 

Iv) Stepped shatt and bilobate chamber 

v) stepped shaft and double chamber. 

558. 579, 581 and 594. (Unpublished: 548, 549, 

572 and 588). 

The fbrm la a rectangular vertical pit cut from the 

surface to a depth of between one and two metres. In only 

one case in the 500 cemetery were skeletal remains preserved, 

but 1 t ls aSEJUmed trom the size 0 f these graves that they are 
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only intended for individual burials, or at most-two persons, 

rather than large communal intErments. (Tpe graves of the 

1000 cen:etery, where the rer:lains arc better preserved, confirm 

the pr0sence of only one or two burials 'Per gr~ve.) 'Ihe 

~ssociated grave goods would re-enforce the opinion that 

the graves were intended for single bUI-iaIs since none 0 f 

the groups was large, rfu~glng fro~ the jug and dipper rair 

in F548 and F581 to the taller groups in F.5.58 and 1'5'/,) 

which included up to five pots, (a bowl, a cylindrical JugIet, 

a jug and dip~er juglet together with a pin and scarab. Four 

ot the five above contained at least one scarab. 

The size of each grave was similar, about two 

metres in length and one metre in width, b~t the oriental ions 

of the axes of these graves varied to encompass all the 

cardinal points. Within the C9r.letery ther-e was no palticular 

ar€8 favoured above another - graves were fvund,in both the 

northern and the southern paf't of the cemetery. (See Fig.l?) 

Tomb '1'y>'1e 2:' SHAF'l' AND STFPPED AT..COVE 'tOMB (Fig.cl3) 

.567, 571, .574. .57.5. 570, .5'/7, 573, 534, .536. 53'1 t 

593 and 5)5. (Unpublished: 547, 560 and 591.) 

!his i8 by far the largest grou? ot tombs within 
, . 

the ce:retery. Petrie described this ~ype as "grave with recess", 

b'ilt "shaft and alcove" or "ch8!'nber" to~b is a more act description 

since in thirteen of the fifteen cases above lwo separate 

co~~onents may be found - a shaft of up to two metres deep 

and, at the bottOM, a step down of about half a metre into 



the alcove or chamber. (The exceptions are F577 , which has 

no step, and F574 which has no step either but has two 

o.pposed alcoves.) In F567 the shaft and the stepped alcove 
- ~ , 
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had in addition a second alcove flush with the base of the 

shaft. In nearly every case, the shaft and the alcove/chamber 

width are more or less the same. 

'Xhe tombs contained between two and eight vessels 

ot the aVailable repertoire (F547 two and 1571 eight). Most 

ot the tombs contained five or six vessels. Most also 

contained both a dipper juglet and either a storage jar or jug. 
. . 

In some cases there were two jugs (F584) or two storage jars 

(1560, 1571, 1575, 1587, 1585) wh~ch might imp17, on.the 

analogy ot the single grave~ n\hslngle jugs or jars, that 
!' . ,. • 

these tombs were.intended tor double oecupanc1. Ot,the 
, 

t1 fteen tombs, all but three contained at least one cylindrical 

juglet. 

!he distribution of the small objects is singular. 

Only tour ot the fifteen contained scarabs (1567, '1'574, 
~ ,- • , .- ~ < .' 

1584 and 1'.593). 1'.547 may have, but ltis suspect (see 
, 4 

"Anomalies"). Allot these tour tombs contained toggle pins 
~ " 

as well as scarabs, but nine ot the remaining eleven tombs 

without scarabs were also without toggle pins. (':his is one 

of the reasons for the scarab/pin equation.) 1584 should be > 

pointed out.as unusual in the group in that it contained five 

scarabs as well as a pin and a dagger and a kohl pot. No 

other daggers occurred in this group and only one other tomb 

contained faience (1575). 

In the majority of casea the shaft lay to the 

north 0 t the alcove/chamber. The tombs 0 t this type are 
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widely scattered throughout the cemetery, although the lar&est 

conc.ntration of them ls grouped in the southernmost part 

o'f'the area. (see Fig.l7) 

Tom b 'I'ype 3! STEPPED SHAFt' AND CHAMBER TOMB (Fig.84) 
; 

545, 563, 570, 582, 596. 

This lsan enlargement of the preVious type of 

tomb with-a d1st1nct~y separate shaft., The shaft,itself ran 

down at an angle of about 450 in a ~er1es of between four 

and six steps forming a staircase which was as a rule much 

narrower than the' chamber into Which it led. 'l'be first sten 
" ... 

from the surface was u.ually the steepe.t (over a metre in 

most ca.e.), followed by a .erie. of smaller steps (about 

twenty five cent1metre~). Th~ step treads of,these lower 

steps ~ere often ve~y narrow (twenty centimetres) and the 

.tep. themselves were usually rectangular in shape, though 

curvilinear steps ~o occur (the lowest steps of F.570). 

The chambers varied in shape from the elipses 

of 1563 and 1582, to the circular chambers 0 f 1'545 and F596 

and the almost bilobate chamber of 1570. The depth of the 

chamber was about three metres below the surface, covered by 

a root of about one metre in thickn.... In most cases this 

roo f had collaps.4. 

The grave goods consisted of betw.en seven and 

nine pots, tog.ther with scarabs and toggle pins. All the 

tombs contained bowls, cylindrical juglets, dipper juglets 

and two jars. They also all cont.ined at least two scarabs. 



Two of the 'tombs contained inlay work (F570 and F582) and 

a,ll but one (F596) had toggle pins •. (F596· contained a 

b'rcsnze dagger •. 

In every case, the shaft approached the tomb 

from a northerly direction. The five tombs in question lay 
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in a line·across the western edge ot the cemetery (see Fig.l7). 

c • 

Tomb Tzpe 4: STEPPED SlU .. ft AND BILOBATE CHAMBER TOMB (F1g.85) 

551, 554. 555, 564. 565, 566, 569. (The plan 

ot F564 is missing completely, but aee BPI PI. LXIV) 
'. ~ . 

~. 

Thi. type i8 perhaps aD enlarged version 0 f 

Type ,]hree. The shafts ot all these .even tomba had from five 

to seven steep steps leading down in a separate stairway of 

Borne two metres or 80. A1 though the sections 0 f four 0 f the 

seven are missing. 1t 18 clear that the top step was the 

ateepest and then small shallow steps led further down. 

The treads of these steps were never very wide (twenty five 

centimetres). Whilst most of the steps were rectangular, both . 
F565 and 1566 have a curvilinear step at the base. At the 

bottom ot the staircase the steps .ere usually constricted 

to provide a doorway into the chamber and in at least one 

case (r55l) this doorwat was blocked with stone slabs. 

The cbambers 0 f these tombs are distinguished 
. . 

a.s bilobate. or • kidney-sha ped' chambers. They have a central 

support or buttress which gives the chamber the appearance 

ot having two curviline~ lobes to it, but both on the same level. 

One presumes that the plan is a .ucc.ssor, at least in size, to 

the Type three stepped shalt and small chambered tomb, and 

that with the increased !Loor area the central support was 
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necessary to hold up the roof in this soft:sandy soil. These 

supports ranged from the barely Visible e~ample of F569 to 

one which almost'divides tbe chamber into two - 1'551. 
... ~. ' 

The tombs conteincd up to twenty-four pots: 

bowls, cylindrical'juglets. dipper juglets with jars or jugs 

and lamps~ All but one tomb (F,566),'contained three or more 

scarabs and there were a number otdaggers, faience and 

gypsum vessels and toggle pins. In all. the goods were 

varied and prolit1c. 

Where evidence has been preserved and recorded 

(15.51 " 75.5.5), the dis,tribution ot the objects may be seen to 

be scattered throughout the chamber. The storage jars had 

been placed either side ot the entrance on the north wall ot 

the chamber and the smaller object. had accompanied the bodies 
, 

over the main floor area ,of the chamber. Although there 1s 

no conclusive evidence as to how many persons were buried 1n 

each tomb, it is assumed that a number ot bodies, possibly five 

or more, (1021 has twelve) would have been placed in the tomb 
... ,"" 

at one time or another. Since the eVidence is not sufficiently 

accurate, it is not 'possible to ascribe.uites of objects to 

particular individuals within aft1 one tomb. 

All the tombs ot this t7pe were entered Via the 

staircase tram the north. ~he total chamber depth was about 

three metres below the surtace. !he.. tombs are clearly 

distributed in the central and northern sectors ot the 

cemetery. (See l1g.17) 



Tomb TYr:e 5: . STEPPED SHAFl' AnD DOUBI,E CHAMBER TOMB (Flg.86) 

.5.50 • .556, 559. 
" 

These three tombs'are designed specifically as 

stepped shaft and double separate chamber tombs; as such 

they are the largest in the cemetery. ~omb F559 has a 

surface area in its two chambers ot twelve square"metres. 
, . 
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(This makes them larger than any of the reused EBMB/MBII tombs 

from Jericho, where the largest are only some nine square 

metres.) From the design, it well might be that this type of 

tomb is a larger version 0 f the bilobate tombs 0 f Type :F.'our, 
to 

which have a lesser area. 

The shaft approach was three metres long, with 

about four ortive steep steps leading to a constricted 

doorway (sixty centimetres in the case of 1559). A sixth 

step throu«h the threshold of the doorway gave access to a 

rectangular landing stretched between the doorw81 and the 

central dividing wall of tha tomb. One morestap on either side 

of this landing led. into one or other of the chambers. 

Each 0 t the two chambers tended to be rectangular 
, . 

in plan, separated from one another by the dividing wall and 

the landing. 

Owing to the pauc1 t1 0 f skeletal' rema1ns~ it is 

difficult to be certain of the fwu:tion of these large tombs 

as distinct from the smaller ones. Certainly tombF550 

contained five individuals and there may have been more in 
• 

other tombs. !he plethora of grave goods certainly implies 

numerous burials, with the atoragejars placed against the walls 

and the smaller objects scattered about among the burials. 
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Up to thirty vessels of the complete range occurred within 

these tombs. F~50 contained five scarabs ~and five bodies) 

b~t'F~56 and F559 contained twelve and nine scarabs respectively; 

each contained at least two pins and a dagger. 

Entry to the tombs was from the north. The group 

i8 very close together ln the north eastern part of the 

cemetery. (See Fig.17) 

As a unique tomb 0 f this kind, one should note 

F568 whIch 1s a bilobate and double chamber tomb. 

Miscellaneous 

557, %1, 58, and 590. 

In the first three Cases a group 0 f material was 

found "below the surface", implying no recognisable 

architectural plan. Whether this was a deliberate form of 

burial, or simpl)" the rew1 tot erosion and overwhelming 

disturbance, is difficult to .scertain. ~he groups may well 

form recognisable un! ts 0 t grave goods, for example, all 

three contain a jug with a dipper juglet, frequently construed 

as • pair. On the other hand, these groups may be fortuitous 

finds thrown up by the method 0 f large area probing, or even 

pots ejected from a reused tomb. (Notes 1.561 has the only . 
pir1form juglet, here unprovenanced.) The depth of these groups 

varies; 1583 was 12" below the ground, whilst the other two 

were 24" (60 ems.) below. A point in favour of these deposits 

being disturbed ~s that they contain no small objects. 

1'590 has an unusual plan 0 t three shallow pits 

with a central depression. It does not look complete, and it 

bears little resemblance to any of the other plans discussed a 

above. 



(The 1000 cemetery, with twenty five tom~s of 

t;he MBII period, also fits into the mould of the types of 

t~mbs mentioned above. 1 
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Type 1. 1001, 1003, 1006, 1010, 1011, 1012, 1013, 1015, 
1016. 

'l'ype 2. '1002, 1007, 1008, 1009, 1014, 1017, 1018, 1019, 
1020, 1024, 1026 A Bc B. . 

Type 4. 1021. 

M18cel1aneous~ 1004, 1027 - shallow pits. 1023 a destroyed grave.) 

Discussion 

In many ways the t1 ve types 0 f design are, a 
'i • 

progression from the simple rectangular grave to the shaft grave 

with stepped alcove ,or rudimentar.r chamber. The deepest shaft 

then follows in Type thre~. necessitat~ng a staircase leading . 
down to the enlarged chamber. With an even larger chamber 

still ,in 1'7pe four, ,it assume. a bilobate buttressed appearance, 
.. . ~ 

and finally in '17pe tive the larger area still, requires a ... 
shaft and a double chamber. 

That these plana were designed in advance 0 f 

construction and not 81111'17 later enlargements 0 f earlier 

slmple tombs is shown by the deliberate way in which In the 
, 

tomb staircase lAnd the axis 0 f the chamber 1n the larger tombs 

1s so placed to give the tombs a balanced plan. What these 

separate designs mean Is more difficult to assess. ~e most 
,. 

obvious explanation Is that the different designs are simply 

a fUnction of their size - a Iarler are. tomb cannot 'be cut 

with a single circular chamber like a smaller one might owing 
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to the danger 0 f roo f collapse, hence the development in these 

larger tombs 0 f the bilobate buttress or the double d1 v1ded 

chamber. Likewise, the larger the tomb the deeper it would 

have to,be to gain the necessary added stability of the earth 

of the roof and the gre~ter c~amber height, hence the small 

chambers are near the surface and Can be entered by a one step 

shaft, whereas the deeper chambered larger tombs would need 

the stepped approach. 

It the tomb shape, both vertically and horizontally, 
, 

is a function of siz., one must then ascertain, of what 1s 

size the fUnction; whether it is burial custom, the number 

of required interments, differences in class of burial, the 

area of the cemetery in which the tomb,is cut or possibly 

even a difference in time? 

There can be little doubt that large tombs were used 
, I ,I 

to house mor~ people than small tombs - graves only tend to 

contain single burials whereas large tombs had five or more 

bodies placed in them. (Some of the graves in the 1000 

cemetery have evidence of two bodies, whereas the bilobate 

tomb l02l~conta1ns twelve bodies at least.2) The number of, 

items ot grave goods also indicates this size difference; 

graves contained two or three objects on average, small tombs 

contained under ten objects, but the large tombs.contained ~p 

to fi fty obj acts. 

rhe difference between the various types of tomb 

can be noted to be a result ot more or fewer bodies. It 

cannot, however, be readily explained as a difference an class. 

There is very little real qualitative difference in the 

material of a small or a large tomb; the difference seems 
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solely to be quantitative. 

Both small and large tombs 

\ 
(Posslblyon a per capita b~~is.) 

"" contrlned basically the same units 

0,: goods - bowls, a jar ,or jug with a dipper jug~et. a scarab\'" 
"'. ... . 

and toggle pin etc. - only that the large tombs contained 

more units because they had more burials. ,(The exception may 
, , 

be the lack of scarabs in so many of the Type two tombs, but 

this,could be sex rather than class.) In fact, ~lass is a 
; 

difficult criterion of variability to apply to such a small 

sample of each type. It is true that only the larger tomba . 
tended to contain daggers, but only one or twospeclmens were 

. 
found despite the comparatively large size of the deposits. 

Necessarily, ~th such a s?&rse distribution, sm81~ graves . 
would only infrequently contain such 'rare' objects. As for 

scarabs, with or without toggle pinst,theType one graves have 

as many per capita 8S do the large tombs. 

It might be argued that there are difterent customs 

ot burial eVidenced by the .arled architectural ,toms of the 

tombs, with the suggestion that the large tombs are 'family 
. , 

vaults' represent1nc perhaps a complex and more elaborate for~ 
" o. , .: , ~ 

of burial. Certa1.nly" the amount 0 r earth that would have had 
" , , 

to have been dug out would requirecons1derable organization 
, -

andeftort. The small graves on the other hand might be seen 

as the individual and '. perhaps even the t poorert graves 0 f the 

district, since they require very 11ttle work. It is debatable 

whether such a modern concept can be transposed into an MBII 

context on such slender eVidence, particularly when one ,might 

argue that the single grave. s.ow IndiTldual attention whereas 

the larger tombs .. re hardly more than common charnel houses, , 
. -' . _. 

unless of course they had begun their use as elaborate tombs for 

very few people and then later just been reused and robbed 
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uncaringly as seems to have hanpened at Jericho. 

The area ot the cemetery does seem to have some 

significance in the different types of the tombs, for example 

the Type three tombs lay along the western edge at the cemetery. 

whilst the Type tour tombs were distributed in the central and 

northern areas. The Type tive tombs are close togetherln 

the north eastern area. HaVing said that. Its·meaning In real 

terms Is no more readily understood, whether certain types of 

tomb were only cut,·or even could only have been cut, in 

certain areas of the cemete17 because that particular form 

suited the ground in that part, or whether the forms of the 

tomba are progressive od changed during a period 0 t time as 

the cemetery gradually eh.anged it. ground •. 

There are certain comparisons with these five 

styles which might give so.e chronolOgical basis for the 

differences, although such comparisons tend only to complicate 

~h __ problem rather than t08implit.1 it. The Type one grave 
, 

18 a common enough form ot burial. One might perhaps usefully 

compare grave F58l with a similar grave at Lachish dated by 

Turne1l between 1750 and 1700 BeC.' (Incidentally they are 

both child burials.) Type two, the abaft and Chamber tomb, 

is similar to other examples at tachlah. for example 1502 

dated bet"een 1700 ':'1650 ~.C. by TUfnei.l. 4 ' 

It is perhaps the bilobate tombs which have 

received the most comparative study, occuring as'they do not 

only at.Fara but a180 "el1 .ljjU1,5 Jeruaalem,6 Lachish Tomb 1537 

and even in Cyprus at such site. as Lapitho8 - tombs 316 and 320.8 

They have even been compared to the Mycenaean chamber tombs in 

Greece.9 As fs.r as Lach18h 18 concerned, Tufnell maintains 



that the earliest exa~ple8 ot bilobate tombs occur at the 

end 0 r the EBl1B period to be seen at Lachish in tombs 2100 

and 2101.10 Similar types or tomb occur also in the Late 
4 .. -.,,-. 

Bronze Age at Tell Fara in such tombs as 1935, 960 etc. ll 

stiebing12 points out that in Cyprus: 

" ••• the closest parallels to the Palestinian 
., . 

bilobate chamber tombs are dated to the 

Middle Cypriot 11 and III periods (roughly 

contemporaneous with MEII B & C in Palestine)tt 

(his brackets). 
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The result ot these comparisons is to allow the date of the 

bilobate and other tombs to be anTWhere within the MBII period. 

Relative and /I.bselute ChronoloQ. 

Chronology having been discussed in broad terms 

tor these tombs, one should now consider what views have been 
, " ..,. 

expressed tor a re t1nect absolute dating tor the tombs. 

1) Scarabs 

. ~ . 
. In his analysis 0 t the MBII tombs, Petrie expressed < 

no doubt that absolute dating could be achieved by analysing 

the scarabs and placing them in a typological and hence 

chronological order by comparison with known Egyptian styles: 

"The groups (of scarabs) g1ve sutficient scope 

tor aorting them into a probable sequence, by 

noting the successive introduction of fresh types 

and variations of style side by side with what 

was already established. (Similarly, the pottery 
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in a lesser degree marks the changes by the 
, 

introduction of fresh varieties during expansion 

and the falling 0 ff 0 f" types -during decay) ,.13 

~. ..'~ "1..'",: ", 

(How much of the last'partor that statement'was an expression 
, ~'" . 

of Petrie's gene~al philosophy and how much it was related to 

the particular problem'in hand is difficult to judge.) 

Of the forty three tombs under discussion, he' 
.1, .. ,J 

published twenty seven ot them in an order assessed according 

to the scarabs;l~, the rem~nd.rar. pubiished numerical17.15 

The analyais 0 t the scarabs from the twenty' •• ven 'tombs is 
( i;' 

very thorough. compariag; •• ca scarab with Egyptian equivalents, 
" 

particularly t~e scarabs'from !ell e1 Yahudlyeh. He illustrates 

the gradual degradation of types, the philosophic centre of 
, " . . . 

his approach, trom their Middle Kingdom echoes in tomb F570 

to the fully degraded forms 0 f tomb F554, the last in his 
, .. 

sequence. 
. - , " '..,. . 

~h. range of time covered by these scarabs would 
/-

, . 

be the periods of the XYth and XVlth Drnasties, stretching then 

from the early part of the 17th Century (ea. 1670 B.C.) to 
~ ~ ~ 

'- .. 

the end 0 f the Hyksos period, a total 0 f some 100 years or more. 

It must have been this dating 0 r Petrie'lI which has enabled 

Kenyon to state: 

"Or the numerous MDII Age tombs (at Tell el-Fara' h) 

exeaTated, sixty can be "oloae17 dated, and of 

these fifty-eight seem to equate with Jericho 

Phase V". 16 



for according to Kirkbrida, Jericho Phase V, 

" ••• can mostl'robably be assigned to the 

period covered by the 15th n;nasty.nl 7 

If. then Petrie maintained that the scarabs of.th.~se tombs 

at Fara are XVth Dynasty, then they must ner ~ be equated 

chronolog1cally with the last phase of the Jericho tombs. 

In his paper on the origin otthe Philist1ne 

tombs at Tell Fara, St1ebing notes, 

" .••• that tho.bllobate chamber tombs (at Fara) 

all date to MBIIC~ approximately 50-100 years 

later than the presumed Hyk80s invasion 0 f 

Palestine-. l8! : 

One can only essume that since no reference is given to this 

statement. the evidence adduced tor these dates must be from 

Petriets original'dating system. 

It'has already been discussed that the eV1dence 

from scarabs of this period in particular, when so many of 

the scar~bs are little more than 'blundered' (!1£ Petrie) 
, • . ..... t., I A" "'~ :. 

imitations, Is highly suspect. Kenyon and K1rkbride have 

amply expressed their doubts upon the u~etullness ot the method 

at Jericho, yet this critical approach does not seem to have . . . 

extended to Petri.'s own work, which has remained unchallenged. 

It is not the intention here to extend the 

analysis 0 t scarabs beyond a br1e t discussion, but 011e should 

mention one or two scarabs tram the tombs which might be 

construed to have some meaning of absolute dating, namely 

F551 Fig.27a.7 and F550 lig.23a.2 These two. scarabs may 
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contain Royal names, though 1n neither case 1s the reading clear. 

F,5l(F.1g.27a.7) is read 'Son of the Sun, ~-neb-~t. 

'According to petrie19 this 1s "a new name' 0 f a Hyksos K1ng". 

Petrie places the tomb very early 1n his sequence at the 

beginning 0 f the xvth Dynasty (second 0 r twenty seven) and it 

may well have been his beliet that the.name was to;be equated 

with the other named scarab in 1550. It might be pointed out 

however that this scarab in J551doe8 not come f.romthe chamber, 

but clear11 1aan1ntrusion 1n the staircase on the outside 

o! the door-blocking • 

. -15;0 (Flg.23a.2) 1. read 'Ma-ib-re'. 0 t this ---
Petrie states that it is a well known king's name Maot_ab_re20 • --
OD this basis, Petri. places th1s tomb fourth in the sequence. 

According to' some authorities J!~~!:~~~o_te.E.!-"_~ is the king 

May.br., the prenomen for Sheeh1. 

. " 

" ••• whose seals and seal impressions, of 
'- , . , 

early Hyksos types, are both numerous and 
-- . 

w1d~17 distr1but~d".21 

Hayes22 equates this king-with the IS8l1tiS' of the,Manethon1an 

Canon, that ·is the founder 0 f the Uth Dynasty in' about 

1674 B.C. It then Mayebre/Maibre/Maotepre i8 accepted as 
, , 

a prenomen for Shesh1, and 1t . lb.. ab! 1s accepted as the 

alternative for Sai1ti8 ot tAellll D7na8t,.. theA the eqaation 
" 

may . also be made between thi8 aoaraD in Fara tomb ;'550 \Vi th 

the 'Son ot Re-Sheshi' 'cla •• scarab :1n Jericho tomb H13 which 

1s a Phase V tomb.23 It all that 1s then accepted, then .1.t 

would appear that one ot the earliest tombs in the Fara 

sequence; fourth in the system, 'would be of the same date as 

one of the latest at Jericho. The Fara cemetery then would 



surely equate with Phase V and later at Jericho and thus as 

a whole be late MEl!. 
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1he weakness ot,this type ot direct time equation 

has already been demonstrated. The prenomen Mayebro for ' 

Sbeshi 1s in dispute, 8I1d particularly Sheshi as founder 0 t 

the XVth Dynasty is opposed by Gardiner.24 Furthermore, 

since scarabs theme.lTes are such an unreliable dating 
• 

'" 
procedure, aine. also the relative dating ot these tombs at 

Fara as decided by Petri. i. equal!1 in doubt,.and since the 

real meaning 0 t, 8. "Pbase V" tOl'l1b at Jericho as a mark 0 t 

lateness or earliness has bee:n;' discussed and questioned 

eljewhere, it would be unfair to the evidence to rely upon 

aucban equation. In,f~ctt the.evidence has here been used 

to generate the same sel t';'wpportlng argument ... that has boen 
~. 

preTiously judged unsafe. 
). 

i J 

I f the pottery 0 t the two equated tombs, lfara 

tomb 550-~d Jericho tomhB13 ls compared, it will be seen 
• I'" • ' 

that there is a resemblance in the lamps, the dipper juglets 

and the one handled jug which one might expect from any two 

tombs ot the'MBII. Two ot the· four' cylindrical· juglets ot 

1550 hOlleverare a miniature torm not seen at Jericho and 

~i80, Jericho H13 contains four pedestal vases not found at Fara. 

fhe outstanding d1 fferenee would be in the comparison 0 t the 

bowla 0 t the two tombs;, Bone 0 f the 1.550 bowls bears any true 

typological resemblance in the strict terms ot the Jericho 

typology to &n7 0 f the bowl. in H13.25 Also, apart from the 

one scarab mentioned,none ot the remaining scarabs bears 

resemblance one tomb with the other. 

Returning to other scarabs from Fara that may have 

some bearing upon absolute chronology, Rowe, whilst dating 
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many of the Fara scarabs to the XVth and XVIth Dynasties, dates 
-

some of them earlier, e.g. F559 (11g.41a.3) which he describes 
;,. ... 

~·as "XI 11th Dynasty or later". This scarab could be interpreted 
(~ 

to be pre-XVth Dynasty, though'Petrie puts the tomb in which 

it was fo~nd fifteenth 1~ the'succession at the twenty seTen 

tombs and aS8uch. the XVIth Dynasty. 

Another anomaly would be the scarab in tomb F556,26 

which petrie would date to the reignol Thutmoais III in the 

15th century; he explains its presence 'as an'intrusion from' 

a later burlal.21 

In the matter ot straightforward typological 
, , 

comparisons '0 t the scarabs between Jericho and Fara, or.e might 

suggest on the sarne baslsas the typological one mentioned 

above, 

1545 (BPI Pl.VII,46) equals B5l (JTII l1g.29l,14) Phase III 

F55l (BPl P~.VII,14) equals J54'(JTII F1g.283,2) Phase 11 early 

1556 (BPl Pl.X,66) equals B5l (J!II l1g.29l,4) Phase III 

1559 (BPl Pl.X?87) equals J5~ (J!lI P1g.283,4) Phase 11 
-

1565 (BPI PI.X,l06) aquals J3 (nIl !'1f.282,2) Phase I 

1584 (BPI Pl.VII,20) equals .13 (J!II F1g.282,2) Phase'I 

etc. 

These are some of the obyious direct typological comparisons 

of the seal carvings; there are others but the above are 

su tfic1ent to illustl-ate that some 0 f the scarabs may 

typologicall7 be compared to scarabs at Jericho which appear 

well before 'Phase VI. 

early 
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11) pottery 

Turning to the pottery !ror.! Fara one finds that 

it is all MBlI in date. The lateness or earllness of the 

';d1stribution of piriform juglets has been' discussed elsewhere. 
4 ........ 

If'it 1s belleved) that plriform jugl~ts tend to be an early 

teatureotMBII whereas cylindrical juglets tend to be a late 

feature., then,sinee only one unstratlt.1ed plrifo~ juglet 

was tound at Fara (F56l) and one dubiously stratit.1ed (F579), 

the remainder of th.narrow necked juglets being cylindrical, 

one might conclude that these tombs at,Fara are late in the 

MSII sequ~nc •• The weakness ot this argument has also ,been 

pOinted out., 

One pieceworth1 of note is the lare.-globular 

jug in tomb F55l (F1g.25~l1)·.h1~h 1s a Cypriot Black on Red 

hand made ,.e'Bsel. Th. occurence ot this form might indicate 

tor part ot the cleposit 01' this particular 'tomb a late pOint 

in the MBII period. 

, "MBIIC Is the period when Cypriot imports 

become common in Palestine and they continue 

to increase in volume during LBI".28 

other t~an this one piece, there 1s, nothing inherent 1n any 

of the tombs that might suggest an absolute date within the 

MBIl period. 
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B~ COMPARISON OF FARA WIm JERICHO 

Burial Custom 

In comparing the two sites, there are certain 

pieces ot evidence which. are more t..1lly represented at Fara 

than at Jericho. One overwhelming. difference between the two 

sites 1s that at Jericho the burials are interred successively 

in the tombs ot an "earlier period, whereas at Fara the cutting 

o t the tombs is a crucial part ot the character 0 f the HBI! 
- " 

burials. It one considers that in the MSII period there are' 

two potential areas-ot evidence which display the characteristics 

ot burial custom. namely tomb design and tomb equipment. then 

Jericho lacks the evidence ot contemporary tomb design which 

the Fara tombs provide. -~ Whatever the meaning 0 f the various 

styles of tomb at Fars. 'at least they ludicat. differences -

differences that·would not be obvious if one had to judge only 

from the tomb equipseat. It 1s true that the large tombs 

have more equipment than the _11 sravea,-but they do not 

really have different eq\d..p •• nt; 18 the main,. the typology 

ot both the large -and the _all arOups ot material is the same. 

The difference in tomb architecture at Fara, coupled. with the 

posltion 0 f groups 0 t the same style 0 t tomb 1n particular 

parts 0 t the ce.etery. UUUlt b. a cri tenon tor sub-dividing the 

tombs and theretore these criteria are not aTailable at Jericho. 

Quite why the two sites difter ln tomb construction 

i8 difficult to tell. It may ren.ct,_ - , 

a) a fundamental difterence in burial custom 

which allowed the inhabitants of Jericho to 

reuse old tombs OTer and over again instead of 

cutting their own new ones. 
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b) the tact that since Fara itself was not 

inhabi ted until the !-1BII period there were no 

tombs available for,reuse. and so n(nr graves and 

to~bs had to be cut, but had there been an 

Em1B cemetery at Fara then it would most 

certainly have been reused as at Jericho. 

c) the difference in the earth from which, the tombs 

are cut, .the ,har~ limestone at Jericho as 

opposed to the sotter marl/sandstone at Fara, 

,which prompted the Jerichoans to abandon,grave 
, 

construction at that site in favour of reusing 

the ready cut tombs. 
- , 

, .. 

Accepting-that at Fara the tombs were cut as 

required and were designed to the tastes 'and the customs of' 

th~bu~ier' whereas this option cannot have been excereisad at 
. ..;. .'. . . 

Jericho, how then does this affeet'the presentation of the 

evidence at Jericho? !he actual decision'to reuse the tombs 
.. , 

at Jericho may have obscured or'even removed the subtler 
. \," ~ ~ 

differences which the period exhibIted at Fara. 'l'hat is, 
. , , 

at Fara small tombs were used tor individual b~ials and large 

tombs .ere used for multiple burials. It, however~ only 

large reused tombs had been available, as at Jer1cho, then 

the distinction between the two types ot burial would at best 

have been made less conspicuous and probably would not have 

been distinguishable at all. Paradoxically, it is the outstanding 

size of the deposits and the number of burials in the Jericho 

tombs which among other features have attracted recent 

attention to them. The a~all deposits, like those at Fara, 

have not evoked the same degree of interest and yet their 



a~allness might make the Fare. tombs more representative of 

s"P9c1f1c i. points in time during the MBll than the larger 
. 

':depos1 t.s at Jericho where their very size makes them 
~ .... -

unrepresentative. indicating a long period of use. 

Pottery 

Perhaps the most important area of comparison 

between the two groups 0 f tombs 1s the typology 0 f the 

pottery end the small objects. Kenyon believes that the 
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Fars tombs are all to be placed at the end of the MBlI period 

because their potter,r is best pottery to her Group,V at 

Jericho.29 According to Kenyon's typology, the most significant 

feature at Fara which indicates lateness is the almost total 

absenceo! plrlform juglets. If ,one accepts Kenyon's system, . 

this single tactor would then be such a strong indicator that 

there would be little room left tor doubt. Other features 

o t the Jerichoan system which would sUl'T-'Ort this view 0 t 

lateness would be the appearance ot taience in some ot the 

tombs at Fara, the use ot decorated headed toggle pins and 

the lack of pedestal ,vases and small globular bowls. All 

these features would indicate a late rather than an early phase. 

There are other features which argue against too 

simplistic a conclusions 

1} , 'l'he typology of bowl. 1s both 1m-portant and significant 

at J er1cho - there are many sub-ctl Visions o! the small 

carinated bowl., Type. B, C and D. At Fara, small 

carinated bowls are also amongst the commonest 1tems 

buried in the tombs. It is remarkable therefore that 

there is no real point of comparison between the typology 
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of these items in the two sites, for the form of small 

carinated bowl which is so co~monat Fara does not occur 

at Jericho. At Fare, every tomb has an example 0 f the 

bowl, with its everted rim, short vert1cal upper wall, 

simple carinated shoulder, longer convex lower wall and 

small. turned d1sk base. In F~50 there'are four preserved, 

1n 1555 f1ve preserved, 1565 tour,' 1569 three and 80 on. 

This does not' account for others that have been lost. 

At Jericho, .the nearest type ,of bowl to this form is 

type C2a which 1s described as a 'w1de carinated bowl 

with upright upper wall and'oblique ring base'. 'The' 

dimensions are ahout the same, with a maximum width of 

about 16 cms. and. a maximum height otabout 3 ems •. 

However, amongst the hundreds ot bowls at Jericho, there 

1s only one example ot this form tound, in tomb A34,11.30 

The tomb 18 a Group III tomb. There i8 no cognate-form 

of this type unless 1 t i. the form Cla~' although the 

upper wall 1s angled inwards too strongly. - Of-th1s ,-

form there are only ti ve examples in Groups I, III and .-- ' 

three in Group 11.31 ~h1. lack of comparable bowls is a 

a1gn1t1cant weakness in ,tI.l1Y typological comparison 

between the two sites, that a type 80 cO,mmon among the 

small groups at Fara and thus representing a large 

percentage ot its total pottery 1s rarely found at Jericho. 

1i) It 1s said that one' of the signif1cant developments that 

takes 'Place during the time span ot the Jericho tombs is 

the change ia baBe type, from the d1sk base 0 f the 

earlier periods to the ring baBe of the later, being 

both stylistieally and technologically different. It has 



been pointed out in Chapter .3 that. at Fara at least, 

the distinction between disk and ring bases is non

applicable since there is only one truly ring-based 

vessel in the whole cemetery (F578B Fig.64.2), that 
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ls, avvessel having an applied ring bees. Other than 

this one vessel there is every shade of turned base 

from flat disk to ring, but essentially all-these bases 

are technologically the same. -The depth to which the 

turnlng will be taken, which in these cases determines 

the base pro tlle, depends upon the amount_ 0 f clay to 

be removed from the foot. I f the inside bottom 0 f the 

vessel is close to the outside before turning commences, 

then the turning cannot cut very deeply into the foot 

without breaking through the wall, whereas a thicker 
. 

toot requires a deeper turning ot the base. -This is 

also a question ot the angle ot the inside profile. 
" 

!he variation between one base and another does not 

impy a st~ct division of type that the Jericho style is 

meant to imply, since the same eystem forms both the ring 
- . 

ba.e and the disk base and all the interim forms. In any 
.. 

case, all varieties of these bases occur in equal 

quantity at Fara, with the emphasis, if anywhere, on 

the 'earlier' disk base. 

111) Slip, and more e.peclally burnish, ls .aid by Kenyan 

to be a feature whlch was alreaQ1 dying out lnthe 

MBI/MBII tranaitlon • .32 At first glance, the material-

. from Fara apparently lacks the use of sllp and' burnish, 

which would accord with its 'lateness'. Aa has already' 

been discussed ln Chapter 3, close examination reveals 
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that nearly every juglet. both cylindrical and dipper. < 

together with many of the bowls, exhibit traces of sli~ 

and burnish •. Surface decay, slip c~ack1ng and over

zealous scrubbing have all acted to obliterate the 

burnish marks which careful observation can now restore. 
t? ' ~ 

On many vessels the unmistakable vertical facets have 

remained after the surface has decayeditbey may be 

assumed on many, others. Further, at Far a , the pr9ven ... 

incidence,of this feature would seem to be greater 

, than that, 0 f Jericho, 

iv) It has been suggested that at Jericho the plain-shaft 

toggle'pins are earlier in the sequence than those with 

.deeorated shafts. At Fara, 'some tombs have no pins at 
I 

all, but those that do have an assortment of both the 

plain and the decorated shalt Varieties, which might 
. . 

suggest their contemporaniety. 

:, ". " ,. ! -

Whilst some 'features do suggest that a comparison 
< , -

with Jericho might be meaningful in a chronological' sense, 

others do not. Tbe monopoly of cylindrical juglets,'the absence 

ot pedestal vases and small globular bowls at Fara are indeed 
_ f " ' 

teatures ot Jericho Group V, but the different bowls at Fara, 
,..... I 

the va.ried bases, the extensive use of slip and burnish and the 

difterences in toggle pin distr1but1oD do not support such a 

comparison. Further, if as has been' shown in Chapter 2 the 

8ubdlvis1on ot the Jericho typology itselt is: an unsafe system, 

then it would suggest that there ought to be alternative reasons 

perhaps for the differences between the Jericho typology and the 

Fara typology than considerations of date alone. 
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There are several strong' reaEOns for supposing that 

thc'tombs at Teli Fara cannot be understood within the strict 

'chronologicsl interpretation which the divisions 0 f the MBII 
........ 
at Jericho would involve. If they were so confined, then they 

would have to be .very late' in the MBII period, as it were, in 

the last few decades 0 f that period. First, from the variety 

of the Fara tombs which have been discussed, different burial 

systems have emerged - small and large, burials, graves and 
, ~ 

shaft tombs etc. - and these different systems 1mplyeither that 

a variety of differing customs were practiced simultaneously or 

that with the passage of time tombs became more, or less, 
, 

elaborate. The use of different parts of the cemetery may well 

suggest the same,two ~ossibil1t1es.- naturally there is no way 

o t knowing which ot these two possibiUt1es 18 correct. 

One assumes that the 500 cemetery does not 

represent anywhere near the total popUlation of Fara in the 

MBII.period; the number of interments eVidenced can in no 

way relate to the length ofti •• the period continued at ,this 

site. , If one assumed that f1ve persons had been buried in 

every grave, shaft tomb and large tomb, the burials in this 

cemetery wo~ld.only total some 200 ~ersOn8t and in fact the 

actual number may be lea. than hal f 0 f that. On the other hand 

there is no reason for suggesting that the cemetery stretches 
, 

OVer a short period 01'117. 'I'he popUlation 0 f Fua is an 

unknown quantity at this time, nor is it known, more importantly, 

what percentage 0 f the population was buried in this way, nor' 

is it known if this 18 the only major cemetery for the site •. 

Such a small number of burials for such a large site suggests 

much more that over a period ot time only a small number ot the 



inhabitants were accorded burial of this kind. The variety 

of the burials might well suggest that this period of time 
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was a protracted one particularly in view'of the tact that at .. ., 

Jericho, supposedly, a small'number of burials are said to 

span the whole of the MBII perlod. 34 

Regionalism 

In examining the Jericho tynolog1cal dating system, 

it should be asked whether or not typological variation must be 

a function 0 f changing chronology and even 1 fit is, whether 

one can define those features which represent this form of 

change rather than 811Y, other form 0 f change. I f this is 

problematic within one site. tbe ,.problem of comparing the 

typology of one ate with another totally different site will 

be eVen greater. The more will this difficulty be felt if 
. 

the sites are 1n different regions. tor at best the two sites 
" 

are being serTed by two separate manufactories. It must be 

expected that there are bound to be unconscious regional 

variations even,within synchronous groups but there may also 

be a conscious regionalism which fQrther obscures the purely 

chronological Tariables. 

There are two non-chronological aspects which might 

well promote varied typology during the same period or phase: 

1) Different regions may produce. variant forma which make 

, detailed comparison. on the basis of date almost impossible. 

ii) ConserTatism within each region may well preserve deliber

ately the traits of local manufacture as characteristics 

of the region, leading not only to regional differences, 



but the perpetuation of these differences over a ' 

considerable length 0 f time as a mark 0 f that area. 
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1) To examine the two areas of Fara and Jericho, lt 

will be evident that the western Negev, econom1,eally and 

strategically. is a different zone from the Judean Hills and 

the Jordan Valley_ It forms a small semi-arid marginal 

agricultural buffer in the southern coastal plain, a clearly 

defined geographic area. Urban 8ite8 here are at the limit 

of agricultural viability. SItes like Jericho or El Jib, 

however, are sited qu1te'dlfferentlY topographically, lying 

as they do within the cordon of the hills. 

These .ell-detined geographic areas may well be 
. . 

o t great signi ficance . for, typological comparisons. I f one 
, ,. -' 

compares the pottery ot the Jericho tombs With other sites, 
. ' 

the most obvious direct comparison would be with the similar 

tombs from El Jib, a sit. in the hill country only twenty 
. ' 

kilometres from,Jer1cho~ In'both easea the to~bs are reused 

EBMB tombs and they contain. similar assemblages 0 t pottery, . ' 
including the pir1form juglets,' the pede.tal vas •• and other 

form. which are typical 0 f both 0 r the.. sit •• but whlch are 

missing at Fara. 

81milarly. the b •• t comparison with the typology 

of the Fara tomb. would be with a sit. such as Ajjul, some' 

twenty kilometres to the north we.t. The twos1tes are both 

similar strategically. eoonoaieal17 and topographically in the 

1'1ains of the We.tem .egev. Ifo take one case in pOint. one 

of the problems of typological comparison between Jericho and 

Fara was the smallcar1nated bowl8~ (Corpus Types 18J4, 7, 8. 

9, 12, 13, 14, 18Kl, 2 etc.) At Ajjul, the I1BII tombs, as 
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at Fara, all contain this style of bowl. Grave 36 at Ajjul 

has three examples, together with jugs, d1~per juglets, a 

~~iriform juglet, two cylindrical juglets and a lamp.34 The"equid 
"" ... ~ 

burials also have this form - A247 has an example 0 t 13.18, and 

407 l8Kl, this latter tomb with a cylindrical "juglet and two 

pirltorm juglets. Whilst it might be argued that the form, 

found w1 th both pin torm and cylindrical juglets, is common 

throughout the MBII and therefore not important from a 

chronological diagnostic sense, more forcibly It can be 

illustrated that the form 115 not ubiquitous and the fact that 

it does not ocour at Jericho preaames that, common or not, 

it ls a local tom in the .egev, although it is found in 

the single MBII/LB tomb at Jeruaalem.35 

fo continue the comparison fUrther, at Ajjul 

there are no pedestal vase. found, a torm popular at both 

Jericho and El Jib. 

Within the vicinity of Fara, there Is an MBII 

tomb at OerO' so.. tea ld.lo •• tre. aorth ... t which" ha. four 

yessels in 1t, all J"4JJB1Aiacent ot'tke Fara aroup •• .36 The 

same 1s true 0 t the large Mill, tomb at -rell Hac11a some '. 

twenty tiv. kilometre. north east of Para which with one 

hundr.d and t1 ft7 v •••• l. contained no pedestal vases and no 

'P1r1 form juglets" ex •• pt one Yahudi,eh p1r1 torm. 

These tour burlal 81te. exh1bit similar. typology, 

and the,. all lie within a twenty k110.etre radius of one another, 

within the same geographic, aocial and •• onoml. area, just as 

the s1t8a on the eaat aide of the hill coua.try, over one hundred 

kilometres dlatant, tend to exhibit similar typologiea but 

di fterent from that 0 f the site. in· the "egey. Whilst finally 
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It might be argued that the Negev as a whole was persistently 

not settled until a late phase of the MBII. several points 

~.ternjJer such an interpretation, for example, the presence of 

the HB! cemetery at Tell 'Ajjul, the wide variation' of tomb and 

grave 'styles at Tell FUll, the occurrence of the'Fara type 

of carinated bowl with piriform ju~let8 at TelI' Ajjul and 

clearly also. eveD 11" the' formal building (, t the cl ties is 

; late, the graves and tombs need hot date only to that period 

butm&1 span .,longer and earlier per1odof time. 

11) '_ ,The conaenatlam of groups of people has been 

discussed in Chapter 2.. Poplllations of the sort under 

consideratlon here m., well ~ave preferred rigid traditionalism 

to the fluctuations and Variations 0 f ' tOl"m~ . Amongst such a 

cOl':l.Muni ty, a matter 0 f 'a hundred or JIOre 1ears w1 thin a stable 

period would be unlikel,. to:b. responsible for much discernable 

change. OB ,the other h .. d,' different localities may well 

11lustrate ditferiDg tra.d1tloDs'which are zealously preserved 

as a mark of>the :1dentlt1.oatioD of tliat localit1'. 

Aa an illustration of this phenomenon, one might 

quote III modem example which i8 surprisingly similar to the 

s1tuationproposed above.'? In the present dB7 in the areas 

now considered there are t'l'O main zones ot pottery manufacture 

producing the domestic v .... l. used b1' the regional inhabitauts -

the bowls. jugleta, jugs, storage jars etc. The one group 

of potteries ia rdtuated iD the Gasa area in the western Nege" 

and'the other group ls in the Jlebron are. in the Judean 

hill countl"1. To a tota.l outsider, 'used perhaps to many 

ceramic variations on a global scale, these two pottery areas 

are producing the same vessels - there is no mistaldng these 
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forms as anything other than Arab pots. At the sane time, 

however, there is a distinct Variation between the two regions 
. ' 

,in the finer details 0 f the pro file, the rouletting, the 

handle form or whatever. Furthermore, there is an obvious 
. , ' 

and outstanding difference in the colour, for all Gaza ware 

is black, and all Hebron ware is white (butf/wh1te). 

A second point of comparison is that the extent 
'. 

of the sale and use 0 t the products 0 t these two potteries 

follows a similar line - Gaza ware 1s extantthr9ught the 

Western Negev 'as tar as Beer She ba, some twenty kilometres 

radius, but it is not to be seen in the hill country. Conversely, 

the Hebron'ware dominates the small village markets in the 
. ' 

hill country as tar as Bethlehem to the north or Dahriyah 

to the south, again a radius ot twenty kilometres •. 

Finally it is noticeable that the Gaza Black ware 

has not changed materially over the last hundred lears38 and 

probably even over a longe~ period than that. The sa~e 1s 

true of Bebroa ware, and all this despite the world upheavals 

of the last century or 80. (It should be pointed out that only 
. 

in very recent years with the changing social order and the 

deliberate changes 1n population Is any change beginning to 

atfect the distributions mentioned.) Therefore, for long 

periods of time these two areas seem to have preferred 

traditionalism to change within one area, but variation between 

one area and another is seen as a mark 0 f ,loca11 t,. • One would 

not suggest that the MBII ceramic distribution was in any way 

a forerunner of this present distribution but it stands as an 

illustration of a possible phenomeaon. 
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Summary; 

It has been demonstrated that the internal division 

~f,the MBlI period as conceived by Kenyon and as applied by 

others is perhaps less convincing than it at first appears. 

Both subjectively and objectively analysis would tend to 

argue in favour of a much less stringent interpretation of 

the data at Jericho. since the meaning of typological variation 

is not as clear as it might have. been. The further analysis of 

the tombs trom Tell Fara has &hc .. that they present a 

different set ot information to those at Jericho; in many cases 

the)" are, by the terms 0 t the Jerichoan t,-pology, incomparable 

with Jericho itselt. P1nal11, the possibility of typology 
. . 

reflecting regional variation rather than chronology has been 

put forward as a serious alternatiVe. 

In conclusion, one must certainly not deny the 

possible Validity of the Jericho typologically based 

chronolOgical system in general terms. tor it eontSins much 

unmeasurable intuition which must be taken into account but 

it is possible that the typology 0 t that system has been 
, 

too rer.Lned and that the truth might lie more with its broader 

facets than the straitened interpretations Which have been 

drawn from it. Further it is possible that there are several 

other dimensions to the structure of Variable typology besides 

that 0 f time, not the least 0 f which 1s d1:1ering locale. 
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